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ABSTRACT  
This dissertation analyzes first-generation youth’s linguistic and social practices in the 
construction of a new urban Andean identity in Peru. Since the 1940s, socio-economic events 
have led to massive migration of Quechua speakers from rural to urban areas. Migration has been 
understood as negatively affecting the vitality of Quechua in the cities, where Spanish is the 
dominant language. Using an ethnographic approach that is centered on youth’s voices, the 
results of this study reveal, however, that Quechua and other cultural traditions are maintained 
and revitalized by first-generation youth, especially when parents are not present.  
Ethnographic research was carried out among first-generation youth in three families in 
Ayacucho and Arequipa, two historically distinct Peruvian Andean cities that have been the 
center for migration in Peru. In both cities, the results show that the family's economic practices, 
that can take place in rural, urban, and international spaces, are the driving force in determining 
the degree of contact that youth have with Quechua and other rural cultural traditions. Quechua 
and Spanish use are also found to be on a rural/urban continuum, in which different degrees of 
mixture or combinado are found depending on the space/location of the interaction, interlocutors 
present, and symbolic value of the language.  
My research draws attention to the economic and social dynamics of life in the urban 
Andes, represented in the Chakra Model, which helps understand the vitality of Quechua in Peru 
in the 21st century. This research moves away from labeling Andeans, and instead focuses on 
understanding how first-generation youth construct their urban Andean identity, thus providing a 
“bottom-up” perspective to life in the urban Andes.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
This dissertation’s objective is to understand the social dynamics of Quechua language 
use and language contact in the urban Peruvian Andes with a special focus on youth. While 
Quechua is the largest indigenous language spoken in the Americas, little is known on Quechua 
language use in Andean urban centers, especially among young people. This study will examine 
first-generation youth’s linguistic and social practices in two different Peruvian Andean cities, 
Ayacucho and Arequipa.  In each city, youth share a common linguistic and cultural heritage; 
their parents and grandparents come from rural communities and speak Quechua as a first 
language. This study analyzes how youth’s Quechua and Spanish language practices are an 
important part of the construction of a new Andean urban identity.  
Youth’s daily spaces for interaction and their membership in different social networks are 
used as analytical tools, in order to better assess the use of Quechua and Spanish in urban 
centers, in which Spanish is the historically dominant language in educational, government, and 
business (cf. Mannheim 1991; Hornberger and Coronel-Molina 2004). In each city, youth’s 
linguistic and social practices are analyzed across daily activities, in which youth “decide what is 
useful to them, and they determine history relative to their current needs without any foresight of 
the ultimate consequences of the present behaviors” (Mufwene 2008:224). This dissertation 
focuses, then, on the construction of a new urban Andean identity through the analysis of youth’s 
language practices of their two languages, Spanish and Quechua, within their daily activities and 
within the social networks they move in.  
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1.1 Identity construction and linguistic markets 
In the urban Peruvian Andes, Spanish is the language of politics and dominance. 
However, within this urban space, people may have access to both Quechua and Spanish, and in 
some cases, Aymara. Speakers may use Quechua or Spanish, or a mixture to “index more than 
one identity, or even to avoid aligning themselves with only one identity” (Romaine 2011:13). 
Recent studies in sociolinguistics analyze language throughout speakers’ social practices that 
continually change throughout interactions. Thus, identity can be approached “as a relational and 
sociocultural phenomenon that emerges and circulates in local discourse contexts of interaction 
rather than as a stable category located primarily in the individual psyche or in fixed social 
categories” (Bucholtz and Hall 2005:586). Therefore, the formation of a new urban identity may 
occur when multiple identities are “open to transformation, contextually derived, and emergent 
in interaction” (Mendoza-Denton 2004:490). Therefore, this dissertation on Quechua language 
vitality in urban Andean centers, focuses on the dynamics of the social practices of bilingualism 
(Heller 2007), and how “speakers develop linguistic resources for signaling their affiliation with 
certain groups and their social distance from others” (Fought 2010:284). 
How can we determine, then, the value of Quechua in Peruvian Andes cities, where 
Spanish is the dominant language? This dissertation seeks to understand how youth, who speak 
Spanish as a native language, and have different levels of proficiency in Quechua, also make 
Quechua part of their daily social and linguistic practices. We can use the concept of the 
linguistic marketplace (Bourdieu 1994) to understand how languages may be used in this setting. 
In the linguistic marketplace, “speakers establish consciously or unconsciously, between the 
linguistic product offered by socially characterized speakers, and the other products offered 
simultaneously in a determinate social space” (1994:38).  In the linguistic marketplace, 
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utterances receive value in relationship to the market, which relies on the speakers’ linguistic 
competence (1994:67). This dissertation examines how Quechua and Spanish are commodities 
with ‘market values’; they have costs and benefits that speakers assess and adapt  (Mufwene 
2008:224, 254) in their daily linguistic practices. In Ayacucho and Arequipa, first-generation 
youth may choose to speak Quechua and/or Spanish depending on the value of the language 
within that single interaction. Therefore, when they speak in Quechua, they are “producing a 
profit of distinction on the occasion of each social exchange” (Bourdieu 1994:55).  The linguistic 
market takes into consideration the values speakers’ assign to different linguistic products, in this 
case using Quechua or Spanish, in a specific social space (1994:38). Speakers can use Quechua 
in two instances: 1) When Quechua is valued in that context and interaction and 2) In spite of the 
fact that Quechua is not the language valued in that context and/or interaction. This study argues 
that the value of Quechua is defined by the social space of the interaction. Social spaces that 
define the linguistic market and the role of different interlocutors in this dissertation will be 
important elements of the analysis.  
 
1.2 Spaces 
For indigenous communities worldwide, ancestral territories and community spaces are 
considered to be at the core of indigenous identity (Smith 1999). Indigenous scholars and 
activists, Alfred and Corntassel consider “a notion of a dynamic and interconnected concept of 
Indigenous identity constituted in history, ceremony, language, and land, we consider 
relationships (or kinship networks) to be at the core of an authentic Indigenous identity” 
(2005:16). First-generation urban youth do not identify as indigenous in Peru (as we will see 
later), but their families’ language is Quechua, an indigenous language of Peru that has been 
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associated with only rural communities. In Peru, rural and urban spaces have been correlated to 
different identities, Quechua speaker rural peasant, and urban mestizo (Hornberger 1988; 
Mannheim 1991; de la Cadena 2000; Howard 2007). With rural to urban migration in Peru in the 
late 20th century, these identities have changed and continue to change. Therefore, while 
previous sociolinguistic studies of Peruvian Andean cities may view rural and urban spaces as 
dichotomies for language and cultural practices, this study proposes a revised analysis of spaces 
in which we find a rural/urban continuum for Quechua and Spanish language use.  
Space is an important analytical category for the group of first-generation youth in urban 
centers whose parents are of rural origin and speak Quechua as a first language. In the new urban 
settings, linguists find that migrants may suffer from geographic/physical and cultural 
dislocation, contributing to changes in their native/community language use (Fishman 1991). 
Fishman explains that in the new settings, migrants can be “exposed to an overwhelming array of 
unfamiliar and power-imbalanced circumstances which make language-in-culture maintenance 
‘problematic’” (1991:57-58). This study proposes a new view of language maintenance and 
migration in the Andes by examining the dynamic rural/urban continuum of spaces relevant for 
this new population of urban youth.   
In sociolinguistics, space has been traditionally “treated as a blank stage on which 
sociolinguistic processes are enacted” (Britain 2008:603). Different from other studies on 
Quechua language in the Andes, we center on space to better understand youth’s relationship to 
different spaces as an “agentive force” for language (Blommaert et al. 2005a, 2005b; Dong and 
Blommaert 2009). Britain proposes three types of spaces relevant for sociolinguistics: 1) 
Euclidean space, 2) social space, and 3) perceived space (see Table 1.1 below).   
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Table 1.1 Spaces in sociolinguistics (Britain 2008:604) 
1) Euclidean space: the objective, geometric, socially divorced space of mathematics and physics 
2) Social space: the space shaped by social organization and human agency, by the human manipulations of 
landscape, by the contextualization of face-to-face interaction, by the creation of built environment, and by the 
relationship of these to the way the state spatially organizes and controls at the political level.  
3) Perceived space: how civil society perceives its immediate and no so immediate environments- important 
given the way people’s environmental perceptions and attitudes construct and are construed by everyday practice.  
 
In this study, the “agentive force” of different social and perceived spaces will be a point 
of analysis for Quechua and Spanish language practices, bringing forth a new area of analysis for 
language in the Andes. This study understands spaces for first-generation youth as a part of a 
rural/urban continuum, in which certain spaces may be preferred for Spanish and others for 
Quechua. Following Blommaert et al. (2005a, 2005b), this study examines spaces as connected 
by 'scales'. Scales determine how “spaces are ordered and organized in relation to one another, 
stratified and layered, with processes belonging to one scale entering process at another scale” 
(2005b:203).1 That is, spaces are not free and open to everyone, and many times there is a 
“‘rank’ for particular spaces and the activities and repertoires valid there” (2005b: 213). This 
study will uncover the spaces in which Quechua has a higher “rank” and the situations, or 
“contexts” (see Gumperz 1982), for urban Quechua language use.  
In the urban Andes, different spaces may also “have multiple ‘centers’ which impose 
different orders of indexicality on their users – different codes and norms as to what is accepted 
as ‘right’, ‘good’, ‘marked’, ‘unexpected’, ‘normal’ and ‘special’ semiotic behavior” (Blommaert 
et al. 2005a: 207). Multiple centers, or the polycentricity of spaces, has implications on language 
use and what authors call, the interactional regime, or “a set of behavioral expectations regarding 
physical conduct, including language” (2005a:212).  The authors argue that the force of space in 
                                               
1 Blommaert et al. (2005b) discuss scales and scaling processes from World Systems Analysis –WSA (Wallerstein 1983, 2000, 
2001). In WSA, we understand the world in terms of production and exchange, between centers and semi-peripheries and 
peripheries (2005b:201) 
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sociolinguistics is only evident in ethnographic research, the methodological approach that is 
also used in this study.  
 
1.3 Social networks 
Quechua and Aymara-speaking people use different strategies to overcome obstacles in 
the new cultural and linguistic environment they may find when they move from rural 
communities to cities. Previous studies explain that migrants develop urban social networks by 
living in the same neighborhood as other migrants from the same region, which encourages  also 
maintaining strong ties with their home villages (cf. Golte and Adams 1987; Altamirano and 
Hirabayshi 1997, Paerregaard 1997, 2003). Different urban cultural practices have reinforced the 
strength of these rural/urban/international networks. For example, Ødegaard (2010) describes 
how the compadrazo system plays an important role in supporting migrant children and family 
members in Arequipa squatter towns.2 Another example is the numerous provincial clubs and 
associations that sponsor different social and cultural activities for migrants in Lima, Arequipa, 
and the United States (e.g. Patterson, New Jersey) (cf. Altamirano 2000, Ávila 2003).3  Social 
networks thus serve as strong social, financial, and cultural outlets for immigrants and migrants 
in new settings. While the participants in this study are not migrants themselves, their parents 
are. Thus, their associations with different people of a similar cultural and linguistic background 
may influence their language choices in certain spaces and in certain interactions, which will 
allow this study to also understand how both spaces and social networks play a role in Quechua 
language maintenance in urban centers.  
                                               
2  The compadrazgo system is the Catholic ritual of selecting a comadre/compadre ‘female sponsor/male sponsor’ and 
madrina/padrino ‘godmother/godfather’ as the co-parents for a child. The comadre/compadre relationship is a life-long bond that 
beings when the child is baptized. 
3 Strong social networks also support each other economically. Migrants in Lima and Peruvian immigrants in the USA frequently 
send remittances to family and friends to different parts of Peru (cf. Altamirano 2006).  
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In sociolinguistics, social networks are an important area of analysis to understand how 
languages are maintained among different groups that have experienced population movements 
(Milroy 2002). The discussion of social networks for first-generation youth is important, because 
their use of Spanish and Quechua may be linked to different societal spaces based on their social 
ties. An individual’s social network is defined as “the aggregate of relationships contracted with 
others” (2002:449). Networks can consist of strong (dense and multiplex) ties support and/or of 
weak ties (550). For example, if immediate family network ties are particularly strong, it may 
indicate that the home is a space for language maintenance, and when ties are weak, language 
shift can happen (558). Also, when extended network ties between friends, neighbors or co-
workers are strong, language use may permeate in activities within these groups. Networks are 
viewed from the point of view of a single individual, the ego (Milroy 1987:46). In this study, 
first-generation youth are the ego. This study considers the ego’s first-order network ties (e.g. 
immediate family), or people with whom the ego directly interacts as sites for Quechua language 
use. Second-order ties (e.g. friends), or the ego’s indirect links, are also examined to understand 
language use (see chapter 3).  
This dissertation examines youth language use as understood through the makeup of their 
social networks. I analyze how language practices unfold throughout their daily interactions 
within social networks that relate to different urban, rural, and international spaces. This 
discussion will also take into consideration ethnographic studies in Andean studies that examine 
identity construction across rural and urban spaces to connect language use to identity 
construction.  
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1.4 Migrants  
Since the colonial period in Peru, rural and urban spaces have played a significant role in 
defining and separating ethnic groups and social classes. In the colonial period, the Indian social 
class worked the land and few Indians lived in urban spaces (Harris 1995:364). Mestizos lived in 
urban centers and were identified with “civilization”. As landowners, mestizos profited from 
Indian labor (1995:364). This spatial and racial separation has been reconstructed in the 20th 
century. As early as the 1940s, large groups of “Indians” began to move to urban areas from 
rural areas to find better socio-economic and educational opportunities (cf. Altamirano and 
Hirabayashi 1997; Rodríguez 2004; Torres and Carrasco 2008). In 1968, Indians were renamed 
“campesinos” ‘farmers’ as part of progressive Agrarian Reform policies. While this movement 
took on different social characteristics in different parts of Peru, Cotler (1994) argues that there 
is a “ruralization” of urban spaces and an “urbanization” of rural spaces.  He refers to large 
changes in the composition and cultural and social characteristics of cities and also of the 
countryside. The maintenance and transformation of certain Andean traditions in the capital city 
of Lima has been discussed in many sociological works  (cf. Matos Mar 1966; Golte and Adams 
1987).  Racial and cultural identities are often discussed as a part of migration in the Andes, 
however race is not found to be a part of identity for first-generation youth in this study, and 
identity will be understood as a part of language use. In this section, I review the major studies 
that examine issues of migration and Quechua speakers in the urban Andes.  
Many studies on Quechua speakers in the urban Andes focus on migration and migrant 
identities, even when discussing different generations of urban Andeans. Paerregaard (1997) 
studies migration from the village of Tapay, Arequipa to the urban center of Arequipa (the 
largest city in the Peruvian Andes) and Lima. He categorizes migrants based on the relationship 
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they have in the city with Tapay. He differentiates between: 1) Drop-out migrants, migrants who 
have left the village permanently and have no contact with fellow villagers; 2) Visiting migrants, 
migrants who reside outside of Tapay, but return often to visit and; 3) Return migrants, migrants 
who have returned to resettle in Tapay after a long absence (21-22). Paerregaard also suggests 
“migration is a process that people may pass through in their lifetime” (21). Therefore, we 
understand that migrants can be both urban and rural depending on their residence at a single 
moment in time, but they are still referred to as migrants in this study.  
While Paerregaard refers to migrants’ relationships to their village, de la Cadena (1988) 
classifies migrant farmers by social class and urban occupation. The following migrants are 
found in the Andean city of Huancayo, Peru: 1) Los migrantes acomodados ‘well-off farmers,’ 
migrants who invest most of their urban income in their chakra 'farm'. In this category, the father 
works on the chakra and the children attend urban schools; 2) Los campesinos-migrantes 
promedio ‘average migrant farmers,’ migrants who obtain most of their income from the city, but 
eventually plan to sell their farm. Migrant parents and children both work to support the family 
in this category; 3) Los campesinos migrantes pobres ‘poor migrant farmers,’ migrants who sell 
crops from their farm to earn a living and also trade land; but many times this group must use 
their harvest for their own consumption (1988:33). De la Cadena also remarks on the diversity of 
farmers’ social networks in the cities. For example, farmers can also be university students, and 
illiterate farmers can have relatives that are professional writers (43). While the study does not 
provide information on linguistic and cultural identities, de la Cadena describes Huancayo as a 
city with many rural and urban mixed identities, so that trying to identify people is ‘many times 
irrelevant’ “muchas veces irrelevante” (44).  The author breaks down migration and farmer’s 
identity by social class, contradicting later studies that suggest that rural Quechua speakers are 
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farmers that abandon agriculture for city life (Mannheim 1991; Larson 1995). These studies 
indicate the highly mobile nature of Andean farmers and their multiple relationships with rural 
and urban spaces, which will be important to understand for this study in which several of the 
families’ occupation is tied to farming.  
Instead of focusing on recent migration in the Andes, Sørensen (2002) examines social 
and economic relations that have existed between rural areas and the city of Huancayo since the 
early 20th century. She suggests that the concept of mobile livelihoods in the Andes, or “the 
various practices involved in ‘making a living’, as well as the social relations used to make a 
living possible…” more accurately captures rural and urban movement (9). Again, the city of 
Huancayo is considered to be both rural and urban and Sørensen asks whether or not rural and 
urban spaces can “constitute a single space” (25). De la Cadena and Sørensen both suggest that 
rural and urban spaces can be seen as one space, but this idea disregards many tensions and 
discrimination still found toward rural spaces in Peru. Ødegaard (2010) challenges this position 
with examples of migrants in a pueblo joven in Arequipa by arguing, “the process of mobility 
and urbanization may also involve a re-creation of peripheries and centres, or new dynamics of 
marginalization” (9). However, cities such Ayacucho may have different social characteristics 
than Huancayo and Arequipa, the largest Andean city (see chapter 2).  
 
1.5 The rural/urban continuum  
The changes in rural and urban culture have been the focus of many studies on migration 
in the Andean region. This dynamic relationship between city and countryside has transformed 
cultural and social practices in the Andean region. 
Altamirano and Hirabayashi (1997) refer to Latin American internal immigration and 
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emphasize that migrants (also called “indigenous peasants”) have regional identities in urban 
settings. This identity includes maintaining native languages, religion, conceptions of time 
(cyclical and divided into periods), and dance (12). Regional identities in cities are both regional 
and urban because they are influenced by migrant’s place of origin “in response to social, 
cultural, and economic conditions generated in and by the urban setting” (17). Migrants do not 
abandon aspects of their rural identity in urban spaces, but reinforce them in different ways while 
adapting them to urban life. This notion has been observed across the urban Peruvian Andes, as I 
explain below.  
Another example comes from Huamanga, Ayacucho (a small sized-urban center) after the 
Shining Path period. Reynaga (1996) discusses urban life in Huamanga, Ayacucho when the city 
became “more ruralized” due to great internal migration mainly from the surrounding provinces. 
Reynaga argues that rural people in Ayacucho have always had a connection with the city, but 
emphasizes that this connection significantly grew after the Shining Path period (during the 
eighties). As a result, she witnesses that “each space assimilates cultural elements from one and 
another and mixtures are produced” (50).4  This includes the maintenance of rural traditions in 
urban spaces such as minka (‘reciprocal work’), working on handicrafts, raising small animals at 
home, cooking with firewood, eating rural foods (e.g. hueqo ‘spicy green bean dish’, chuño pasi 
‘chuño potato boiled in special dressing’, and teqte de calabaza ‘pumpkin stew’), adapting rural 
festivals to the urban spaces (e.g. Umarino village carnavales celebration), and using traditional 
medicine (i.e. herbs to treat respiratory or stomach illnesses) (50-1). However, she mentions that 
some traditions have disappeared such as the varayoq organization, a native political 
organization.5 Other traditions that seem to disappear in the city include using clay and wood 
                                               
4 “cada espacio asimila elementos culturales del otro y también se producen mixturas” (Reynaga 1996:50). 
5 The varayuq refers to the annual rotating officers who held staffs of authority (see Larson 1999:622). 
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utensils and plates and wearing polleras (‘Andean country skirts’). In addition, Reynaga 
observes greater shift to Spanish, because “Quechua did not serve [migrants] to settle into the 
city and neither to communicate with officials from different institutions” (39).6 While Reynaga 
provides important background on Ayacucho, one of the cities examined in the present 
dissertation, she does not give specific examples of how cultural elements are mixed for recent 
migrants. She only explains that some traditions and cultural habits are preferred over others in 
Huamanga, Ayacucho.  
While the above studies refer to the combination of preserving some rural traditions and 
abandoning others, Paerregaard (1997) observes that urban and rural identities are now 
“intertwined” in the city (3). In the cities of Arequipa and Lima, this is evident in migrants’ 
reinvention of Tapay community cultural practices such as dances and festivals (e.g. Candelaria 
religious fiesta and folkloric dances (qamile and wititi traditional dances) and music festivals by 
“reproduce[ing] as well as transform[ing their] Andean culture” (273). While the reinvention of 
traditions takes on different forms in Arequipa and Lima, Quechua is not included in this 
reinvention; Tapay villagers only speak Quechua.7  Paerregaard does not explain why soccer 
matches and festivities are reinvented in urban spaces, while the Quechua language is not.  
The Andean city of Cusco, Peru has been the focus of many studies of identity and 
culture. In Cusco, several anthropologists find that mixed cultural traditions evolve in different 
situations. What is remarkable about these studies, however, is that there is little mention of 
urban cusqueños’ connections to rural areas. De la Cadena (2000) examines class and mixed 
cultural practices in a study of working-class urban cusqueños that identify as indigenous 
                                               
6 “el quechua no les sirvió para insertarse en la ciudad ni para comunicarse con los funcionarios de las diferentes instituciones” 
(Reynaga 1996:39). 
7 Therefore, when second-generation migrants come to visit their grandparents and relatives in Tapay, they cannot understand 
each other, creating an intergenerational linguistic and cultural gap (Paerregaard 1997:78). 
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mestizos, or “literate and economically successful people who share indigenous cultural practices 
but yet do not perceive themselves as miserable, a condition that they consider ‘Indian’” (6). De 
la Cadena adds that people “perceive Indianess as a social condition that reflects an individual’s 
failure to achieve educational improvement” (6). Urban cusqueños are involved in a process of 
de-Indianization, in which they “eras[e] fixed identities  by opening fluidity of Indianness or 
mestizoness, and these identities emerge in interaction” (6). Therefore, urban cusqueños give 
new meaning to Indian and mestizo cultural practices in urban spaces. It appears that this 
interpretation is relevant for a specific group of urban cusqueños who feel that certain indigenous 
traditions such as dancing in folk troops have been fixed, or stigmatized as being “Indian” (30). 
De la Cadena’s study contrasts with the majority of other studies on the urban Andes, in that it 
analyzes cultural practices such as dances and festivals as fluid. However, we still do not know 
why certain traditions are stigmatized. While indigenous mestizos is a useful concept for 
theorizing urban identity, as it describes identity as it emerges in interactions, there is no mention 
on Quechua language use in these interactions. While de la Cadena discusses the fluidity of 
identity in urban spaces, she still views indigenous and mestizo as racial terms used to identity 
people. In my study, race is not mentioned as a part of identity, and the fluidity of urban identity 
is understood in how youth move between different rural and urban spaces.  
Several ethnographies point to urban marketplaces as the center of Andean identities and 
the Quechua language (cf. Weismantel 2001, Seligmann 2004). Seligmann (2004) provides an 
account of daily life for first-generation urban Cusco market women who identify as “neither 
Quechua Indian nor resolutely Hispanic mestizo” (15). Seligmann explains that while other 
people call the market women, “cholas” (half-bred),8 they refer to themselves as “mestizas.” 
                                               
8 Seligmann (2004) discusses the complexity of the word cholo in Peru (117). It can also be a derogatory term or it can be used to 
describe the way women dress, and the occupation and ties they form.  
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Seligmann notes that Quechua language use and clothing are part of the urban identity for market 
women. Cusco market women use Quechua and Spanish “since Quechua is still fresh in their 
minds and love to engage in word play” (121). Different clothing styles are also associated with 
this identity, as market women wear polleras or embroidered shawls in urban cafes.  
Rural and urban boundaries are also discussed in a recent study on Arequipa, the second 
largest city in Peru, and also one of the cities in this study. Ødegaard (2010) examines markets 
and mobility for Quechua and Aymara speakers in a pueblo joven (‘squatter town’) called 
Jerusalén located in Arequipa. She examines life and market practices for rural people who have 
moved to Arequipa to “improve their life conditions on general terms, by seeking progreso 
'progress' and an urban way of living” (8). Her study looks at the hiearchization of spatial 
categories. People in Jerusalén measure success or progress by where the person lives and 
whether they go to school closer to the center of town. Sometimes this includes language use. 
The author argues that Quechua is disappearing for youth, but still plays a strong role for adults 
and elders. Youth are monolingual Spanish speakers, and only know a few words or expressions 
in Quechua. Parents view Quechua “as a language of their rural past and not particularly useful 
to the future or progreso of the children” (72). Despite this, concurrent with other studies on 
Quechua in pueblos jóvenes in Arequipa, in Jerusalén, adults and elders use Quechua for in-
group conversations and in marketplace transactions in which “people constantly switch between 
Quechua and Spanish, in an interchange between language that is also characterized by certain 
playfulness” (73).  
Ødegaard does not make reference to indigenous or mestizo labels for people of 
Jerusalén, and finds that there is no single term that people use to identify themselves; people 
sometimes use the terms serranos ‘highlanders’ or Quechua/Aymara speakers. However, in the 
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analysis she still refers to the residents of Jerusalén as migrants. Contrary to other studies that 
examine the “intertwinement” of urban practices (Paerregaard 1997, 2003), Ødegaard argues that 
the situation is more complex: “the city and countryside continue to be constituted as place of 
difference, at the same time as the boundaries between them are increasingly unsettled” (37). In 
this case study, space is seen as an important definer of identity and progress, however the 
closing of rural and urban worlds seems to be conflicting and “unsettled”. Although she does 
include language as a factor, it is considered separate. In this study, I examine the fluidity of 
urban identity through social practices in which youth decide the boundaries of Quechua and 
Spanish languages and other aspects of their identity.   
The above studies try to deconstruct migration and migrant identities and cultural 
practices in different Andean cities. They reveal that migration is not a one-way movement, and 
that farmers from different social classes have complex relationships with rural and urban spaces. 
In urban spaces, we learn that different traditions from rural areas mix with urban traditions. The 
biggest question is who defines what are rural and urban traditions (de la Cadena 2000), and 
what is an “urban” culture? The level and length of contact between rural and urban areas also 
suggests that in rural areas, many cultural practices have also changed, which may include rural 
children’s preference to watch TV instead of listening to traditional family riddles in Quechua 
(cf. Altamirano 2000; Trinidad 2002; Allen 2011). The speakers in this present study do not 
identify certain social practices with racial or cultural terms, but rather identify with different 
rural and urban spaces and the socio-economic activities in which their families participate. An 
analysis of language and social practices will contribute to a better understanding of the 
rural/urban continuum and the new urban (and rural) culture.  
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1.6 Quechua language in the Peruvian Andes 
Spanish is the dominant language in Peru that was not officially recognized by the 
government until the 1970s. Mannheim argues that “Spanish is hegemonic […] [and its] social 
domination is a lived reality every day in the lives of every single Quechua speaker” (81). This 
domination is observed not only in Quechua speakers’ motives to move away from rural 
communities to better their quality of life in urban centers, but also, in the high entrance of 
Spanish in rural communities, which is evidence of this rural to urban contact (cf. Zúniga 2009). 
In this section, I discuss previous studies that examine Quechua and Spanish language use in 
Peru (cf. Hornberger 1988, 1991; Howard 2007; Zúñiga 2009). These studies present different 
social factors that influence Quechua language use.  
The majority of studies in sociolinguistics refer to linguistic and social characteristics of 
Quechua spoken in rural communities. Few studies refer to Quechua language use in urban areas. 
Within the rural domain, linguists also observe many language contact features in Quechua such 
as high frequency of lexical borrowings and codeswitching, which I will discuss in the following 
section. These last studies analyze language domains, interlocutors, and other social factors that 
might favor Quechua language use in the city.  
In the rural Andes, Quechua is only spoken in certain domains, with specific interlocutors, 
and with specific topics. Hornberger (1988; 1991) describes the case of two Puno (Peru) rural 
communities, where Quechua and Spanish have complementary roles of use (diglosic 
relationship) depending on the addressee, purpose, and location of the interaction. Hornberger 
proposes the ayllu model to describe these language domains. Hornberger (1991) defines the 
ayllu as a “non-nucleated community that may be all or part of a traditional Quechua ayllu,” 
composed of “dispersed homes within a certain geographical area…defined both by the sacred 
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places within sight of and bounding the physical area and by genealogical and territorial 
relatedness among its members” (141). 
In this rural context, within the community/family/home (member-to-member) domain 
(called the ayllu context), Quechua is always spoken. In non-ayllu domains such as the district 
seat, school grounds (when school is in session), and in free encounters, Spanish is always 
spoken in member-to-outsider interactions. Finally, in the comunidad domain (within the 
community),9 there is a mismatch of role relationships and settings; Spanish or Quechua may be 
spoken in member-to-outsider role relationships that depend on a myriad of factors such as 
speakers’ competence or lack of competence in the language, clarity of domain (ayllu or non-
ayllu), and many other individual language choices (1991:141-143, 147). This ethnographic 
study provides many important insights on the situational factors as detailed in the SPEAKING 
model (see Hymes 1974)  (i.e. language competence, setting, role relationships, and speech 
events) that influence Quechua language domains in two rural communities. 10  The issue of 
language domain becomes more complex in analyzing Quechua language use in urban spaces 
where there traditional ayllu space does not exist.  
In a different study, instead of focusing on language domains, Sichra (2003) finds that 
language situations and speakers’ language ability are the main factors that influence the vitality 
of Quechua language in two rural communities in Cochabamba, Bolivia. Sichra identifies six 
types of Quechua speakers who differ in terms of language abilities and seven different social 
                                               
9 The comunidad domain is present when “community members function together as a community in the sense in which the 
larger Peruvian society defines that concept” (Hornberger 1991:148). Therefore, it includes where community members and 
outsiders come together for meetings, celebrations, and programs outside the traditional community.  
10 Hornberger (1989:12) incorporates Hymes (1974:53-6) SPEAKING formulation: S: setting/scene, P: participants, E: ends 
(both expected outcomes and latent goals), A: act (both message form and message content), K: key (tone and manner), I: 
instrumentalities (channels and forms –language, dialect, variety, code, style), N: norms (interaction and interpretation), G: 
genres (poem, myth, talk, commercial, lecture, editorial, and prayer).  
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situations in the communities of Cocapata, Ayopaya,11 an isolated and closed community, and in 
Pojo, Carrasco, 12  an open community, where members maintain relationships with people 
outside the community (238). Speaking situations are very complex and depend on additional 
social factors such as if conversations take place in town or out of town, the participants present, 
the topic, and the intention of the speakers (242).  In Cocapata, Spanish is mostly used with out-
group social situations at the feria ‘fair’ and when speaking with representatives in the center of 
the town (244), while Quechua is used exclusively with in-group situations. On the other hand, in 
Pojo, language use depends more on the speaking capacity and relationship of the interlocutors; 
Spanish is used for private family conversations and Quechua is reserved for conversations 
between friends (250). This study brings forth many social factors and linguistic aspects 
(language variation, borrowing, and codeswitching) necessary for understanding the complex 
dynamics of language use in rural communities. Sichra’s study presents more complexity in 
determining Quechua language use in rural areas by introducing social situations instead of 
domains used in Hornberger (1988). It also shows that the speaker’s ability in Quechua and 
Spanish must be included in the analysis in order to better understand the possibilities for 
language use in different interactions.  
Other studies look at Quechua language use based on social factors outside of the rural 
community. In a more recent study, Zúñiga (2009) describes Quechua language use in rural 
communities in Ayacucho, Cusco, Huancavelica, and Abancay, Peru, with the goal of 
                                               
11 Type 1: Q (). Limited to Quechua, only knows phrases, greetings and small comments in Spanish, Type 2: Q (+-C) in-group 
prefers Quechua, higher reception of Spanish than production, Type 3: Q+-C Both Quechua and Spanish, in-group situations uses 
Spanish, understands Spanish more than speaks it, Type 4: Q+C Unlimited repertoire, same production and comprehension skills 
in Spanish, no preference in in-group situations, Type 5: C (+Q)-Repertoire in Spanish and Quechua, production in Spanish and 
Quechua the same. Prefers Spanish in in-group situations, Type 6: C ( )-Limited to Spanish, reception and production of Quechua 
long time in short levels, only participated in conversations with Type 5. (Sichra 2003:238) 
12 Situation A: private use of language, Situation B: family language use at home or on patios, Situation C: with friends, 
neighbors, parents varies by topic. About family problems, economic problems, private agreements about land, Situation D: 
problems that affect the entire community, including assembly, Situation E: Conversations about entertainment, jokes, funny 
stores, on the streets, plaza or on holidays, Situation F: with public institution representatives, Situation G: most frequent 
situation in towns, during weekly market fairs, relationship with customers.  
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determining educational planning for these communities. She reveals three bilingual contexts 
that show different degrees of Quechua language use: 1) Type A:  Quechua is predominant and 
preferred, but members of all ages speak beginning Spanish; 2) Type B: a bilingual community 
in which Quechua predominates, but the majority of the population knows Spanish due to the 
wide access to television and radio in Spanish in the community.  The community’s proximity to 
a highway also influences their contact with the Spanish language, as many Spanish-speaking 
outsiders pass through the village; 3) Type C: a bilingual community in which there is noticeable 
Quechua language loss throughout the generations with only one-third of community members 
who speak Quechua as a first language; the grandparents speak little Spanish, while the adults 
are bilingual and frequently codeswitch. In this community, youth also travel often to the city 
and speak more Spanish, but when they return to rural areas, they continue to speak Quechua 
(55-59). Spanish language use in the above rural communities is related to outside factors such as 
the influence of Spanish television, highways connecting the towns to urban centers, and youth’s 
movement to and from urban spaces. This study suggests that outside influences affect the 
vitality of Quechua, however it does not present specific information on how they impact 
Spanish language use.   
In Peru, survey studies indicate that the vitality of Quechua in different rural communities 
depends on the community’s location and the extent of linguistic pride that the community has. 
Sánchez (2003) refers to survey data collected on language contact (comparative syntactic 
structures) in two rural communities in Peru. In Ulcumayo, there is a large bilingual community, 
but no bilingual education program. On the other hand, Lamas is an isolated Quechua-speaking 
community in the Amazon region that has a smaller Quechua-speaking population, but runs a 
bilingual education program and has strong Lamista-Quechua ethnic pride. In the Ecuadorian 
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Andes, Rindstedt and Aronsson (2002) also find that Quichua pride may revitalize the language.  
They discuss the paradox of young children in rural Ecuador who do not speak Quichua, but 
their parents and grandparents are bilingual and have a strong pro-Quichua ideology. 
Grandparents speak Quichua puro puro (‘pure, pure’) without mixing, while parents frequently 
mix languages (731). Children know short words and routine commands in Quechua, and can use 
them “as a local resource in the children’s expressive repertoire, changing the affective tone of 
the interaction” (736). While children do not know how to speak Quichua, parents believe that 
their children will eventually learn Quichua, the language of the adult community, when they 
finish school and get married (739). Rindstedt and Aronsson call this paradox the ETHNIC 
REVITALIZATION PARADOX (725). Quichua/Quechua ethnic pride is not found to be a relevant 
for the youth in this study, as youth identify themselves by the city they are from, and not by the 
languages they speak.  
The above studies identify many social and linguistic factors that one must examine to 
understand the vitality of Quechua in rural spaces. The studies emphasize speakers’ linguistic 
ability, the language domain, interlocutors, and the topic of conversation. However, many of the 
studies compare two different rural regions, depending on the high or low use of Quechua and/or 
the strength of ethnic pride. None of the studies, however, look at Quechua language use in the 
rural spheres as it is connected to the urban center.  This dissertation takes these studies into 
consideration in the methodology. However, my study examines many of the above factors in the 
urban setting, in which speakers’ relationship and social practices take place in rural, urban, and 
international centers, where language plays an important role.   
In the urban Andes, linguists have generally viewed rural to urban migration in Peru as a 
one-way process, in which migrants’ replace Quechua for Spanish in urban spaces. They find 
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that Quechua speakers express feeling “ashamed” to use their languages outside of the rural 
environment (Gugenberger 1990, 2005, 2007; Hornberger and Coronel-Molina 2004:25). It is 
argued that in the city, “there is no longer a ‘safe’ space, in the home, in the community, or 
among family for Quechua to be used exclusively” (Hornberger and King 2001:106). Mannheim 
(1991) finds that this “one-directional shift” happens when Quechua speakers abandon rural life 
in search of upward mobility in the city (100). He further suggests that language is a part of class 
and Quechua is left behind as “language differences are evaluated within a shared set of 
normative standards that assigns prestige to some forms and stigmatize others; the basis for the 
prestige scale is the extent to which the linguistic forms approximate the regional norms for 
Spanish” (1991:107).  Here, Mannheim is referring to the assumed market values of Spanish, 
Spanish varieties, and Quechua in urban areas, but does not take into consideration the possible 
symbolic and cultural capital Quechua can also have in the city.  My dissertation will consider 
new forms of symbolic and cultural capital (Bourdieu 1994) for Quechua among first-generation 
youth in Ayacucho and Arequipa, two Andean cities of different size.  
Linguists connect a lack of Quechua use in urban areas to changing cultural preferences. 
Hornberger and Coronel-Molina (2004) mention that migrant youth in cities speak Spanish and 
only listen to non-indigenous music, suggesting, “this new urban generation is in the process of 
constructing a new identity in which Spanish and English, as well as other foreign languages are 
more prominent than Quechua” (18). However, these assumptions do not take into consideration 
cultural and linguistic changes present in rural communities, such as youth liking rock music in 
Quechua (see Huber 2002).  As a consequence, scholars argue that Quechua is now a threatened 
language (Hornberger and King 2001).  
Contrary to these studies, Howard (2007) recognizes that migration in the Andes has 
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created a dynamic sociolinguistic situation. In interviews with Quechua speakers across the 
Andes, Howard finds that migration in the Andes has a circular movement that influences 
language both positively and negatively: ‘migration affects the linguistic biography of an 
individual: Languages, and especially, native languages, are abandoned, forgotten, dreamed, 
recuperated, rediscovered, in the course in one lifetime, or in the transition from one generation 
to another’ (111).13 This notion echoes many of the same findings on migrant’ cultural practices 
in Andean studies as mentioned in the previous sections. Howard’s study is one of the first 
linguistic studies to recognize how the dynamics of migration contribute to linguistic identity in 
the Andes. While her study attempts to connect language with circular migration patterns in the 
Andes, data comes from short interview narratives and does not show language use in day-to-day 
interactional contexts.  
Few studies examine Quechua language use in urban spaces. However, space and the 
interlocutor have been discussed as part of the analysis. Studies find that spaces for Quechua 
language in urban centers include pueblos jóvenes where newly arrived migrants form 
communities. In the late 1970s, Adams’ (1980) doctoral thesis examined Quechua language use 
and the emergence of a Quechua subculture in several pueblos jóvenes in Arequipa. He found 
that Spanish was the lingua franca in the pueblo joven, but mostly due to the fact that pueblos 
jóvenes were made up of Aymara and Quechua speakers. In pueblos jóvenes, Quechua language 
use strongly depends on the interlocutors; friends and family use Quechua, but parents speak to 
children in Spanish. Spaces in the pueblo joven are also important; Quechua is used among 
family and friends in markets, streets, stores, soccer matches, and during bi-weekly assembly 
meetings (205). He argues that there is probably not an urban variety of Quechua in Arequipa, 
                                               
13 “La migración afecta la biografía lingüística del individuo: las lenguas (sobre todo las nativas) se abandonan, se olvidan, se 
sueñan, se recuperan, y se redescubren, en el transcurso de una sola vida, o en la transición de una generación a otra” (Howard 
2007:111). 
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since many changes in Quechua happened in the sierra ‘highlands’.  
In a more recent study, Gugenberger (2005) focuses on language shift to Spanish in a 
pueblo joven of Arequipa. She finds that individuals’ identification with other members from the 
same rural home community positively influences Quechua language maintenance. Gugenberger 
suggests that this relates to the geolinguistic division in Peru, the relationship between 
geographic and linguistic spaces, and the socio-communicative spaces in which migrants move. 
In interviews, Gugenberger found that people view Arequipa as a creole city, a symbol of 
modernity, progress, and social superiority, while Quechua is associated with one’s childhood 
past, and life in the Andes (2005:114).  
In survey-based data, Gugenberger distinguishes three spaces relevant to language use 
among 33 migrant families that live in a pueblo joven in Arequipa:  1) the family space, 2) the 
barrio ‘neighborhood space,’ and 3) outside of the barrio space. In the family space, parents and 
grandparents speak to each other in Quechua but teenagers only speak to each other in Spanish. 
In the second space, the barrio, Quechua is spoken with neighbors, compadres ‘godfathers’, 
comadres ‘godmothers’ in parties and faenas ‘chores’. The third space refers to spaces outside of 
the barrio. In these spaces, Quechua may be spoken with amigos paisanos ‘fellow countrymen’ 
or people that seem to be from the sierra, but Spanish is used in other all occasions (2005:116, 
119). Additionally, in many urban spaces, for migrants, Quechua is only maintained in ‘protected 
spaces’ ‘where no one hears us’ (121).14  Gugenberger observes that Quechua is not maintained 
by migrants in Arequipa due to what she calls ‘a lack of supra-regional consciousness’ among 
Quechua speakers in the city, which ‘impedes the consolidation of a collectivity of migrants that 
first defines, through belonging to the same linguistic community and that considers the ethnic 
                                               
14 “en espacios protegidos ‘donde nadie nos escucha’” (Gugenberger 2005:116). 
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language as an essential feature of their identity’15 (116). While Gugenberger observes language 
shift for this community, there is little explanation on the social factors that she attributes to 
language shift. That is, why did the people from this pueblo joven move to Arequipa?, what are 
their aspirations in Arequipa?, and what connections do they have with their hometown? This 
study address will address these macro-social factors by comparing the situation of Quechua for 
Ayacucho and Arequipa.  
Lima, the capital of Peru, presents a much more complex urban situation. Spaces and 
interlocutors’ ages are also important in understanding Quechua language use in this city, which 
is the first destination of migrants within the country. Myers (1973) studied the use of Quechua 
in two squatter villages in Lima. She found that Quechua-speaking migrants maintained Quechua 
in certain circumstances, especially in private settings with people that they knew. However, 
Quechua was not necessary for these communities (54).16 In a more recent survey study, Sánchez 
(2003) finds that in San Juan Miraflores, a large district in Lima, children and youth have limited 
Quechua production skills, and only use isolated Quechua words and phrases.17  
In urban spaces, however, indigenous language use is also related to the occupations the 
speakers have in the cities, especially in the capital cities such as in La Paz, Bolivia. Albó (1997) 
distinguishes additional criteria for Aymara language use in his study in La Paz, Bolivia. His 
data is from Aymara speakers that he calls “residents of La Paz,” who move back and forth 
between rural and urban centers. Albó mentions that the “the residents’ linguistic behavior 
                                               
15 “En general, se constata la falta de una conciencia suprarregional de filiación entre todos los quechuahablantes, lo que impide 
la consolidación de una colectividad de migrantes que se defina, en primer lugar, a través de la pertenencia a la misma 
comunidad lingüística y que considere la lengua étnica como un rasgo imprescindible de su identidad” (Gugenberger 2005:116).  
16 However, Myers warns that her results are not based on actual use, but on reported use of the language. 
17 While there is no information from the parents, Sánchez mentions that 14 of the children (out of 36 children in the sample) 
have bilingual parents who address their children in Spanish only, while seven children’s parents address them in both languages. 
The children’s siblings speak only in Spanish, and grandmothers speak Quechua and Spanish to children (8 children addressed in 
Spanish, 4 in Quechua, and 6 in both languages) (77).  
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reflects this cultural ambiguity” (120). However, he finds that Aymara language use is highest 
among farmers who live in urban areas. Farmers in urban areas maintain Aymara as they “have 
cultural and linguistic loyalties, at least among the adults, who are the more preoccupied with 
economic survival” (124). As a consequence, this study suggests a link between occupation and 
language use, and includes farming as an urban occupation as well. Albó does not give examples 
of how the language is maintained, but suggests that the Aymara language is most important for 
adults. While these studies all examine a wide range of social factors that can affect the vitality 
of Quechua language use in both rural and urban settings, my study will take into consideration 
the dynamics of families social and economic practices. My study will examine Quechua 
language and social factors as they relevant and emerging through interactions that take place in 
different spaces, where youth decide the symbolic value of Quechua and Spanish.  
 
1.7 Language contact in the Peruvian Andes 
Spanish and Quechua have been in contact since the invasion of the Spanish, but the 
intensity of this contact has increased in the late 20th century (Escobar 2011b). Increased 
language contact has led to the diffusion of the Andean Spanish dialect in the late 20th century 
(Escobar 2007, 2011a) and the emergence of mixed language varieties of Quechua and Spanish 
such as Media Lengua, a mixed variety of Quechua and Spanish spoken in Ecuador (Muysken 
1981, 1996; Shappeck 2010). 
Sichra (2003) discusses the language situation in the Bolivia Andes where Quechua and 
Spanish represent "different degrees of a continuum whose two extremes are Spanish and 
Quechua from far away regions” (112).18 Therefore, “pure Quechua” may only be spoken in far 
away regions where there is little influence from Spanish, and standard Spanish represents the 
                                               
18 “Diferentes grados de un continuo cuyos dos extremos son el castellano y el quechua de regiones alejadas” (Sichra 2003:112). 
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other linguistic extreme that is used in most urban centers. Thus geographical space is also an 
important factor in the study of intensity of language contact in the Andes.  
Regardless of the location of the Quechua-speaking community and its contact with 
Spanish-speaking areas, linguists find that a large quantity of Spanish borrowings have entered 
Quechua. In linguistics, the type and intensity of contact between the languages in study has 
been used to measure the degree of lexical and structural effects on a language. Thomason and 
Kaufman (1988)’s borrowing scale classifies different levels of language contact and the 
influence contact has on the lexicon and structure of the language.  
Table 1.2 Thomason and Kaufman’s borrowing scale (1988:75-76) 
1) Casual contact: lexical 
borrowing only  
Lexicon: content words, for cultural and functional reasons, non-
basic vocabulary, then basic vocabulary 
2) Slightly more intense contact: 
slight structural borrowing 
Lexicon: function words (conjunctions and various adverbial 
particles) 
Structure: minor phonological, syntactic, and lexical semantic 
features.  
3) More intense contact: slightly 
more structural borrowing 
Lexicon: Function words, prepositions and postpositions, personal 
and demonstrative pronouns and low numerals. 
Derivational affixes added to native vocabulary, inflectional 
affixes may enter the borrowing language attached and confined 
to borrowed vocabulary items.  
Structure: In phonology, borrowing will phonemicization, even in 
native vocabulary, of previously allophonic alternations, and in 
syntax, borrowed postpositions in a prepositional language.  
4) Strong cultural pressure: 
moderate structural borrowing 
Structure: Major structural features that cause relatively little 
typological change. Phonological borrowing includes introduction 
of new distinctive features in contrastive sets, extensive word 
order changes will occur, morphology, borrowed inflectional 
affixes and categories will be added to native words.  
5) Very strong cultural pressure: 
heavy structural borrowing  
Structure: Major structural features that cause significant 
typological disruption 
 
For Thomason and Kaufman, in a borrowing type contact situation, language 
maintenance occurs (as opposed to language shift).19 Language maintenance is described as “the 
preservation by a speech community of its native language from generation to generation” 
(Winford 2003:11).  
                                               
19 Language shift is defined as “the partial or total abandonment of a group’s native language in favor of another” (Winford 
2003:15).  
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 In our study of Quechua and Spanish, we will look at the degree of influence in  
Quechua by taking into consideration a series of social factors (to be discussed in chapter 3: 
methodology) that can change from interaction to interaction across different spaces. As 
mentioned earlier, migration and the rural/urban continuum have an important impact on the mix 
of cultural traditions.  This type of analysis on language, however, has not yet been done, and 
will be the focus of this dissertation.  
 
1.8 Ethnographic approaches  
Recent studies on language and identity in sociolinguistics are interested in language as a 
practice, and in understanding how identity is “open to transformation, contextually derived, and 
emergent in interaction” (Mendoza-Denton 2004:490). Ethnographic approaches (participant 
observation) combined with note–taking and interviews can give a wider view on how language 
is used across various social situations following previous studies on identity and language in the 
Andes (cf. Hornberger 1988, 1991; Zavala 2002; Howard 2007). By incorporating a variety of 
methodologies, we avoid the Observer’s Paradox (Labov 1972:209), so we can “find out how 
people talk when they are not being systematically observed” (209). This methodology requires 
the researcher to immerse herself in participant’s daily activities, and speak both Quechua and 
Spanish to fully participate in daily conversations and activities. This research moves away from 
other studies on language and identity in the Andes by incorporating decolonizing methodologies 
(Smith 1999), a methodology that puts the participants at the center of the research inquiry.  
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1.9 Research questions  
A study on language practices in the urban Andes must take into consideration how 
language participates in the urban life of first-generation youth, and how this correlation 
permeates their new Andean and urban identity. The maintenance of linguistic and cultural 
identities of Quechua speakers in Peruvian urban centers have not been clearly identified in past 
scholarship, and for this reason, there are gaps in understanding the ways in which their language 
is currently being used and maintained in the city. My doctoral research centers on identity and 
current language practices, and specifically, Quechua language use in the Peruvian Andean cities 
of Arequipa and Ayacucho. Both cities are important centers for rural to urban Andean 
migration.  These two cities merit comparison due to their different extreme degrees of 
urbanization and socioeconomic status in Peru.  
Internal migration in the Andes (from rural to urban centers) and external migration (to 
United States and Spain, for example) forms part of a larger regional trend in Latin America 
especially among indigenous language groups (see Altamirano & Hirabayashi 1997; Rodríguez 
2004; Torres and Carrasco 2008, among others).  Torres and Carrasco (2008) argue that 
indigenous peoples face the same pressures as others when migrating to new places, however, 
that they also face a “vulnerable situation due to conditions of poverty, exclusion, and 
discrimination” (11).20 In new spaces, “identities are reinvented… [they] incorporate new forms 
of relations, spaces of social cohesion and socioeconomic and political relationships” (14).21  
Part of the reinvention of identity for migrants includes ever-changing lifestyles, with 
work and home life, cultural traditions and especially language dynamics and practices being 
                                               
20 “en una situación de mayor vulnerabilidad debido a las condiciones de pobreza, exclusión y discriminación en las que viven…” 
(Torres and Carrasco 2008:11).  
21 “cómo las identidades se reinventan…incorporan nuevas formas de relación, de espacios de cohesión social y de relaciones 
socioeconómicas y políticas” (Torres and Carrasco 2008:14). 
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modified (Mesthrie, et al. 2000; de la Cadena 2000; Fishman 2001; Winford 2003; Howard 
2007). In this case, migrants from different linguistic backgrounds, as the one in their new 
setting, may suffer from geographic/physical and cultural dislocation, contributing to changes in 
their native/community language use (Fishman 1991). My doctoral thesis explores how these 
new Andean urban identities are constructed in first-generation youth, who are not migrants, but 
represent a new generation of urban Andeans in which language is in question.  
My doctoral study, then, examines language practices and identity construction for youth 
that are first-generation born in the cities of Ayacucho and Arequipa by taking into consideration 
different social factors present in each city. My study addresses the following research questions:  
1) How does massive rural to urban migration impact Quechua language use in two 
different Peruvian Andean cities of Arequipa and Ayacucho that differ in terms of size 
and urbanization? What factors related to migration are relevant in differentiating 
Quechua use in these two urban spaces? 
2) When Quechua is maintained in urban environments, what factors contribute to its 
maintenance?  What role do Quechua speakers’ social networks (bottom-up factors) play 
for urban Quechua use?  (cf. Milroy 1987, 2002; Grenoble and Whaley 2006; Mufwene 
2008), What characteristics does this urban Quechua have? (cf. Adams 1980; Winford 
2003; Mufwene 2008). 
3) What factors contribute to the formation of an urban Andean identity? (Paerregaard 
1997, 2003, Smith 1999; Sørensen 2002).  
My doctoral research sheds light on the emergence and revitalization of Quechua in 
urban centers, away from its traditional rural community sphere, on the formation of a new urban 
Quechua identity, and on the emergence of a new urban variety of Quechua. All together will 
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contribute to a better understanding of the vitality of indigenous languages in the urban Peruvian 
Andes from the “bottom-up.”   
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CHAPTER 2 
 
SOCIAL AND LINGUISTIC ECOGLOGIES 
 
2.1 Sociolinguistic background on Quechua in Peru  
In South America, the Andean region stretches for over 4,000 miles from Venezuela and 
Colombia throughout Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador, and also in parts of Argentina and Chile. 
Across the region, there are many different indigenous languages and in Peru, 22  we find 
Quechua, the most widely spoken indigenous language in the Americas.  
Peru’s population of 28 million (in 2007) includes speakers from over 92 living 
languages  (Lewis 2009). 23 While in Peru, Spanish is the native language for 79.8% of the 
population, Quechua and Aymara are the largest Andean indigenous languages spoken with 3 
million and 420,000 speakers respectively (Chirinos 2001:26, 35). Ethnologue lists 33 different 
regional varieties of Quechua. The highest percentage of Quechua speakers is found in the 
Andean highland departments of Apurímac (76%), Ayacucho (70%), Huancavelica (66.6%), and 
Cusco (63.2%) (Chirinos 2001). In many of these regions, we also find the highest illiteracy rates 
in Peru (INEI 2009). 24  The light purple regions in the map below show the regions in which 
Quechua is spoken. 
 
 
 
 
                                               
22 See Adelaar and Muysken (2004:610-623) for a list of Andean languages and the number of speakers across the region. Many 
Andean languages are now extinct, and “there is no longer a full coincidence between Indian descent and the preservation of 
native languages” (11). Due to internal migration in the Andes, many languages are also spoken outside of their native regions.  
23 Ethnologue reports that there are 104 languages in Peru, and 15 of these languages are now extinct (Lewis 2009).  
24 Illiteracy rates are the highest in these highland regions: Huanuco, 18%, Apurimac, 17%, Huancavelica, 17%, and Ayacucho, 
15% (INEI 2009). 
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 Map 2.1 Map of languages of Peru (Lewis 2009) 
In this chapter, I present the linguistic and social ecologies of Peru to better contextualize 
the recent revitalization of Quechua in urban centers in the 21st century (Muysken 2008). This 
history begins with an understanding of the status of Quechua, the language of the Inca Empire, 
at the time of European invasion in 1532.  
Mannheim (1991) argues that from the arrival of the Europeans until present, “the politics 
of language has been a politics of social subordination” (77). During the colonial period, the 
Spanish used Quechua to control and Christianize the Incas (1991:109). Various Quechua 
grammar books published in this period served as a tool for Christianizing the Incas and 
providing them with Spanish instruction. 25  Quechua was never used for administrative 
documents (Andrien 2001:118-119). Despite this linguistic domination, several chronicles 
                                               
25 In 1607, Diego González Holguín published a standard Quechua grammar book and Spanish/Quechua dictionary.  
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published in Spanish in the 1600s contained passages in Quechua, which Dueñas (2010) argues, 
served as a space for Andean resistance.26  
In the late 18th century, the Spanish crown introduced the Bourbon reforms in the Andes 
to enforce economic and administrative control and collect taxes from the local population. 
Many indigenous rebellions swept the southern Andes protesting these reforms, and these 
uprisings ultimately led to the battle for Peru’s independence in 1821 (Andrien 2001). After 
independence, the Spanish language remained dominant in Peru, especially within education, 
government, and business.  
Quechua speakers have been marginalized in national society and considered an obstacle 
to unity and progress throughout many periods of Peruvian history. Peruvian politicians and 
intellectuals blamed Peru’s defeat in the War of the Pacific with Chile in 1879-83 on the lack of 
unity in the country with the indigenous classes. During this period, intellectuals desired to 
incorporate indigenous populations into national society through assimilation projects to 
Hispanic society and language. The status of Quechua started to change in the 1970s.  
Quechua has held symbolic value in Peru when it first became an official language in the 
1970s. Quechua and Aymara gained national recognition in the 1970s when President Juan 
Velasco Alvarado’s (1968-1975) revolutionary government passed social, educational, and 
political reforms.27 These reforms brought the officialization of Quechua in 1975 (Decreto Ley 
No. 21156). At this time, Quechua speakers, once called indigenous people, were renamed 
campesinos ‘farmers’ 28 After the passing of these laws, the Education Ministry and the Institute 
                                               
26 Indigenous and mestizo elite such as El Inca Garcilaso de la Vega published Comentarios reales (1609) and Historia general 
del Perú (1617). Felipe Guamán Poma de Ayala published El primer nueva crónica y buen gobierno (1615). 
27 Reforms include the Agrarian Reform law in 1969, the creation of the Bilingual Education Unit in the Ministry of Education in 
1973, and social property reform in 1974 (Escobar et al. 1975; von Gleich 1989). 
28 Experimental bilingual education programs began in Peru and Mexico as early as 1930. In Peru, bilingual education programs 
did not take off until the 1960s when the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, UNMSM (Lima, Peru) carried out projects 
in the highlands (López 2009). 
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of Peruvian Studies further promoted the new status of Quechua by publishing six dictionary and 
grammar sets in six common Quechua dialects under the direction of linguist Alberto Escobar 
(Escobar 1987). While Quechua gained a new status in Peru in the 1970s, in 1979, there was a 
change in national official language policy. The 1979 Constitution states that Quechua, Aymara, 
and other indigenous languages were only official in the regions where they are used (Zúñiga 
1987; von Gleich 1989). This law has remained in the 1993 constitution.29 
Peru is known as the “vanguard” of bilingual education in South America (Hornberger 
2000:182; Zúñiga et al. 2003:19, 24). The 1973 Bilingual Education legislation brought about 
experimental programs that took place in the 1970s and 1980s. Puno (López 1987), Cusco, and 
Ayacucho were the main Andean sites for experimental bilingual programs that emphasized 
Spanish as a second language for indigenous language speakers (Zúñiga 1987; von Gleich 1989). 
These programs have been carried out with educational policy reforms in the 1980s and 1990s.30 
The 2006 educational law adopts Intercultural Bilingual Education as a national policy, in which 
indigenous communities have the right to an education that represents their culture. Currently, 
the Dirección Nacional de Educación Bilingüe Intercultural’s (DINEBI, National Direction of 
Bilingual Intercultural Education) administers bilingual intercultural education in Peru, and its 
regional direction is conducted through the Unidad de Gestión Educativa Local (UGEL, Office 
of Local Education Policy).  
López (2009) argues that national laws on indigenous languages and culture have only 
been promoted and implemented in education. At the same time, while many current 
                                               
29 Article No 17. states: ‘the State guarantees the eradication of illiteracy. At the same time, it focuses on creating bilingual and 
intercultural education according to the characteristics of each zone. It preserves the diverse cultural and linguistic expressions of 
the country. It promotes national integration’ (my translation). “El Estado garantiza la erradicación del analfabetismo. Asimismo 
fomenta la educación bilingüe e intercultural, según las características de cada zona. Preserva las diversas manifestaciones 
culturales y lingüísticas del país. Promueve la integración nacional” (Constitution of Peru 1993).  
30 The Bilingual and Intercultural Education Policy was passed in 1989 (Política de Educación Bilingüe Intercultural) with the 
National Policy of Intercultural Education (Política Nacional de Educación Intercultural) (Zúñiga et al. 2003). 
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bilingual/intercultural education programs exist in rural highland regions, they are very limited, 
funded privately, and many times, non-existent in the capital Lima and in other urban centers 
(Firestone 2006). Moreover, García (2005) found that Quechua-speaking communities reject 
intercultural/bilingual education programs in rural Cusco, because families do not believe that 
bilingual/intercultural education is necessary in a society where fluency in Spanish is needed to 
progress. Therefore, it is important to examine the social and educational needs of Quechua-
speaking communities in order to determine what type of cultural and social programming is 
necessary and appropriate (see Warner 1999).  
Outside of education, there is recent attention toward Quechua-speaking culture in the 
media and in national television in Peru. In the 1990s and early 2000s, we find negative and 
discriminatory images of Andeans in Lima with the popular television show, La Paisana Jacinta. 
This show mocked the life of an Andean woman who recently migrated in Lima.31 Only recently, 
(2005 and beyond) has the image of Quechua and the identity of Quechua speakers on national 
television and other public spheres shifted. The changing images of Quechua speakers in the 
media and politics suggest a new revitalization and appreciation for the language and culture of 
Peru. For example, Hilaria Supa Huaman, a native Quechua speaker from Cusco, became a 
congresswoman in 2006, and was the first congresswoman to take an oath in Quechua. Google, 
Microsoft Office, and Windows now have Quechua versions (Godenzzi 2010:232). The Quechua 
language and Quechua speakers also appear in television commercials for national cell phones, 
                                               
31 La Paisana Jacinta regularly aired on the national television program El Especial del Humor ‘The Humor Special’ from 1999-
2002 (and briefly in 2005, 2011 and even in 2012). La Paisana wears her hair in braids and a pollera ‘country skirt’. She carries 
a colored manta ‘blanket’ on her shoulders and speaks a L2 variety of Andean Spanish, which is highly discriminated against in 
many spheres (see Cerrón-Palomino 2003). See El Comercio (2010b): http://elcomercio.pe/espectaculos/464132/noticia-
movimiento-feminista-manuela-ramos-se-pronuncio-sobre-paisana-jacinta. 
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potato chips, and Peruvian government services,32 as well as in Peruvian films (Madeinusa, La 
Teta Asustada) and in popular Latin American music (sung by Calle 13).33  However, the images 
in movies and television commercials show Quechua speakers living in rural remote areas in 
Peru, and not in big cities, like La Paisana Jacinta. While Zúñiga (2009) suggests that new 
public programming positively reinforces Quechua language use and bilingual education 
program in urban areas, there is no data or empirical research on this topic.34 Quechua language 
on television indicates the expansion of the language to new domains, which is an important step 
in language revitalization (Grenoble and Whaley 2006), but there is no understanding of the 
correlations between these efforts and changes in language use and language attitudes. 
The status of Quechua language has become of interest to scholars and people with the 
changing urban demographics in Peru in the late 20th century. Like many countries in Latin 
America, Peru has experienced large-scale urbanization and rural to urban migration in the late 
20th century.  In 2007, 75.9% of Peru was urban, whereas in 1993, 70.1% was urban (INEI 
2007). Urban expansion is most notable since the 1940s, when rural people from highlands 
started migrating in larger numbers to Lima and other intermediary cities in Peru. In 1940, the 
migration population of Lima was 28.5%, and in 1961, it grew to 46.3% (Golte and Adams 
1987:36). This rural to urban migration was motivated by poor socio-economic conditions in 
rural areas and the increase in strong urban markets and mining centers which provided manual 
labor jobs to farmers outside of their rural communities (Golte 1995:139). In the 1980s and 
1990s, many Andeans also migrated to intermediary cities such as Cusco, Huancayo, Juliaca, 
                                               
32  See Movistar cell phone commercial on Youtube: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UtCie4VHNdY&feature=results_main&playnext=1&list=PL6BEBF122BD6B1AB3 and 
Lays Andinas on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TlYEG5ywghI.  
33 In 2011, Calle 13, the Puerto Rican pop fusion group, released the song “Latinoamérica” (Latin America). This video starts 
with an old man speaking in Quechua followed by a Calle 13 member who says, “qamkunapaq” ‘for you all’ in Quechua (see 
Calle 13 2012).  
34  She mentions that indigenous languages are used in public acts and ceremonies. Also, migrant youth use Quechua to 
communicate on the phone with their friends and family members who live in rural areas. 
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Ayacucho, and Abancay to escape political violence from the Shining Path movement 
(Altamirano 2000). Migrants in Lima and other smaller cities formed strong social networks with 
migrants from their same hometown by living in the same neighborhoods and participating in 
cultural activities in their respective clubes departamentales ‘departament clubs’. Altamirano 
distinguishes migration to Lima from migration to other smaller cities. While migrants in Lima 
may lose contact with their hometowns, migrants in intermediary cities return home frequently to 
visit family members and run businesses they started (2000:13).  
Migration has also impacted language use and language contact in Peru, and these change 
are important to understand changing social ecologies. The variety of Spanish in contact with 
Quechua, Andean Spanish, has expanded to Lima and other urban centers (Escobar 2011b). 
However, statistics show that rural to urban migration negatively impacts Quechua. In large 
cities, 80% of the Quechua-speaking population does not transmit Quechua (Chirinos 2001:42). 
Quechua language use in areas of large migrants is shown to be highly stigmatized in certain 
parts of Lima such as in the district of San Juan de Miraflores (Sánchez 2003).   
As mentioned previously, the migration situation in Peru portrays different characteristic 
in Lima and other urban Andean cities such as Huancayo (de la Cadena 1988). This dissertation 
examines these changes by focusing on language and identity for first-generation youth in two 
Andean cities, Arequipa and Ayacucho that represent two distinct examples of migration that 
have very different socio-economic and socio-cultural histories, and current statuses in Peru. 
Ayacucho is a mid-sized urban center that was the center of the Shining Path movement in Peru 
in the 1980s and 1990s, and a strong urban center for rural to urban migration of rural Quechua-
speaking victims of the period of violence. Arequipa is the second largest city in Peru after Lima, 
and the second largest city for migration, with a large population of Quechua and Aymara 
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speakers from Puno and Cusco. These two different urban centers allow for a comparison of 
different families who have connections to rural, urban, and international areas as a part of their 
economies. A comparison of Quechua language use in these two urban centers will give insight 
into the degree of vitality of the Quechua language in the Andean region in two distinct Andean 
urban centers where Spanish is the language of government, commerce, and literacy.   
 
2.2 Ayacucho, Peru  
The department of Ayacucho is located in the central southern Andes of Peru and borders 
the departments of Junín, Arequipa, Ica, Huancavelica, Apurímac, and Cusco (Map 2.2). Eight-
eight percent of the department’s 11 provinces are located in the highlands, and the remainder is 
located in the jungle region (Zapata et al. 2008:21).35 Along with other departments in the central 
Andes, Ayacucho has a significant rural population (2007 urban population: 355,384, rural 
population: 257,105; INEI 2007) dedicated to agriculture. Potatoes and cereals (especially 
barley) are Ayacucho’s main crops. In 2007, Ayacucho’s Producto Bruto Interno (PBI) (‘Gross 
Domestic Product,’ GDP) was 46% for agriculture. Ayacucho is considered to be one of poorest 
departments and most isolated departments in Peru (Degregori 1986, 2010).  
In the Huamanga province, one finds the capital of the department of Ayacucho, also 
called Ayacucho. Huamanga is the center of commerce and bureaucracy of Ayacucho with 15 
districts and an overall 2007 population of 221,390 (INEI 2007). In Huamanga there are 161,636 
urban inhabitants and 59,754 rural inhabitants (INEI 2007); however, these statistics should be 
further examined considering that after the Shining Path period, there is a large population that 
maintains both a city and country home (Reynaga 1996).  
                                               
35 The 2007 population of the entire department of Ayacucho was: 612, 489 (INEI 2007) in a country of 28 million inhabitants. 
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Map 2.2 Map of Huamanga province (INEI 2007) 
 
The province of Huamanga contains the capital of the department called Ayacucho, 
located at 9,000 feet altitude. Locals also refer to Ayacucho city as Huamanga, which has a total 
of 100,925 inhabitants (INEI 2007). Ayacucho city includes the main downtown area and 
historic center and can be divided into three spaces: 1) the historic center and university center, 
2) the expansion zone of the university (urban nucleus), and 3) the new residential middle class 
zones and expanded traditional neighborhoods (Béjar et al. 2005:166).  
This study includes participants that live in two urban districts of Huamanga called San 
Juan Bautista and Carmen Alto (see chapters 4 and 5). Carmen Alto was home to mestizo 
artisans in the 17th century, and became one of Huamanga’s first districts in the 1920s. San Juan 
de Bautista was also home to butchers and artisans and became a district in 1960 (González et al. 
1995; Béjar et al. 2005:161). 
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Photograph 2.1 Huamanga ‘s plaza de armas (2010, Author: Firestone, A.) 
 
Ayacucho is recognized as the capital of folklore that is ‘one of the richest of Peru’ “una 
de las más ricas del Peru” (Zapata et al. 2008:212). Ayacucho is also known for traditional 
dances and as a center for handicraft production, especially known for its retablos (‘boxed 
scenes’) and piedra de huamanga ‘Huamanga stone’.  
Quechua has a stronghold in the entire region of Ayacucho.36 In 2001, 70% (estimated) of 
the population in the region speaks Quechua, the second highest percentage in all of Peru’s 
departments after Apurímac (Chirinos 2001). 37  In the province of Huamanga, 57% of the 
population (five years of age and older) is a native Quechua speaker (2001:41-42, 71), and in the 
city of Ayacucho, 38% of the population (five years of age and older) has Quechua as a first 
language. Even more impressive, in Carmen Alto (urban district in province of Huamanga), 63% 
people speak Quechua as their first language (2001:71, 74). In 2007, the national census asked 
ayacuchanos (‘people from Ayacucho’) ‘The language that you learned to speak’ “Idioma o 
lengua con el que aprendió hablar.” In the Huamanga province, 50.7% of population answered 
“Quechua”.   
                                               
36 Ethnologue reports that in 2000, there were 900,000 speakers of the Ayacucho-Chanca dialect in the Ayacucho and Lima 
regions, including 300,000 monolingual speakers (Lewis 2009). 
37 Vilcashuamán (a province in the department of Ayacucho) is regarded as the second largest Quechua-speaking provincial 
capital in Peru (Quechua-speaking population=93%) (Chirinos 2001:71). 
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Ayacucho has also been an important site for Quechua language education. Along with 
the regions of Puno and Cusco, Ayacucho was the first main sight for experimental bilingual 
education programs in the late 1960s and 1970s (Zúñiga 1987; von Gleich 1989). However, 
bilingual education was understood as a way to transfer from Quechua to Spanish (Zapata et al. 
2008:175-176). Bilingual education programs terminated in Ayacucho with the entrance of the 
Shining Path movement that took over the education system in the 1980s (Gorriti 1999) (see 
section 2.2.1). Firestone (2006) found that bilingual/intercultural education programs were not 
active in many schools in Ayacucho and almost non-existent in urban areas in 2005.  
The local public university in Huamanga, the Universidad Nacional de San Cristóbal de 
Huamanga (UNSCH), has played an important role in Quechua language instruction since its re-
opening in 1959. The UNSCH originally offered six courses in bilingual education, emphasizing 
Quechua language instruction so that professionals “could speak the language of the country” 
(Zapata et al. 2008:162-3).38 However, currently, students are required to take Quechua classes 
for certain majors such as nursing or medicine. In 2007, the UNSCH inaugurated the Hatun Ñan 
(‘Great Path’) affirmative action program (funded by the Ford Foundation) for Quechua and 
Amazonian students. In 2008, the program included 390 students (238 men and 157 women) of 
Quechua and Amazonian backgrounds. 39  The objective of this program is to implement 
affirmative action programs that provide students with additional educational opportunities, 
including special computer classes, 40  tutoring sessions, and social, psychological, and legal 
advising. Students participate in cultural programs and Quechua radio programs that have the 
                                               
38 “Para que puedan hablar el idioma del país” (Zapata et al. 2008:162-3). 
39 In 2009, I scheduled a meeting with the director of the program, and asked how students proved their identity to gain entrance 
into the program. The director was not able to provide the official criteria for entrance into the program. 
40 When I visited the computer lab, I observed the majority of the computers were from the 1990s and were running MS-DOS 
(pre-Windows software).  
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aim of maintaining their culture and language. The promotional material contains information 
stressing the importance of Quechua in the university (Hatun Ñan 2008).  
  
2.2.1 Huamanga  
The Spaniards founded the city of Huamanga in 1540 as a site to protect an important 
route that led to Cusco (the Jauja-Cusco route). The department of Ayacucho and the province of 
Huamanga have played an important role in Peruvian history. In 1824, Peruvian nationalist 
troops sealed their independence from Spain in a battle at the Pampa de Quinua (landmark in 
Ayacucho, Quinua province of Huamanga). Ayacucho city was created for the Spanish elite, 
while indigenous people and mestizos lived in the surrounding zones (González et al. 1995:161). 
41 The city of Ayacucho witnessed expansion in the early 1900s with the celebration of Peruvian 
independence with the Batalla de Ayacucho in 1924. During this time, there were many changes 
to the urban center, including the paving of streets in the urban center and the extension of 
important avenues (González et al. 1995:162).  
Ayacucho’s urban transformation in the 20th century is described across three different 
stages (Béjar et al. 2005). During the first stage in the 1960s, the local university, the UNSCH, 
played a significant role in population growth in the region, and was a catalyst for political 
organization. The second stage occurred in the 1980s, when Ayacucho became the center of 
violence and instability in Peru with the Shining Path Maoist movement. The social effects of 
Shining Path led to massive internal migration in Peru, and especially within Ayacucho. The 
third stage is the late arrival of globalization in the 1990s with the expansion of new urban 
neighborhoods, more cars and taxis on the streets, new restaurants, stores, and services in the 
plaza de armas (e.g. currency exchange booths and tourist centers) (Béjar et al. 2005:159). The 
                                               
41 They lived in the Santa Ana and Santa Magdalena neighborhoods. 
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social and political history of Ayacucho in the late 20th century contextualizes the current 
situation of urbanization and the use of the Quechua language today. Below, I describe this 
history in more detail.  
In the 1950s, Ayacucho was described as a system of class and racial stratification with 
señores ‘misters’ and siervos ‘serfs’, mistis and indios ‘Indians’. Ayacucho was stuck in “atraso 
general” ‘general backwardness’ (Degregori 2010:31) due to the strong latifundista (‘land 
owning tenure’) system in place and economic crisis related to agriculture (Zapata et al. 
2008:166). In 1959, the re-opening of the local national university became ‘the launch point of 
modernity’ (Degregori 2010:41), 42  and at the same time, the center of the Shining Path 
movement in Ayacucho (González et al. 1995:150).43  At this time, there was a growth in the 
professional middle class in Ayacucho and the student population that came from the 
departments of Apurímac, Huancayo, and from nearby comunidades campesinas (‘farming 
communities’) (Zapata et al. 2008:190).44 While Agrarian Reform (1969) played a large role in 
transforming other Andean cities, Degregori suggests that in Ayacucho, the university played a 
more significant role in transforming this poor region politically and socially, causing a “un 
verdadero terremoto social” ‘a real social earthquake’ (2010:43). 45  
While the university became the center of social and political life in Ayacucho, poverty 
and illiteracy rates were still high. In 1972, Apurímac and Ayacucho were ranked first and 
second respectively on the Banco Central de la Reserva, Mapa de la Pobreza del Perú (‘Central 
                                               
42 “la punta de lanza de la modernidad” (Degregori 2010:41). 
43 The UNSCH was founded in 1677, but closed in 1885 (Zapata et al. 2008).  
44 In 1959, the UNSCH had 228 students and by 1981, it grew the students population grew to 11,711 (Béjar et al. 2005:163). 
45 In 1969, the Armed Forces wanted to charge 100 soles (local currency) to all students who failed one or more of their courses 
during the school year. Student organizations and other political groups strongly reacted and began to protest. This movement 
was strong in Huamanga and Huanta, Ayacucho, and included different student organizations. It is considered to be a strong 
impetus for Shining Path movement in Ayacucho (Zapata et al. 2008:169). 
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Bank Reserve’s Map of Poverty in Peru’).46 Ayacucho had one of the highest rates of illiteracy in 
the country in 1981 with 45% of the population 15 years and older illiterate (Degregori 2010:33, 
39).47  
Degregori argues that the poverty of the region and the “atraso general” was a precursor 
for the political movement (2010:31). 48  As mentioned above, with the re-opening of the 
University, many professionals and academics moved to Ayacucho. One of them was a 
philosophy professor, Abimael Guzmán, who arrived from Arequipa in 1962. He became the 
committee chair of the Peruvian Communist Party (PCP) that met at the University, and in 1970, 
the Red faction of the party in Ayacucho became the Shining Path (Degregori 1992; Zapata et al. 
2008:191).49 The Shining Path movement was formed by mestizo intellectual elite and mestizo 
provincial university youth in Ayacucho (Degregori 1986, 2010). The goals of the Shining Path 
movement were to take over Peru’s “semi-feudal state” with violence (Degregori 1992:37). 
Shining Path activities began on May 17, 1980 with the burning of ballot boxes in the town of 
Chuschi, Cangallo, Ayacucho. The Shining Path recruited campesinos (‘country people’) to join 
their ranks to be used as “masas de maniobra” (‘labor force’) (Zapata et al. 2008:196). During 
the 1980s, most provinces in Ayacucho became “emergency zones,” and ayacuchanos were 
threatened numerous times by the presence of armed forces that also suspended their civil 
rights.50  
                                               
46 During this time, commerce made up 1.6% of the PBI, while the national average was 14% (Degregori 2010:32).    
47 Ayacucho had the highest level of illiteracy rural and urban in the country along with Apurimac (52%) and Huancavelica 
(44%) (Degregori 2010:39). 
48 In 1972, the Población Económicamente Activa (PEA) wage was 17% in Ayacucho and 13% in Apurímac, while the national 
average was 44% (Degregori 2010:32). 
49 In 1964, the PCP split between the pro-Soviet faction and Maoist faction, and Guzmán was expelled from Maoist PCP faction 
in 1970 (Degregori 1992:35).  
50 In 1983, President Fernando Belaúnde Terry (1963-1968) (1980-1985) began the counter war of the Fuerzas Armadas ‘Armed 
Forces’ in Ayacucho and set up civil defense committees (“Comités de defensa civil”) in rural communities. In 1991, president 
Alberto Fujimori (1990-2000) legalized arms and provided them to Comités de Autodefensa (Zapata et al. 2008:196, 200).  
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The Shining Path’s activities impacted many agricultural and education programs, 
leaving Ayacucho in a war-torn state. They took over the educational system and created 
Escuelas Populares ‘Popular Schools’ where they taught youth and children the ideological and 
military goals of Shining Path (Gorriti 1999:196). 51  Gorriti comments, “Ayacucho’s urban 
population is left to fend for itself…many citizens are planning to migrate to the Coast…which 
in the long run will convert Ayacucho into a desolate city...” (1999:254). The main activities of 
the Shining Path were put to an end in 1992 when its leader, Abimael Guzmán, was captured.  In 
2003, the Truth and Reconciliation Committee (CVR) complied statistics to report on killings in 
Ayacucho. This reports indicates that 69,280 Peruvians had died as a consequence of the Shining 
Path.  More specifically, in Ayacucho there were 9,000 deaths, 2,000 disappeared people, 19,073 
widowed mothers, and 10,150 orphans reported for 1980-1994 (Peralta 2004:67, 246). Most 
victims of this war were rural people, Quechua speakers.   
The effects of this period of warfare have led to many socio-cultural and economic 
hardships on the region. In addition to socio-economic and emotional distress from years of 
warfare, the city and region deals with the situation of many displaced children and families and 
youth gang activity. 52  In the department of Ayacucho, there are 10,150 reported orphaned 
children, with the largest population found in the Ayacucho provinces of Huamanga, La Mar, 
and Huanta (Peralta 2004:104). There is also an increased presence of social and educational 
welfare organizations working on issues of human rights in Ayacucho. This includes clubes de 
                                               
51 They also captured positions in the SUTEP, The Main Trade Union of Workers in Education in Peru (Sindicato Único de 
Trabajadores en la Educación en el Perú). 
52 Strocka (2008) investigated the growth of youth gangs or “manchas” in Huamanga.52 This group of youth born in the city to 
rural migrants of Huamanga join “manchas” to distance oneself from their rural origins and to obtain an urban identity, however, 
gang membership does not entail complete assimilation. For example, gang members wear long baggy pants and listen to hip-hop 
music, but they use slang in Spanish that is borrowed from Quechua and listen to chicha music (a popular music genre that is a 
mixture of traditional huayno music and cumbia music in Spanish; see Hurtado 1994; Ferrier 2010) (2008:132-133). Gang 
members speak Quechua and Spanish, but they often minimize or deny their knowledge of Quechua, preferring Spanish 
(2008:114). While gang activities still take place in Huamanga, they have subsided since the early 1990s.  
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madres ‘Mother clubs’, communal development organizations, and non-governmental 
organizations that receive support from foreign organizations (Peralta 2004:118-123).  
 
2.2.2 Rural and urban connections 
The trauma of the Shining Path period also largely impacted rural to urban migration in 
Ayacucho and to Lima. In 2002, the National Peruvian Institute of Statistics and Computing (el 
Instituto Nacional Peruano de Estadística e Informática) reported that 52% of the population of 
the region of Ayacucho had emigrated (INEI 2005). Campesinos made up the largest group that 
migrated (70%), following people who lived in periphery areas (20%), and finally, urban 
professionals (10%) (Peralta 2004:68).53 This pattern also impacted the number of Quechua 
speakers who moved to the cities, with the majority migrating to Lima and Huamanga (2004:68). 
In 1994, in Huamanga, 55% of all migrants were 18 years old and younger, and 88% of this 
group identified themselves as Quechua speakers (Chirinos 2001:71). 54  Due to internal 
migration, the city of Huamanga grew from 25,000 inhabitants in 1970 to 150,000 in 1993 
(González et al. 1995:256).  
After the Shining Path period ended in the early nineties, many campesinos that had 
migrated to urban areas returned to their rural communities to rebuild their farms. However, they 
also maintained their homes in the city (Coral 1994; Reynaga 1996). While Ayacucho has 
always maintained a relationship between the rural and urban areas, after the period of violence, 
                                               
53 Coral (1994) distinguishes migration from forced migration, or displacement, which is ‘caused by fear, terror, and insecurity’ 
(9). She identifies three periods of migration during the Shining Path period in Ayacucho: 1) 1983-1985: ayacuchanos escaped 
from arbitrary action from the army, 2) 1986-1989: the period of highest displacement with the expansion of political violence 
from the army, the Shining Path, and rondas campesinas (‘peasant patrols’); people migrated to other departments, and 3) 1990-
1992: displacement determined from Shining Path activities; people migrated within Ayacucho (1994:15). During the three 
periods, campesinos are categorized according to their socio-economic status and place of migration: 1) Middle and high classes 
migrated to far away places (Lima, Ica, Huancayo), 2) Middle and high classes migrated to intermediate cities (departments and 
provinces and to the jungle region), and 3) lower classes and farmers stayed in the community or nearby villages. The last group 
was illiterate and made up mainly of elderly people and orphaned children who did not have family members in urban spaces 
(16). 
54 Other migrants went to the cities of Junín (15%), Ica (6%), and Huancavelica (5%) (Peralta 2004:68). 
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Huamanga played a stronger role as a ‘transition space’ “espacio de transición” for campesinos. 
55  Peralta argues that the home became an ‘ambivalent residence between the countryside and 
the city’ (2004: 98). 56  
Reynaga (1996) presents a brief account on migration and the impact of the Shining Path 
(SP) in Manallasaq and Nuñunhuaycco, two villages located in the Chiara province, close to the 
city of Huamanga. I summarize the case of Manallasaq, as it is one of the villages where research 
participants in chapter 4 maintain their chakra ‘farm’. Reynaga explains that the period of 
violence was not as intense in Manallasaq as it was in other nearby villages. However, starting in 
the 1980s, manallasinos (‘People from Manallasaq’) began to migrate to Huamanga and Lima in 
fear of violence that was already strong in nearby villages. In 1982 and 1983, senderistas 
(‘members of the Shining Path’) entered Manallasaq to occupy abandoned homes for lodging 
and refuge. The military was aware of the SP’s presence in Manallasaq, and in 1984, three 
military helicopters bombed the community, killing 50 people, mostly senderistas (31). Many 
families fled to Huamanga to live in asentamientos humanos (‘squatter settlements’) in the 
district of San Juan Bautista,57 and fewer families moved to Lima. In many cases, women and 
heads of household stayed behind to manage what was left of the farms. Reynaga suggests that 
displaced families never lost communication and contact with the family member left behind, 
and that this displacement, or forced migration, only lasted from 1984 to 1986 (35). While 
manallasinos found their village in destruction, they were able to rebuild the village and resume 
                                               
55 Peralta also mentions that campesinos felt unable to fully adapt to urban life due to the high cost of city expenses (school and 
transportation) and the difficulty in adapting to different city customs (2004:134).  
56 “una residencia ambivalente, entre el campo y la ciudad” (2004:98). 
57 They moved to  Ñahuinpukio and Santa Rosa de Lima in San Juan Bautista in Huamnaga.  
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agriculture activities with the support of micro-credit loans from the Banco Agrario ‘Agrarian 
Bank’ and the Ministry of Agriculture (37-38, 42).58  
Huamanga has transformed and expanded due to migration in the post-Shining Path 
period and to the rise in drug-trafficking activities in the region (González et al. 1995:133). In 
addition the growth of asentamientos humanos close to the city center, there was also an increase 
in the variety of social and entertainment spaces and activities for young people across all socio-
economic classes (Huber 2002; Strocka 2008).59 The main local market is still a very crowded 
space where huamanguinos buy fresh vegetables, meat, and fruit.  There are three mini super 
markets in the city center that are also very crowded and serve customers from the downtown 
population. Between 2009 and 2010, the Peruvian supermarket retail chain, Plaza Vea came to 
Ayacucho to petition the opening of a large supermarket on the UNSCH’s residential land. 
Students protested the construction of the supermarket, and university authorities were ultimately 
against it as well.60  There are no movie theaters in Ayacucho, but there is a small theater in the 
plaza de armas that shows cultural videos for children on certain days. On weekends, families go 
to city recreos (‘relaxation clubhouses’), large locales that serve traditional food and play 
traditional music. Teenagers and adults visit other types of recreos that play loud cumbia music 
and provide a space to dance and drink alcohol. Soccer is also a popular weekend activity for 
families, as well as the city parades that take place in the plaza on Sunday mornings.   
Zapata et al. argue that Ayacucho identity, although centered in folklore and tradition, has 
“reconfigured” itself after migration, violence, and globalization  (2008:211). However, this 
“reconfiguration” does not mean a loss of traditions, and many times is reflected in a mix of 
                                               
58 Farmers found economic relief with the pardoning of agriculture debt during Alan García’s presidency (1985-1990). The 
village also received support to improve services such as with the Vaso de Leche ‘Glass of Milk’ program, new water services, 
the opening of a health clinic, and the re-initiation and improvement of school services (48).  
59 More recently, there has been a growth in internet cafes and dance clubs in newer settlements that offer lower prices for lower 
classes (Strocka 2008:163). 
60 See video of news report on students rejection of Plaza Vea in 2010: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mV6Rv0tpqjI 
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traditions (Huber 2002; Reynaga 2006; Strocka 2008; Zapata et al. 2008). This includes 
newspaper kiosks in Huamanga that are painted as traditional retablos (‘boxed traditional scene 
handicrafts’), the popularity of rock in Quechua and Spanish in the city, and the expansion of 
gyms (Huber 2002:37). Reynaga refers to additional cultural changes that campesinos from 
Manallasaq experience in the city by discussing changes in clothing, food preferences, and 
cultural activities (see chapter 1 section 5 for explanation of examples). She finds that Spanish is 
increasingly used in the city, and that Quechua is not valued. Nonetheless, my research finds that 
linguistic and cultural practices are more complex.  
Ayacucho has suffered many social traumas in recent history, and we understand that this 
history has placed Ayacucho perhaps in a unique situation in Peru. Due to this situation, we find 
different family economies in the city, ranging from rural farmers who maintain an urban home 
and university students and professors who are also farmers on the weekends. To contrast the 
special situation of Ayacucho, I have chosen Arequipa, the second largest city, to present a very 
different historical place and migration history in Peru.  
 
2.3 Arequipa, Peru 
Arequipa is the second largest city in Peru after the capital, Lima, with an overall 
population of one million one thousand inhabitants (INEI 2007). 61  The department of Arequipa 
has eight provinces that are located on the Pacific coast and Andean mountain range. The capital 
of the department is also called Arequipa, and is located in the province of Arequipa. The 
province of Arequipa contains 29 rural and urban districts. In 2007, 842,880 inhabitants made up 
the urban population and 21,370 made up the rural population (INEI 2007). 
                                               
61 Lima holds eight million people. The next largest Andean capital cities are: Cusco with 348,935 inhabitants and Huancayo, 
which has a population of 323,054 inhabitants in the 2007 census (INEI 2007). 
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Map 2.3 Province of Arequipa (INEI 2007) 
 
Arequipa was founded in 1540 as a Spanish city and served as a convenient trade route 
located in between Lima and the Puno highlands. Peruvian politician, Victor Andrés Belaúnde 
(1883-1966) described Arequipa (his native city) in 1915, as ‘the first center of the white 
population in Peru’ (1963:122).62 The city of Arequipa is popularly known as “The White City” 
‘La Ciudad Blanca’ for its sillar (‘white stone’) architecture, but there are many debates on the 
origin of this nickname (Gutiérrez 1991:113; Chambers 1999). During the late colonial period, 
Arequipa was known for being a “provincial, agricultural city, where it was difficult to draw 
strict boundaries between urban and rural areas” (Chambers 1999:50). There was a large class of 
chacareros ‘farmers’ who worked on the small farms in Arequipa’s surrounding campiña 
‘countryside’. Chacareros have formed part of the historical legacy of “The White City”, and 
therefore, as I will describe below, represents a different class of farmers than those that arrived 
from the highlands of Puno and Cusco starting in the 1950s.  
                                               
62 “el primer centro de la población blanca en el Perú” (Belaúnde 1963:122).  
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Arequipa has been an important economic center in southern Peru since the 1900s, and 
became known as the “second city of Peru” in the early 19th century due to economic activity 
associated with wool exportation and mining.63 The production and exportation business was 
facilitated by the Arequipa railroad that was constructed in 1871 (Gutiérrez 1992). When the 
export business declined in World War I, Arequipa transformed into a center for industries. For 
example, many factories were constructed in Arequipa, and in 1941, the national milk factory 
“Leche Gloria” began production (Quiroz 1990:641). Mining and tourism have also provided a 
large source of revenue for Arequipa in the 20th and 21st century.64 
Arequipa’s location and economic strength has been attractive for people in the southern 
region of Peru. In the 1950s, Arequipa became the ‘most important regional center’ “eje regional 
más importante” in terms of industrialization, exportation of agrarian products, copper, fish 
wheat, and other prime materials (Chávez 1987:35). From the 1960s and beyond, there has been 
a large increase in urban population in Arequipa, which came after the period of re-urbanization 
after a damaging earthquake in 1958 (Gutiérrez 1992:231). Arequipa was a main attraction in the 
1970s, when 80% of the GDP (Producto Bruto Interno, GDP) in the south of Peru came from 
Arequipa (Chávez 1987:24). Urbanization has attracted the migration of Aymara and Quechua 
speakers, mainly from the departments of Puno and Cusco, increasing the population from 
61,000 people in 1940 to half a million people in the 1980s (Guerra García 1983).65 In 1961, 
41% of migrants were from Puno, 21% from Arequipa provinces, and 15% from Cusco (Chávez 
                                               
63 As early as 1821, British and French companies arrived to Arequipa to participate in the exportation business, as Europe was a 
prime market for the exportation of alpaca and vicuña wool (Carpio 1992:492). This business was closely linked to the 
production of sheep, llama, alpaca, and vicuña wool produced in high altitude zones of Arequipa, Puno, Cusco, and Bolivia 
(1992:493). At this time, Arequipa also exported quinoa, leather, husks, gold dust, chinchilla fur, and gold (495). 
64 The Cerro Verde mine, located 10 minutes outside of the city, began production in 1977 (Carpio 1992:715). Tourism started to 
boom in the 1970s when the Convento de Santa Catalina, a convent and museum, opened for the public. In 1984, Arequipa had 
289 tourist services. Many young people study English in Arequipa to become tour guides (Carpio 1990).  
65 In 1961, the population was 166,000, then, in 1972, it jumped to 309,000 in 1972, and in 1982 expanded to 555,000  (Gutiérrez 
1992:233). 
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1987:51). 66  At this time, many young arequipeños with a strong educational background 
migrated to Lima, and with this migration Quiroz remarks that “the population that left Arequipa 
was young and had a higher education than the population that entered to become part of the 
Arequipa population” (1990:707).67  
Puneño farmers migrated to Arequipa in great numbers during a long drought period in 
1956-58 when inhabitants faced harsh socio-economic conditions (Carpio 1990:675). 68  The 
drought was the strongest in 1957, and during this year, the lack of food caused many people to 
die from hunger.69 During this period, Claverías and Manrique suggest that “the only possibility 
is for the family to migrate indefinitely, or to have part of the family leave…” (1983:113).70 
Puneño farmers left behind agriculture (many times indefinitely) when they migrated to 
Arequipa. They found work in commercial and personal services activities, and in 1985, 49% of 
ambulatory vendors in Arequipa were from Puno (Chávez 1987:51; Carpio 1990:722).  
While there are no statistics on how many people left during this period, in 1940, 15,974 
puneños were born in Arequipa, and in 1972, this number increased to 62,205 puneños who were 
living in Arequipa. Other statistics indicate that up to 42% of the population of Arequipa at the 
time was from Puno (Chávez 1987:37). 71  Migration from Puno to Arequipa continued during 
the 1970s and 1980s, such that during 1972 and 1981 Puno experienced an -8.9 % population 
growth decrease (Carpio 1992:707).   
                                               
66 In 1981, the Puno migrant population slightly raised to 46% and the Cusco population to 20% (Rodríguez 1989:31). 
67 “Salió de Arequipa un contingente poblacional más joven y con mayor nivel de educación que el ingresó a ser parte de ella” 
(Quiroz 1992:707).  
68 The drought also affected Cusco, Apurímac, and the high altitude zones of Arequipa countryside, increasing poverty and 
hunger in these regions (Carpio 1992:675). 
69 Puno’s agriculture and fishing-based economy severely dropped, lowering production by 90% for potatoes, 80% for quinoa, 
and 82% for barley (Claverías and Manrique 1983:111). 
70 “la única posibilidad es que la familia migre definitivamente o parte de ella se vaya…” (Claverías and Manrique 1983:113). 
71 In the 1963 and 1964 census, seven popular urbanizations reported that puneños made up half of the population (Gutiérrez 
1992:237). 
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Arequipa also has a large cusqueño migrant population. Cusqueños, mainly Quechua 
speakers, have been traveling to Arequipa in large numbers since the Agrarian Reform period 
(1968) when farmers were left in a worse economic state (Carpio 1992). From the 1960s to the 
present, Arequipa has remained the second center for migration in Peru after Lima.  
 
2.3.1 Mestizaje in Arequipa  
Since the 16th century, Arequipa’s main demographic was ‘”the white race”  “la raza 
blanca” (Galdos 1999). Census data from the 18th century indicates that Arequipa’s population of 
30,000 people contained 26,000 Spanish and 4,000 aboriginals (natural or town people and 
forasteros ‘foreigners’) (Galdos 1999:335 quoting Travada and Cordova (1958:90). During the 
republican period (19th and 20th centuries) in Arequipa, the term mestizo was rarely used in legal 
documents (Chambers 1999:84-85), and it is possible that mestizos were counted as whites 
(Galdo 1999:335).  In fact, arequipeños avoided racial labels, so in most situations “a majority of 
arequipeños could claim to be white” (Chambers 1999:90). Race and race relations are 
complicated in Arequipa, and the tension between arequipeños and newly arrived migrants from 
Puno and Cusco starting in the 1950s and beyond is observed in various historical texts. The 
example below describes the arrival of “the avalanche” of Andean people to Arequipa, “the 
oasis”.  
Regarding historical Arequipa mestizaje, I’d like to fundamentally refer to the thousands and thousands of compatriots 
who have come down from the heights of the Andes and have arrived on the foot of the Misti with their hope of finding 
a better life in this oasis… in the last 25 years, no less than 300,000 compatriots have come to be a part of life in 
Arequipa. In all of its history, Arequipa has never withheld such a migratory avalanche (Carpio 1990:728). 72 
 
                                               
72 “al hablar del mestizaje histórico arequipeño me quiero referir primordialmente, a los miles y miles de compatriotas que han 
bajado de las cumbres de los Andes y han puesto aquí, al pie del Misti, su anónima esperanza de encontrar una vida mejor en este 
oasis…en los últimos veinticinco años se han incorporado a la vida urbana de Arequipa no menos de trescientos mil de estos 
compatriotas. En toda su historia, nunca Arequipa ha soportado una avalancha migratoria que se le iguale…(Carpio 1992:728).  
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Arequipa is referred to as an “oasis,” and migrants are described as people who have 
come down from high mountains causing an “avalanche”. Rodríguez (quoting Dr. Peralta 1900-
1980) discusses the changes in race in Arequipa by mentioning that the arrival of farmers from 
Puno and Cusco, “reveals intensified darkening of the skin…more indigenous than mestizo” 
(1989:33-34).73 This view of migrants is commonly found in other main historical accounts from 
arequipeños of the time when the city became two republics, one of the formal sector and one of 
the informal sector; one of monuments and the other one of shantytowns  (Gutiérrez 1992:239).  
Arequipa’s urban expansion has also been due to the increase in pueblos jóvenes (‘young 
towns’ or ‘shantytowns’) (Gutiérrez 1992). Life in pueblos jóvenes has been the center for many 
studies on migrants and Quechua in Arequipa. Adams (1976, 1980) conducted fieldwork in two 
different pueblos jóvenes in the late 1970s where he observed the emergence of an urban 
Quechua subculture in Arequipa. Adams studied the maintenance of Quechua folktales, riddles, 
and the use of traditional medicine among migrants. Quechua was maintained in pueblos 
jóvenes, but mostly among adults. He concluded that migrants still had a strong loyalty toward 
culture and language (253).  
Other studies have focused on daily life and socio-economic practices for people in 
another pueblo joven in Arequipa, called Jerusalén. Ødegaard (2010), more recently, researched 
daily life for migrants in Jerusalén, which are “ambiguously positioned in the racialized spatial 
dichotomies that characterize relationships between rural and urban, indigenous and mestizo” 
(2011:3). In Jerusalén, there is still strong racial and ethnic tension, and this tension is based on 
the hierarchy of urban spaces within Arequipa (see chapter 1).  
Despite the fact that there is harsh treatment and spatial division towards many migrants, 
studies on Andean migrants in Lima (Golte and Adams 1987; Altamirano and Hirabayashi 1997) 
                                               
73 “acusa el sombreamiento cada vez más intenso de la piel…. más indígena que mestizo” (1989:33-34). 
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demonstrate ways in which migrants have incorporated and transformed cultural practices from 
their hometowns. The same has been found for migrants in Arequipa. Paerregaard (2003) 
suggests that tapeños (people from the Tapay village in Caylloma, Arequipa) migrate to 
Arequipa and Lima with “a desire to become members of the criollo society and to cast off their 
social status as Quechua-speaking rural Indians, and become Spanish-speaking urban Peruvians” 
(276). However, he further argues that this decision does not entail acculturation, as many 
community members re-invent performative practices and ritual activities in the cities, such as 
the Candelaria festival (religious celebration) and social gatherings at urban soccer events.  
 
2.3.2 Cultural and linguistic background   
The collavino dialect of Quechua is spoken in most of Arequipa’s highland provinces of 
Arequipa, Caravelí, Castilla, Caylloma, Conseuyos, and La Unión. Chirinos (2001) finds that 
although Quechua is maintained in the higher altitude regions of La Unión, Caylloma, and San 
Juan de Tarucani, other traditional Quechua-speaking districts such as Chivay (in the Colca 
valley) may be quickly shifting to Spanish (67). Unlike Ayacucho, there are few accounts of the 
role of Quechua in public education. Arequipa’s main public university, la Universidad Nacional 
de San Agustín (UNSA) was built in 1828, and has played an important role in Arequipa’s 
republican history. In the Republican period, English and French classes were offered, with no 
mention of classes offered in Quechua (Quiroz 1990:456). Currently, Quechua language classes 
are offered at the Centro de Idiomas ‘Language Center’ at the UNSA, and there is also a student-
run group for Quechua language and cultural activities, call the Centro Estudiantil 
Universitario Cultural y de Proyección Social ‘Student University Cultural Center’ and “Social 
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Projection’, CEUCP “José María Arguedas”. This group advertises their activities on posters 
around campus, and an example is found below.74  
 
 
 
Photograph 2.2 Quechua group signs at the university in Arequipa (2010, Author: Firestone, A.) 
The puneño and cusqueño migrant populations have contributed to a larger Quechua (and 
Aymara) speaking population in Arequipa. Chirinos (2001) suggest that in Arequipa, one out of 
every five people is a native speaker of Quechua or Aymara; and 71% of these individuals are 
migrants (Chirinos 2001). However, the 2007 census reports another view of Quechua in 
Arequipa.  It asks ‘The language or tongue you learned to speak’ “Idioma o lengua con el que 
aprendió hablar.”  In Arequipa, 14.7% reported Quechua, and in Arequipa province, only 12%. 
In Arequipa proper (city center) this number is also very low at 4.8%, however, in Paucarpata 
(see Mamani family, chapter 5), the percentage rises to 13.2% (INEI 2007). The question asked 
in the census may be not clear for Arequipa. Quechua is not strong in numbers in downtown 
Arequipa, however it may have never been strong there. Archival research may be needed to 
further determine this information.  
In the late 20th century, scholars reported that Quechua was quickly shifting to Spanish, 
even in the pueblo jóvenes. In 1990, Gugenberger found that although migrants in Arequipa 
                                               
74 In order to find out more about this group’s programs, I e-mailed and called the president on several occasions. I never heard 
back from anyone.   
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maintained certain ties to their culture and language, they were shifting to Spanish due to socio-
economic, political, and psychological factors. She attributed this to the process in which 
Arequipa’s social, political, and historical context all contributed to an important perspective on 
the issue of migration and language use. Gugenberger explained the migrants’ conflict as 
“suffer[ing] from a process of alienation that is conditioned by a great insistence of overcoming a 
criollo society that is of a capitalistic western character…” (1990:190).75   
While studies point to the loss of Quechua in Arequipa, there are several works that 
reference the high influence of Quechua on Arequipa’s regional dialect of Spanish. Carpio (1999) 
presents a dictionary of Arequipeñismos (‘Arequipa slang and jargon’) in which 35% of the 
vocabulary comes from Quechua and 15% from Aymara. Arequipeñismos include expressions in 
Quechua such as ¡achachau! ‘Oh my God!’, and other cordial and affectionate ways of speaking 
by adding the Quechua first person possessive suffix, –y to names, for example (1999:33).  
All of the studies that refer to Quechua in Arequipa discuss migrants’ life in pueblos 
jóvenes. However, outside of pueblos jóvenes one can also observe interesting dynamics of 
language and culture that show the ever-changing face of Arequipa and its continual 
urbanization, as my research found. In 2010 alone, three mega malls sprung up in Arequipa that 
have national and international retail stores and restaurants (El Comercio 2010a).  This has 
already had a large impact on Quechua language use in markets, a space where Quechua is 
historically strong in the Andes (Larson 1995; Seligmann 2004). There is a lack of published 
materials on the 20th  and 21st century cultural history of Arequipa, and archival research can 
provide more specific details.  
                                               
75 “sufre un proceso de alineación, que es condicionado por el gran empeño en superarse dentro de una sociedad criolla de 
carácter capitalista occidental por una parte” (Gugenberger 1990:190).  
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Arequipa presents a dynamic case of migration and language in the Peruvian Andes. 
Outside of the capital, Lima, Arequipa’s economic position in the south has made it an attractive 
location for migration, and we understand that the nature of this migration is very different than 
the history of migration and violence in Ayacucho. Ayacucho and Arequipa’s socio-economic 
status and history in Peru present two different situations in which we can find different families 
that may have local economies connected to different spaces. Table 2.1 below is a summary of 
the main contrasting social characteristics of the two cities.  
Table 2.1 Social characteristics of Huamanga and Arequipa 
 Ayacucho (Huamanga) Arequipa  
Population:  191,287 (2007) 1 million (approximately) 
(2007) 
Description:   Among poorest and most 
isolated departments in Peru 
 History of violence from 
Shining Path in 1980s and 
1990s 
 “Second city of Peru” 
 “White city” 
 Economic center of 
southern Peru  
Population of Quechua 
speakers:  
 70%- Ayacucho department  
 57%- Huamanga province  
 38%- Ayacucho district 
 1 out of 5 speaks Quechua 
or Aymara (71% migrants)  
 14.7%- Arequipa province 
 4.8%- Arequipa city  
 13%- Paucarpata district 
Migration:   52% migrated during Shining 
Path period (70% farmers) 
 Dual rural/urban residence 
 Farmers escape drought in 
Puno during 1956-58  
 42% of Arequipa 
population is from Puno 
(1970) 
 
Population increase due to 
migration:  
25,000 (1970) to 150,000 (1993) 61,000 (1940) to half a million 
(1980s) 
 
2.4 Linguistic characteristics of language contact 
Across the Andes, and especially in the urban Andes, cultural and social traditions are 
now “intertwined” due to frequent contact and movement between rural and urban spaces 
(Paerregaard 1997:3). This “intertwinement” is evident with the diffusion of Andean Spanish 
dialect in the 20th century (Escobar 2007, 2011a) and the emergence of mixed language varieties 
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of Quechua and Spanish such as Media Lengua, a mixed variety of Quechua and Spanish spoken 
in Ecuador (Muysken 1981, 1996). 
 The first level of language contact is observed with lexical borrowings. Winford (2003) 
argues that frequent lexical borrowings are incorporated into languages due to the ‘need’ and 
‘prestige’ of the other language (37). In Quechua, we find that many Spanish borrowings are 
used for words that have Quechua equivalents, and many times, Quechua equivalents are used in 
conjunction with the Spanish borrowings. Spanish borrowings can also take Quechua suffixes.76 
I will first refer to Spanish lexical borrowings and their semantic fields, and then describe the 
large quantity of Spanish borrowings that also take Quechua suffixes. Muysken (1981) presents a 
hierarchy of borrowings to understand which borrowings enter languages: easily-borrowed 
nouns, adjectives, verbs, prepositions, coordinating conjunctions, quantifiers, determiners, free 
pronouns, clitic pronouns, and subordinating conjunctions.  
 
2.4.1 Spanish lexical borrowings in Quechua 
Winford (2003 following Haugen 1953) classifies borrowings into several categories 
according to their linguistic composition. The following categories refer to examples of 
borrowings commonly cited for Quechua: 1) lexical borrowings (2003:43). Lexical borrowings 
are usually adapted into the phonology and morphology of the recipient language (Winford 
2010). For the case of Quechua, these contact features are invariably adapted as the examples 
below show. I will consider this point in the analysis of language contact in Ayacucho.  
Mamani and Chávez (2001) analyze borrowings found in interview data in fieldwork for 
Quechua in rural and urban Bolivia with 56 rural and urban informants. The authors find that 
                                               
76  Carranza (1993:147) suggests that many lexical borrowings are “creaciones mestizas” ‘mestizo creations’ that Spanish 
missionaries created as a part of their evangelization and castellanization of Quechua-speaking communities. 
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both urban and rural males and females in Potosi, Bolivia frequently use Spanish borrowings in 
their Quechua (52% of speech incorporates Spanish borrowings) (89).77  A summary of the 
borrowings found in their data is listed below.  
Table 2.2 Frequency and type of Spanish borrowings in Quechua (2001:92) 
Type of 
borrowing 
Frequency of 
borrowing in 
data 
Categories and examples 
Nouns 62% Proper names:  Alijanru ‘Alejandro’ Jusiy ‘José’ 
Common nouns: palta ‘avocado’, piru ‘dog’, kawra ‘goat’ 
Abstract names: (no real existence): alma-ta ‘to the soul’  
                                                           soul-AC 
Verbs 15% Copulative verbs: ay ‘there is’ ira ‘there was’, tinku ‘I have’ 
Transitive verbs:  
1) Active transitive: aprinti-nku ‘they learn’ 
                        learn-3pl.                           
2) Factual transitive: alkansa-yku ‘we reach 
                              reach-3pl.EX                      
3) Movement transitive: kuri-nku ‘they run’  
                                   run-3pl.                      
Intransitive verbs: nasi-n ‘is born’ mijura-nku ‘they improve’  
                              born-3sg.             improve-3pl.    
Reflexive verbs: aliminta-ku-nku ‘they feed themselves’ 
                           feed-REF-3pl.  
Adverbs 9% Qualifying adverbs: mal-ta ‘bad’, mas-ta, ‘more’ 
                                 bad-AC            more-AC 
Adverbs derived with Spanish adverb morpheme -mente:  
Aktuwal-minti ‘currently’, kunkrita-minti ‘concretely’ 
Determinant adverbs:  
1) Place adverbs: altu-pi ‘on top of’, isti-pi ‘on the east’ 
                  top-LOC                    east-LOC 
2) Time adverbs: antis-ta ‘before-AC’, uras-ta ‘hour’ 
                  before-AC                      hour-AC 
3) Negation adverbs: nu ‘no’, tutawiya ‘not yet’, tanpuku ‘neither’ 
Adjectives 
 
6% Descriptive adjectives:  
1) Quality adjectives: asul ‘blue’ ruju ‘red’, nikru ‘black’ phasil ‘easy’   
2) Quantity adjective: mas ‘more’, minus ‘less’, muchu ‘much’   
3) Adjectives related to size: altu ‘tall’ larku ‘long’ ranti ‘large’  
4) Shape adjectives: kurtu ‘fat’, ruysu ‘thick’, chuyku ‘crooked’ 
Demonstrative adjectives:  
1) Cardinal numbers: mil ‘one thousand’ kuwatru ‘four’ unsi ‘eleven’  
2) Ordinal numbers: ramiru ‘first’ sikuntu ‘second’ 
3) Indefinite adjectives:  tutu ‘all’ utru ‘another’  
4) Comparatives: ikwal ‘same’, mayor ‘older’ 
Conjunctions 4% Copulative conjunctions: “ni…ni” ‘neither…nor’, y ‘and’ 
Disjunctive conjunctions: u ‘or’  
Adversative conjunctions: piru ‘but’, sinu ‘but’ 
 
                                               
77 Urban informants borrow 57% of words in Spanish (men: 34%, women: 23%) and rural speakers borrow 43% of words (men: 
26%, women: 17%). 
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Table 2.2 (cont.) 
Type of 
borrowing 
Frequency of 
borrowing in 
data 
Categories and examples 
Prepositions 3% Asta ‘until’, kun ‘with’, para ‘for’, pur ‘through’ 
Articles 1% Il ‘him’, la ‘the feminine’, las ‘the feminine plural’, lus ‘the masculine 
plural’, una ‘feminine a’ 
Pronouns 0% ---- 
 
In the data above, loanblends (a type of lexical borrowing), or Spanish roots with 
Quechua suffixes, are frequent in every lexical category except for adjectives, prepositions, 
articles, and adverbs ending in “-mente” (193). Situations of “more intense contact”, or level 3 in 
Thomason and Kaufman’s (1988) borrowing scale, are signaled by the use of native affixes with 
borrowings. Below are additional examples of Spanish borrowings with Quechua suffixes. 
(1) Spanish borrowings with Quechua suffixes (Mamani and Chávez 2001:118-120) 
Nouns with possessive 
inflections 
Spanish translation English translation  
waka-y 
cow-1sg.POS 
mi ganado  my cattle  
wuru-nku-ta 
burro-pl.-AC 
a sus burros to their donkeys 
 
As indicated in Muysken’s (1981) hierarchy of borrowings, verbs and nouns are among 
the first elements borrowed. An example from data from the city of Arequipa in the 1980s shows 
frequent borrowing of verbs.   
(2) Spanish verb borrowing with Quechua inflection (Adams 1980:243) 
Borrowing Spanish translation English translation 
alliminta-ni 
feed-1sg. 
alimento I feed  
 
Spanish borrowings in Quechua are found across many semantic fields, and in many 
cases, Spanish borrowings are used interchangeably with their Quechua lexical equivalent 
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(Godenzzi 2005). Mamani and Chávez distinguish lexical fields found in their data, including 
politics: 18% (e.g. awturitat for autoridad ‘authority’, in Quechua, kamachix), traditions: 11% 
(e.g. phista for fiesta ‘party’, in Quechua, raymi), names of places: 10% (e.g. kalli for calle 
‘street’, in Quechua, llaxtañan), and time: 8% (e.g. akustu for agosto ‘August’, in Quechua, 
wayrakilla) (139-141).  
Linguists explain that the genre of the elicited data is important when considering the 
lexical fields found. Adams (1980) provides examples from interviews, folk talks, riddles, and 
non-traditional narratives in which a high number of borrowings are found in topics of religion, 
law and politics, education, trade and professions, numbers, food and drink, and even for terms 
in agriculture that have Quechua equivalents (e.g. “corral-pi” ‘in the corral’ and “pastor-kuna” 
‘the pastors’). Traditional music and songs also show many borrowings from Spanish. Muysken 
(1990) analyzes borrowings from wayno songs that relate to love and relationships.  
(3) Borrowings from wayno songs (1990:166) 
Borrowing Spanish translation English translation  
amur amor Love 
bida vida Life 
anillu anillo Ring 
cura cura priest  
 
However, there is also an extensive Quechua vocabulary for these borrowings. Muysken finds 
such an abundance of mixed Spanish/Quechua examples in music that he suggests that “they 
cannot be classified unambiguously as either Quechua and [were] labeled [as] ‘mixed’ [in] 
form.” Again, the genre of the data source seems to influence the types of borrowings that are 
found. 
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Spanish borrowings may be frequently used when there is also a Quechua equivalent. 
Hornberger’s (1988, 1991) data on Quechua in rural Puno, Peru also shows many Spanish 
lexicon borrowings already incorporated into Quechua. Some examples include isolated words or 
expressions: Kasi la mitad ‘almost half,’ asta ‘until,’ and disdi ‘since’ (155).  Mamani and 
Chávez extend the discussion of the lexical fields by classifying borrowings with Quechua 
equivalents: 1) Prestamos consolidados ‘consolidated borrowings’ account for 14% of the 
borrowings. They are ancient borrowings in Quechua and historic words in Spanish; most 
speakers are not aware that these words are borrowings (153-4).  
(4) Consolidated borrowings (2001:153-4).  
Consolidated borrowing Spanish translation  English translation 
waka vaca cow 
lichuja lechuga lettuce 
arus arroz rice  
 
The second category is prestamos prescindibles ‘necessary borrowings’, which can be 
divided into two types (A and B). Type A borrowings account for 20% of necessary borrowings 
and consist of technical, scientific, and international terms that do not have a Quechua 
equivalent, also known as cultural borrowings (Winford 2003). Type B borrowings account for 
57% of necessary borrowings, and are words that have a Quechua equivalent (155). The authors 
suggest that the high number of Type B borrowings contribute to language shift and “the 
impoverishment of the language and to the castellanization of the language, hiding the true value 
of the [Quechua] language” (154).78   
 
 
                                               
78 “al empobrecimiento del idioma y ayuda a la pronta castellanización, ocultando el verdadero valor del idioma” (Mamani and 
Chávez 2001:154). 
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(5) Necessary borrowings Type A:  
Necessary borrowings Type A:  Spanish translation  English translation  
kimika química chemistry  
phisica  Física physics 
 
(6) Necessary borrowings Type B:  
Necessary borrowings Type B:    
nikru negro  black 
phista  fiesta celebration  
 
In my research, I find that Quechua speakers alternate often times between the borrowing 
in Spanish and the native word in Quechua. However, Godenzzi suggests that Quechua speakers 
alternate due to the strong influence of Spanish (2005:180), and Mamani and Chávez add that 
this use of borrowings means that speakers “are forgetting the proper terms of their language” 
(2001:18).79 In this dissertation, we will propose that there are three categories of Spanish lexical 
borrowings in Quechua: 1) borrowings that do not have a Quechua equivalent, 2) borrowings 
that have a Quechua equivalent but are used alone, and 3) the concurrent use of the Spanish 
borrowing and the Quechua equivalent. 
Several linguists also suggest that for borrowings to be recognized as borrowings, they 
need to be adapted into the phonological system. Mamani and Chávez (2001:67) find that 
borrowings are assimilated to Quechua phonemes that are closest to Spanish. Spanish vowels are 
obligatorily substituted for Quechua borrowings, /e/ and /o/ for /i/ and /u/ and consonants, /b/ and 
/d/ for /w/ and /t/ (Carranza 1993:323). Soto Ruiz’s (2006) Quechua language manual states that 
urban people typically adapt borrowings to Spanish phonology. For example, speakers with a 
more urban influence would say “maestro” [maiestro] ‘teacher’ and those with a more rural 
                                               
79  “olvidándose de los términos propios de su lengua” (Mamani and Chávez 2001:18).  
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influence would say “mayistru”  [maistru] ‘teacher’ (30). Thus space and knowledge of Spanish 
are found to be factors that influence adaptation of borrowings. In this dissertation, I will 
consider the phonological and morphological adaptation of lexical borrowings in first-generation 
youth’s use of Quechua.  
 
2.4.2 Spanish grammatical borrowings in Quechua   
The long and extensive contact between Quechua and Spanish has also resulted in heavy 
grammatical borrowing, or the borrowing of grammatical or function expressions from Spanish 
into Quechua. Thomason and Kaufman (1988) suggest that grammatical borrowings occur in 
situations of intense language contact, after great lexical borrowing, and when there are a large 
number of speakers who have high degrees of bilingualism (also see Winford 2010:180). 
Grammatical borrowings have entered many categories in Quechua, and as a result, Muysken 
argues that “a whole new language variety has emerged” (2001:59). In this section, I will review 
the understanding of main grammatical borrowings found in Quechua/Spanish contact. 
In comparison to other indigenous languages, Quechua borrows more grammatical 
expressions. Hekking and Muysken (1995) examine grammatical borrowings by comparing 
Bolivian Quechua to the Otomí language of Mexico.80 Data in Quechua finds borrowings from 
the following categories: 1) 184 nouns (823 tokens), 81 verbs (241 tokens), 38 adjectives (77 
tokens), and finally, 19 adverb borrowings (101 tokens) (104-105). Quechua borrows 20% of 
tokens across many grammatical categories, while Otomí only borrows 10% (103). Quechua 
borrows from more categories than Otomí such as coordinate conjunctions, subordinate 
conjunctions (si ‘if’, que ‘what’, and cuando ‘when’), and a few prepositions. Quechua 
                                               
80 Quechua language data comes from a corpus of 7000 words from songs, jokes, and edited stories from an isolated region in 
Potosi, Bolivia. Otomí data comes from informal interviews consisting of 2500 words. 
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frequently borrows i ‘and’ (39 tokens), ah ‘oh’ (922 tokens), and pero ‘but’ (31 tokens). 81  The 
authors suggest that it is difficult to determine if sociolinguistic factors such as the prestige of 
Spanish in each community or structural factors explain borrowings (i.e. typical Quechua word 
order is Subject=S Object=O, Verb=V (SOV), while Otomí is SVO) (1995:116).  
Prepositions are frequently borrowed from Spanish into Quechua, and many linguists find 
that Spanish prepositions are also borrowed in conjunction with the Quechua equivalents. One 
example is with the proposition hasta ‘until’.  
(7) Hasta in Quechua discourse (Muysken 2001:61) 
Quechua sentence English translation  
Hasta  mayu    chaya-spa 
Until    river       arrive-SUB. 
Arriving up to the river  
 
 (8) Hasta and the Quechua equivalent,  –kama (Adams 1980:250) 
Quechua sentence English translation  
trabaja-ni    hasta   kunan-kama 
Work-1sg.      until     now-until  
I’ve worked there until now  
 
Conjunctions are frequently borrowed and are among the first Spanish elements to enter 
Quechua. Some examples include: pero ‘but’, sino ‘rather’, o ‘or’, porque ‘because’ and hasta 
‘until’ (Torero 2005:64).  
Pero ‘but’ is used by itself or in conjunction with the Quechua equivalent, ichaqa 
(Adams 1980:242). 
(9) Use of pero ‘but’ (Adams 1980:242)  
Quechua sentence English translation  
Pero   chay-pi     ka-sqa       San Cipriano    libro 
But     there-LOC   be-PER       San  Cipriano     book  
But the book of St. Cyprian was there. 
 
                                               
81 In the corpus, they find Quechua subordinates: asta ‘until’, ke ‘what’, kwando ‘when’, and sí ‘if’. Otomí lists 17 different 
subordinates. Quechua has less prepositions (e.g. a ‘to’, de ‘from’, and en ‘in’) than Otomí, which has 12 (1995:107). 
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Porque ‘because’ is also used frequently in Quechua spoken in pueblos jóvenes of 
Arequipa.  
(10) Porque ‘because’ (Adams 1980:242)  
 
Quechua sentence English translation  
Porque   puna-pi-qa            
Because  high plains-LO-TO 
 
riki           wasi-kuna      karu     karu-lla-pi 
of course    house-PL.        far          far-DEL-LO 
Because the houses on the high plains are very far apart. 
 
Other examples include the borrowing, si ‘if’, and si doubled with the Quechua 
equivalent, -chus  
(11) Si es que ‘if it’s that’ (Muysken 2001:65) 
Quechua sentence English translation  
Si (….)    es que    mana         ranti-nki-chu 
If  (….)      it’s that    no               buy-2sg.-NEG 
If they don’t buy it.  
 
Spanish negation is also found in Quechua. Ni ‘neither’ is frequently doubled with other 
negative elements (Muysken 2001:67). Adams (1980) found this feature of urban Quechua in 
Arequipa that varied from speaker to speaker (241). An example follows below.  
(12) Spanish borrowing “ni…ni” ‘neither…nor’ in Quechua discourse (1980: 241) 
Quechua sentence English translation  
Ni           ima-pas      ni     runa-pas           kan-chu?  
Neither    what-ADD  nor      people-ADD        be-NEG? 
Isn’t there anything or anybody there? 
  
There are additional examples of the grammatical borrowings found in different dialects 
of Quechua across the Andes. Studies show that the Spanish diminutive –ito/-ita and the Spanish 
plural morpheme, -es, -s are frequently borrowed. Adams (1980) only finds isolated examples of 
the Spanish diminutive in interviews and elicitations from recent migrants in Arequipa. He 
suggests that this grammatical expression is more regularly found in Bolivian dialects of 
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Quechua, which would make this feature more present in the regions of Arequipa and Puno due 
to their proximity to Bolivia. Godenzzi also finds duplication of Spanish and Quechua 
diminutive markers in single utterance, which serves to ‘intensif[y] its affective charge’ 
(2005:164). 82 
(13) Spanish diminutive, –itu with Quechua diminutive –cha (Godenzzi 2005:164) 
Quechua sentence English translation  
Urpi-(i)t-u-cha-ta              uywa –ku- -rqa- -ni 
Dove-DIM-DIM-AC             raise-REF-PERF.1sg.  
I raised a little dove  
 
Various studies on Quechua contact cite the change of the plural in Quechua. The 
Spanish plural morphemes –s and –es are used instead of the Quechua morpheme, –kuna, and in 
other cases, they are used together: -kuna-s. An example of reduplication is found below.  
(15) Quechua plural morpheme, –kuna with Spanish plural morpheme,  -s (Carranza 1993:127) 
Quechua word English translation  
Auki-kuna-s 
Grandfather-PL.PL.  
Grandfathers 
  
Other borrowed morphology from Spanish includes the use of past participles, –ado/ada 
(Sánchez 2003:65), the augmentative, -una / -un, and el gentilicio, -ino (a morpheme used to 
describe people from a certain region) (Carranza 1993:252, 323). Torero (1995) suggests that 
Spanish masculine/feminine gender markings are only found in a few Quechua dialects, none in 
the areas we collected our data.83 Finally, Sánchez finds that the obligatory Quechua accusative 
marker, -ta tends to be dropped.  
 
 
 
                                               
82 “intensificar su carga afectiva” (Godenzzi 2005:164). 
83 In Cajamarca Quechua, examples are: subrinu/subrina (Torero 1995, citing Quesada 1976).  
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2.4.3 Spanish word order in Quechua 
Quechua word order is Subject, Object, Verb (S=subject, O=object, and V=verb) (Soto 
Ruiz 1976b:59; Cerrón-Palomino 1987:289-290). However, there are instances of Quechua 
changing to Spanish word order, SVO=Subject, Verb, Object (Carranza 1993; Sánchez 2003). 
Adams suggests that changes in syntactic patterns are more common for urban Quechua speakers 
who learned Quechua as a second language (1980:239). The example below shows Spanish 
contact on Quechua word order but does not indicate the variety of Quechua found in the 
example.  
(15) SVO order (Carranza 1993: 253) 
 
Ñoqa-kuna   mikuyarra   chuñu apita 
We-pl.            eat                 chuño potato  
We eat mazamorra made of chuño potato  
 
While this change is a result of increased contact, the Ayacucho variety commonly uses 
SVO order, and more infrequently, OSV and OVS order (Soto Ruiz 1976b:59). Therefore, an 
examination of the Quechua variety is relevant for examining contact and word order.  
While the above studies demonstrate the heavy impact of Spanish’s lexicon and grammar 
on Quechua, they do not refer to the social factors that relate to the higher uses of different 
contact features, especially in urban areas, where one suggests that Spanish contact is higher. 
Adams (1980) explains that contact features found in pueblos jóvenes in Arequipa represent 
changes that are also occurring with Quechua in rural spaces. However, there is no comparative 
study to corroborate these findings for a single community or speaker. Therefore, the question 
must be asked, what extralinguistic factors, if any, influence language contact and Spanish 
influence in urban environments? This dissertation examines language contact within the context 
of urban spaces, first-generation youth’s relationship to urban and rural spaces, and the 
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characteristics of their social networks. Next, I discuss the contact phenomena of codeswitching 
in Quechua. 
 
2.4.4 Quechua/Spanish codeswitching 
In Quechua/Spanish contact, linguists have classified both single Spanish words and 
phrases as codeswitches. Winford (2003) argues that there is “no consensus on the boundary 
between the two: code-switching and borrowing” (107). Considering the myriad of contact 
features present in Quechua, the case for codeswitching is very complex. Many studies on 
Quechua language use in rural and urban areas refer, instead, to social motivations for 
codeswitching in lieu of linguistic explanations.   
In Quechua and Spanish contact, codeswitching has been studied in two rural 
communities in Puno, Peru. Hornberger (1988, 1991) discuses three levels of codeswitching 
found in rural communities. 1) inter-sentential codeswitching, also called, situational or 
metaphorical codeswitching. In this type of codeswitching, speakers switch languages to 
accommodate other speakers and to provide translations to include  Quechua-dominant, Quechua 
monolingual and Spanish-dominant speakers. The interlocutor is the most important factor in this 
switch, but it is also used “to try out the more prestigious Spanish language in the midst of 
ongoing conversation” (1988:113). An example is the use of: “ven, papito” ‘come daddy’ in the 
middle of a Quechua discourse (1988:154-155); The second type of codeswitching found in 
Puno is: 2) intra-sentential codeswitching. Hornberger explains that intra-sentential 
codeswitching is complex and difficult to distinguish from lexical borrowings, since it can 
consist of a word. However she finds that many times speakers begin an utterance in Spanish and 
finish in Quechua.  An example is: “puku a puku talvis chinka-ri-pu-nku-man-pas-cha” ‘poco a 
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poco tal vez, ellos pueden probablemente comenzar a perder’ (Eng.: little by little, perhaps they 
will start getting lost (156). The third level of codeswitching is referred to as lexical borrowings, 
or Spanish words that are isolated in Quechua discourse and follow Quechua phonology, 
morphology and syntax. Some examples include: Kasi la mitad ‘almost half,’ asta ‘until,’ disdi 
‘since’ (155). Other mixed examples include: mintira-ku-n ‘he lies’, mana sufri-nku-chu ‘they 
don’t suffer’, iskribi-na-paq-pis ‘in order to also write’, and praktikayta ‘to practice’ (154).84 
This last category resembles what other linguists refer to as borrowings with Quechua 
morphology instead of codeswitching. However, again, there is little consensus on the difference 
between codeswitching and borrowing in the literature. Hornberger concludes that “there is room 
for an almost infinite variety of language use within the Quechua-speaking community” with a 
range of individual and community social factors (157).85  
Sichra (2003) discusses social motivations for codeswitching in Cochabamba, Bolivia as 
a part of an ethnographic study on the vitality of Quechua. She finds three types of code-
switching patterns present in daily community life: 1) Conversational codeswitching ‘la 
alternancia conversacional,’ when switches are determined by the interlocutors’ relationships; 2) 
Metaphoric codeswitching ‘la alternancia metafórica’, switches introduce new topics or are used 
for speakers to show their authority, and; 3) Corrective codeswitching ‘La alternancia correctiva’, 
which occurs when the intention of the speaker is to correct something (329-330). While Sichra 
finds codeswitching in different social situations among different types of Quechua speakers, 
Hornberger focuses on codeswitching as it occurs in different domains. Sichra opens the idea 
                                               
84 The Spanish section of the codeswitches is underlined. 
85 The many factors to consider are: individual bilingualism, domain language use (ayllu-Quechua, non-ayllu-Spanish, and 
comunidad-Quechua/Spanish; see chapter 1 section 6), and speech component factors (settings, participants, ends, act, key, 
instrumental, norms, and genres) (157).  
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that Quechua/Spanish codeswitching is not limited to a specific domain, but relates to social 
factors and social situations that can occur in any studied town.   
Little is known about codeswitching in the urban Peruvian Andes, where we may expect 
more Spanish use. Zavala and Córdoba (2010) discuss the role of codeswitching for indigenous 
university students’ who are participants in the affirmative action program, Hatun Ñan at the 
Universidad Nacional de San Antonio de Abad del Cusco (UNSAAC) and at the Universidad 
Nacional de San Cristóbal de Huamanga (UNSCH). Students in the program are of rural origin, 
and many speak Quechua as their first language. In the university space, the authors remark that 
Quechua is not likely to be heard, but students may codeswitch between Quechua and Spanish to 
tell jokes when they are eating, playing sports, and socializing in certain social spaces (89). 
Using Quechua in these spaces has the function of ‘building empathetic and trusting relationship 
with interlocutors within the context of a festive and informal environment’ (76).86 The authors 
argue that “Quechua is conquering new spheres” ‘el quechua está conquistando nuevos ámbitos’ 
(110). While it appears that the Hatun Ñan program is slowly including Quechua-speaking 
students in this university sphere, the notion that Quechua has recently entered the university 
space must be revisited. At the UNSCH, Quechua has been a part of curriculum, and many 
students of Quechua-speaking background that are from urban areas have also been a part of the 
university since the 1970s (Zapata et al. 2008), therefore, its use in this space is not new.  
While in codeswitching the researcher can recognize the Spanish and the Quechua 
sequences, in bilingual mixed or ‘intertwined’ language it is not possible, since the result “is 
distinct from both of its sources, and usually not mutually intelligible” (Winford 2003:169). 
Previous research on mixed linguistic varieties in the Andes has focused on Media Lengua, a 
                                               
86 constru[yendo] relaciones de confianza y de empatía con los interlocutores en el marco de un ambiente festivo e informal 
(Zavala and Córdoba 2010:76).  
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contact language found in Ecuador that has a Quechua grammatical structure and Spanish lexical 
elements.87 However, in my dissertation I will discuss other interpretations of mixed varieties of 
Quechua that include a combination of Spanish lexical borrowings and different codeswitching 
patterns.  
Aside from Media Lengua in Ecuador, we know little about mixed languages in Peru, and 
even less in urban spaces.  Adams (1980) studied Quechua language use and contact features of 
urban Quechua in two pueblos jóvenes in Arequipa in the late 1970s. While he found that there 
was a lot of lexical and grammatical borrowings present in urban people’s speech, he suggests 
that it “should not be taken as being a standard feature of the Quechua spoken in the city (or, for 
the matter in the sierra”) (243). Adams does not argue for the emergence of an urban Quechua 
variety, however, he does not include a comparative analysis of the participants’ language use in 
rural areas. In this dissertation we will follow the language of various speakers depending of the 
space through which they move.  
Other studies discuss urban Quechua and mixed Spanish/Quechua varieties by referring 
to Spanish and Quechua mixed varieties called quechuañol, interlingüismo, and tacutacu 
lingüístico. There is no formal definition or criteria for quechuañol. Sichra (2003) cites an article 
written by Michenot (1985) that describes urban Quechua, also called valluno Quechua. 
Quechuañol contains many lexical borrowings that have Quechua equivalents, and it also 
includes borrowed grammatical categories such as adverbs and conjunctions. Sichra suggests that 
                                               
87 Media Lengua is spoken in semi-rural Ecuadorian Quechua-speaking communities that are connected to dominant Spanish-
speaking urban centers (Muysken 1981 1996; Shappeck 2011). Muysken discovered Media Lengua in a town near San Miguel de 
Salcedo in Cotopaxi province of Ecuador. Its main feature is that 90% of vocabulary is from Spanish. Media Lengua is an intra-
group language spoken in Salcedo and emerges from the community’s location between a “blanco” ‘white’ urban center and the 
neighboring Indian world of mountain slopes. It is spoken as a native and second language by acculturated Indian peasants, 
craftsmen, and construction workers. Spanish is the language used with the non-Indian world and in school. Quechua is the 
language of tradition and of contacts with the Indian campesinos. Media Lengua serves as the language of daily life for people 
who did not identify with Quechua culture or Spanish culture (1996:376-377). Media Lengua presents a “quantitative leap” 
between Ecuadorian Quechua dialects and Media Lengua, whereas most Hispanicized Quechua uses 40% borrowings and Media 
Lengua it is 90%. While there are other mixed varieties found in Ecuador, several authors point to the fact that there is no such 
dialect reported for Peru. 
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speakers of quechuañol are not aware that they use Spanish lexical and grammatical borrowings 
and add them to Quechua expressions (115). However, these characteristics are also discussed 
with general Spanish to Quechua borrowing, so it is difficult to determine whether quechuañol is 
a separate variety of Quechua. There is no consensus or rules of what makes up quechuañol and 
it is not recognized as a dialect of Quechua.  
Godenzzi (1992) finds that migrants in the city of Puno speak a mixed variety of Spanish 
and Quechua that he calls interlingüismo. Interlingüismo includes inter-sentential codeswitching 
and the incorporation of many features of Andean Spanish (267). Carranza (1993:324) refers to a 
case of tacutacu lingüístico (from the word takuy in Quechua ‘mix’) for mother tongue speakers 
of Quechua. This mixture refers to using Spanish lexical items and idiomatic expressions in 
Quechua. None of the studies refer to how speakers talk about their language nor if they 
understand that they speak a mixture of both languages. It appears that the high use of lexical 
codeswitching and different types of codeswitching patterns are considered separate from 
Quechua language, rather than analyzed as a mixed variety.  Although this mixed variety is 
discussed as a part of urban language use, there are no studies that examine changes in speakers’ 
language use in rural and urban areas. This area is especially important considering the rural / 
urban continuum and the rural and urban connections discussed earlier. This dissertation looks at 
language contact in urban environments among first-generation youth who speak both Spanish 
and Quechua, from an ethnographic approach in urban settings.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
The methodology used in this doctoral research incorporates ethnographic field methods 
commonly used in research on Quechua in rural region in the Andes. This study however moves 
away from these studies, in that it looks at the rural/urban continuum, and examines daily 
language practices in two different urban Andean cities: Ayacucho and Arequipa.  
This methodology incorporates Linda Tuhai Smith (1999)’s decolonizing methodologies, 
which “approach[es] cultural protocols, values and behaviors as an integral part of methodology” 
(1999:15). This methodology is best incorporated with multiple methods, which places youth’s 
voices at the center of the research. The instruments used in this study include participant-
observation, note-taking, and individual sociolinguistic interviews.  
Integrating several methods facilitates “discovering not only the various dimensions of 
what is happening, but also how these phenomena are produced and unfold over time, how they 
are linked across space, and perhaps most importantly, what difference they make to whom” 
(Heller 2008:258). This approach also reduces the Observer’s Paradox (Labov 1972), which 
occurs when participants realize that they are being observed and recorded, inhibiting the 
researcher to collect data that reflects natural speech. The choice of this methodology required 
immersion in youth’s daily activities that took place across different urban spaces.  
 
3.1 Role of researcher  
Ethnography requires deep immersion in the daily activities of research participants 
(Emerson et al. 1995), and this level of immersion requires that the community gain a high level 
of trust from the researcher. In previous ethnographic studies on Quechua language use in the 
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Andes, researchers have taken up different roles in the local church and schools to gain entrance 
to homes and other community spaces for research activities. Albó (1974) entered different 
spaces in Cochabamba, Bolivia as a Jesuit community member, and Sichra (2003) also entered 
two different rural Cochabamba communities as a parochial visitor. Researchers have also taken 
the role as a community tutor or teacher (cf. Hornberger 1988; Zavala 2002; Sichra 2003). In 
addition to serving as a tutor and teacher for the community, Hornberger (1988) discusses how as 
a researcher in Puno, Peru she had to be very considerate of cultural customs and also prove to 
participants that there was a reciprocal relationship. She helped community members with 
activities, drove them around town in her car, and gave them gifts, food, and other small items. 
In my case, I did not have a car or any relationship with the church; I was a university doctoral 
student, and since most of my interactions took place with youth, I was also viewed as a fellow 
young student. I did not have to establish myself as an authority figure, but youth knew that I 
was a doctoral student. Many youth would refer to me as someone “con estudios” ‘with 
studies’.88 Sometimes, youth’s parents called me “la doctora” ‘the doctor’ as a form of respect 
and politeness. While I had more studies than the people with whom I worked, I was “less rich” 
in other ways that were valuable to the research participants. Many times, research participants 
would express that they felt pity for me since I did not have a big family and that I had traveled 
far all alone. The friends and family were often worried about me traveling back and forth and 
also bringing my tape recorder and camera to their neighborhood where an outsider could be 
robbed. However, I found that my role did in fact change in Ayacucho and Arequipa, but this 
was due more to the size of the city and the difficulty in establishing relationships in the larger 
city, Arequipa. In both cases however, my relationship with participants and entrance into 
different spaces depended on the idea, or better said, the promise of a long-term friendship that 
                                               
88 Young people in Ayacucho distinguish their peers as  “con estudios” ‘with studies’ or “sin estudios” ‘without studies’. 
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they observed that I tried to cultivate with them. As a friend, I hung out and helped my friends 
with different tasks and accompanied them to different places. As a friend, I gave my friends 
small gifts and took them out for dinner and snacks. They also treated me to food when I visited 
them at their house.   
In Ayacucho, my role was a female to other females, a fellow student, and rarely, as an 
English tutor. While I was an outsider to Peru and to Ayacucho, young research participants 
recognized that I was a bit different from other gringos they had seen around town. Many female 
participants told me that other gringos they had seen in Ayacucho were “tall”, “thin”, and 
“blonde.” I did not fit any of their stereotypes, and in fact, I am the same height (5’2) as the 
average young women and men in Ayacucho. This helped me fit in with other young people who 
often times assumed I was the same age as they were, 20 or 22, while I was at least 8 to 10 years 
older than most of them. When I followed participants around during the day, I can say that I was 
relegated to the same activities that other young women were expected to do. For example, when 
the father told his daughters to go and cook for him, I was also included, and when male relatives 
started drinking heavily during parties, I was told to follow the women to another room.   
Arequipa, the second largest city in Peru, presented additional challenges in the 
ethnographic research process. In Arequipa, life is at a much faster pace than in Ayacucho, as 
people take taxis and combis (‘small buses’) to go from one place to the next. Consequently, I 
had a difficult time making friends and contacts at the university and in other places. During 
daily interactions in the city, I came across many young people who were studying English or 
wanted to learn English.89 I offered to tutor the students in English, and I also hung out with 
                                               
89 Arequipa is one of Peru’s top tourist destinations, and there are several prestigious institutes as well as small institutes for 
studying English. Many young people study English to become tour guides.    
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research participants and accompanied them to different social events. After several months, I 
met other members of their family and established a friendship with them.  
In both cities, I did not live in the same neighbored as the participants, but lived within 5 
to 20 minutes away. It was very easy to take a bus or taxi to get to their houses, and at night, I 
always took taxis since the buses stopped running to their neighborhoods as early as 7 p.m. The 
families in both cities lived in peripheral parts of the city in which crime was higher at night, and 
it was not safe for me, as an outsider, to live in these areas and alone. I visited families on my 
own and by invitation. In Arequipa, my male Peruvian friend many times accompanied me to 
visit families at night.90 Sometimes when I dropped by unannounced, the families were too busy 
and asked that I come back another time.  
Like all friendships and work relationships, the ones I formed as part of my research in 
the Peruvian Andes were complicated. At times, there was jealousy between the families I was 
working with. For example, one Sunday morning when I was at the feria del ganado with the 
Hernández sisters (chapter 4), my cell phone kept ringing and I finally picked it up after five 
rings. I had a call from the Martínez family (chapter 5) in Huamanga. They wanted to know 
when I was going to come by that same day to visit them. The Hernández sisters overheard the 
conversation and insisted that I tell the other family that I was already busy for the day, 
insinuating that they wanted me to spend more time with them. This is clearly an example of 
how my friendship was also considered a commodity.  
 
 
 
                                               
90 My friend usually dropped me off at the families’ houses, and sometimes he also hung out with us and other family members. 
He was not present during sociolinguistic interviews.  
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3.2 Language knowledge 
An important part of collecting data in the Andes relates to the researcher’s language 
skills in Quechua and Spanish. Knowing how to speak Quechua has been found to be a very 
important tool for researchers who are seeking acceptance and trust of Quechua/Spanish 
speaking Andeans (Albó 1973:20, Hornberger 1988:4; Howard 2007:80). Differentiating and 
knowing different varieties of Quechua and Spanish was necessary for this study that took place 
in two different dialectal regions of Peru.  When traveling between Ayacucho and Arequipa, I 
had to take into account dialectal features of the Ayacucho-Chanca dialect spoken in Ayacucho 
and the collavino dialect spoken in Arequipa, Puno, and Cusco. At times, I used features from 
the other dialect, but since there are few differences between both dialects, speakers did not get 
confused. I studied Ayacucho Quechua with Professor Clodoaldo Soto at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for six semesters and one summer of intense Cusco Quechua at the 
Centro Bartolomé de las Casas in Cusco, Peru. For two summers, I also studied intensive basic 
and intermediate Aymara, which I used infrequently when talking to trilingual (Spanish, 
Quechua, Aymara) people in Arequipa. My knowledge of Quechua and Aymara helped build 
trust with participants, and also made me a popular commodity. I found that it was also a 
commodity for people to have a gringa friend who spoke Quechua. Many times people would 
show off to their friends that they had a gringa friend who speaks Quechua and made me prove 
my knowledge to their friends by speaking a few words of Quechua to them. This is also ironic, 
because young participants almost never spoke to me in Quechua. However, their parents many 
times spoke to me in Quechua, their first language, perhaps because they were more comfortable 
in that language.   
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During my fieldwork in Peru, I met and worked with Peruvians from different socio-
economic extremes in Lima, Ayacucho, and Arequipa. My year and a half of fieldwork included 
meeting with university professors, university students, and professionals, all interested in 
Andean studies. As I will describe below, I initially worked with university professors and 
bilingual students in Ayacucho in an effort to produce a collaborative ethnography (Lassitier 
2005) in which youth would be core members. However, due to limitations and challenges to this 
approach, I had to abandon it after two months into the field (see section 3.7). After several 
months, I changed my approach to research in which I worked with youth that I had met through 
other friends and contacts.  
My previous research, travel, and work experience in the Peruvian and Bolivian Andes 
prepared me to carry out dissertation research for fifteen months. My first trip to the Andes was 
in 2002, when I worked as a summer student intern at the U.S. Embassy in La Paz, Bolivia.  
During this time I also visited the Peruvian Andes as a tourist. I returned to the Peruvian Andes 
in the summer of 2005 to Ayacucho to carry out research for my master’s thesis in Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. I completed 
research with assistance from Tinker Foundation Field grant in 2005 in Ayacucho for six weeks 
on intercultural/bilingual education. For my doctoral degree, I returned to Peru in 2008 to 
completed pilot research for one month on Quechua language use among migrants in the city of 
Arequipa with assistance from a Tinker Foundation Field grant. In addition to my research and 
travel experience in the Peruvian Andes, I have taken specific graduate courses at the University 
of Illinois in ethnographic methodology and American Indian Studies. I attended Professor 
Michael Kral’s seminar for two semesters (fall 2008 and spring 2009) on Collaborative 
Community Ethnography, in which I learned about methods for research collaboration with 
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indigenous populations, including different strategies for effective community collaboration, and 
how to make participants’ voices and decisions at the center of the research. In addition to my 
coursework in ethnography, my American Indian Studies coursework in both Professor Jodi 
Byrd’s seminar in Indigenous Governance (spring 2008), Professor Matthew Gilbert’s seminar in 
American Indian Education (fall 2008), gave me a solid foundation on research concerning 
indigenous peoples and languages.  
I began fieldwork in Ayacucho in early October 2009 and finished in May 2010. 
Fieldwork took place in Arequipa from June 2010 and I finished collecting data there in late 
November 2010. This ethnographic research in Peru was funded by a generous Inter-American 
Foundation (IAF) Grassroots Development Fellowship (2009-2010). 
Following Milroy (1987, 2002), I describe the social networks of the families with whom 
I worked in Ayacucho and Arequipa, with a focus on the young members of those families. The 
main research participants in my study were first-generation Quechua-speaking young adults 
(who work or attend school), their parents and siblings, as well as members of their respective 
social networks.91  The families come from middle and working class sectors of society as 
defined by the occupation and level of education of the parents. Social network members include 
family members (age 18 and older), friends, and friends of friends (first and second-order ties, 
respectively; Milroy 2002; Villena Posada 2005).92  
In Ayacucho, I worked with three families and a dozen individuals, and in Arequipa, I 
worked with one family and several young individuals. In the following sections, I describe the 
components of the ethnographic work carried out with each family (recruitment of family, length 
                                               
91 In addition to a dozen university students and professionals. 
92 First-order zones are “directly connected intimate friends and relatives.” After first-order zones, there are second, third, and n-
order zones. These are described as ones “whose actors are not directly linked to ego, but only as friends of a friend” (Villena-
Ponsoda 2005:306). 
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of sessions, place, and quantity and content of recordings), and also, provide biographical 
information on each family and social network. I also present maps of the spaces in which each 
family moves in this chapter. All names used in this chapter and dissertation are pseudonyms 
used to preserve anonymity of the participants.  
 
3.3 Research participants in Ayacucho 
In Ayacucho, participant observation sessions took place with three families from 
November 2009 until May 2010, 93 totaling 81 hours and 25 minutes of participant observation 
sessions with a total audio recording time of 22 hours and 12 minutes.94 In addition, I carried out 
seven sociolinguistic interviews with young Quechua and Spanish speakers in Huamanga, two 
interviews with non-governmental agency professionals, and sixteen additional audio recordings 
of other social and cultural events (see Appendix E). 
 
3.3.1. Hernández family  
I first met with the four Hernández sisters (18 to 24 years old) at their food tent at the 
feria del ganado (‘cattle fair’) in Ñahuinpukio, Huamanga. I met the Hernández sisters through 
their cousin, Alejandro, a university student in anthropology with whom I had initiated 
collaborative fieldwork during my first month in Ayacucho. After one of our meetings, he took 
me to meet the sisters (his direct cousins). He mentioned they often spoke Quechua and were 
very outgoing. The young women live in their family city home in the asentamiento humano 
(‘squatter settlement’),95 Ñahuinpukio (also called “27 de octubre”), located in the San Juan de 
                                               
93 Family members (including the grandparents) were all born in the city. Social network members, including friends, co-
workers, and neighbors are from the city or the countryside. 
94 IRB permission for audio-recordings and picture taking was granted on March 17, 2009.  IRB protocol number: 08558 
95 With the “edge of the city,” I refer to newer neighborhoods and asentamientos humanos ‘squatter settlements’ built in 
Huamanga in the 1980s that are located very close to rural districts. 
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Bautista district of Huamanga (twenty minutes from the city center by bus, or 10 minutes by 
taxi). They live alone in their city home most of the year, while their parents constantly travel 
between Huamanga and their country farm home located in Manallasac, Chiara, Ayacucho, 
located four hours by bus from the city.  
The family house is located in an urban residential zone in a central part of the 
neighborhood, next to the neighborhood’s clinic and soccer field. The majority of the streets in 
the neighborhood are unpaved, except for the main roads surrounding the neighborhood where 
the buses stop. There are more than fifty homes in the neighborhood that contain basic services 
(e.g. water and electricity), but I found that many houses do not have sewage. The houses are 
small and most are one-story tall. Several houses also have stores in the main entrance, so 
neighbors can easily purchase groceries and toiletries without having to go to a large market, 
located ten minutes or more away by bus. It is common for houses in this neighborhood to have a 
small corral in their house for farm animals. Family members refer to this space as the chakra 
‘farm’ in their home.96 While the Hernández sisters and their family have sheep, chickens, and 
cuy ‘Andean guinea pig’ on their chakra at home, they mentioned that their next-door neighbor 
also has a cow. The majority of the families in the neighborhood travel back and forth between 
Ñahuinpukio and their country farm. Often times, the animals travel back and forth from the city 
to the countryside with the families.  
I completed a total of over 22 participant observation sessions with this family, totaling 
41 hours and 5 minutes in the following places: the feria del ganado (5 visits), the mother’s store 
(on Cusco Avenue) (8 visits), 97 the family house (before it was a store) (2 visits), the family 
                                               
96 I often got confused when the Hernández sisters talked about their chakra. Many times they were referring to their large family 
chakra in Chiara, Ayacucho (four hours away from the city), but other times they had to clarify for me that they were referring to 
their small corral of animals. 
97 The mother had a market store on Cusco Avenue (10 minutes from the plaza de armas and 15 minutes from their house) until 
March 2010. The store was moved to their house in Ñahuinpukio.  
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house with store (6 visits), restaurants in the plaza de armas (2 visits), and neighborhood public 
social events (e.g. the Yunza celebration, soccer matches) (5 visits). After each participant 
observation session, I took detailed ethnographic fieldnotes on what I had observed (Emerson et 
al. 1995). I took fieldnotes after I returned home, because it was extremely difficult and 
unnatural to carry a notepad while hanging out with the families. In the above spaces, I have a 
total of 14 hours and 17 minutes of audio-recorded data, including interview data. Ten hours of 
audio data have been transcribed for linguistic and socio-cultural analysis. Additional data also 
consists of over thirty digital photographs taken of the neighborhood landscape and family 
members in each of the above places. Map 3.1 below shows the sisters’ spaces for social 
activities. Appendix F presents more information on spaces including time spent and mode of 
transportation.  
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Map 3.1 Hernández sisters’ spaces for social activities 
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The ego or center of this family is the four young adult sisters: Anita, Sofía, Susana, and 
Gabriela. I first met Sofía and Susana while they were working at the cattle fair, and since then 
had regular contact with them. This family’s first-order network members are the sisters. The 
immediate family is made up of the four sisters, their parents, and the two oldest sisters’ partners 
and their children.98 The parents are Quechua-dominant farmers and own their own farm in 
Manallasac, Chiara, Ayacucho. Although the parents are sometimes far away from their children, 
they are in daily communication with their children via cell phone.99  Table 3.1 below shows the 
research participants in the Hernández family and background information starting with the four 
sisters in order of whom I met first. The research participants below are first-order ties, which are 
all family members (Milroy 2002).  
Table 3.1 Hernández family research participants 
Participant  Age Education  Place of birth  Occupation Additional 
information 
Frequency 
of contact 
between 
sister and 
family 
member 
Sofia 
(Hernández 
sister)  
21 High school; 
some 
seamstress 
classes 
Huamanga -Mother of 
three-year-old 
and newborn 
baby (in 
2010); 
-Sells food at 
the feria del 
ganado on 
Sundays; 
-Runs store in 
partner’s 
house;  
-Works on 
family’s 
chakra.  
Lives part-time 
with her partner’s 
family in same 
neighborhood with  
partner’s parents, 
siblings, and 
cousins. 
 
 
 
                                               
98 Sofia has a three-year-old son, and Anita has an eight-month-old daughter.  
99 Most of the rural province of Chiara has cell phone reception.  
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Table 3.1 (cont.) 
Participant  Age Education  Place of birth  Occupation Additional 
information 
Frequency 
of contact 
between 
sister and 
family 
member 
Susana 
(Hernández 
sister) 
20 High school; 
some 
university 
preparation 
classes 
Huamanga -Takes cares 
of her niece 
and nephew;  
-Sells food at 
feria del 
ganado;  
-Runs store in 
house;  
-Completes 
household 
chores;  
-Works on 
family’s 
chakra. 
-Manages house 
when parents are 
away on the 
chakra.  
 
Gabriela 
(Hernández 
sister) 
18 High school Huamanga -Completes 
household 
chores;  
-Sells jello 
and chicha at 
neighborhood 
soccer games 
on Sundays;  
-Works on 
family’s  
chakra. 
  
Anita 
(Hernández 
sister) 
24 High school Lima -Mother of 
newborn 
baby (2010);  
-Completes 
household 
chores;  
-Helps with 
family home 
store, used to 
run mother’s 
store;  
-Works on 
family’s 
chakra. 
Her partner lives 
next door, as well 
as his entire 
family. 
 
Mother 42 Primary 
school 
Incarjay, 
Cangallo, 
Ayacucho 
-Campesina 
(‘farmer’);  
-Completes 
household 
chores 
Spends most 
months out of the 
year on the family 
farm.  
Daily 
contact in 
person or 
by cell 
phone 
(when on 
the chakra) 
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Table 3.1 (cont.) 
Participant  Age Education  Place of birth  Occupation Additional 
information 
Frequency 
of contact 
between 
sister and 
family 
member 
Father 45 High school Manallasac, 
Chiara, 
Ayacucho 
-Campesino  
-Taxi driver 
Spends most 
months out of the 
year on the family 
farm, but often 
travels to Lima to 
deliver his 
potatoes; went to 
high school in 
Lima. 
Daily 
contact in 
person or 
by cell 
phone 
(when on 
the chakra) 
Jacobo 
(Sofia’s 
partner) 
25 High school 
and some 
technical 
studies 
Huamanga -Taxi driver,  
-Works in 
odd jobs 
Lives in 
Ñahuinpukio in 
parent’s house; 
parents sell food at 
a nearby market 
Daily 
contact in 
person  
Luis 
(Anita’s 
partner)  
23 High school  Huamanga Unknown  Lives next-door 
with his family.  
Daily 
contact in 
person  
María 
(Sofia’s 
partner’s 
cousin) 
23 High school; 
beginning 
university 
preparation 
Huamanguilla, 
Huanta, 
Ayacucho 
-Campesina;  
-helps family 
out in any 
jobs when in 
the city 
Lives in 
Huamanguilla, but 
travels frequently 
to Huamanga 
Visits 
several 
times a 
month  
Sara 
(Sofia’s 
partner’s 
cousin)  
25 High school 
and 
university 
(in Ica, Peru)  
Huamanga Nurse Helps out at feria 
del Ganado; lived 
in Ica (coastal 
region of Peru) 
many years; speaks 
Quechua, and will 
work in a small 
village in 
Ayacucho as a 
nurse. 
In 2010, 
moved to 
Jacobo’s 
family’s 
house, but 
travels to 
countryside 
for work.  
Alejandro 
(Sisters’ 
cousin)  
26 High school, 
and 
graduated 
from the 
local 
university in 
Huamanga 
in 
anthropology 
Manallasac, 
Chiara, 
Ayacucho 
-University 
student  
-Works for 
Belgian non-
governmental 
organizations;  
-Works on 
family farm 
Collaborative work 
began with this 
student in 
November 2009 
and finished in 
February 2010.   
Several 
times a 
month 
visits and 
sometimes 
calls 
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Other network members are the Ñahuinpukio neighbors (adults, young adults, and 
children), the sisters’ friends, and customers (men and women of all ages) at the home store and 
at the feria del ganado (cattle fair). The extended family members (that I met and spoke with) 
consist of the sisters’ aunt (the mother’s sister), the compadre (‘godfather’), one direct male 
cousin (Alejandro), and the partners’ families (their parents, siblings, and cousins). In all of my 
interactions, I met with at least four of the sisters’ partners’ cousins, and all of their siblings. The 
partners and their cousins are all in their 20s, while the siblings are children and teenagers. 
Network members who live in the neighborhood also come from a rural background, which 
means their parents are also farmers, and the children and families travel back and forth to their 
chakras.  
This family maintains a dual residence, which means that the parents are farmers and 
travel between the farm and the city home. The sisters spend most of their time at the city home. 
The family farm provides the main income for the family; however, to make ends meet Sofia and 
Susana sell home-cooked lunches at the cattle fair every Sunday and run the family store in their 
house. 100 Anita and Gabriela also spend all day Sunday selling chicha and jello cups to the 
soccer players in their neighborhood.  In addition to working, the sisters have a lot of daily 
household chores to complete. They must take care of their children (niece and nephew), clean, 
and cook. The youngest sister, Gabriela, is in charge of walking the rams around the 
neighborhood.  
Free time activities for the sisters include attending church services several times a week 
and going downtown once a week to shop in the market and browse for clothes. However, 
activities outside their neighborhood are extremely limited at nighttime, since the buses only pass 
                                               
100 The feria del ganado is located 10 minutes away from their house in a semi-rural zone of Ñahuinpukio. Sofia’s partner usually 
drives them there and picks them up later.  
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through their neighborhood until eight p.m.101 While the sisters stay in the city most of the time, 
they often express interest in going to their family chakra in Manallasac. During my time there, 
only one of them went to Manallasac to help harvest potatoes. However, after I left Huamanga, 
the sisters told me on the phone that they had visited the chakra several times to help out their 
parents.  
All of the sisters and their father have completed high school, while their mother and aunt 
only completed primary studies. During the period I was in Huamanga, Susana, the second oldest 
sister, was completing the pre-university preparation course, but since her oldest sister’s first 
baby was born recently, she has decided to stay at home to help with the baby.  
The urban/rural life is also witnessed in different social and cultural characteristics of the 
sisters. Some examples are found in dress, youth occupation, and culture and entertainment 
preferences. For example, clothing preferences seem to be generational and according to 
birthplace. The mother, who was born in the countryside and maintains a dress similar to other 
campesinas, as the sisters reported; she wears a pollera, sombrero ‘hat’, and her hair in long 
braids. While the sisters do not wear polleras or their hair in braids; they often carry their niece 
and nephew on their backs in a qipi (‘woven cloth used to wrap babies’). In addition to clothing 
preferences, other social activities in the neighborhood include walking the sheep outside on a 
daily basis. The sisters talk about eating “rural” foods from the chakra such as yuyu picante 
(‘herb potato dish’) and drinking chicha de qora (‘natural corn beverage’); however, they 
occasionally open a bottle of Inka Kola (Peruvian soda brand) or Coca Cola from their store. 
They will often eat ram, fresh chicken, and other animals they raise at their house. In addition to 
these social activities, the sisters report to prefer music in Quechua and sometimes music in 
                                               
101 In Huamanga, the buses (micros) do not pass through this area after 8 p.m. daily. Therefore, the only way to get around is by 
taxi, which is at least an 8 soles ride from the center (2.86 soles equivalent to $1 in 2010).  
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Spanish: huayno music in Quechua and chicha music in Spanish. They mention that they used to 
attend chicha music concerts and go out to dance clubs at night, but now that two of the sisters 
have small children, they prefer to stay inside and watch TV and movies.  
My strong friendship with the Hernández sisters allowed me to spend a lot of time with 
them and have conversations about topics that fall outside of interviews and formal surveys. 
Toward the end of my stay in Ayacucho, the sisters said they would like for me to live in their 
neighborhood the next time I returned. I never had the chance to go to the family’s chakra, since 
the sisters spent most of the time at home in the city when I was in Ayacucho. However, since I 
was an outsider to the family, there were also limitations. When hanging out at their house, I was 
never invited past the store or kitchen of house areas. Our interactions were also limited by the 
sisters’ work schedule and spaces where they frequently spent time taking care of the small 
children and family chores.  
 
3.3.2. Martínez family  
The Martínez family lives in Carmen Alto, Huamanga, located ten minutes by bus from 
the plaza de armas. Carmen Alto is one of Huamanga’s eleven districts and is located on the 
Acuchimay hill above the city center. Carmen Alto has Huamanga’s mirador ‘overlook’ and 
tourist park, and is a site frequently visited by Peruvian and foreign tourists. Many families that 
live in Carmen Alto also maintain country homes in nearby Huamanga provinces.  
I first met the Martínez family through an American friend who runs an after-school 
program for low-income children in Carmen Alto. My friend told me that the Martínez family 
owns a store a few blocks from her school where she buys food for her program. She mentioned 
that when she enters their store, everyone is speaking in Quechua, and that the family would 
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happy to meet me. In October 2009, I began to visit the Martínez family on my own and at the 
after-school program. Research with the Martínez family includes over 26 participation 
observation sessions totaling 30 hours and 20 minutes. I met with the family in the following 
places: their family home (which is also a corner store) (19 visits), downtown Huamanga (2 
visits), Carmen Alto’s alameda (‘boulevard’) (to attend FINCA Peru’s pollada (‘chicken sale 
fundraiser’) (2 visits),102 and at the Carmen Alto Evangelical Church (2 visits). In my experience, 
the family members most frequently spent their time in these spaces. During the above 
interactions, I collected 4 hours and 5 minutes of audio-recorded data and transcribed 2 hours of 
data. Audio recording of participant observation sessions was limited with this family due to 
extreme noise levels in the store and house with five small children present at most times. Data 
also includes detailed ethnographic fieldnotes and over a dozen photographs taken of the family 
and social network members in the above places.  Map 3.2 below shows the spaces of social 
activities for the Martínez family, and Appendix G contains more information on the time spent 
in spaces and mode of transportation to these spaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
102 See the FINCA Peru (a microcredit organization in Ayacucho), website for more information on their programming and 
activities: http://www.fincaperu.net/cms/index.php/en/. 
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Map 3.2 Martínez family spaces for social activities 
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The ego or center of this family is the second oldest daughter, Jenny (18 years old). Jenny 
has finished high school, and at the time of the research, she was still deciding what career to 
study at the university or institute. Jenny is the oldest daughter in the family, while the other 
daughter, Samantha, is two years old. Jenny spends most of her time helping her parents take 
care of her five younger brothers and sister, assisting with household chores (such as cooking 
and washing clothes), and finally, running the family store. Jenny also participates with her 
mother and siblings in weekly (or several times a week) sermons at the Carmen Alto’s 
Evangelical Church, located five minutes away from their house.  
Jenny’s first-order network ties are her parents and siblings. Jenny’s parents are in their 
late thirties and were born in the Ayacucho countryside, at least 6-8 hours away from Huamanga. 
Her parents’ first language is Quechua, and they speak Spanish as a second language. The 
mother runs the family store, and attends FINCA Peru meetings. The father also helps run the 
store, but like many parents in Carmen Alto, he still spends half of every week working on his 
family farm about six hours away from Carmen Alto. All of their seven children (ranging from 
two to nineteen years old) were born in the city of Huamanga. Table 3.2 below presents the 
Martínez family research participants starting from the ego, Jenny.  
Table 3.2 Martínez family research participants 
Name Age Studies Place of 
birth 
Occupation  Additional 
information 
Frequency 
of contact 
between 
Jenny and 
family 
member 
Jenny 18 High school Huamanga -Pre-university 
prep student 
(several months),  
-Helps run home 
store;  
-Completes 
household chores 
Homebody; helps 
take care of 
younger siblings; 
Accompanies 
mother and siblings 
to Evangelical 
Church. 
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Table 3.2 (cont.) 
Name Age Studies Place of 
birth 
Occupation  Additional 
information 
Frequency 
of contact 
between 
Jenny and 
family 
member 
Raúl  19 High school; 
some 
university 
prep courses 
Huamanga -University 
student;  
-Helps run home 
store;  
-Completes 
household chores 
Spends time at 
internet cafes and 
with friends in the 
neighborhood.  
Daily at 
home 
Mother 38 Primary 
school 
Chiara, 
Ayacucho 
-Homemaker;  
-Funs home store;  
-Sells candy and 
snacks on cart at 
the Carmen Alto 
mirador 
‘overlook’ on the 
weekends. 
Member of 
FINCA, Peru, and 
regularly attends 
the local 
Evangelical church;  
Daily at 
home 
Roberto  40 Primary 
school 
Southern 
provincial 
town in 
Ayacucho 
department 
-Campesino;  
-Runs home store; 
-Completes 
household chores 
Father travels for at 
least 4 days of the 
week to his 
hometown to work 
on the farm. He 
brings back cheese, 
potatoes, and other 
products to sell at 
the family store. 
4 days a 
week  
Marco  14 High school Huamanga -Student;  
-Helps run family 
store and family 
cart at Carmen 
Alto mirador  
-Sells canchita 
(‘popcorn’) at 
mirador  
 Daily at 
home 
Abraham 10 Primary 
school  
Huamanga -Student;  
-Helps run family 
store and family 
cart at Carmen 
Alto mirador  
-Sells canchita at 
mirador. 
 Daily at 
home 
Mateo 6 Primary 
school  
Huamanga -Student;  
-Helps run family 
store and family 
cart at Carmen 
Alto mirador  
-Sells canchita at 
mirador 
 Daily at 
home 
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Table 3.2 (cont.) 
Alonso 5 Primary 
school  
Huamanga -Student;  
-Helps run family 
store and family 
cart at Carmen 
Alto mirador  
-Sells canchita ‘at 
mirador 
 Daily at 
home 
Samantha 2 Toddler  Huamanga   Daily at 
home 
 
Other network members include Carmen Alto neighbors who are also store customers, 
extended family members who visit infrequently, and finally, fellow Evangelical church 
members (from the Carmen Alto Evangelical Church). Neighbors/customers can be adults, 
young adults, and even children. However, the neighbors’ contact with the family is sporadic; 
they come by to visit the family when they need to buy something. Extended family members 
from Huamanga and outside country villages infrequently visit the family, and are mostly adults 
in their thirties. I was unable to interact with them, since they always entered the house and went 
straight behind the kitchen door to have private conversations. Finally, the Evangelical church 
members are another part of Jenny’s social network. Jenny says all church members are friends, 
and Jenny is a fellow “hermana” ‘sister’. Church members are mostly women with a large 
population of elderly women and young mothers who come to church with small children. 
Finally, the church pastor is a family friend that occasionally visits the family at their house. 
Although Jenny and her siblings only meet with church members several times a week, they can 
be considered strong ties, due to the influence of the church community.  
Only part of the Martínez family has a dual rural/urban residence, since only the father 
moves back and forth between the chakra and the urban home. Regardless, the family shares 
many similar daily social activities with the Hernández family. The father is only at home for 3 
to 4 days a week since he travels to his village to work on his family farm. The family subsides 
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off sales from their home store that has food, daily household items, and products such as cheese 
and potatoes from the father’s family farm. To assist their home businesses, the mother is a 
member of FINCA Peru, an organization that provides loans and assistance to small business 
owners in Huamanga. The children often help run the store and sell food to the neighbors. The 
family has limited free time for other activities. The children often play outside on the street with 
other neighbors, but Jenny and Raúl stay at home and watch DVDs when they are not working.  
The Martínez and the Hernández family share similar rural/urban social practices. Gloria, 
the mother, often wears a pollera and a sombrero (for outside). When going outside the house, 
she carries her youngest child in a manta (‘woven blanket’) and her belongings in a small tote, 
typical of countryside women. The father normally wears (when at home) pants and a sweater or 
a button-down shirt. The children all wear sport pants, jeans, and shirts. They also have a small 
corral of sheep, cuy, and chickens, located outside the kitchen area; I have only seen this area 
through the door. The family eats simple meals such as quinoa (quinoa) and rice and cheese and 
potatoes from the father’s farm. They occasionally eat meat from farm animals they raise at 
home, but many times they sell the animals. The mother kills the cuyes at home to eat for special 
meals.  
Although I maintained a close relationship with the family, I was still considered an 
outsider and was not able to enter many of their family spaces. I was never invited past the 
storefront of their house. When I arrived, I was usually asked to sit inside the store, main house 
entrance, or outside the front door. I requested to attend their Evangelical Church service. They 
did not have any problem taking me along with them and felt honored to invite me as their guest 
there. They also introduced me to the whole church congregation and had me get up in front of 
everyone to introduce myself in Quechua! They told Gloria that they were worried I did not have 
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a safe and comfortable place to live, and that one of the church members could provide me with 
a room. Everyone called me a “hermana” at church, and after my church visits, I believe my 
friendship with the family strengthened greatly. After the church service, Jenny and her family 
members walked me to the bus stop and told me that I should not forget that their home is always 
opened for me. The family then walked me to the bus stop and insisted on paying for my taxi 
ride. Gloria called me within ten minutes of leaving Carmen Alto to make sure I arrived home all 
right. As a friend and researcher, I showed the family the same respect and care. I used to help 
the oldest daughter with her English homework and always bought food from their store. Most 
importantly, Jenny and I became good friends, and she considered me a role model. We call each 
other on the phone every month from the U.S. and in Arequipa.  
In Ayacucho, I also carried out research with a third family that speaks Quechua and 
Spanish on a daily basis. The quality of the recordings was extremely poor, because during this 
time I had to use an older digital recorder since my other recorder had been stolen. This data 
analysis of these recordings has been eliminated from this dissertation for this reason.  
 
3.4 Research participants in Arequipa   
When I arrived to Arequipa in June 2010, I first met with academic contacts at the local 
university. In Arequipa, I met with anthropology and history professors from the local public 
university, the Universidad Nacional de San Agustín,103 as well as with other local Quechua-
speaking professionals. 104  Instead of attempting to work directly with university students in 
Arequipa (see section 3.7), I decided to work with young individuals through previous contacts 
or new friends I made in different public urban spaces (plaza, cafes, etc.). These participants 
                                               
103 I met with UNSA professors, Felix Palacios (anthropology) and Alejandro Malaga (historian).  
104 I met with former Ayavari, Puno mayor and with a retired lawyer, Mauro Paredes.  
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ended up being university and institute students. I recruited participants in Arequipa from June to 
September. I faced different challenges in recruiting young Quechua speakers in Arequipa. In 
Arequipa, I found very complex socio-cultural dynamics. From years of internal migration, there 
is a professional class of second and third-generation Quechua and Aymara speakers from Puno 
(mainly) who live in central urban areas. In informal interviews with different individuals and 
interactions with them in the city, I found that they openly criticize non-professional Quechua 
and Aymara speakers.105 I learned that first-generation and working-class Quechua speakers live 
in marginal parts of the city, such as in the surrounding hills and in asentamientos humanos. In 
addition, they work in the Arequipa outdoor markets such as: El Avelino, la Feria de las Incas, 
and at the parada pesquera (a large open air fish and food market), located at least twenty 
minutes away from the city center. In these spaces, I informally surveyed young people on their 
Quechua language knowledge. Most of the time, they would say that they did not know any 
Quechua, but understood some. However, many times, I spoke with the same person again, and 
they would later change their reponse and say they spoke “un poquito” (‘very little’) Quechua 
with their parents at home. Previous studies indicate that young people in Arequipa deny their 
Quechua or Aymara background and their Quechua or Aymara language knowledge 
(Gugenberger 1990, 2005).  
 As a consequence, research participants were recruited through former contact and the 
snowball effect. Ethnographic fieldwork was carried out with one family originally from Puno, 
while sociolinguistic interviews were conducted with approximately a dozen young 
Quechua/Spanish speakers I met in the city (see list of participants in Appendix E). In Arequipa, 
I found that many young bilingual Quechua speakers lived on their own, as they have been living 
                                               
105 For example, during a taxi ride downtown, my driver, who was a third-generation puneño (‘person from the Puno highland 
department of Peru’) and also a teacher, shouted at a car that cut him off, saying that the other driver must have been a puñeno. 
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between their country home in Cusco and Puno and their city room in Arequipa since they were 
young. I found that in many cases, these young people had weak ties (Milroy 2002) to their 
extended famliy members in Arequipa, and, therefore, I was not able to meet with members of 
their social networks. Instead, I hung out with females and males for short periods of time and 
intervewed them during several of our meetings. 
 
 3.4.1 Mamani family    
Ethnographic research, including participant observation and sociolinguistic interviews 
took place with one family in Arequipa. I met Walter, the oldest brother of the Mamani family at 
an English institute I visited in the José Bustamante y Rivera district of Arequipa, located 15 
minutes from the plaza de armas. The Mamani family lives in the Miguel Grau and Ciudad 
Blanca, asentamientos humanos located in the district of Paucarpata, Arequipa. Research with 
this family includes 13 participation observation sessions totaling 32 hours and 30 minutes. I met 
with family members in the following places: their family home (six visits), the aunt’s home (six 
visits), my home (two visits), their family market stand (two visits), the English institute 
commercial district (1 visit) and in the town center (1 visit). From the above interactions, I have 
4 hours and 36 minutes of audio-recorded data. I did not bring my audio recorder to the Mamani 
siblings’ house on many occasions due to the fact that they lived in an unsafe neighborhood, and 
most of my visits were later in the evening and at night when family members were at home. In 
addition, I attended several family events (e.g. birthday party and wake) in which tape recording 
was not appropriate or feasible. The data also includes detailed ethnographic fieldnotes and over 
a dozen photographs taken of the family and social network members in the above places.  
The young people in this family are four siblings who live alone in their home in Miguel 
Grau, Paucarpata, Arequipa. Miguel Grau is an asentamiento humano located near the Misti 
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volcano. In this neighborhood there are several hundred houses, and many of the residents are 
first and second-generation families from Puno. Houses are rather large (two and three-stories) 
and contain all basic services (water, electricity, and sewage). Many houses also have a small 
store in the front entrance.106  Map 3.3 below shows the spaces for social activities for the 
Mamani family, and Appendix H presents the time spent in each space and the mode of 
transportation used to get to the spaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
106 The closest outdoor food market is 10 minutes by bus, and the closet mega super market (e.g. Plaza Vea national chain) is 15-
20 minutes away by bus.   
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Map 3.3 Mamani family spaces for social activities 
 
 
The ego or center of this network is the eldest brother, Walter, who is 25 years old and 
the eldest sister, Linda, who is 23 years old. Walter works as a taxi driver and a welder. He is 
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working on a technical degree in welding and studying English, so he can one day work in the 
United States. Linda, the 23-year-old sister, is a preschool teacher, and the younger sisters are all 
still in high school. Linda’s husband and daughter both live in the house with Walter. Walter’s 
other young siblings include his two younger sisters who are 16 and 13 years old. Walter’s wife, 
Sandra, is originally from the highlands of Moquegua, and she lives with Walter and their four-
year-old daughter in Miguel Grau. She is a 21-year-old homemaker, and when I met her she was 
eight months pregnant with her second child. These family members do not know how to speak 
Quechua.  
Walter’s parents were born in Puno and moved to Arequipa in their 20s. Currently, they 
live in the United States where they work full-time in the service and construction industries. 
Walter’s aunt, Luisa, and his grandparents, all live together in a three-story house located five 
minutes away in Ciudad Blanca, Paucarpata. The grandparents were farmers in Puno, and now in 
Arequipa, they maintain a small stand at a chatarra fair (‘market that sells used goods’) near 
downtown Arequipa where they sell used gas balloons. The grandfather collects used plastic 
bottles to turn them in for recycling and collect the exchange. Walter’s 35-year-old aunt (Luisa) 
plays an important role in the family. She is from Puno, and now lives with her parents in Ciudad 
Blanca. She does not have a full-time job, so she can spend most of the time at Walter’s house 
helping him and his sisters with chores. Luisa speaks both Quechua and Spanish, and often only 
speaks in Quechua at home with her mother. Table 3.3 presents Mamani family research 
participants from the perspective of the ego, Walter.  
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Table 3.3 Mamani family research participants 
Name Age Education  Place of 
birth 
Occupation Additional 
information 
Frequency 
of contact 
between 
Walter and 
family 
member 
Walter 25 Technical 
studies and 
basic 
English 
classes 
Arequipa -Taxi driver 
-Part-time 
welder and 
student  
Oldest brother and 
caretaker of the 
family. He worked in 
Moquegua as a 
welder for many 
years.  
 
Sandra 21 High school  Moquegua -Homemaker Her family members 
are farmers and 
produce many 
different crops. They 
live about 5 hours 
from Arequipa. Her 
mother understands 
Quechua. 
Daily 
contact at 
home  
Linda 23 University 
studies 
Arequipa, 
Peru 
-Primary 
school 
teacher 
Married with a 4-
year-old daughter. 
She is studying 
Quechua at the 
university. 
Daily 
contact at 
Walter’s 
home and 
her own 
home. 
Alfredo  
(Linda’s 
partner) 
24 Vocational 
studies  
Arequipa, 
Peru 
-Taxi driver  He is first-generation 
born in Arequipa, 
and does not speak 
any Quechua. His 
parents are from 
Cusco, Peru. He 
works as a welder. 
Daily 
contact at 
home 
Walter’s 
mother 
38 High school  Puno  -Works as 
dishwasher 
in a New 
York City 
restaurant 
Has been living with 
husband in New 
York City and 
working in a 
restaurant for four 
years.  
Daily 
contact via 
telephone  
Walter’s 
father 
42 High school  Puno  -Welder Has been living in 
New York City and 
working as a welder 
for five years.  
Daily 
contact via 
telephone 
Sara 13 Still in high 
school 
Arequipa, 
Peru 
-Student  Daily 
contact at 
home 
Luisa 35 High school  Arequipa, 
Peru 
-Sells 
chatarra at 
market stand 
with mother 
She is the youngest 
aunt, speaks 
Quechua and Spanish 
with parents and 
siblings.  
Daily 
contact at 
home 
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Table 3.3 (cont.) 
Name Age Education  Place of 
birth 
Occupation Additional 
information 
Frequency 
of contact 
between 
Walter and 
family 
member 
Uncle 44 High school  Puno  -Ex-military 
officer 
Is bilingual. Visits home 
every few 
weeks; 
occasionally 
plays soccer 
with Walter 
on 
weekends. 
Grandmother 65 Primary 
school  
Puno  -Ex-farmer-
now,  
-Works at 
the family 
chatarra 
market stand  
Quechua-dominant, 
speaks little Spanish.  
Daily visits  
Grandfather 60 High school  Puno  -Ex-farmer,  
-Collects 
bottles from 
the streets 
for money 
Is trilingual in 
Quechua, Aymara, 
and Spanish 
Daily visits  
María  
(Luisa’s 
comadre) 
42 ? Cusco  -Has many 
chatarra 
market 
stands  
Luisa’s comadre and 
lives close to 
Walter’s house.  
Visits 
several 
times a 
week.  
 
Extended family members that are strong ties include aunts and uncles that occasionally 
visit Walter’s house during family gatherings (see chapter 5). Other important network members 
are Sandra’s mother who occasionally visits the family. Luisa’s comadre, María, lives close to 
Walter’s house and occasionally visits. She was born in Cusco and moved to Arequipa as a 
young child; she has no ties with Cusco anymore and admitted that she has forgotten Quechua. 
She owns several market stands, and one of them is located next to Walter’s family’s market 
stand at La Cachina.  
Unlike many families in Ayacucho, the Mamani family has no connections to rural areas 
and does not raise any farm animals at their house. Their home has two floors and there is even a 
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study room that contains a desktop computer with internet access. There are several landline 
phones in the house so the family can quickly answer the phone when the parents call from the 
United States. Walter, his wife, and his eldest sister often go out on the weekends to eat at local 
pollerías (‘roasted chicken restaurants’) and to go dancing at nightclubs located 10-15 minutes 
from their house.  
Different from the families in Ayacucho, we find that in the Mamani family, certain rural 
traditions and customs are only maintained by the grandparents’ generation. For example, the 
grandmother is the only family member that wears a pollera and a sombrero, and youth never 
use a qipi to carry their children. However, as I will discuss in chapter 5, youth in this family 
initiate other family traditions from Puno with music, food, and other customs at family events.  
 
3.4.2 Other youth in Arequipa  
 In Arequipa, I was able to make contacts with many other young Quechua speakers. 
Arequipa serves as a hub for people that come from the southern Andean and coastal regions of 
Peru, and therefore, many young people from rural communities in Cusco, Puno, and even 
Ayacucho, come to Arequipa for school and work opportunities. This population’s native 
language is Quechua and they learn Spanish either in their home village or at school in Arequipa. 
Most of these young people either live with one sibling, extended family members, or even 
sometimes alone. I met these individuals in the city when I was at the grocery stores, in parks, or 
at restaurants. I started a conversation with them, and found out that they spoke Quechua and 
were from different parts of the Andes, mostly from Cusco or Puno. I arranged an interview with 
the different males and females after hanging out with them on several occasions. It was difficult 
to carry out participant observation with this group, as most of them lived alone and had little 
time outside of school and work to hang out. I offered to tutor them in English and other difficult 
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school subjects. In chapter 5, I provide examples of language use and social factors from the five 
individuals with whom I closely worked. Appendix E includes information on the participants 
and audio recordings.  
 
3.5 Data collection and instruments  
Data collection consisted of: 1) ethnographic participant observation of youth participants 
in their daily activities, 2) audio recordings of everyday activities, 3) sociolinguistic interviews 
with selected participants on their linguistic and cultural associations and their sociolinguistic 
background, 4) writing ethnographic fieldnotes, and 5) photographs.  
 
3.5.1 Participant observation  
After recruiting participants for research and obtaining their oral consent for participant 
observation sessions, I started to visit participants in varied spaces. In Ayacucho, participant 
observation took place from October 2009 until May 2010. I completed participant observation 
sessions with three families.107  
In Ayacucho, participant observation took place after two months of residing in the city 
and meeting with contacts. Sessions took place with contacts and friends of contacts in 
Ayacucho. After re-initiating contact with previous informants, I went to the homes and 
workplaces of these family members in my second and third month in Ayacucho. As I mentioned 
above, I was able to build long-lasting friendships with female participants for the case of 
Ayacucho. However, in many social and work events, male members of the social networks were 
present, so data also includes observations of male members of social networks as well.  
                                               
107 I also completed over 10 participant observation sessions in collaboration with bilingual university students during the 
beginning of the project, however, they will not form the main part of my data.  
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In Arequipa, observations and recordings come from participant observation sessions 
with the Mamani family. While I found that it was difficult to carry out participant observation 
sessions with young males in Ayacucho (see section 3.7),108 I did not face this problem with 
Walter Mamani and his family in Arequipa. Since Walter was married with a child, he did not 
have any problems being a friend to both me and to my Peruvian friend that accompanied me on 
most of the trips to their house.  
In the beginning of the research period, participants invited me to visit them at their 
houses or workplaces. I proceeded to visit them one to two times a week in those spaces for a 
half hour to two hours. As the relationships grew, and participants got to know me better, they 
began to invite me to other social events. After a month of getting to know the participants, the 
sessions lasted would last from 30 minutes to four hours depending on the type of event. Female 
participants invited me to accompany them at home while doing chores, at their workspaces, and 
at social or cultural events. Working with young females as opposed to males in Ayacucho, for 
example, was facilitated by the fact that while Quechua-speaking males often travel to work on 
family farms, young females stay at home in the city. In Ayacucho, participant observation 
sessions took place with three families from November 2009 until May 2010, totaling 81 hours 
and 25 minutes of participant observation sessions with a total audio recording time of 22 hours 
and 12 minutes. Research in Arequipa with the Mamani family includes 13 participation 
observation sessions totaling 32 hours and 30 minutes. 
 
 
 
                                               
108 As I describe in section 3.7, young females in Ayacucho normally do not have close friendships with other young males. 
Therefore, “hanging out” with young males during participant observation sessions was very challenging.  
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3.5.2 Audio recordings  
The sociolinguistic interviews took place with only a participant at a time, and the 
sessions were audio recorded. The majority of these sessions were recorded using an Olympus 
voice recorder DS-50 and Olympus voice recorder WS-400S (see Appendix D for a list of 
recordings).109 I recorded daily events where there was not much noise or distraction. When I 
arrived at an event, I always announced when I was taking the recorder out and asked for 
permission to turn it on at that moment. I often left the recorder on the table or a chair when we 
were hanging out. At times, neighbors and other friends passed by the home or other spaces 
where I was recording and asked to look at the recorder thinking it was a new type of cell phone. 
Research participants always told them to put down the recorder when we were taping.  
Sessions were not recorded when there was too much noise to capture data or when 
participants shared private information. Finally, I did not bring my voice recorder to unsafe 
neighborhoods or to private and personal events such as birthday parties and a wake (see chapter 
5: Mamani family).   
 
3.5.3 Individual sociolinguistic interviews 
I conducted sociolinguistic interviews with the main young participants, the core 
members of each family network, and with other young Quechua and Spanish-speaking contacts. 
Interviews lasted between thirty minutes to an hour and a half, and were conducted in both 
Spanish and Quechua depending on the choice of the participant. Participants chose a 
comfortable space for the interview, and they usually took place at either their home, my home, 
or in a café or restaurant. I incorporated a list of questions on Quechua language use, 
                                               
109 The DS-50 voice recorder was stolen in Ayacucho in April 2010. I traveled to the capital, Lima, to purchase a new voice 
recorder (Olympus voice recorder WS-400S).  
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sociolinguistic background, and Quechua urban identity (based on Hornberger 1988; Howard 
2007; see Appendix C for interview guide). The objective was to determine the spaces and types 
of interactions (e.g. by interlocutor or topic) that foster Quechua language use, as well as their 
experience in speaking and learning Quechua that in turn may relate to their current observed use 
of the language. Interviews were audio-recorded, and I also took detailed notes while conducting 
the interview.  
The interview also included metalinguistic questions regarding the linguistic 
characteristics of urban Quechua. These questions, however, were asked at the end of the data 
collection period, with the purpose of clarifying the examples found during the months of data 
collection. I have transcribed relevant parts of sociolinguistic interviews, and coded them for 
data analysis. Interview data has been coded according to the linguistic content of the verbal 
exchanges, focusing on language contact features (e.g. borrowing and codeswitching) present in 
the Quechua and Andean varieties of Spanish. I have also coded and analyzed interview data to 
be able to make connections between fieldnotes, observations, and participants’ comments on 
language use, cultural commentaries, and family life.  
 
3.5.4 Fieldnotes 
The observation fieldnotes notes follow the guidelines in Writing Ethnographic 
Fieldnotes (Emerson et al. 1995). I never brought my field notebook with me, as it would be 
considered unnatural and inappropriate to take notes of participants while hanging out with them. 
After coming home after each session, almost immediately, I would write notes starting with 
describing the scene, the time, date, and place, who was present, and a moment by moment 
encounter of events related to language use, and other aspects of daily life. I also noted aspects of 
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brief conversations between participants and myself. Details include how participants felt that 
day, what they were doing, what happened, how they were dressed, what languages were spoken 
and with whom, and other observations. Notes were handwritten in a small notebook and later, 
typed up at the end of every day.  
 
3.5.5 Photographs 
 The data also includes digital photographs taken of research participants in their daily 
activities. Participants were given informed consent before digital photographs were taken and 
provided with a copy of the consent forms. Additional data includes photographs that were also 
taken of the landscape and of the participants in their daily activities.110 I took pictures of main 
events and of daily practices. I asked permission before taking my camera out to take pictures, 
and most of the time, when participants saw my camera, they asked to borrow it to take pictures 
of themselves. Very few families in Ayacucho have their own digital cameras, so research 
participants enjoyed using the camera, and also requested that I made copies of the pictures for 
them. I made copies for them in a local store, and usually within one week, I gave them 40 to 
100 pictures in an envelope.  
 
3.6 Transcription and coding of data 
 Audio-recorded data collected from participant observation sessions and sociolinguistic 
interviews was transcribed based on the quality of recording and linguistic features in Quechua. I 
listened to every audio file and coded passages that were relevant to language contact and 
audible. I particularly coded sections of data in which informants spoke in Quechua, 
codeswitched between Quechua and Spanish, and also, employed certain features of Andean 
                                               
110 IRB permission for audio-recordings and picture taking was granted on March 17, 2009 for IRB protocol number: 08558. 
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Spanish. In addition to linguistic content, I transcribed parts of the data in which participants 
discussed certain aspects of their family life and cultural traditions. Forty percent of the audio-
recorded data was transcribed (see Appendix B for transcription conventions used).  
I transcribed the data in Spanish, and native Quechua-speaking friends in Arequipa 
assisted with the transcription of data in Quechua. While I worked with them in transcribing 
some parts of the data, there were parts that most Quechua speakers could not understand due to 
dialectal differences and lack of familiarity with transcription. Therefore, I required further 
assistance for transcribing some of the lines of Quechua data. I worked with Quechua Professor 
Sixto Clodoaldo Ruiz Soto on refining the transcriptions. Fieldnotes were coded based on 
different spaces of social interactions.  
 
3.7 Challenges to a collaborative participatory ethnographic approach 
When I arrived to Ayacucho in early October 2009, I met with professors from the local 
public university, La Universidad Nacional de San Cristóbal de Huamanga (UNSCH) working 
on issues of indigenous culture, education, and intercultural social services in the fields of 
anthropology, nursing, literature, history, and even nursing. I worked specifically with 
anthropology Professor Walter Pariona to recruit Quechua-speaking anthropology students for 
my research. The original purpose of this research was to incorporate a collaborative 
participatory ethnography with bilingual university students.  However, after several months of 
meeting and working with the students, and providing them with academic research training 
sessions on ethnographic field methods, I saw that students could not commit to the whole 
research period. I was not able to retain student research participants due to different schedule 
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constraints and other cultural differences, which became apparent to me during the first several 
months of collaboration.  
The academic and other local professionals provided me with further academic contacts, 
references, and even sometimes accompanied me to new city spaces (such as markets) in which I 
would meet new Quechua-speaking contacts. However, extended contact and academic 
exchanges were extremely limited in Ayacucho and Arequipa with many of the male professors 
and professional contacts. As a young female (and foreigner), I met with them at their offices or 
in a café in the city. The professors provided me with suggestions to start my research, and also, 
with references to guide my study. However, there was more pressure attached to my working 
relationship with them. After the initial meetings with various professors, they also mentioned 
the possibilities of spending one-on-one time with them in their houses or other spaces. I found 
complex situations when working with students and their professors, and I found that more 
meaningful relationships were made with young people I met outside of the university.111 
Before entering the field, I outlined a collaborative ethnography approach (see Lassitier 
2005) for my research taking into account indigenous scholars such as Smith (1999) who argues 
for the use of decolonizing methodologies. I proposed a collaborative participatory ethnographic 
approach with university students in each city, who are first-generation (born in the city) 
Quechua speakers. My original idea had been to collaborate with students in the entire research 
process, to reflect their voices, ensuring that they were included and to avoid pitfalls of other 
researchers on indigenous languages communities (see Warner 1999; García 2005). However, 
after a few months, I realized that collaboration with university students would not be feasible 
for this research period.  
                                               
111  Stephenson (2007) discusses the challenges to incorporating a multi-cited collaborative ethnography. Her collaborative 
ethnography on indigenous Mexican immigrants in Oregon took 10 years to produce with many challenges with different social 
actors. 
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When I arrived to Ayacucho in October 2009,112 I spent the first few weeks meeting with 
academic contacts and administrators from the Hatun Ñan program at the Universidad Nacional 
San Cristóbal de Huamanga (UNSCH). 113 I then arranged several interest meetings with the 
support of a UNSCH anthropology professor. The first recruitment meeting lasted for two hours 
and six advanced-level male anthropology students attended. I chose to work initially with 
anthropology students, as they would be able to apply the ethnographic research method and data 
collected to their future class projects.114 The following week, I met individually with each of the 
students for one to two hours, and distributed and explained a packet of research materials 
containing key theoretical concepts.115 In subsequent individual training sessions and meetings 
(in late October and November), I prepared additional numerous handouts for students on the 
ethnographic methodology and academic background readings. 116 
Unfortunately, after these numerous and detailed meetings with the original students, 
many did not follow through with arranged meetings; where only two students from this original 
group remained after several months. Consequently, I continued recruiting other students 
through professors at the UNSCH and through other classmates of the original group.  By 
January 2010, after having worked with ten different students, I worked closely with four student 
                                               
112 I met with Language and Literature professor, Federico Altamirano; Anthropology professors, Angela Béjar and Walter 
Pariona; and history professor, Jefrey Gamarra Carillo.  
113Hatun Ñan is an affirmative action program for indigenous university students at the UNSCH funded by the Ford Foundation. 
It provides indigenous students with additional opportunities to revitalize their culture and language in the university 
environment, as well as tutoring for their academic courses.  I met with the Hatun Ñan General Coordinator, Professor 
Gumercinda Reynaga Farfán, Research Coordinator, Jefrey Gamarra Carrillo, and with the student director.  
114 Additionally, the language and literature department at the UNSCH only works with literature texts, and the professors in this 
department reported to me that students are not familiar with this type of research. 
115 This core research team of students received the following introductory materials that I created: 1) research summary and 
objectives, 2) recruitment information, 3) the consent to the study, and 4) an outline of the stages of the research study.   
116 I created and distributed the following handouts for students: 1) ethnographic methodology background summary and methods 
for writing ethnographic fieldnotes, 2) extra bibliography on Ayacucho, Quechua, education, and linguistics, 3) information on 
the theoretical framework concerning social networks and explanation of relevant terminology for the theoretical framework, and 
4) a diagram of social networks in linguistics. 
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members (three anthropology students and one communication student).117  I held individual 
meetings lasting for one to two hours with the above members to discuss various research and 
methodological issues, and in addition, we met twice in a large group for two hours and 
collaborated in drafting interview questions in both Quechua and Spanish. In these meetings, we 
discussed the dynamics of our own community and social networks in an audio-recorded session. 
Students also brainstormed on issues of language and identity in their own university circles. 
While there was initial enthusiasm from these students, it was challenging to retain their 
participation after several meetings. During this process, students dropped out of contact and 
avoided phone calls and messages for various reasons.  
After attempting to complete more than two months of collaborative research with 
students at the UNSCH, I was able to distinguish the main limitations to this approach. As 
mentioned above, my research proposal was accepted and initially supported by anthropology 
professors and students in the anthropology department. During the initial recruitment phase, I 
received over 30 phone calls from students interested in participating. However, the 
demographics of this academic department led to further challenges for completing longer-term 
work with students and families. In the case of the anthropology department, I found that most of 
the students were young males. Many male students commented to me that women have a hard 
time doing fieldwork, and for this reason they do not study anthropology. My work with young 
males became extremely limited and challenging due to gender roles in this cultural context. In 
my experience, it was hard to form friendships or working relationships with young male 
                                               
117 In addition, I have worked briefly on side-projects interviewing Quechua speakers in markets with two nursing students 
recruited at the nursing conference. However, these students were no longer able to participate in the study. 
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students, and I later found out that young females in Ayacucho do not typically have close male 
friends.118  
For example, during initial meetings with young males’ family members and attending 
cultural events with the students, the male students or their family would sometimes make 
negative comments or ask questions about my presence. Although I obtained consent from 
students and families to participate in the research, when I arrived, the student would tell me to 
stand further away sometimes because it could appear to the family that I was trying to have a 
romantic relationship with the student.119 However, the opposite also happened; students’ family 
members would openly encourage my continued participation and presence in their social events 
hoping that a romantic relationship could develop between their son and I.  
In addition to the romantic pressure when working with males, another limitation I found 
when working with male students in Huamanga were their frequent trips far away from 
Huamanga. In Ayacucho, many urban people still keep strong ties to their countryside home and 
work frequently on the family farm during the harvest season. Therefore, it is very common for 
anthropology students, and other university students to leave the city unexpectedly to help work 
on their family farms or to work in part-time farming jobs in Ayacucho’s nearby jungle (located 
5 hours away from the city).  
Considering the above limitations with anthropology students, I was able to recruit other 
enthusiastic male and female bilingual students from the communication department and nursing 
school, for example. However, I still faced other challenges working with them, which were also 
                                               
118 Strocka (2008) found that as a tall, white, blonde foreigner in Huamanga, Ayacucho, she had a lot of success in meeting male 
research participants who were gang members. She found that men enjoyed “actuando como [sus] protectors o guardaespaldas” 
‘acting as her protectors or bodyguards’ (61).  
119 For example, I had been working with one anthropology male student for several weeks, and he had invited me to attend his 
hometown’s carnavales dance competition in Huamanga. I attended and agreed to help photograph and video record events for 
them to keep. I also printed out over 100 photos of their event to give to them in exchange. When I arrived, the student told me to 
stay a bit far away, because his family would misinterpret our relationship, even after he explained to them again that we were 
doing a project on their family’s language and dance.   
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present with young students in Arequipa. Instead of working with university students, who had 
many academic and non-academic commitments outside of this project, I decided to form other 
contacts with young people in the city. 
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CHAPTER 4 
“TÚ COMBINAS BIEN EL QUECHUA…” (‘YOU COMBINE QUECHUA WELL…’): 
YOUTH COMBINADO TALK AND IDENTITY IN HUAMANGA, AYACUCHO, PERU 
On a rainy April afternoon in 2010, I took a 20-minute bus ride from downtown 
Huamanga, Ayacucho, to visit the four Hernández sisters at their home in the Ñahuinpukio 
neighborhood of Huamanga. When I arrived at their house, I immediately entered the front door, 
which is also the entrance to their home store. Gabriela, the youngest sister (18 years old), was 
watching the reality TV show El Gran Show ‘The Grand Show,’ 120 while her sister, Sofia (21 
years old), was chasing her three-year-old son around the house, and Anita, the eldest sister (24 
years old), was talking in Quechua with a neighbor who came by to buy something from their 
store. Susana, the middle sister (19 years old), was walking around the house carrying Anita’s 
newborn baby on her back in a qipi (‘cloth used to carry babies’). Gabriela asked me to sit down 
and watch TV with her. Shortly afterward, Susana came up and screamed at Gabriela to stop 
watching TV and go outside to pasture the rams. This turned into an argument:   
(1) Gabriela to Susana, Spanish (00:02:26) (REC 26) 
  
  
 
 
After this exchange, Susana agreed to pasture the rams, and Gabriela remained glued to El Gran 
Show.  The above scene describes a typical afternoon in the Hernández household, especially 
during the harvest season when the sisters have to manage the house and store alone.  
                                               
120 The Peruvian version of the American dance competition show, Dancing with the Stars. 
1 Gabriela:  [digiriéndose a Susana] 
¡Yo he pastoreado (los carneros)! 
Gabriela: [addressing Susana] 
I have pastured (the rams)! 
2  Tú no has pastoreado los carneros…  You have not pastured the rams… 
3  ¡Anda pastorea!  Go out and pasture them! 
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The Hernández sisters live alone most of the year in the family home located on the edge 
of the city,121 while their parents work on the family chakra ‘farm’ located four hours away by 
car. The sisters’ parents are Quechua-dominant campesinos ‘farmers’ who fled Ayacucho to the 
capital, Lima, during the Shining Path movement in the 1980s.122 However, after the violence 
subsided, many campesinos, like the Hernández parents, returned to Ayacucho to maintain their 
chakra and set up a home in the city of Huamanga (cf. Reynaga 1996).123  
The Hernández sisters are the first-generation of their family born in the city, and they 
self-identify as Huamanga city people, “huamanguinas.” They represent a new generation of 
urban youth in Ayacucho who speak Spanish, Quechua, and a mixed language variety of Spanish 
and Quechua that the sisters call “combinado” ‘combined.’ In addition to fluid linguistic 
practices, this generation also has complex social networks that extend to different urban and 
rural spaces, and to the capital, Lima. Within these spaces, different language choices are 
possible, and as I show in this chapter, these choices relate to the space of the interaction, the 
interlocutor/s present, and the topic of the conversation.  
This chapter will uncover the relationship between language practices and space. Next 
the analysis will extract the linguistic characteristics of combinado, focusing on different 
Spanish/Quechua codeswitching styles, Spanish and Quechua lexical borrowings, and 
phonological adaptation of borrowings as recorded in naturally occurring speech.  
 
 
                                               
121 With the “edge of the city,” I refer to newer neighborhoods and asentamientos humanos (‘squatter settlements’) built in 
Huamanga in the 1980s and 1990s that are located very close to rural districts.  
122 The Hernández parents moved to Lima in the late 1980s during the time of violence in Ayacucho. They lived with their 
extended family members in Lima and Anita, the eldest sister, was born there. Anita has no recollection of life there since she 
moved back to Huamanga when she was two or three years old.  
123 Reynaga (1996) also mentions that while some family members fled to Lima during the period of violence, others remained 
in Chiara (their rural hometown province) to maintain the family farm.   
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4.1 Spaces 
The spaces in which the sisters move are presented and described to help understand the 
linguistic practices that are examined in this chapter (see Appendix F for time spent in spaces 
and chapter 3, Map 3.1).  I describe linguistic practices based on the Hernández sisters’ daily 
spaces of interaction moving from the most rural space to the most urban space (see Figure 4.1 
below). I begin by discussing the chakra (4 hours away from city), Huamanga’s feria del ganado 
‘cattle fair’ (10 minutes from their house), the family house, the immediate neighborhood, the 
mother’s store (10 minutes away by bus), and the main plaza of Huamanga (20 minutes away 
from their house by bus). Spaces have a role for language choice, as the Hernández sisters 
carefully define certain urban and rural spaces as being more Quechua and others as more 
Spanish. This is also evident from their language choices in their daily spaces.  
 
Figure 4.1 Hernández sisters’ spaces and language use 
 
 
 
4.2 Rural: the chakra in Chiara   
The Hernández sisters frequently talk about the chakra and going to their parents’ village 
located in Manallasac, Chiara, Huamanga. Their parents’ village is only four hours away from 
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the city and was a prime area for Shining Path and military activities in the 1980s. Many families 
fled Chiara for Huamanga or Lima during this period (Reynaga 1996). The parents spend 
between several weeks to months working and living on their chakra, especially during the 
harvest season. In the harvest season, the parents sometimes come home to the city for a few 
hours to visit their daughters or to take care of chores.  
All of the sisters have been to the farm to help with work and to visit extended family 
members. The sisters reported to me that in recent years they travel to the chakra only once a 
year and stay between a few days or a week. The sisters would like to travel there more often, 
but they say that they do not have much time since they now have small children (Sofia has a 
three-year-old son, and Anita has a newborn daughter) and have to maintain the family store.  
Nonetheless, the sisters talk about the chakra often and express how much they would like to go 
there to work and to visit for the weekend. I asked Anita, the eldest sister (24 years old), why she 
does not go to the chakra more often anymore. She answered: 
(2) Anita and the chakra (00:07:21) (REC15) 
1 Anita: A (Chiara) porque me enfermo no voy. Anita: I don’t go to (Chiara) because I 
get sick there. 
2  Se me hinchan los pies, pero si no, estaría allí.  My feet swell up, but if they 
didn’t, I would be there. 
    
During my research period in Ayacucho, none of the sisters traveled to the farm, while 
their parents were at the farm for about ninety percent of the time. The sisters stay in contact 
with their parents and other relatives via cell phone while they are away. Their phone 
interactions with their parents or other relatives are in Quechua or Spanish.  Fairly frequently, the 
parents come back to the city for a few hours and then immediately return to the countryside. For 
example, Susana told me that their parents come home at dawn for a few hours to pick up things 
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from the house and visit with their children, but then, quickly return to the chakra. As a 
consequence, the chakra is always present in daily conversations between the sisters.  
On the other hand, while the sisters like visiting their parents’ village and identify it as su 
pueblo, ‘their own village,’ they do not identify as being from there. As mentioned above, they 
consider themselves to be “huamanguinas,” ‘people from the city of Huamanga’ and, therefore, 
they disassociate from certain “more rural traditions.” They also associate certain traditions and 
clothing with the countryside. For example, their mother wears a pollera, a traditional country 
skirt, but the sisters normally wear sport pants or jeans. I asked Susana (19 years old) why her 
sisters did not wear polleras. She responded:  
(3) Susana about polleras (00:33:46) (REC 29) 
1 Susana: Será porque, Susana: It’s probably because, 
2  o sea nosotros estamos aquí en 
Ayacucho… 
 well we are here in Ayacucho… 
3  Ella (mi madre) vive más o sea 
para más en la chakra… 
 She (my mother) lives more, I mean, she 
spends more time on the farm… 
4  Desde niña aun utilizaba (mi 
madre) más esas ropas. 
 (My mother) has been using those clothes 
ever since she was a little girl. 
 
Susana clearly relates wearing a pollera to the length of time spent on the chakra, “vive 
más” ‘lives more,’ or  “para más” ‘spends more time’ (line 3) on the chakra. Susana 
differentiates herself and her sisters from their mother by saying that “we are here in Ayacucho,” 
(line 2) while their mother spends more time on the chakra (line 3). Clothing can be used as an 
important expression of identity in the Andean region  (cf. Stephenson 1999, Weismantel 2001), 
and Reynaga (1996) finds that in Huamanga, rural migrants are substituting jeans or other pants 
for their traditional pollera.124 However, from my observations in Huamanga, it appears that this 
clothing distinction is generational; while children or younger people will not wear “country 
                                               
124 In the satellite city of El Alto, La Paz, Bolivia, young women mention that they do not wear polleras because they believe 
they are “muy pesada” ‘very heavy’, “muy cara” ‘very expensive’, and feel that they are discriminated  against for wearing them 
(Guaygua et al. 2000:109). 
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clothing” anymore, their parents and relatives, especially women, still maintain this type of 
clothing on most occasions.  
While clothing is marked categorically, linguistic practices are more fluid. An important 
part of spending time on the chakra for the Hernández sisters is speaking in Quechua. The 
chakra is associated with more frequent use of the Quechua language, and knowing Quechua is 
also considered a necessity to be able to communicate with those who live there. In (4) is a 
passage that describes the meaning of the chakra as a space for the Quechua language. 
(4) Susana about Quechua on the chakra (00:29:14) (REC 29)  
 
1 Investigadora: Tu papá no habla mucho quechua ¿o 
sí? 
Researcher: Your father doesn’t speak 
much Quechua, right? 
2 Susana:  Sí habla pero cuando está en la 
chakra. 
Susana:  Yes he speaks it, but 
when he’s on the farm.   
3 Investigadora: ¿Y dónde hablas quechua más? 
 
Researcher: And where do you speak 
more Quechua? 
4  ¿En tu casa o en la calle o?   At home, outside, or…? 
5 Susana: En el en mi pueblo… Susana: In the in my village… 
6  o sea tú cuando estás acá…  I mean, when you are 
here… 
7 Investigadora: Uh huh.  Researcher: Uh huh. 
8 Susana: tú hablas así normal… Susana: you speak like that, 
without an accent. 
9  Tú cuando llegas así a la chakra así                
 
And when you get to the 
farm, like that, like that 
10  como todos hablan así, así hablas tú 
también. 
 because everyone speaks 
like that, you speak that 
way too. 
 
In a separate conversation, Anita (excerpt 5) concurs that Quechua is the language that one uses 
in the chakra, because it is the language that everyone else speaks there.  
(5) Anita about Quechua on the chakra (00:21:20) (REC 15) 
 
1 Anita:  En la chakra sí pues, Anita: On the farm, well yes, 
2  porque la mayor parte te habla de quechua.  Because most people 
speak to you in Quechua. 
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In (6) the sisters also report that their young next-door neighbors in Huamanga speak more 
Quechua, because they spend more time on the farm.  
(6) Gabriela and Susana about neighbors speaking more Quechua (00:40:06) (REC 29) 
1 Investigadora: Esas niñas que han venido a tu  
casa para… 
Researcher:  Those girls that came to your 
house to… 
2  han venido a tu casa esas niñas  They came to your house 
those little girls 
3  parece que no hablan mucho 
quechua esas niñas.  
 It seems like they do not speak 
much Quechua, those girls. 
4  ¿No?  Right?  
5 Gabriela: ¿Cuál de ellas? Gabriela:  Which ones? 
6 Investigadora: ¿Te acuerdas? Researcher:  Do you remember? 
7 Susana: No sí. Susana:  No, oh yes. 
8  No más bien son de la chakra.  No, on the contrary, they are 
from the farm 
9  Sí más paran en la chakra.  Yes, they spend more time on 
the farm.  
 
From these examples, it is clear that the sisters correlate the frequency of Quechua use to 
the amount of time one spends on the farm.  
For the Hernández family, the chakra can be considered the center of life, as the parents 
spend most of their time there, and it provides the main source of income for the family. The 
father cultivates seven to eight varieties of potatoes several times a year and drives all the way to 
Lima (9 hours by car) to sell them. He explained that there is no market for his potatoes in 
Ayacucho, and that he would prefer that there were a factory in Ayacucho, so he could sell his 
potatoes in town. 125 While the farm provides the main source of income for his family, the father 
considers that it is not enough to cover all of their expenses. For this reason, his daughters need 
to run the family store (in Huamanga) and, also, sell prepared hot lunches at the feria del ganado 
                                               
125 During an interview with the Hernández father, he explained that farmers do not receive subsidies in Peru and have to incur 
many costs by traveling to Lima. He mentioned that it would be beneficial to have more factories in Ayacucho such as Frito 
Lays.  
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‘cattle fair’ (out of the city) on Sundays. The father reports that in addition to farming, he has to 
use his truck as a taxi to pick up passengers in the countryside to earn some extra money.  
Although the sisters live in Huamanga, the chakra is part of their ‘family-space’ in 
addition to their home in Huamanga. One day, the youngest sister, Gabriela (18 years old) was 
telling me how upset it made her that every May, when it was her birthday, her parents were far 
away, and she never really got to celebrate her birthday. However, on the other hand, during 
another visit to the house, I observed that Gabriela was crying and screaming to her sisters that 
she wanted to go to the chakra for the weekend.  
Although the sisters rarely visit the chakra, they work with farmers and other people 
involved in agriculture at their job at the feria del ganado, where they sell prepared food every 
Sunday. The feria del ganado is a space that outsiders consider to be rural. For the sisters, 
however, it is an extension of their urban home neighborhood life. This ‘dual’ role of the feria 
del ganado might explain why we find combinado being used frequently between most 
interlocutors.  
 
4.3 Feria del ganado  
The two middle sisters (Sofia and Susana) spend Sunday mornings working at the feria 
del ganado. The feria is Huamanga’s main cattle fair that takes place every Sunday in the 
outskirts of the city (and the neighborhood), located less than ten minutes away from the sisters’ 
house. The sisters set up their own food tent at the feria where they sell menú (‘soup and main 
entrée’), caldo de gallina (‘chicken soup’), and chicha (‘corn drink’). They usually spend many 
hours preparing the food the previous night and early morning before the feria. 
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Sofia’s partner or her father usually drives Sofia and Susana to the feria every Sunday. 
They take their buckets of food and supplies and arrive around 7 a.m. They spend the first half 
hour setting up their tent and table for their customers. Often times, Sofia’s partner’s cousins are 
also present to assist the sisters. The cousins are in their 20s and live either in the same 
neighborhood or in Huamanguilla, a rural town outside of Huamanga.126 They speak different 
levels of Quechua and Spanish and are students. The sisters’ parents also come to the feria when 
they are in Huamanga, but almost always arrive when the feria is about to end, either around 
noon or 1 p.m. They come to visit their daughters, eat, and also, to shop around for cattle for 
their farm. The other sisters spend Sundays doing chores at home, but also, go outside to the 
neighborhood soccer field for a few hours to sell chicha and jello cups to the soccer players. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Photograph 4.1 Feria del ganado (2010, Author: Firestone, A.) 
 
The customers pass by the food tent sporadically throughout the morning. However, 
potential customers frequently stop by only to inquire the menu and price. Many times they do 
not like the food choices or the price, so they quickly walk away. The sisters can have over 20 
customers on a busy Sunday, so the tent and table are crowded; customers sit on the ground or on 
the rocks. Many of the customers are regulars, and therefore, the sisters call them caseros. Other 
customers are also called over to the stand as caseros, a term used as a selling tactic in many 
                                               
126 Huamanguilla is a small rural town located an hour away from Huamanga and a half hour from the larger city of Huanta.   
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service interactions in Peru, suggesting that the seller ‘recognizes’ the buyer as a regular 
customer.  
The customers can be entire families, elderly couples, or sometimes, just children. 
However, I observed that the majority of the customers are adults over the age of forty, as this is 
the main demographic that comes to the feria to buy and sell cattle. Many farmers come from far 
away villages, and many of them, especially the elderly customers, only speak Quechua and 
wear ropa del campo (‘countryside clothes’). However, not all the customers are farmers; some 
of them are just involved in the buying and selling trade. In fact, many are teachers, nurses, or 
other professionals that live in the city of Huamanga. The feria was described to me as a social 
event as well.   
I joined the sisters at the feria five times during my stay in Ayacucho. During these visits, 
I spent between two and four hours observing and recording different types of interactions. I 
always rode the bus to the feria from where I lived, and it took over a half hour to arrive there. 
On Sundays, there is only one bus route that goes to the feria, and it fills up fast with a mix of 
adults, families, and elderly people wearing ropa del campo. I observed that almost all adult 
passengers spoke in Quechua on the way to the feria. 
The bus drops all passengers off at the bottom of the hill at the end of the route. The 
sellers, buyers, and the cattle are all on the hill, and at the top of the hill one finds the food 
vendors. Therefore, in order to find the sisters’ tent, I had to climb to the top of the hill, passing 
the screaming cows and bulls, and carefully avoiding cow manure. Since the sisters did not 
always have the tent in the same place, I had to walk by each tent to see where the sisters were 
working. As soon as I found the sisters, I usually sat down on a bench, helped them set up the 
tent and table, and played with Sofia’s three-year-old son. After an hour of work, the sisters 
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always treated me to a dish of rice, salad, and potatoes. When the sisters ran out of food, they 
packed up and left the feria. They always offered me a ride back to their house in their father’s 
truck.  After arriving at their house, sometimes I hung out for a while at the sisters’ house, but 
most often went home on another bus route. After the feria, Sofia and Susana usually rested, ate, 
and then did other house chores. 
 
 
 
Photograph 4.2 Food stand at feria del ganado (2010, Author: Firestone, A.) 
 
The linguistic practices at the feria are differentiated here according to three different 
types of social activities that I observed. The activities are:  a) food-related: working, preparing 
food, and counting money, b) hanging out at the feria, and c) service encounters at the sisters’ 
tent. Situations A and B take place between family members, and situation C takes place with 
customers who are of different ages. The sisters use both Spanish and combinado in every social 
activity, but display certain differences according to the interlocutor (see Table 4.1 and Figure 
4.1 below).  
In the following examples, I focus on degrees of combinado use by examining the types 
of Spanish lexical borrowings present in the sister’s Quechua discourse, and the interactions that 
include Quechua and Spanish inter-sentential and intra-sentential codeswitching. The discussion 
of borrowings focuses on Spanish unadapted lexical borrowings used in Quechua discourse, 
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Spanish lexical borrowings which contain Quechua morphological suffixes, and Spanish 
borrowings that are adapted to Quechua phonology only (Winford 2003).  
Codeswitching (CS) is the use of two languages in the same discourse in which speakers 
use their linguistic resources to “voice their multiple identities,” in addition to language choice 
(i.e. the use of a language for specific functions) (Fought 2006:22). Different examples of inter-
sentential (between turns) and intra-sentential codeswitching (in the same turn) are found in the 
examples at the feria del ganado. I follow Myers-Scotton’s (1993) markedness model to analyze 
switches as “marked”, “unmarked”, and “exploratory” choices (113-115).127  
Table 4.1 Linguistic practices at the feria de ganado 
Social activities at the feria  Interlocutors Language/s used 
a) Food-related: working, preparing food, 
and counting money 
 Sister to sister 
 Sister to cousin 
 Sister to mother  
 Spanish and 
combinado 
b) Hanging out at the feria  
 
(when there no customers, because 
business is slow or the sisters are setting up 
or cleaning up) 
 Sister to sister 
 Sisters to me 
 Sister to son 
 Sisters to cousins 
 Spanish (some 
Quechua words) 
 Sisters to parents (mother 
and father);  
 Sisters to cousins; 
(Researcher in the 
background) 
 Spanish and 
combinado 
c) Service encounters  Customers (men and women; 
above age 40) 
 Spanish and 
combinado  
 Customers (young; children, 
teens, and young adults)  
 Spanish 
  
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
127 Myers-Scotton also refers to CS as a sequence of unmarked choices to refer to when one or more situational factors change in 
a conversation, and the topic is shifted. The change is speaker motivated (1993:114-115).  
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Figure 4.2 Linguistic practices at the feria de ganado 
 
 
 
4.3.1 Linguistic practices in activity A: food-related work 
Activity A includes conversations that take place when the sisters are working,  preparing 
food, and counting money from the sales. This social activity only includes conversations 
between the sisters when serving food to customers and in other conversations between the 
sisters and their mother.  
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Table 4.2 Linguistic practices in activity A: food-related work 
Activity A Interlocutors Language/s used 
Working, preparing food, and counting 
money 
 Sister to sister 
 Sister to mother 
 Sister to cousin 
 Spanish and combinado 
 
When the sisters talk to each other while preparing the food at the feria, they tend to use 
Spanish and combinado. In excerpt (7) the sisters are preparing a dish for an older male customer 
that is a regular customer, a casero. This excerpt shows Spanish and Quechua inter-sentential 
codeswitching and Spanish lexical borrowings in the sisters’ Quechua utterances. This 
conversation starts with the sisters discussing the man’s order and ends with Susana serving him 
his dish. The casero does not participate in the exchange, but he is talked about and witnesses the 
exchange.128 
(7) Sofia (21 years old) and Susana (19 years old), Spanish and combinado (00:05:40) (REC 25) 
 
1 Susana:  [dirigiéndose a su hermana] 
No le des al señor sin tallarín. 
Susana: [addressing Susana]  
Be sure to give the man his dish with 
noodles. 
2 Sofia: [dirigiéndose al casero]  
Mana-chu   kay-wan    
No-Q             this-with       
 
cumbina-yku-yki-man,            
combine-CUR-2sg.-POT,     
        
casero? 
Regular customer 
Sofia: [addressing the customer]  
Wouldn’t you like if I combine it with this 
casero (regular customer)?  
 
3 Susana:  Jugo-cha-n-ta                o? 
Juice-DIM-3sg.-AC          or?  
Susana:  Should I give it to him with juice or? 
4  Psh hina-cha-ta. 
        Like-DIM-AC 
 [sigh] like that. 
 
5 Sofia:  Hina-cha-ta. 
Like-DIM-AC 
Sofia:  Like that. 
 
6  Hina-cha-lla-ta. 
Like-DIM-DEL-AC 
 Just only in that way. 
7  Chaki-cha-lla-ta. (3)  
Dry-DIM-DEL-AC 
 Just a little dry. (3) 
 
8  Chaki-cha-lla-ta. (3)  
Dry-DIM-DEL-AC 
 Just a little dry. (3) 
 
                                               
128 Appendix A contains a list of abbreviations for Quechua glosses in dissertation.  
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9 Marco: (screaming) Marco:  (screaming) 
10  [dirigiéndose a Susana]  
Huh ¿qué dice? (3) 
 [addressing Susana]  
Huh, what does he say? (3) 
11 Marco:  (screaming)  Marco:  (screaming) 
12 Susana: [dirigiéndose a Sofia] 
Hina-cha      chaki-cha-lla-ta 
Like-DIM       dry-DIM-DEL-AC 
Susana: [addressing Sofia] 
Just a little like that, just a little dry.  
13  [dirigiéndose a Sofia] 
Yacha-nki-ña-m. 
Know-2sg.-SEQ-AF. 
 [addressing Sofia] 
You would already know. 
14  [dirigiéndose a Sofia] 
Sí dice. 
 [addressing Sofia] 
Yes, he says it’s ok.  
15  [dirigiéndose a Sofia] 
Así nomá. (5) 
 [addressing Sofia] 
Just like that.  (5) 
16  [dirigiéndose al cliente] 
Kay-qa-ya         casera       
This-TO-COR      customer 
 
tallarín 
spaghetti 
 [addressing the customer] 
Here is what you want casero [regular 
customer], spaghetti.  
 
In excerpt (7), Susana begins the exchange in line 1 instructing her sister in Spanish to 
give the customer spaghetti with this dish. In the next line, Susana turns to the customer and asks 
him if he would like his spaghetti dish combined with the sauce. The sisters participate in an 11-
line exchange in combinado and Spanish in which they discuss the preparation of the customer’s 
dish.  
In line 2, Sofia turns to the male customer, who is most likely Quechua-dominant, to ask 
him how he would like his dish prepared. Quechua is the unmarked choice for the customer who 
is most likely a farmer, and perhaps a regular customer, as sisters call him a “casero”. The 
response from the customer is never heard on the tape.  In line 2, we find Spanish borrowings 
used for “casero” ‘regular customer’ (lines 2 and 14) and “tallarín” ‘spaghetti’ (line 14). These 
borrowings are examples of unadapted borrowings (Winford 2003:43), as they do not contain 
morphological or phonological modification. These two examples also seem to be cultural 
borrowings (Godenzzi 2005), as there is no Quechua equivalent. In the same line, we also find 
examples of adapted borrowings (Winford 2003) that contain Spanish roots and Quechua 
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morphological suffixes. In line 2, when Sofia asks the customer if he would like his food 
combined, she uses the Spanish root “cumbina” (< Spanish combina ‘combine’) with Quechua 
verbal suffixes, -yku (courtesy marker) and -man (potential marker), and Quechua nominal suffix 
–yki (you, possession marker). In one Quechua dictionary, we find “tantay” or “tupachiy” for “to 
combine” (Cusihuaman 2001:151).  
In line 2, we also find that some borrowings are phonologically adapted to Quechua 
while others remain with Spanish phonology. In line 1, Sofia asks the customer, “…cumbina-
yku-yki-man casero?” and says “cumbina” [kumbina] with Quechua phonology, instead of with 
Spanish phonology [kombina]. However, in the same line, she prefers to pronounce the 
borrowing, “casero” as [kasero] ‘regular customer,’ with Spanish phonology.129 It is evident that 
even borrowed words, such as “casero” and “combina” can be pronounced with either Spanish 
or Quechua phonology interchangeably, showing different degrees of adaptation. Therefore, I 
also argue that another characteristic of combinado talk includes variable phonological 
adaptation of Spanish lexical borrowings.130  
In lines 3 through 8, Susana and Sofia participate in an exchange about how to prepare 
the customer’s food. This exchange takes place in Quechua with some Spanish borrowings 
present. We find “jugo-cha-n-ta  o,” ‘with its juice or’, with a Quechua derivative suffix,  –cha, 
Quechua verbal suffix -n (third person singular possessive), and Quechua nominal suffix –ta 
(accusative).  “Jugo-cha-n-ta” is followed by a Spanish conjunction, “o” ‘or.’ The Quechua 
equivalent for “juice”, “hilli” appears in several Quechua dictionaries (Ladron de Guevara 
                                               
129 Quechua phonology would be ([kasiru]). 
130 Cerrón-Palomino (2003) discusses the term motosidad, which is when second language speakers confuse the open middle 
vowels of Spanish with the high vowels of Quechua. In Peru, and especially in Lima and in the coastal region, this is considered 
to be a stigmatized way of speaking. Chávez and Mamani (2001:41) are among a few linguists that discuss this phenomenon for 
Quechua. However, their research indicates that all Spanish lexical borrowings found in their data are adapted to Quechua 
phonology. 
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1998:184; Cusihuaman 2001:179). Previous studies mention that Spanish conjunctions such as o 
‘or’ are infrequently borrowed into rural Quechua (Muysken 2001:64), and urban Quechua in 
Bolivia (Mamani and Chávez 2001). However, we find examples in the sisters’ speech. 
While the sisters discuss how to prepare the customer’s dish in Quechua in lines 3-8, 
Sofia switches to Spanish in line 9 with “¿qué dice?” ‘what does he say?’ In this case, we can 
assume that Susana may have walked away from the food preparation area and approached the 
customer to ask him about the dish. This switch may indicate that the sisters speak to each other 
about food preparation in Spanish when the customer is not directly involved in the conversation. 
This becomes clearer in line 10, where Susana reports back on the customer’s request for the 
food to be “hina-cha chaki-cha-lla-ta” ‘Just a little like that, just a little dry’ (line 10). Susana 
may be directly quoting the customer in Quechua. However, in lines 12 and 13, Susana reports 
back to Sofia what the customer said: “Sí dice” ‘Yes he says,’ (line 12) and “así nomá” ‘just like 
that’ (line 13). This switch seems to happen when the customer is not present in the conversation. 
Combinado is used as an unmarked choice to include the customer when talking about preparing 
his food order, but when the sisters are talking among themselves, Spanish becomes the 
unmarked choice.  
The next conversation takes place with Sofia and her mother, who is Quechua-dominant. 
In example (8), Sofia is preparing to leave the feria and is talking with her mother about 
counting the money from the sales.  
(8) Sofia to mother, Spanish and combinado (00:00:11) (REC M7)           
1 Sofia:  ¿A cuánto? Sofia: How much? 
2 Madre: Cincuenta.  Mother: Fifty.  
3 Sofia:  xx Sofia:  xx 
4 Madre:  Uh huh. Mother:  Uh huh. 
5  Hayka?   How much?  
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6 Sofia: Mil cincuenta.  Sofia: One thousand fifty.  
7 Madre: Ah. Mother: Ah. 
8  chay    muna-pti-n-qa. 
That      want-SUB-3sg.-TO 
 He wants that. 
 
9 Sofia: 
  
 
No tienes sencillo mamita            
 iskay  cinco-cha-ta-yá   
 two     five-DIM-AC-EMP 
 
cambia-cha-yku-way. 
change-DIM-CUR-to me 
Sofia:  Mommy you don’t have 
any change? Please 
change me now two little 
fives? 
 
10 Madre:  Man’ kan-chu    ñuqa-pa-qa.  
No’    are-NEG     I-POS-TO 
Mother: I don’t have any. 
 
11 Sofia:  Cinco soles sencíllame xx. Sofia:  Give me five soles [local 
currency] in change xx. 
12 Madre:  Cinco. Mother:  Five.  
13 Primo: [digiriéndose a Marco] 
[Marco] estás caminando [Marco] 
Male 
cousin: 
[addressing Marco] 
[Marco] you’re walking 
[Marco].  
14 Madre:  Ay    chiwchi-qa     rupay-pi-ch    
Ah    chicks-TO         heat-in-DUB        
 
wañu-ru-n. 
die-PER-3sg.     
Mother: Ah, the chicks probably 
died in the heat. 
15  Chiwchi-ta    ranti-ra-mu-y           
Chicks-AC       buy-PER-CIS-2sg.-IMP 
  Buy me chicks!  
 
16           Jaja  haha 
 
17 Sofia: jaja       qollqi-ta  
haha      money-AC    
 
manda-yka-mu-wankichik-ña            pasa  xx 
send-CUR-CIS-you to me pl.-SEQ          pass   xx 
Sofia:  haha you all will kindly 
send me the money, pass 
xx 
 
18 Madre: 
 
Pero  haku-chik-ñataq-yá        wak         pero 
But     let’s go-3pl.-CON-EMP     there         but             
Mother:  But let’s go there 
already, but  
 
19 Sofia:    
  
¡Rápido ya!  Sofia:  Quickly now! 
20  ¡Vamos ya!  Let’s go already! 
21  ¡No hay nada vamos!  There’s nothing left, let’s 
go! 
`  
In example (8), Sofia uses different features of combinado talk when interacting with her 
mother. While the mother’s default language is Quechua, these examples show that the mother 
understands Spanish, and uses Spanish for numbers. Sofia’s utterances include Quechua and 
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Spanish inter-sentential and intra-sentential codeswitching, unadapted Spanish lexical 
borrowings, and Spanish lexical borrowings with Quechua morphological suffixes.  
Sofia begins the conversation in Spanish, by asking her mother “How much?” (line 1). 
The mother understands the question and replies, but then, asks Sofia again, ‘how much’ in 
Quechua, “hayka” (line 4).  In line 8, Sofia begins her turn in Spanish and finishes the utterance 
in Quechua. Sofia switches mid-sentence to Quechua when asking her mother to change twenty-
five soles (‘local currency’). In this case, her mid-sentence switch could be due to the fact that 
Sofia does not know how to say “twenty-five” in Quechua, as she reported to me that she does 
not know all the numbers well in Quechua,131 or that the Spanish number is sometimes preferred. 
Sofia switches mid-sentence from “no tienes sencillo mamita” ‘you don’t have change mommy’ 
to a string of words that are a mix of Quechua and Spanish with iskay ‘two’ in Quechua to cinco 
‘five’ in Spanish, with a Quechua derivative suffix, -cha, (diminutive) and nominal suffix, –ta 
(accusative). The switch continues with Sofia requesting that the mother change her ‘little fives’ 
saying ‘change me please’ in Quechua, using the Spanish root “cambia” with a Quechua 
derivative suffix,  -cha, (diminutive), and a verbal suffix, –yku (courtesy marker). This intra-
sentential switch seems to be related to Sofia’s intention to move from Spanish, what may be the 
marked language with her mother, to Quechua, the unmarked language with her mother, when 
asking for a favor. When the mother replies in Quechua, saying that she does not have the 
change (line 10), Sofia switches back to Spanish in line 11, requesting the same amount. We can 
interpret the switch back to Spanish as the marked choice, since Sofia is using Spanish with her 
mother to be more forceful and show that she is annoyed that her mother cannot give her change 
(Myers-Scotton 1993:132).  
                                               
131 In excerpt 26, line 20 of this chapter, Sofia asks her father how to say twenty-one in Quechua.  
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This excerpt contains a second part that shows more examples of codeswitching, when 
the topic switches to a joke in lines 13-15. In line 13, the mother is speaking in Quechua and 
making a joke about the hot weather, commenting that her chickens must have died in the heat. 
Sofia follows the joke in line 16 in Quechua, saying that instead of buying new chicks (to replace 
the ones that probably died in the heat), Sofia would prefer to have the money.  In line 17, the 
mother changes the subject, by talking about leaving the fair in Quechua, which is her default 
language. This suggests that combinado is the unmarked choice with the mother in informal 
interactions (Myers-Scotton 1993:119). At the end of the conversation in lines 19-21, Sofia 
switches back to Spanish to call everyone at the tent to leave. Here, Spanish becomes the 
unmarked language to include the family members at the tent that Sofia never talks to in 
Quechua, including Sofia’s son and her partner’s cousin.  
In this excerpt, combinado talk also includes many examples of Spanish roots and 
Quechua morphological suffixes. In line 16, these borrowings are “manda” ‘send’ with Quechua 
verbal suffixes, -yka (courtesy marker), -mu (CIS, here), -wankichik (you to me pl.), and an 
independent suffix, -ña (sequence marker). The Spanish verb “mandar” ‘to send’ has a Quechua 
equivalent, “kamachiy” or “kamachikuy” (Cusihuaman 2001:183). In line 8, “cambia-cha-yku-
way” has a Spanish root “cambia” ‘change,’ with a Quechua derivative suffix, -cha (diminutive) 
and Quechua verbal suffixes, -yku (courtesy marker) and –way (you to me). The Quechua 
equivalent for “cambia” is the verb “cambiyay” (Cusihuaman 2001:146). It appears that this 
borrowing is already a part of the Quechua language.132  
 
 
                                               
132 This is an example of what Mamani and Chávez (2001) call a “predictable borrowing”, or a borrowing that has a Quechua 
equivalent, but speakers prefer to use the borrowing (155). 
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4.3.2 Linguistic practices in activity B: 
Activity B is what I call the “hanging out” activity when the sisters are not working, 
because there are no customers around. During activity B, the parents and cousins are present, 
and they all talk and joke in both languages, but the examples show more Spanish examples.  
Table 4.3 Linguistic practices in activity B: hanging out at the feria 
Activity B Interlocutors Language/s used 
Hanging out at the feria  
 
 
 Sister to sister 
 Sisters to me 
 Sister to son 
 Sisters to cousins 
Spanish  
(some Quechua words) 
 Sisters to parents (mother 
and father) 
 Sisters to cousins 
(Researcher in the 
background) 
Spanish and combinado 
 
 
In example (9), Sofia and one of the 20-year-old cousins present that Sunday are talking 
about a customer that has disappeared without coming back to pay for his food. This 
conversation takes place only in Spanish, and shows many features of Andean Spanish (a variety 
of Spanish in contact with Quechua). Below, I summarize some of the prominent features of 
Andean Spanish that are included in this example.  
(9) Sofia, cousins, and researcher, Spanish (00:07:00) (REC M4) 
1 Sofia:  Y ahora ese señor…                 Sofia:  And now this mister… 
2  ¿a dónde se habrá ido?  Where must he have 
gone? 
3 Investigadora: ¿No había pagado? Researcher: He didn’t pay? 
3 Sofia:  No. Sofia: No.  
4 Investigadora: ¿No? Researcher:   No? 
5 Sofia:  No nos ha pagado por eso estoy 
dici…  
Sofia:   He didn’t pay, that why 
I’m say…  
6  ¡Ah!  Ah! 
7 Primo: Por esta parte no aparece. Male cousin:
   
He’s not around here. 
8 Sofia:  Dijo acasito. Sofia:  He said right here. 
9 Prima: Uh huh. Female Uh huh. 
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cousin:        
10 Primo: ¿A dónde se ha ido? Male cousin: Where did he go? 
11 Sofia:  ¿Cómo vas a desconfiar? Sofia:  How are you going to 
mistrust me? 
12  No me lo estás diciendo señor 
confiamos en usted.  
 You’re not telling me 
mister   
“We trust you.”  
13  ¿no ves?  Don’t you see? 
14 Investigadora:  Ese. Researcher:        That one. 
15 Prima: Ese. Female 
cousin:  
That one. 
16  ¿Ese es eso de vasos de chicha   
  (Sofia)? 
 Is it that one, that one 
with glasses of chicha 
[corn drink] (Sofia)?  
17  Ese no lo ha comido.  That one did not eat it. 
18  El no ha comido el señor no ha 
comido (Sofia) 
 He didn’t eat it, the 
mister didn’t eat 
(Sofia). 
19 Sofia:          ¿No ha comido? Sofia:  He didn’t eat? 
20 Prima: No. Female 
cousin:  
No. 
21 Sofia:  Sí ha comido allicito. Sofia:   Yes he ate over there. 
22  Ha ha habido uno que estaba 
comiendo allicito. 
 There was there was 
one who was that was 
eating over there. 
23 Prima:  Ese será otro porque que eso es lo 
que dije el señor confía en ti es de 
un vaso de chicha nada más. 
Female 
cousin: 
It must be another one. 
I said to him that I 
trusted him with a glass 
of chicha [corn drink] 
that was all. 
24  No xx hay.  xx there is not. 
25 Sofia:  Ah. Sofia:                Ah. 
26  
 
Hay otro uno gordito con polo 
blanco. 
 There is another one, a 
fat one, wearing a white 
t-shirt.  
27 Prima:  ¿El que estaba sentado allí en esa 
piedra? 
Female 
cousin: 
The one that was sitting 
over there on the rock? 
28  Porque lo que el de chicha no xx  Because the one that, 
the one with the chicha 
[corn drink] did not xx  
29 Sofia:   Uh huh huh. Sofia:  Uh huh huh. 
30  Y el señor que tomaba chicha    
¿con qué color de polo está? 
 And the mister that was 
drinking the chicha 
[corn drink], what color 
shirt does he have on?  
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When the cousins are present at the fair, Spanish is the preferred language with less 
examples of combinado. It is possible that since Sofia does not know the cousins well, she 
considers them out-group members, and prefers to speak in Spanish with them. As other 
examples below will show, Spanish is preferred with young people who are not friends. In 
excerpt (9), there are many examples of morph-syntactic features commonly found in the variety 
of Spanish in contact with Quechua in Peru. For example, the repeated use of Spanish 
diminutives (-ito/-ita) (Escobar 2000, 2001) is found in these examples: “dijo acasito,” ‘he said 
right here’ (line 8) and “allicito” ‘there’ (lines 21 and 22). Another feature of this variety of 
Spanish is the reduplication of phrases (Escobar 2000:93). For example, we find reduplication of 
“ha comido” ‘he has eaten’ in lines 19, 21, and 22: “él no ha comido, el señor no ha comido 
(Sofia)” ‘He hasn’t eaten, the mister hasn’t eaten (Sofia).”  These features are reported for 
Spanish/Quechua bilinguals, and also, for people who do not speak Quechua. The next excerpt 
present additional examples of these features.  
Example (10) comes from a conversation when the parents have come to visit their 
daughters at the feria. The parents and Sofia are sitting down at the food stand and are looking at 
some cows that are for sale. The father and sister speak in Spanish, and the mother, in Quechua. 
(10) Sofia with mother and father among researcher, Spanish and Quechua (00:35:05) (REC M4) 
1 Padre:  Este negrito está bien estito.  Father: This little black one it’s 
very this little one.   
2 Sofia:     ¿Cuál? Sofia:   Which one? 
3 Padre: Estito rápidito se leva. Father:  This little one gets up 
very very fast. 
4 Madre:   Estito estito ah huh ah huh. Mother:  This little one this little 
one ah huh ah huh. 
5  Kay-cha-ta 
This-DIM-AC 
 This little one. 
 
6  Uh huh.  Uh huh. 
7 Sofia:  Estito este este charkicito. Sofia: This this little charki 
[description of animal 
meat] this little one. 
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8 Padre: Estito rápidito uh reacciona. Father: This little one very little 
fast uh he reacts. 
9 Madre:  chay  baratu-raq     ka-pti-n-qa  
 that   cheap-still         being-SUB-3sg.-TO 
 
ranti-rqu-nki  
buy-PER-2sg. 
Mother:  
 
If it’s still very cheap, 
buy it for yourself. 
10 Sofia:      ¿Estito? Sofia: This little one?  
12 Madre:  Hayka-taq        chay?133 
How much-Q      that? 
Mother: How much is that one?  
 
13            xx  xx 
14 Padre: Así bonito no más compran. Father: They buy ones only 
pretty like that.  
15  Es colita delgadita.  It has a very thin little 
tail.  
16 Investigadora: ¿Es bebé no? Researcher: It’s a baby, right?  
17 Padre: Uh rápidito se desarrolla. Father: Uh it develops very fast. 
18  kusi-ku-n 
happy-REF-3sg. 
 It becomes happy. 
19 Sofia:  Con colita delgadito se compra. Sofia: One buys it with a very 
thin little tail. 
 
This conversation clearly shows the language dynamics commonly present when both the 
mother and the father are speaking with Sofia. Sofia maintains Spanish throughout the entire 
conversation, however, the mother speaks in Quechua, and the father speaks both, but less 
frequently in Quechua. The father speaks only in Spanish to both Sofia and the mother, but 
switches to Quechua in line 18, when he describes that the cow ‘becomes happy’ ‘kusi-ku-n.’  
Even though the mother speaks to Sofia and her husband in Quechua in lines 5, 9, and 12, Sofia 
and her father do not reply to her in Quechua. This example also shows many prominent features 
of Andean Spanish such as the extended use of diminutives with “estito” ‘this little one’ used 
instead of “este” ‘this one’ in lines 1, 3, 7, 8, and 10.  In this example, the language preferences 
of each interlocutor activity b become clearer.  
                                               
133  The glossing of “hayka-taq” presents many complications. “Hayka-taq” means ‘and how much’ (in a polite way), however, 
“hayka” also means ‘how much’ (Sixto Clodoaldo Soto Ruiz, personal communication, September 3, 2011).  
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In excerpt (11), the family is joking around about Sofia and her three-year-old son 
(Marco). The father is talking to Marco asking him to respond to his mother. He wants to tell 
Marco that his mother is really his sister. The majority of this conversation takes place in 
Spanish, although Sofia's mother speaks in Quechua. Sofia also switches to combinado towards 
the end of the exchange.  
 (11) Sofia to parents and cousins, Spanish and combinado (00:37:31) (REC M4) 
1 Sofia:  Tú eres mi bebe ¿no? Sofia:  You are my baby, 
right?   
2 Padre: No. Father: No. 
3 Sofia: Ven [a Marco] Sofia: Come [toward Marco] 
4 Padre: [dirigiéndose a Marco] 
 No tú no eres mi mamá, dile. 
Father: [addressing Marco] 
No tell her, you’re not 
my mother. 
5  Dile.   Tell her. 
6 Padre: Dile Marco [a Marco] Father:       Tell her Marco [to 
Marco] 
7  Tú eres mi hermana dile.  Tell her you are my 
sister.  
8 Investigadora: Jaja. 
 
Researcher: Haha. 
9 Padre: ¿Ya? Father:           Ok? 
10 Sofia:  Ven. Sofia: Come. 
11 Madre: Hamuy-xx-pti-y     
Coming-xx-SUB-1sg. 
 
waqa-ku-chka-ña-s 
cry-REF-PROG-SEQ-REP 
Mother: When he comes, he’ll 
be crying already. 
 
12 Todos:   Jajajaja All:   Hahahaha 
13 Padre: xx Father:          xx 
14  ¿A quién más xx?  Who else xx?   
15  Tú no eres mi hija dice.  He says you’re not my 
daughter.   
16 Sofia: a mí pes Sofia:  to me of course 
17  Ah ¡uh! ¿a cuál de ellos?      
 
ni-spa        ni-chka-pti-y 
Say-SUB     say-PROG-SUB-1sg. 
 Ah uh! which one of 
them?  
 
when I was saying… 
 
18 Padre: xx hace llorar. Father:  xx makes him cry. 
19 Madre: Tiyu-yki-m         papa    ni-pti-y    
Uncle-POS-AF    father     say-SUB-1sg.    
Mother: Saying your father is 
your uncle, “it’s my dad 
right?”   
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20  “mi  papá es ¿no?” [citando a 
Marco] 
 “It’s my daddy, right?” 
[quoting Marco] 
21 Todos: Jajaja. All: Jajaja. 
22 Madre: Chay   silla-yki     chiqi-n 
That     chair-POS    break-3sg. 
Mother: Your chair is breaking. 
23 Prima: Ajaja Female 
cousin: 
Ahaha 
24 Sofia:  Mi silla no agunta peso pes ma… Sofia:  My chair doesn’t hold 
much weight anyway 
ma… 
25 Todos: Jajajaja. All: Jajajaja 
26 Marco: Mira mira! Marco: Look look! 
27 Sofia:  Silla light ajajaja Sofia: Light chair hahahah. 
28 Prima: Silla light jaja. Female 
cousin: 
Light chair haha. 
 
The above excerpt is another example of Sofia is in a conversation with her mother and 
father, her son, and partner’s cousin at the feria del ganado. Sofia is speaking in Spanish up until 
line 17, and then she asks a rhetoric question, “ah  ¡uh! ¿cuál de ellos?” ‘ah uh! Which one of 
them?’ In the same utterance, Sofia switches to Quechua, “nispa nichkaptiy” ‘saying what I was 
saying’, which is an example of reported speech in Quechua (see Soto 2006). Sofa is annoyed at 
her parents for having to repeat the question to her son, and this emotion is evidenced by her 
interjection “ah uh!” The switch to Quechua becomes the marked choice, because it is a way to 
show sarcasm directed at her parents, and especially at her mother, who is teasing her about her 
son (Myers-Scotton 1993:132).  
In the last lines (26-27) there is also an English borrowing, “light.” “Light” is often used 
to describe diet soda flavors in Spanish, however, it appears that it has been extended here to talk 
about the “silla” ‘chair.’ It is evident that Quechua speakers such as the mother, understand the 
use of “light” and that speakers use “light” in varied contexts.  
 The last example (12) shows Sofia talking to the mother in both Spanish and combinado 
as they are leaving the feria.  
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(12) Sofia to mother, Spanish and combinado (00:05:26) (M8) 
1 Madre:  ¿Caru  kay-kama-chu     hamu-nqa?   
  Car      this-until-Q            come-FUT-3sg. 
Mother:  
 
Will the car come up 
here?   
2 Sofia:     
 
¡No   wak-man          apa-sun! 
 No    there-toward      carry-FUT-3pl.!  
Sofia: No we will carry it over 
there! 
3 Madre:  ¿Ka-chka-n           haku-chik?    (8) 
  Be-PROG-3sg.       Let’s go-3pl. 
Mother: Is it there? Let’s go? (8) 
 
4 Sofia:     Sí mami porfa… Sofia: Yes mommy please… 
5  Vamos.  Let’s go.  
 
In line 1, the mother is asking Sofia if her husband will pick them up on the top of the hill 
in his truck. Sofia answers the mother in line 2 in combinado, but uses the Spanish word, “no” 
instead of “manam” ‘no’ in Quechua.134 In line 3, Sofia’s mother asks if they can leave the feria 
already, and Sofia’s response in lines 4 and 5 is in Spanish. It appears that her switch to Spanish 
is now the unmarked choice to include all of the family members at the tent and her mother, who 
understand Spanish (see example 8 for the same switch to Spanish).  
 
4.3.3 Linguistic practices in activity C: service encounters 
Social activity C, the third activity at the feria, shows the most examples of language 
mixture, or combinado talk, which may be due to the fact that many customers are Quechua-
dominant farmers, and prefer to use more Quechua in their interactions. This context refers to 
service encounters when customers are buying food, eating, and when the sisters are taking or 
giving orders. It also includes instances when the sisters (and cousins) try to call over potential 
customers to their food tent. Most of the customers were older than the sisters, and therefore, 
there are few examples of service encounters with younger customers. However, the audio-
recorded service encounters with younger customers take place entirely in Spanish.   
                                               
134 The Spanish borrowing, “no” is also found in Bolivian Quechua (Mamani and Chávez 2001). 
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Table 4.4 Linguistic practices in activity C: service encounters 
Activity C Interlocutors Language/s used 
Service encounters  Spanish and combinado  
 
 Customers (men 
and women; older 
than sisters, above 
approx. age 40 
 Spanish  Customers (young; 
same age as sisters, 
children, teens, and 
young adults)  
  
During service encounters both Spanish and combinado can be used in one sequence as 
shown in example (13). Here, the sisters are asking an elderly woman what she would like to eat.  
(13) Sofia to elderly female customer, Spanish and combinado (00:04:45) (REC 25) 
1 Sofia:  [digiriéndose a la 
cliente] 
¿Seco no mamá?  
Sofia:  [addressing the female customer] 
You want the seco [Peruvian dish] right 
ma’m?   
2  o arroz con pollo   ¿o    
combinao-cha-ta-chu?  
combined-DIM-AC-Q 
  Or chicken with rice or a little combined? 
 
 
3 Cliente 1: xx Female 
customer 
1: 
xx 
4 Sofia: Seco. Sofia: Seco [Peruvian dish]. 
5  ¿Seco?  Seco [Peruvian dish]? 
6 Estufado  hina-lla-pi-m  
Stew          like-DEL-in-AF 
 Just like it is in the stew. 
 
7  Virdi. (5)    Green. (5)  
8 Chayna-ta-pas      (2) 
That way-AC-ADD 
 Also in that way (2)  
 
  In this example, it was difficult to obtain the customer’s response on the tape-recorder; 
however, it is assumed that the customer spoke to Sofia in Quechua, since the conversation takes 
place in Quechua with less Spanish. The service encounter begins in line 1 with “seco no mamá”, 
‘don’t you want the seco dish ma’am?’ which appears to be a more quechuasized utterance, as it 
contains the name of the food dish, and the address term in Quechua, mamá.  
While this interaction takes place mostly in Quechua, we notice that Sofia uses Spanish 
borrowings with food words such as the following unadapted borrowings: “estufado”  ‘stew,’ 
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“seco,” (‘Peruvian meat dish,’) and “arroz con pollo” ‘chicken with rice.’ There are no Quechua 
equivalents for these borrowings, and they serve as cultural borrowings (Godenzzi 2005). Only 
the first borrowing has been adapted somewhat to Quechua phonology estufado < Spanish 
‘estofado’ In addition, we see the use of the conjunction “o” ‘or’ from Spanish.  
In line 1, there is another observation with the word “combinado-cha-ta-chu.” It appears 
that the Spanish root “combinado” ‘combined’ is frequently borrowed into Spanish (see excerpt 
7, line 2), although the Quechua equivalent is “tantasqa”. Here, “combinado” contains a Quechua 
derivative suffix, -cha (diminutive), Quechua nominal suffix -ta (accusative), and Quechua 
independent suffix –chu (negation marker). However, in this example, Sofia says [kombinaðo] 
using Spanish phonology as opposed to “cumbinado” [kumbinaðo] with Quechua phonology as 
found in excerpt 6 (line 2). 
This excerpt also presents two borrowings that are adapted to Quechua phonology. In line 
5, Sofia says the Spanish word “estufado,” as [estufaðo] ‘stew’ with Quechua phonology, and 
“virdi” ‘green’ with Quechua phonology as [birði], instead of [berðe] with Spanish phonology. 
In Bolivian Quechua, we find the Spanish color borrowings for asul ‘blue’ and ruju ‘red’, which 
are also adapted to Quechua phonology (Mamani and Chávez 2001:94). In this example, 
combinado is the unmarked choice with the elderly customer who is most likely Quechua-
dominant, and this is evidenced by the higher use of Quechua, and phonological adaptations of 
Quechua borrowings.  
 Example (14) illustrates how a male customer approaches the stand speaking in Quechua, 
and Sofia responds to him in Quechua.  
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(14) Sofia to older male customer, Spanish and combinado (00:10:30) (REC24) 
1 Cliente: ¿Bolsa-yki   ka-chka-n? 
  Bag-2sg       be-PROG-3sg.? 
Male 
customer: 
Do you have a bag? 
2 Sofia: ¿Bolsa papá? Sofia: A bag mister?  
3  ka-n-chu             bolsa-qa      wak   
Are-3sg.-NEG       bag-TO         there    
 
yana-ta              regala-yki-man  
black-AC             to gift-2sg.-POT   
 Yes, I have a bag, I could give you 
that black one over there.   
 
 
 This conversation takes place in Quechua, however the words “bolsa” ‘bag’ and “regala” 
‘to give a gift’ are Spanish borrowings. Quechua dictionaries contain the word “wayqa” for bag 
(Soto 1976b:130; Ladron de Guevera 1998:95), but the borrowing, “regalay” is already used in 
Quechua, and appears in the Ayacucho Quechua dictionary (Soto 1976a:172). Both Sofia and the 
customer employ the Spanish borrowing “bolsa” for ‘bag’ and pronouncing it as [bolsa] with 
Spanish phonology.135 This is also true for “regala” ‘give a gift’, which remains unadapted. In 
this example, Sofia responds to the customer in Quechua, the customer’s preferred language, 
which also serves as the unmarked language in this exchange between people from the same 
group, in which their Quechua-speaking identity “[is] positively evaluated for the specific type of 
exchange” (Myers-Scotton 1988:150). 
 In example (15), Sofia is taking another customer’s order in combinado. This example 
also shows many examples of Spanish borrowings for food words.  
(15) Sister to male customer, Spanish and combinado (00:06:32) (REC M3) 
1 Sofia: Ya papa Sofia:  Ok, sir. 
2 [dirigiéndose al 
cliente] 
¿Mayqi-cha-n-ta             
  Which-DIM-3sg.-AC        
 
papá? 
Sir? 
 
   
[addressing the male customer] 
Which one of those sir?  
   
                                               
135 Whereas the pronunciation of “bolsa” with Quechua phonology would be [bulsa], replacing the /o/ with /u/. 
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3 Cliente 1: xx Male customer 1: xx 
4 Sofia:  Asado. Sofia:  Asado [Peruvian dish]. 
5  Asado de res.  Asado de res [Peruvian dish with 
beef]. 
6  
 
¡Combinado-cha-ta-yá    
 Combined-DIM-AC-EMP 
 
qara-mu-sayki       
serve-CIS-futDIR     
 
cha-wan! 
DIM-with 
 I’ll serve it to you with a little bit 
combined! 
7  ¿Allin-chu? (5)  
Good-Q 
 Is it ok? (5) 
 
8  ¿Ensalada-cha? 
Salad-DIM? 
 A little salad? 
9  Mana-m    
Not-AF     
 
ensalada-qa  xx 
salad-TO      xx 
 
 
No salad xx. 
 
 
Sofia begins this exchange in Spanish with “ya papá,” “Ok sir,” but then switches to 
Quechua when taking the man’s order in line 3. “papá” is a Quechua address term often used 
among Spanish speakers in the Andes who do know Quechua. The rest of the exchange is in 
Quechua except for Spanish lexical borrowings that are food words that do not have a Quechua 
equivalent. As in previous examples, Quechua derivational suffixes are attached to the Spanish 
lexical borrowings such as –cha (diminutive) in “ensalada-cha” ‘little salad’ (line 7). They also 
remain in Spanish phonology. In this example, there are no switches to Spanish, and this shows 
that Quechua is the language of this service encounter, in which Sofia accommodates customers 
using Quechua as a selling tactic (Seligmann 2004).  
In excerpt (16), Sofia is calling an adult male customer over to her food stand. She uses 
both Spanish and combinado to try to gain an extra customer.  
(16) Sofia calling a male customer, Spanish and combinado (00:02:56) (REC7) 
1 Sofia:  Siéntate papá siéntate papá. Sofia:  Sit down sir, sit down. 
2  Kuti-mu-nki          uh 
Return-CIS-2sg.       uh 
 You’ll be back, right? 
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In this short service encounter, Sofia is trying to call over a potential customer by 
addressing him with the “tú” ‘you informal” form in Spanish in “siéntate” ‘sit down’ followed by 
papá (instead of señor ‘mister’ in Spanish). Sofia immediately follows in line 2 switching to 
Quechua, asking the customer to return to her tent. In line 1, Sofia is using Spanish as an 
“exploratory choice” when the unmarked choice is unknown (Myers-Scotton 1993). When the 
customer does not respond, she uses Quechua as a possible selling tactic. Codeswitching in two 
different turns allows the speaker to “encode two identities” (Myers-Scotton 1988: 153), and 
Sofia takes advantage of her linguistic repertoire to try to obtain another customer.    
In excerpt (17), Sofia is serving two different male customers. The customers are 
speaking to each other in Quechua and Spanish, and Customer 1 asks Sofia for the chile pepper 
in Quechua.  
(17) Sofia talking to male customers, Spanish and combinado (00:11:45) (REC M2) 
1 Cliente 1:  Chay-lla-ta         chay   uchu  
That-DEL-AC       that      chile pepper 
 
pasa-mu-y  
pass-DIR-IMP 
Male 
customer 1: 
Just pass me that 
chile pepper.  
 
2 Sofia:            Allí está papá ají ahí está. Sofia: There it is sir, there 
is the chile pepper.  
3 Cliente 1:  No ves eso no me has guardao. Male 
customer 1: 
Don’t you see, you 
were not saving that 
for me. 
4 All:  Jaja. All:   Haha. 
5 Cliente 2: Floja está también.  Male 
customer 2:   
She’s lazy too.  
6 Sofia:  Nada-cha-lla-ña-m          
Nothing-DIM-DEL-SEQ-AF    
 
uchu-pas.  
chile-ADD 
Sofia: There is almost no 
chile left.   
 
 
This example presents many instances of combinado between the customers and Sofia. 
What is interesting is that Sofia talks about the chile in Spanish (line 4), telling the customer that 
the chile ‘is there,’ “ahí está.” However, at the end of the conversation, she tells the customer in 
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Quechua that there is no chile left (line 6). She uses a Spanish borrowing for the root “nada” 
‘nothing’ with Quechua derivative suffixes, -cha, (diminutive) and –lla (delimitative marker), 
and Quechua independent suffixes, –ña (sequence marker) and –m (affirmative marker). The 
expression “mana ima” (Ladron de Guevara 1998:213) is used to express “nada” ‘nothing’ in 
Quechua. In this conversation, customers are speaking in both Spanish and Quechua, and Sofia 
responds in Spanish in line 2. After one of the customers insults her in Spanish in line 5, she 
suddenly switches to Quechua in line 6, telling the customer that there is no chile left. The switch 
to Quechua is a marked switch to show annoyance at the customers who are teasing her about 
being lazy. By using Quechua for the first time to show anger with the customers, Sofia is 
“asserting a common ethnicity and negotiating a different relationship” (Myers-Scotton 
1988:153).  Myers-Scotton calls this type of a switch a “ploy” and a “powerful strategy” used to 
assert a range of identities (1988:153). 
 The last example (18) shows a service interaction with a young customer. Sofia 
approaches the customer as “joven,” ‘young man’, and calls him over to her stand in Spanish.  
(18) Sofia to young customer, Spanish (00:13:11) (REC18)  
1 Sofia:  Come joven… Sofia:   Eat young man… 
2  Hay seco de pollo arroz con  
pollo con tallarín… 
 We have seco de pollo 
[Peruvian chicken 
dish] and spaghetti…  
3 Cliente 4:  Arroz con pollo ¿cuánto está? Male 
customer 4:  
How much is the 
chicken with rice?  
4 Sofia:  Tres papá. Sofia:  Three (soles) sir. 
5 Cliente 4: Dame. Male 
customer 4:  
Give me some. 
6 Sofia:  ¿Acá la sopita te lo pongo joven?  Sofia:   Should I give you the 
soup right here young 
man?  
 
 Example (18) shows Sofia’s preference to speak to young customers in Spanish only. I 
have recorded in my fieldnotes several other examples of service encounters with young people 
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at the feria and all of these interactions take place in Spanish. Gugenberger (2005) suggests that 
Quechua-speaking migrants in Arequipa will only speak in Quechua to others if they consider 
the interlocutor to be a “paisano” ‘fellow country person’ (115). It appears that Sofia does not 
feel that she shares a “paisano” identity with younger unknown customers, and therefore, 
Spanish is used. It is possible that with young people, the sisters are not sure if they speak 
Quechua or not, and they are reluctant to make the “exploratory” choice with them.  
As the examples illustrate, the feria del ganado provides a rich range of examples of 
mixed Spanish and Quechua language use. There are many examples of combinado language use 
when the sisters are talking with the mother or with customers who may also be Quechua-
dominant farmers. Food words and numbers in particular seem to be highly borrowed from 
Spanish, but can contain Quechua morphological suffixes. These words do not have Quechua 
equivalents. Also, sometimes the borrowings are adapted to Quechua phonology. At the feria, we 
find unmarked choices in service encounters where the sisters want to accommodate Quechua-
dominant customers, “symboliz[ing] [a] dual membership” and “positively evaluate[ing] their 
own identities” (1993:119).136  Marked CS is found in hanging out time and during service 
encounters when the sisters want “to negotiate a change in the expected social distance holding 
between participants” (1993:132). CS as an exploratory choice is only used in one service 
encounter when the sisters are not sure of the language of the speaker’s language preference, and 
therefore, “are not sure of the expected or optimal communicative event” (1993:142).  
Anthropological studies have already noted the use of Quechua in urban Andean markets, 
and its connection to the identity of urban food market vendors (cf. de la Cadena 2000; 
Weismantel 2001, Seligmann 2004), however, no previous studies, in urban or rural contexts, 
                                               
136 Intra-sentential codeswitching is a characteristic of unmarked choices.  
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discuss the role of Quechua –and Spanish- in various types of markets. The feria del ganado is a 
semi-rural space, very close to the urban area. The participants of the study, however, see the 
feria as an extension of their neighborhood space, since it is within 10 minutes of their house and 
is part of the same neighborhood district where they live.  
 
4.4 At home in Huamanga 
While Sofia and Susana go to the feria de ganado on Sundays, the other two sisters stay 
at home and sell jello cups and chicha (‘corn drink’) to the neighborhood soccer players. When 
the parents are in town and attend the feria, the father usually drives the sisters home in his truck 
and takes everyone home. There, the mother cooks, while the father usually goes out to drink 
with his friends. These roles seem to be expected, since once after we returned from the feria to 
the Hernández house, the father told his wife, his daughters, and me to go inside to cook, ‘vayan 
a cocinar.’  
The family house is located in an urban residential zone that is also referred to as an 
asentamiento humano (‘squatter settlement’), located about 15 to 20 minutes from the city center 
(plaza de armas) by bus. The house is located in a central part of the neighborhood, next to the 
neighborhood’s clinic and soccer field, located in a fenced-in area with bleachers where many 
neighborhood events take place. 
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            Photograph 4.3 Hernández family’s neighborhood (2010, Author: Firestone, Amy) 
 
The family and the city house experienced many changes during the time I worked with 
the sisters. In March 2010, Anita, the eldest sister had her first child, and she was no longer able 
to help maintain the mother’s market store, which was located 10 minutes away by bus. The 
family then decided to move the market store to their home so that they could still have the store 
and take care of the baby. Since the sisters' parents are away in the countryside during most of 
the week (and the year), the store provides an important source of income for the sisters along 
with the food sales at the feria del ganado. The family remolded the main entrance, the outside 
areas, and the dining room area to accommodate the new store space. They painted the outside of 
the house magenta green and pink, and put a sign outside of their house that said “store” with a 
list of the food they sold (e.g. vegetables, fruit, and snacks). In the main entrance of the house, 
they put the produce and fruit stands, as well as a large counter to store the groceries. The main 
entrance of the house, that is now the store, also has a large table with a small black and white 
TV. This area used to be the family’s main eating and entertainment area. However, now, it is a 
social space for customers, neighbors, and friends. As a consequence, the main door of the house 
is almost always open for customers. The conversion of the house to a store facilitated more 
frequent visits between the researcher and the sisters, since I could just drop by unannounced to 
say hello, to hang out, and to buy some things from them.  
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Most of my visits took place when the front of the house had been converted into a store 
(8 visits). I usually visited the sisters in the afternoon when I knew they would not be as busy 
with the store and other home chores. The bus ride from my house to their neighborhood took 
about 20-30 minutes, since I lived close to the main plaza. To get to the sister’s house from the 
bus stop, I had to walk down a rocky hill, since the streets in this neighborhood are not paved. 
There was always someone inside the house when the door was opened. Only two times the front 
door was closed, because the sisters were busy washing clothes.  
The small house is located on the corner of the street. It has one main door that is usually 
opened. The main entrance room is also the family store. In this space, there are two doors that 
lead to the rest of the house. One door leads to what I call the “chakra space” (see below) that 
contains the small bathroom shed and a small corral for several farm animals. The other door 
leads to the kitchen and to another doors that leads to the upstairs where the bedrooms are 
located.  
As shown in Table 4.5 below, the sisters’ house in Huamanga represents a complex space 
that serves many different functions. Since the sisters use the main house entrance as a store and 
also, a restaurant for lunch, there is a mix of neighbors who are customers and friends who can 
casually drop by to shop or socialize. Therefore, this space can also turn into a very public space 
or a more private space. I distinguish the home spaces that are the most intimate and private by 
describing them as “closed-door” spaces. Figure 4.2 below shows languages used in the “open-
door” and “closed-door” space during different social activities. 
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Table 4.5 House spaces and linguistic practices 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Home 
spaces 
Function of the 
space  
Public/private  
(“Open/closed  
door space”) 
Interlocutors present Language/s 
A.  
Home 
entrance 
room 
Family store space  
 Service 
encounters  
Public  
(“Open-door”) 
 Young (20s and younger) 
neighbors/customers (not 
friends) 
Spanish 
 Adult (older than 30) 
neighbors/customers (not 
friends) 
Spanish and 
combinado 
 Sisters’ partners’ family 
(siblings and parents)  
Spanish and 
combinado 
 Sisters Spanish and 
combinado 
 Sisters’ children  Spanish and 
combinado 
 Sisters’ partners  Spanish and 
combinado 
 Researcher  Spanish and 
combinado 
     
B. Home 
entrance 
room  
 Private  
(“Closed-
door”)  
 Sisters 
 Sisters’ children 
 Parents  
Spanish and 
combinado 
 Watching TV and 
hanging out  
Public  
(“Open-door”)  
 Friends and 
neighbors/customers 
Spanish and 
combinado 
 Family “down-time” 
space  
Public/private  
(Open/closed 
door) 
 Sisters, friends, and parents Spanish and 
combinado 
     
C. 
Chakra 
space 
Animals  Private  
(Closed-door) 
 Sheep, chickens, and cuy  
‘Andean guinea pig’ 
N/A 
 Bathroom shed  Private  
(Closed-door) 
 Good friends and 
researcher  
N/A 
     
D. 
Behind 
closed 
kitchen 
door 
Kitchen and rest of 
house  
Private 
(intimate)  
(Closed-door) 
 Sisters, family, partners, 
and children  
Spanish and 
combinado 
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Figure 4.3 House spaces and languages 
  
 
Space A (“open-door space”) is a complex space in which language dynamics are ever-
changing depending on the interlocutor. In my observations, Spanish and combinado are both 
possible language choices for the sisters, with the observed exception of language use with 
young neighbors (up to 20s) and neighbors/customers who are not friends. This includes young 
males and females that would quickly drop by and ask if the sisters had chicken, chips, or other 
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food products. While it is difficult to categorize the number of interactions of this type, I 
observed that Quechua was never used (at least in my presence) with neighbors/customers that 
were not friends.  
Table 4.6 Home entrance room, family store space 
Home 
spaces 
Function of 
the space  
Public/
private  
(“Open
/closed  
door 
space”) 
Interlocutors present Language/s 
A.  
Home 
entrance 
room  
Family store 
space  
Public  
(“Open-
door”) 
 Young (to 20s) neighbors/customers (not 
friends) 
Spanish 
 Adult (older than 30) 
neighbors/customers (not friends) 
Spanish and 
combinado 
 Neighbors/customers (all ages) (Friends)  Spanish and 
combinado 
 Sisters’ partners’ family (siblings and 
parents)  
Spanish and 
combinado 
 Sisters Spanish and 
combinado 
 Sisters’ children  Spanish and 
combinado 
 Sisters’ partners  Spanish and 
combinado 
 
The family store space (Space A) in the house was very busy in the late afternoon and 
evening as the sisters and neighbors/customers frequently came in and out of the house to 
socialize. During my observations, there could be from two to ten people inside the house, 
including older people and children of different ages. Since Sofia lives with her partner and son a 
few houses away, they frequently visit the Hernández house. 
The public (“open-door”) space is for both friends and neighbors that are friends. In this 
space, public, private, and social interactions can change rapidly. For example, a 
neighbor/customer that is a friend can stop by to buy vegetables from the store, but then stay and 
socialize with the sisters or other friends. For example, there is one 40-year-old neighbor in 
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particular who would frequently come by with her baby on her back in a qipi (‘a cloth used to 
carry babies’) to buy something, and since she was also a friend, she would spend hours 
socializing in the store with the sisters. 
Table 4.7 Home entrance room 
 
Space B refers to the home entrance when the store was near-empty, and the sisters were 
taking care of home chores or hanging out in the evening. In this space, the sisters spend time 
watching TV, eating, taking care of the children, and chatting. In this section, I provide some 
examples of social situations and language use I observed in space B of the house.  
When there are few customers around, the sisters take their farm animals out for walks, 
washing clothes, cooking, and hanging out. The sisters wash clothes by hand and all food is 
made on a wood oven. They told me that their mother kills some of their animals for food, but 
they usually take the larger animals to the butcher near the house. On a few occasions, they also 
shared their dinner with me, and one evening we ate caldo de cabeza, or lamb brains stew.137 The 
family eats animals from their farm, and the mother prepares traditional chicha de qora 
(‘alcoholic corn beverage’), which I was also served. Anita treated me to some chicha de qora 
one day and told me to try it as it’s ‘natural…just an authentic cocktail’ “natural…un trago 
                                               
137 I was told that the lamb meat was from a ram they had at home.   
Home spaces Function of 
the space  
Public/private  
(“Open/closed  
door space”) 
Interlocutors present Language/s 
B. Home 
entrance 
room  
 Private (“Closed-
door”)  
 Sisters 
 Sisters’ children  
 Parents  
Spanish and 
combinado 
B1 Watching TV 
and hanging 
out  
Public  
(Open-door)  
 Friends, neighbors/customers Spanish and 
combinado   
B2 Family “down-
time” space 
Public/private 
(Open/closed-door) 
 Sisters, friends, parents Spanish and 
combinado  
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auténtico nomás”. Other home chores include taking care of the newborn baby, Sofia’s three-
year-old son, and taking turns carrying the baby on their backs with a qipi. 
Social activities in the house include watching TV, chatting, and relaxing. The family has 
several small TVs in their house, and watch Mexican and Peruvian soap operas, as well as 
Peruvian dance and singing competitions. The sisters also mentioned to me that they watch a 
program in Quechua called, “El Gran Reto” ‘the Big Challenge’ a weekly show in which a 
young boy sings in Spanish and Quechua and performs different folkloric dances such as la 
Danza de las Tijeras ‘Scissors dance’. They said that people can also call into the show to 
answer watuchiy (‘riddles’) in Quechua and in Spanish.  
The young neighbors that are friends frequently visit the store to socialize and buy food.  
During my visits, the most frequent neighbor friends that stopped by were Anita’s partner’s 
sisters, ranging from age five to twenty. These girls already knew me because we all attended 
Sofia’s son’s birthday party in December where we danced cumbia and reggaetón (Latin 
American music genres) together for several hours. During many of my visits, the girls were 
there, and we painted our nails together and chatted in Spanish for many hours. Most of them 
were Anita’s partner’s siblings. I was told that they were part of a big farming family, and that 
their parents rarely spent time at their city home, similar to the Hernández parents. I never heard 
the girls speak Quechua with the sisters. They only occasionally used Quechua words in Spanish, 
such as “anañao” ‘how nice’ or “achachaw” ‘oh my god’ when they felt cold outside.138 I 
discuss the functions of these Quechua interjections in section 4.6. 
 
 
                                               
138 I asked the sisters in an interview why their neighbors (also extended family members) do not speak to them in Quechua (see 
this chapter, excerpt 6). 
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4.4.1 Linguistic practices in home space B 
Home space B1 occurs when the there are no customers in the house, or the customers 
that are present are there to socialize as neighbors and friends. Interactions in this situation can 
take place in Quechua or Spanish. Despite the noise interferences, and limitations to audio 
recording in the house setting, I am able to provide examples of Spanish and Quechua language 
use and codeswitching in what I call the public (“open-door”) space of the home entrance room. 
These interactions take place between the sisters when the neighbors are present.  
Table 4.8 Linguistic practices in Space B 
Home spaces Function of space Public/private Interlocutors present Observed 
and 
recorded 
language/s 
B. Home 
entrance 
room  
 Private (Closed-door)   Sisters 
 Sisters’ children  
 Parents  
Spanish 
and 
combinado 
B1 Watching TV and 
hanging out  
Public  
(Open-door)  
 Friends, 
neighbors/customers 
 Sisters  
Spanish 
and 
combinado 
B2 Family “down-
time” space  
Public/private 
(Open/closed-door) 
 Sisters, friends, and 
parents 
Spanish 
and 
combinado 
 
Next, I present a typical example of from space B2, the family “down-time” space. In 
excerpt (19), Gabriela and Susana are talking in Spanish, the default language for this space, 
about preparing dinner which includes heating the firewood stove. The youngest sister is 
distracted because she is saying that the Quechua TV show, “El Gran Reto” ‘The Big Challenge’ 
is about to start on TV.  
(19) Susana to Gabriela, Spanish (00:28:33) (REC26)  
1 Susana: ¿Has calentao mamá la cena 
ya? 
Susana:  Have you heat up the dinner 
yet miss? 
2 Gabriela:  Ahora te toca a ti. Gabriela:  Now it’s your turn. 
3 Susana:  Yo voy a servir pues. Susana:  Well, I’m going to serve. 
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4  simplemente lo prendes.  You simply light it.   
5 Gabriela:  Ya ahorita ahorita ahorita. Gabriela: Ok, right now now now. 
6  ¡Ahorita!  Right now! 
7 Gabriela:  ¡Hay que ver el gran reto! Gabriela:  We must see el Gran Reto 
[TV show] 
8 Susana:    Todavía no está dando. Susana:  It’s still not on yet. 
9 Investigadora: ¿Qué es? Researcher:  What is it? 
10 Gabriela:  Es una novela. Gabriela: It’s a soap opera. 
11 Susana:  No es novela es una tradición. Susana:  No, it’s not a soap opera, 
it’s a tradition. 
12 Investigadora:  Tradición. Researcher:  Tradition.  
13 Susana:  Como una tradición de acá. Susana:  It’s like a tradition from 
here. 
 
 This excerpt shows the sisters discussing family chores, such as heating up the dinner on 
the firewood stove, and putting a TV program on. Also, the sisters call each other “mamá” which 
is a polite address term in Quechua often used in Spanish in Ayacucho (line 1). This masculine 
term “papá” ‘sir’ was used in the feria del ganado (excerpt 15), but this example also shows how 
it is used as a term of endearment between sisters. Again, this excerpt reveals more examples of 
features of Andean Spanish such as the repeated use of diminutives in line 5, “ahorita ahorita 
ahorita” (‘now now now’) (Escobar 2001). 
The next excerpt shows an example of baby talk in combinado and Spanish that also 
takes place in space B2. Here, Gabriela is watching Anita’s newborn baby daughter and uses 
Quechua. The sister is referring to the idea of painting the newborn baby’s fingernails. I respond 
in Spanish, saying that the baby is too young to have her nails painted.  
(20) Gabriela to baby (00:33:07) (REC27) 
1 Gabriela:  [dirigiéndose a la bebé] 
ya   mamá    gringa-cha 
ok    miss       gringa-DIM 
Gabriela:  [addressing the 
baby] 
Ok, miss, little 
gringa [foreigner] 
2 Investigadora: No todavía no. Researcher:  No not yet. 
3  Tiene que esperar.  She has to wait. 
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During this interaction, I am the only one hanging out with Gabriela, and we have been 
speaking in Spanish up until this point. Gabriela says “gringa-cha,” which is the Spanish word 
“gringa” (‘foreigner’, ‘blonde’) with a Quechua derivative suffix, –cha (diminutive).  She calls 
the baby “a little gringa” because the family acknowledges that the baby is lighter skinned, like a 
foreigner.139  The use of “gringacha” seems to be a cultural borrowing in Spanish. Godenzzi 
(2005:166) argues that adding –cha to different names is now part of the Andean variety of 
Spanish spoken in urban centers, and may even be used by people who do not speak Quechua.140  
On several occasions, the sisters requested that I bring a large variety of nail polishes to 
their house so we could paint each other’s nails. In example (21), we are painting nails and 
speaking in Spanish. Anita is with her newborn daughter, and another friend is painting Anita’s 
nails. Then, Anita asks if she can also paint her baby’s nails. Everyone is surprised by this 
comment, and starts to laugh. The sisters then engage in a two-line sarcastic exchange in 
combinado.   
(21) Anita, Susana, Gabriela, and Sofia, researcher among them, Spanish and combinado 
(00:08:08) (REC26)  
1 Anita:  ¿De mi hija puedo pintar sus uñas?  Anita:  Can I paint my daughter’s 
nails? 
2 Gabriela: Noooo. Gabriela:  Noooo. 
3 Todas: ¡Rajajaja  ajajaja! 
 
All: Rahahaha  ahahaha! 
 
4 Sofia:   Jaja Sofia: Jaja 
5 Susana: [dirigiéndose a Anita] 
Qam-pas         simi-yki-ta   
You-ADD       mouth-2sg.-AC    
Susana:   [addressing Anita]  
And you paint your mouth.  
 
                                               
139 In Peru, and in many regions of Latin America, gringos are stereotyped to be light-skinned foreigners.  
140 Sichra (2003:313) discusses baby talk interactions in her study on Quechua language use in rural Cochabamba, Bolivia, 
however, the examples present longer sequences in Quechua.  
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pinta-ku-ru-y. 
paint-REF-PER-IMP 
6 Sofia:      Pay-ta     ama    xx  
She-AC   don’t  xx. 
Sofia:  To her don’t xx. 
 
7 Investigadora: Cuando sea más grande ¿no? Researcher: When she’s bigger, right?  
 
 In excerpt (21), everyone has been speaking in Spanish up until this point, and suddenly, 
they start joking in Quechua, ridiculing the sister for her idea to paint her newborn baby’s nails 
in lines 5 and 6. Quechua is often said to be a language for jokes (Zavala and Córdova 2010). We 
can say that in this example, the switch to Quechua is codeswitching as a marked choice, since it 
is a family in-group joke. In the house space, conversations occur in Spanish and combinado, and 
when Susana and Sofia switch to combinado to insult Anita, the sisters are using marked CS to 
exclude the researcher from their short quarrel (see Myers-Scotton 1993:135 for marked CS as 
an ethnically-based exclusion strategy).  
Another remarkable moment with neighbors in the house was when the sisters spoke to 
me in Quechua, which did not happen very frequently. After painting our nails when the 
neighbors left, the sisters said that I should count my nail polish bottles.  She whispered to me in 
Quechua, “suya kanku” ‘they are thieves.’ 
 
4.4.2 Linguistic practices in “closed-door” spaces C and D  
The second door in the store space leads to the kitchen and to all of the other rooms of the 
house. I was never invited behind this second door, and I believe this door is where most private 
family interactions take place. Throughout participant observation in the Hernández house, I saw 
that what I am calling the “closed-door space” is an important space for interactions in 
combinado, which are described below. The first door, which I only went through once, leads to 
what I was told, is the “chakra” of the house (space C).  
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Table 4.9 The chakra space 
Home 
spaces 
Function of 
the space  
Public/private  
(“Open/closed  
door space”) 
Interlocutors present Language/s 
C. Chakra 
space 
Animal corral  Private  
(“Closed-door”) 
 Sheep, chickens, and cuy  
[Andean guinea pig] 
N/A 
 Bathroom shed  Private  
(“Closed-door”) 
 Good friends and researcher N/A 
 
Space C, the “chakra” space of the house, includes the bathroom and the farm. The 
bathroom is a small shed that has a hole in the ground without water or trash bin. This space also 
contains a corral of chickens, ram, and other small animals. There are no recordings or 
observations in this space, since I only entered the bathroom area once by myself. 
Space D is an important space for interactions in combinado. I do not have any audio-
recorded examples of private language use that takes place behind the second kitchen door, 
however, many times, I observed the sisters go there with their partner for private conversations. 
I heard these conversations taking place in combinado. 
Table 4.10 Linguistic practices in space D 
Home  
spaces 
Function of 
the space  
Public/private  Interlocutors  Observed and recorded 
language/s 
D. Behind 
closed 
kitchen 
door 
Kitchen and 
rest of house 
Private (intimate)  
(“Closed-door 
space”) 
Sisters, family, partners, and 
children 
Spanish and combinado 
 
In space D, the topic of the conversation plays a role in combinado language choice. One 
example of combinado language use behind the private door comes from the youngest sister, 
Gabriela. One Sunday afternoon when Gabriela and Anita were selling jello cups and chicha 
(‘corn drink’) to the soccer players in the neighborhood, one of the soccer players kicked the ball 
right into Gabriela’s jello cups, and she lost all of her potential sales. Gabriela stormed into the 
house crying because the soccer players did not want to pay her for the jello cups that they had 
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damaged. I observed Gabriela crying and yelling at her oldest sister, speaking in both Spanish 
and combinado as they moved into the back of the house and closed the kitchen door behind 
them. 
Other instances occurred when Anita’s or Sofia’s partner visited in the early evening. I 
observed that their partners would come to visit and then go behind the kitchen door and speak to 
Anita and Sofia in Spanish and combinado. Many times I would hear crying or other softer 
voices behind this door. This suggests that Spanish and combinado may be a language used for 
emotional expressions, which includes private conversations with one’s partner. This was also 
observed for different situations for the other Huamanga family that I will discuss in the next 
chapter (chapter 5). 
 
4.5 Neighborhood   
 Ñahuinpukio (also called “27 de octubre”) is a small neighborhood located in the larger 
San Juan Bautista district of Ayacucho. The neighborhood was a former hacienda, and now 
forms the southern border of the city of Ayacucho (Béjar et al. 2005:178). Most of the families 
are first-generation in the city. The neighborhood contains more than 50 houses and has water 
and electricity, but it appears that only a few houses have sewage.  
The neighborhood is an area where young children and families hang out in the afternoon 
and in the evenings. Children play outside, and also, adults play soccer on the weekends on the 
soccer field. The neighborhood has a small school for vocational classes and a medium-sized 
medical post.  Most of the neighborhood roads are not paved, and one has to walk several blocks 
to reach the paved road where the city bus passes. Since I was in Ayacucho during the rainy 
season, I spent most time with the sisters inside. Many times it would rain very hard during the 
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day and everyone would run inside. When it’s not raining, many neighbors chat and gossip 
outside of the house in the neighborhood. Neighbors seem to know each other well, and the 
sisters spoke fondly of some of their “vecis” (nickname for “vecinos” ‘neighbors’ in Spanish).  
Table 4.11 Neighborhood spaces and linguistic practices 
Social activities in the 
neighborhood 
Interlocutors Observed languages  
Yunza celebration (once a year)  Sisters to sisters Spanish 
  Sisters to friends Spanish 
  If mother appeared Spanish and combinado? 
Soccer matches (on Sundays)   Sister to sister Spanish 
  Sister to friend (male soccer 
players) 
Spanish 
Hanging out on the street  Sister to sister Spanish  
  Sister to neighbor Spanish 
  Compadre to sister Spanish  
Neighbors' houses  Sisters to sisters Spanish  
  Sisters to friends Spanish 
  Inside some homes Quechua? 
Birthday party  Almost all guests Spanish  
  Grandmothers  Quechua? 
 
Quechua is rarely heard in interactions at different events that I observed in the 
neighborhood. I attended different public (e.g. soccer match) and private events (e.g. birthday 
party) that took place in the neighborhood. These included attending a birthday party at Sofia’s 
partner’s house, and other outdoor neighborhood events such as the Yunza (neighborhood 
celebration during Holy Week in April) and other gatherings. All of these events were extremely 
noisy with many people present. During private and public neighborhood events, I observed 
mainly Spanish language use.  
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4.5.1 Linguistic practices at the Yunza 
The Hernández sisters invited me to join them at the neighborhood celebration called the 
Yunza. The Yunza is a Peruvian highland tradition that occurs every April as part of the 
carnavales celebration.  In Ayacucho, each neighborhood sponsors and organizes this event. The 
main component of this event is a large tree that is placed in the middle of the neighborhood. 
This tree is then decorated with household kitchen items such as pots, pans, and utensils. The 
event begins with everyone dancing around the tree holding hands and ends early the next 
morning. 
In the Hernández sisters’ neighborhood, the Yunza celebration started later than planned. 
Since it was the end of Ayacucho’s rainy season, it was hard to walk around and dance on the 
soccer field. Moreover, one could not cross from the house to the soccer field without getting 
their shoes and socks soaked with mud.  
Susana had invited me to the event a week earlier and had told me to arrive at 8 p.m. I 
arrived at 9 p.m. with a Peruvian male friend, as it was not safe to go there alone at night. We 
waited around for a while, but the party did not get started until 10 p.m. I waited and watched the 
huge cumbia music band set up its ensemble on the roof of a neighbor’s house. There were many 
children playing soccer outside and waiting for everything else to start. Next to the band, there 
were also several food vendors who sold chicken wings and anticuchos (‘marinated cow heart’), 
and off to the other side, there were alcohol stands selling caña (‘natural alcoholic drink’) and 
beer. After an hour or so, the young people started setting up the Yunza tree. I looked around for 
the sisters, and I finally found the mother walking around the house. I asked her in Quechua 
where her daughters were, and she told me, making an effort in Spanish, that they were “por allí” 
‘around there.’ After waiting more than an hour, the sisters all came out of the house and joined 
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me to sit and watch the neighbors dance around the tree. More of their neighborhood friends 
joined us. All interactions between the sisters, and between them and their friends (including me) 
were in Spanish. However, whenever the mother was present, some combinado was spoken. 
 
4.5.2 Linguistic practices at other public events  
During other visits to the neighborhood, I observed different daily events and interactions 
that took place outside in the neighborhood. Twice, I hung out with Anita and Gabriela on a 
Sunday afternoon at the soccer field. They usually spend their Saturdays making jello and flan 
(‘custard’) cups and homemade chicha (‘corn drinks’) to sell to the soccer players on Sundays. 
While they sold the food, I usually sat down on the bleachers and chatted with them. Anita and 
Gabriela were usually alone, but sometimes some of the neighbors would pass by and join us. All 
interactions I observed were in Spanish. However, I noted that on several occasions, the young 
neighbors would also talk about the weather and say, “achachaw, qué frio,” ‘oh my god’ in 
Quechua and ‘how cold’ in Spanish.  
Other daily neighborhood interactions included walking through the neighborhood to the 
bus stop or just hanging out outside. Once, when I was walking to the bus stop, three blocks 
away from the Hernández house, I saw Sofia talking outside with her compadre ‘co-parent’. Her 
compadre is a bilingual farmer who lives in the neighborhood. I overheard them talking at length 
in Spanish about health issues. 
 
4.5.3 Linguistic practices at the neighbors' houses 
In December 2010, I went to Sofia’s three-year-old son’s birthday party at her partner’s 
house. Sofia lives part time with her partner and their son at her partner’s family’s house, and 
also, still stays with her sisters. Her partner’s house also has a store space in the main entrance, 
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and Sofia helps run the store. More than 20 neighborhood kids came to this party along with their 
parents, and two grandmothers who were wearing ropa del campo (‘country clothes’). The 
neighbors were mostly girls ranging from two to thirteen years old. Everyone brought small gifts 
(including myself) for Sofia’s son. The party lasted for more than four hours, and most of the 
time, everyone danced to reggaetón and cumbia music. One of Sofia’s partner’s cousins was 
dressed up as Barney (the purple dinosaur from an American show). A Peruvian friend and I 
organized dance contests for the kids, and also, took pictures of the event for Sofia. Later, the 
sisters served the party food, which included candy, cookies, soda, mazamorra (‘Peruvian purple 
corn dessert’) with arroz con leche (‘rice with milk dessert’) and cheese puffs. There was also a 
large birthday cake and a piñata. The sisters had prepared small party bag favors filled with 
candy that they gave to the kids when they left. While the party was going on, Sofia would also 
tend to customers at the store. Sofia’s parents were not there because they were working on the 
farm. During the birthday party, no one spoke in Quechua. It is possible that the grandmothers 
spoke in Quechua to their children and grandchildren; however, I was not able to spend time 
with the grandmothers, since I was dancing with the children and helping Sofia set up and serve 
the food.   
The following week, I visited Sofia at her partner’s house and gave her over 40 photos 
and a CD with over 100 photos from the party. I spent some time at her partner’s house and met 
with her partner’s siblings. We all looked at the pictures and then watched the photos on the CD 
on their TV. Since Sofia was also busy with her partner’s family store, she had to leave us many 
times to help the customers. After talking for a few hours, Sofia and I left the house and visited 
the other neighbors and families that had been party guests. I made extra copies of the 
photographs for the neighbors’ children. All of the families were extremely busy and no one let 
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us inside. I also noticed that many of the children were busy cooking with their parents or outside 
walking their families’ sheep. The families were large (6 people are more), and I observed that 
many of the children’s parents and grandparents were dressed in ropa del campo. In our 
interactions giving out the pictures, no one spoke in Quechua. However, I did hear some families 
speaking in Quechua inside the houses. Quechua seems to be spoken in the neighborhood, but 
limited to the home family setting. The only occasions where Quechua may be used outside of 
the house in the neighborhood is when the sisters’ mother, or another mother that may be 
Quechua-dominant, is present. However, more observations outside of the home are necessary.  
  
4.6 Mother’s store 
The mother’s market stand was located on Avenida Cusco, about 10 minutes from the 
sisters’ house. This stand has been in operation for many years, but when Anita had her baby, 
they moved the store to the house.141 The market store was a medium-sized shed with a front and 
back part. In the front part, there were several produce stands and shelves with food products 
(such as tuna fish cans, pasta, potato chips, coffee, and tea). There were many plastic and 
wooden stools where the sisters sat waiting for the customers. Anita used to work there in the 
morning, and Susana worked there in the afternoon. Many times, Gabriela also came to help out. 
However, she never worked there alone since she said it was dangerous because of the many 
thieves and gangs that used to walk by that area. On Sundays, the parents, the aunts, the 
compadre, Sofia’s son, and cousins visited the store. In addition, during the week, the sisters 
received visits from other children that were helping their parents at the stands next door. The 
store was very slow when I came to visit on weekdays and on Sundays between 2 p.m. and 4 
                                               
141 The market stand was located outside of a small outdoor food market on Avenida Cusco. 
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p.m., near closing time. During my visits, I observed that the frequent customers were older 
women who wore ropa del campo, small children, or other adults. When I visited the mother's 
store, I usually sat down on a bench and chatted with the sisters and with whoever was helping 
them.   Few customers came by during my visits, so we spent more time chatting and watching 
TV on the small black and white TV they had at their stand.  
Two social activities are observed at the mother’s store: a) service encounters and b) 
hanging out with family and friends (see Table 4.12 and Figure 4.3). Service encounters at the 
mother’s store took place in Spanish. However, based on observations on language use in other 
spaces, it is possible that the sisters spoke with women dressed in ropa de campo in Quechua. 
Due to the lack of regular service encounters in this space, I only have audio recordings of 
regular conversations that took place with the sisters, family members, and friends. In the 
hanging out situation (b), conversations between sisters and friends took place in Spanish with 
some Quechua borrowings, as I will explain below. However, during visits from the parents and 
compadre, conversations would then be in both Spanish and combinado. Below, I provide 
examples of conversations of Spanish and combinado from when we were just hanging out 
waiting for customers (from activity B).  
Table 4.12 Linguistic practices at the mother’s store 
Social activities at the 
market store 
Interlocutors Language/s 
a) Service encounters  Sister to customers 
(male and female of 
all ages) 
Spanish 
b) Hanging out   Sister to parents 
 Sister to extended 
family (aunt) 
 Sister to compadre 
Spanish and combinado 
 Sisters to friends who 
come to visit them 
 Sister to sister  
Spanish (with Quechua words or 
expressions) 
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Figure 4.4 Social activities and language use at the mother’s store 
 
 
 
The sisters most commonly speak in Spanish in the store space with each other and with 
friends. However, there were few instances in which Quechua words were used, especially when 
the sisters would joke with friends and children.  
The first example occurred when a young boy walked by the stand and said hello to the 
sisters. He knew them from before, and supposedly passes by to bother them. When he walked 
by Gabriela, she joked with him in Quechua and screamed at him, “chuti siki” ‘pants down’ in 
Quechua. The boy was embarrassed by the comment, and yelled back at her “gordita” ‘little fat 
girl.’ The second time took place at the market store, when some smaller children came up and 
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asked if there was any meat to buy. Susana’s friend there said kuchi kuchi ‘pig pig’ in Quechua 
as a joke afterwards.142 
Next, I present several examples of the sisters speaking in Spanish, the default language 
for this space. In examples (22) and (23), the sisters and I talk about meeting for Semana Santa 
(‘Holy Week’) and watching the bullfight. They had never gone to see the bullfight in person, 
even though it is located only fifteen minutes from their house. Susana wanted me to come with 
her to see the bullfight, and we discussed what we would wear there. 
(22) Susana to researcher, Spanish (00:17:03) (REC16) 
1 Susana:  [digiriéndose a la investigadora] 
Amy, iremos al cerro ¿no? 
Susana:  [addressing the 
researcher] 
Amy, we’ll go to the hill, 
right?  
2  Con nuestro polito de jala toro ¿no?  
 
 With our little bull fighting 
shirt, right?  
 
(23) Susana to researcher, Spanish (00:17:26) (REC16) 
1 Susana:  Y nos compramos nuestro polito rojo, Susana:  And we’ll buy our little 
red shirt,  
2  y nos vamos.  and we’ll go.  
 
The above examples show different morpho-syntactic features found in the variety of 
Spanish in contact with Quechua. For example, in (22) in line 2 and in (23) in line 1, Susana uses 
“polito” ‘little t-shirt’ with the Spanish diminutive –ito, instead of “polo” ‘shirt’ (line 2). In 
addition, in example (23), we find the redundant use of “our” “nuestro” with the reflexive “nos 
compramos” in “nos compramos nuestro polito” (line 1). Escobar (2000:105) suggests that the 
redundant use of reflexives is another common feature of this variety of Spanish.  
The following examples focus on Quechua language use in this space. As mentioned 
above, Quechua was used for joking with friends who passed by the stand.  However, additional 
                                               
142 Kuchi kuchi can be considered to have a double meaning, as it is a term of endearment in Spanish for children, and also 
means “pig pig” in Quechua.  
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examples consist of frequent Quechua interjections used in Spanish discourse. These examples 
were recorded at the mother’s store; they are not dependent on the space.  I will discuss another 
example in section 4.7.  
In example (24), line 1, Susana uses the Quechua and Spanish interjection for ‘how nice’ 
“anañao” in Quechua and “qué bonito” in the same utterance. The sisters frequently use this 
Quechua interjection when speaking in Spanish. In the following excerpt, I am showing Susana 
some pictures on my camera, all of which happen to be pictures of food in the United States.  
(24) Susana, “anañao”, Spanish (00:15:16) (REC16)  
1 Susana:  ¡Anañao, qué bonito! Susana:  How nice, how 
nice! 
2  En las comidas nomás ¿no?  Just in the meals, 
right?  
 
  In except (24), we see that when Susana uses the Quechua word “anañao” for ‘how 
nice,’ she directly repeats it in Spanish saying, “qué bonito.” Another example of the use of 
anañao is found in casual conversation with me, the other sisters, and some friends in (25). 
(25) Susana to friend and researcher, “anañao”, Spanish (00:19:40) (REC16) 
1 Amiga 1: [digiriéndose a la investigadora] 
¿Tienes piercings? 
Female 
Friend 1: 
[addressing the 
researcher] 
Do you have any 
piercings?  
2 Susana: Sí tiene. Susana: Yes she does. 
3  Aquisito acasito.  Right here, right 
here. 
4 Amiga 1: ¡Qué bonito! Female 
Friend 1: 
How pretty! 
5 Investigadora: Gracias. Researcher: Thanks. 
6 Susana:  ¡Anañao, mira! Susana:  How nice, look! 
7  ¡Qué bonito!  How pretty! 
 
Again, both examples of “anañao” ‘how pretty’ are accompanied by its translation in 
Spanish, “qué bonito,” showing that both the Spanish and Quechua expression can be used 
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interchangeably. In my observations of language use in the city, I hypothesize that Quechua 
interjections such as “achachaw” ‘oh my god,’ and “anañao” (excerpts 24 and 25) are part of the 
Spanish variety spoken in Ayacucho, however there are few previous studies on this topic. 
Godenzzi (2005:165-6) mentions that certain Quechua interjections that express sensations such 
as ananaw ‘how nice’ and achachaw ‘oh my god’ are common in the Spanish spoken in the 
Southern Andes (see Calvo 2007:61 for reference on Quechua interjections in Spain).143  
 The next example is from when the parents hang out with the sisters in the store after the 
feria del ganado on a Sunday afternoon. Here, interactions take place in combinado with more 
frequency, most likely due to the presence of the mother.  
(26) Sofia, Susana, mother, father, and researcher in Spanish and combinado (00:21:44) (REC4)  
1 Madre:  [digiriéndose a la 
investigadora] 
¿Pero qam-qa   qari-ta  
          you-TO    man-AC 
 
muna-nki-ña-chu? 
want-2sg.-SEQ-Q 
 
¿hina-chu?     
  like that-Q  
  
presenta-na-yku-paq 
introduce-NA-3pl.-to   
Mother:  [addressing the researcher] 
But do you already want a man? If 
you’d like one, I could introduce 
you (to someone). 
2  Señorita.  Miss.  
3 Investigadora: Jaja. Researcher:  Haha. 
4 Madre: Ka-chka-n-mi       
Be-PROG-3sg.-AF   
 
familia-yku 
family-3pl. 
Mother:  I have someone in my family.  
5 Investigadora: Jajaja hmm.  Hahaha hmm.  
6 Madre:  ¿Muna-nki    aw? 
  Want-2sg.     or not?  
Mother:  Would you like that or not?  
7 Investigadora: Arí. 
Yes. 
Researcher:  Yes.  
8  Muna-ni  
Want-1sg. 
 I would like it.  
9 Susana:  “Arí   muna-ni”    jaja 
Yes     want-1sg.        
Susana:  “Yes, I would like it” haha. 
                                               
143 Reaction to cold: alaláw, Reaction to a burn: achacáw, achacháw, acacáw, Reaction to intense pain: achacáw, achicáw, 
Reaction to disgust: atatáw, Reaction to something pleasing: ananáw (Godenzzi 2005:166).  
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10 Todos: Ajajaja All:  Hahaha 
11 Susana:  Amy ka-chka-ña 
         be-PROG-SEQ 
Susana: Amy already has one.  
12 Padre: Normal. Father: Of course.  
13 Investigadora: [señalando al primo] 
Pay-wan  
He-with 
Researcher:  [Pointing to the cousin] 
With him.  
 
14 Sofia:  Pay-pas 
He-ADD 
Sofia:  Him too.  
15  Trabajadur-mi   wawa-lla  
Hardworker-AF    baby-DEL 
 
pero   qam-chik   wawa-yki 
but     you-3pl.       baby-2sg.  
 
Hina-ta          qida-nki 
Like that-AC    stay-2sg. 
 
 He’s a hard worker, just a baby, 
but you will remain his baby too.   
16 Investigadora: ¿Hayka     wata-yuq  
  How old    year-POS 
 
hayka     wata-yuq    pay? 
How old   year-POS     he?  
 How old? How old is he?  
17  Ñuqa  iskay   chunka  
I          two       ten  
 
pusaq-ni-yuq 
eight-V-POS 
 I am 28 years old.  
18 Padre:  ¿Quince quién no?  Father:  Who’s fifteen, right?  
19  Hahaha  Hahaha. 
20 Sofia:  ¿Veintiuno en este 
quechua?  
Sofia:  What is twenty-one in Quechua?  
21 Padre: Iskay chunka  huk-ni-yuq 
Two    ten          one-V-POS 
Father:  Twenty-one.  
 
 Excerpt (26) is a playful interaction in which the mother and father are present with 
Susana and Sofia. Everyone is joking around in Quechua and Spanish. There are a few 
interesting comments here concerning Spanish borrowings. In line 15, Sofia uses the word 
“trabajadur-mi,” a Spanish borrowing from “trabajador” ‘hard worker.’ She pronounces it with 
Quechua phonology as [trabaxadurmi], pronouncing the final “o” as a “u,” and also, adds an 
independent suffix in Quechua, –mi (affirmation), acknowledging that she has witnessed the 
information she is stating. In this example, we also find out that Sofia does not know how to say 
all of the numbers in Quechua (line 20), and has to ask her father to give her the translation.  
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4.7 Other city spaces   
The sisters do not have the opportunity to go to the city center often, since they are very 
busy at home with chores. They go to Huamanga's central plaza to attend church services once a 
week, and more infrequently, to buy supplies for their store or to go shopping for clothing. It is 
easiest to go during the day when the bus is running, as the bus stops running to and from their 
neighborhood at 8 p.m. After 8 p.m., one has to walk about ten minutes to another bus route or 
take a taxi. At night, taxis can cost about six soles each way, while bus rides during the day cost 
0.50 soles. Therefore, the sisters do not usually leave their neighborhood at night.  
In the table below, I list the few instances that I spent time with the sisters in or near the 
city center. We had our going away party at an ice cream shop in the plaza. The sisters 
commented to me that they had never been inside any of the plaza stores or restaurants. 
Table 4.13 Linguistic practices around the plaza de armas 
Situations closer to plaza Interlocutors Language/s 
a) Hanging out: plaza restaurants  Researcher to sisters Spanish and 
Quechua 
words 
b) Working at Semana Santa fair (Carmen Alto, 
Huamanga) 
 Researcher to sister and 
friend 
 Sisters to customers  
Spanish 
 
In these spaces, I recorded language use from my casual conversations and informal 
interviews with the sisters. Even though some of the interview was structured, parts of our casual 
conversations also showed Quechua features present in Spanish discourse. In excerpt (27) below 
there is an example of the use of Quechua and English interjections in the same conversation.  
(27) Gabriela and researcher, “achachaw” and “wow” (00:02:33) (REC 29)  
1 Investigadora: Sí, mi hermana trabaja turno de noche. Researcher:  Yes, my sister works 
the night shift.  
2 Gabriela: Achachaw! 
Oh my god! 
Gabriela:  Oh my god!  
3 Investigadora: Siete de la noche hasta las siete de la 
mañana. 
Researcher:  From seven at night 
until seven in the 
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morning. 
4 Susana: ¡Wow! Susana:  Wow! 
5  Pesado.  Difficult. 
6 Investigadora: Sí, pero le gusta le gusta. Researcher:  Yes, but she likes it.  
7 Susana:  Le gusta, le gusta. Susana:  She likes it, she likes it.  
8 Gabriela:  Achachaw! 
Oh my god! 
Gabriela:  Oh my god!  
  
In excerpt (28), in lines 2 and 8, Gabriela uses the Quechua interjection, “achachaw” as a 
part of her everyday speech. Then, in line 4, Susana says, “wow,” (an expression they often use) 
to express the same idea as “achachaw.” This shows the frequency of expressions such as 
“achachaw” that can take place away from the home and family environment, and are used in 
everyday casual conversation among friends in public places, such as the ice cream parlor. Here, 
we can observe that the sisters are bringing a more “Quechuasized” variety of Spanish to the city 
center. Again, these lexical borrowings occur as ‘reactions to determined sensations’ “reacciones 
a determinadas sensaciones” (Godenzzi 2005:165).  
 
4.8 Cell phone conversations  
 The last space I include is rather a mode of communication. The cell phone is a common 
mode of communication in Ayacucho because landlines are not common in most homes. The cell 
phone can be used anywhere, even in rural areas. Cell phone conversations can be very 
expensive, so they are normally kept very brief. Most of the time text messages are used because 
they are cheaper and faster. Cell phone communication is very important for the sisters, because 
their parents are far away on the farm most of the time, and the cell phone allows them to keep in 
regular communication.  
 I overheard cell phone conversations in different spaces described earlier in this chapter. I 
could easily hear them because the speakerphone is often used. In many of these phone 
interactions that the sisters had with relatives and their parents, the relatives and the parents 
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spoke to the sisters in Quechua. The sisters answered sometimes in combinado, and other times, 
in just Spanish. Some examples follow. 
Table 4.14 Linguistic practices on the cell phone 
Sister to interlocutor Language/s used 
Mother Spanish and combinado 
Father Spanish  
Aunt/relatives Spanish and combinado 
  
Example (28) is a typical phone conversation between Susana and her aunt who is 
Quechua-dominant. Susana called her aunt to tell her that her mother has brought cachipa (‘a 
type of highland cheese’) from her farm and that she can come by and pick some up. Susana only 
speaks to her in Spanish, while the aunt only speaks to Susana in Quechua.  
(28) Susan to aunt on cellphone, Spanish and Quechua (00:04:02) (REC27) 
1  Tía ¿Aló? Aunt: Hello?  
2  Susana:  Aló, tía Susana: Hello aunt.  
3  Tía: Ajajaja Aunt: Ahahaha 
4  Susana:  Tía, buenas noches. Susana:  Aunt, good evening.  
5  Tía,  Aunt, 
6  ¿Quizás quieres cachipita? 
 
 Maybe you’d like some cachipita 
[Andean cheese]?  
7  Mi mamá había traído cachipa 80 
cachipas había traído. 
 My mom brought cachipa [Andean 
cheese], she brought 80 cachipas.  
8 Tía:  ¿xx hamu-chu? 
        come-Q 
Aunt:  xx she’s coming?  
9 Susana: Sí tía.  Yes, aunt.  
10  Sí pero han regresado al toque.  Yes, but they went back right away.  
11 Tía ¿Haykataq?     mana-m  
How much         no-AF 
 
ati-ku-y            paqarin      qawa-y-ta 
can-REF-INF     tomorrow     see-INF-AC 
Aunt:  How many? I can’t see about it 
tomorrow. 
12 Susana: A ya tía. Susana: Oh ok aunt.  
13  Este ayer ha venido tía y de nante se 
ha ido tía a las cuatro de la mañana.   
 Yesterday she came at four in the 
morning, and she suddenly left aunt.  
14 Tía:  A ya ya. Aunt:  Oh ok ok.  
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15  Paqarin     hamu-sun 
Tomorrow   come-FUT.3pl. 
 Tomorrow we’ll come.  
16 Susana:  Ya tía. Susana: Oh ok aunt.  
17  Ya tía.  Oh ok aunt.  
18  Chau tía.  Bye aunt.  
19 Tía: Ya. Aunt:  All right.  
 
In this exchange, the aunt switches between Spanish and Quechua, but Susana maintains 
Spanish throughout the conversation. The aunt only uses discourse expressions in Spanish, such 
as “a ya ya” ‘ah ok ok’ (lines 14 and 19). Since Susana was using my cell phone and was talking 
to her aunt in front of me, it is possible that this influenced her language choice, so that I could 
better understand everything. Nonetheless, it is clear that the sisters interact with Quechua 
frequently in their daily life, whether it is in face-to-face interactions or through the phone, which 
is also an additional important 'space' in their daily lives. 
The next cell phone conversation takes place entirely in Spanish between Sofia and her father.  
(29) Father with Sofia, cell phone call in Spanish (00:04:38) (M9)  
1 Padre: Aló. Father:  Hello. 
2 Sofia: xx papa Sofia:  xx dad.  
3 Padre:  Dime. Father: What’s going on? 
4 Sofia:  ¿Vienes a la casa ya? Sofia:  Are you coming home 
already?  
5 Padre: Todavía ahorita ya vamos a llegar ya. Father: Not yet. We’re about to 
come home already.  
6  ¿Qué pasa hija?  What’s the matter 
daughter? 
7 Sofia: ¿y (Marco)? Sofia:  And (Marco)?  
8 Padre: Está conmigo.   Father: He’s with me.  
9 Sofia:  A ver pásame. Sofia: Let’s see, put him on (the 
phone). 
 
Another example of phone language is when someone had called Gabriela on the phone. 
She went outside, and picked up the phone, and said, “ima?” ‘who’ in Quechua. It should be 
noted that Quechua is also the language of choice sometimes in this type of interactions. It may 
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be because they ‘expect’ that older family members will be the ones doing the calling (especially 
the parents). In this instance, Marco, Sofia’s three-year-old son overheard the conversation and 
laughed a lot and said “ima sutiyki?” ‘what’s your name’ in Quechua. I immediately asked 
Marco, “imatataq ruwachkanki?” ‘what are you doing’ in Quechua, and he answered me in 
Spanish and said “jugando” ‘playing.’ Marco seems to have some passive knowledge of 
Quechua, but his dominant language seems to be Spanish. 
 From my observations and audio-recorded data, it is clear that relatives may call in 
Quechua, and the sisters can answer in Spanish or Quechua, or both. However, it appears that the 
default language for direct language use with the father is Spanish. This presents an interesting 
view on the relationship, and also echoes language use between the father and the sisters from 
the feria del ganado (section 4.3.2).  
 
4.9 Lima and language attitudes 
Lima, the capital of Peru, is located around nine hours by bus from Huamanga. There are 
many bus companies of different price ranges that go to Lima on a daily basis. However, the 
Hernández sisters had not traveled outside of Ayacucho until very recently (before 2009).144 
Only three of the sisters have ever been to Lima, or traveled outside of Ayacucho, and the 
circumstances have been mainly to accompany their father to deliver his potatoes. The sisters 
also have cousins and aunts and uncles who live in Lima, and they were able to visit them there 
in recent years. This first trip lasted a few days. They had some interesting observations about 
Lima. One theme that came up was, “vergüenza” ‘shame’ when talking about Quechua in Lima, 
                                               
144 The eldest sister Anita lived in Lima for a few years during the Shining Path era (early 1990s), but the whole family moved 
back to Ayacucho shortly after. 
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and also the shame associated with wearing polleras in Lima. We had this discussion in an ice 
cream parlor as part of an informal interview in Spanish. The excerpt follows in (30). 
(30) Susana on Quechua in Lima (00:31:51) (REC 29)  
 
1 Susana:  Algunos tienen vergüenza hablar el 
quechua y ya no hablan. 
Susana:  Some people are 
ashamed to speak 
Quechua and they 
don’t speak it 
anymore. 
2  Mayormente en Lima también hablan. 
 
 People speak it in 
Lima for the most 
part also.  
3 Investigadora:  Ah ¿sí? Researcher:  Oh really?  
4 Susana:  Allí también en Lima que o sea… Susana:  Also in Lima, or I 
mean…  
5  Te desprecian o sea…  They look down at 
you, or I mean…  
6  Cuando tú vas con tu pollerita algo así  
 
 When you go out 
with your pollerita 
[little country skirt] 
something like that  
7 Investigadora: Uh huh. Researcher: Uh huh.  
8 Susana:  La gente te mira con un desprecio ¿o sí?                     Susana: People look down 
at you, right? 
9 Investigadora: ¡Qué feo! ¿no? Researcher:  How terrible, right?  
10 Susana:  Racistas algo así. Susana:  They are racists, 
something like that.  
11 Investigadora: ¿Tú viste eso cuando estabas en Lima? 
 
Researcher:  Did you see that 
when you were in 
Lima?  
12 Susana:  Uh huh.  Susana:  Uh huh. 
13  Sí.  Yes.  
14 Investigadora: ¿Y cómo te sentiste? Researcher: And how did you 
feel?  
15 Susana:  Mal. Susana:  Bad. 
16  Y somos del mismo del mismo país.  And we are from 
the same, from the 
same country.  
 
  
Susana links Quechua language use and discrimination in Lima with the use of the 
pollerita ‘little country skirt’. She is emphatic when she says “somos del mismo país” ‘we are 
from the same country’ (line 16) to stress that in spite of being from the same country, Peruvians 
do not accept everybody and they discriminate others. Susana had told me earlier that she had 
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recently seen in a television program that the indigenous languages would soon die. I asked her 
what she thought about that, and she began to talk about Lima.  
(31) Susana on Quechua in Lima (00:34:36) (REC 29) 
1 Investigadora: ¿Y ustedes piensan que como 
tú has visto en el programa 
que el quechua ya va a 
desaparecer pronto? 
Researcher:  And do you all think, just 
like you saw on the TV 
program that Quechua will 
disappear soon?  
2 Susana: Sí. Susana:  Yes.  
3 Investigadora: ¿Tú crees eso? Researcher:  Do you believe that?  
4 Susana: Sí. Susana:  Yes.  
5  Todos porque había unas 
encuestas también y 
 All because there were 
some surveys also.  
6  la gente por ejemplo de Lima 
no quiere saber nada del 
quechua. 
 For example, the people 
from Lima do not want to 
hear anything about 
Quechua.  
7 Investigadora: Uh huh. Researcher:  Uh huh.  
8 Susana: Ni los estudiantes no. Susana:  Not even the students, no.  
 
Their view of the future of Quechua is dim for Lima. In addition to traveling to their 
parent’s farm, the sisters have only recently traveled outside Ayacucho to Lima. However, after 
this trip, they have acquired this perspective of language loss and discrimination in their country. 
It would be interesting to know what language they use when they are in Lima, or if they ever 
plan to go back to Lima, when given the opportunity, after these experiences.  Their view of 
Lima may suggests that Ayacucho is for them a space of family tradition; a space in which her 
mother can wear her pollera without feeling discriminated, and also, where people can speak in 
Quechua without fearing discrimination. This may indicate that Ayacucho is perceived as a 
different cultural and linguistic region for the sisters.  
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4.10 Conclusions 
In this chapter, I have presented the different uses of combinado and Spanish across 
various daily spaces for the four huamanguina sisters. I believe that each space shows how their 
daily life can extend from more rural to more urban spaces; however, there is clearly a 
concentration of time spent in the house/store, which overlaps with rural spaces, rather than with 
the city center.  
Space and the orientation one has to rural spaces is the most significant factor for 
Quechua language maintenance as shown for the sisters. In the above examples, combinado 
language use is stronger at the feria del ganado and at home. In these spaces, the sisters are in 
contact with farmers and other Quechua speakers who have ties to rural areas. Time spent in 
these spaces as well as with people of a similar rural/urban background reinforces Quechua, or 
combinado language use.  Combinado talk shows different Spanish borrowings, many of which 
are for food words that do not contain a Quechua equivalent, and also inter-sentential and intra-
sentential codeswitching. Codeswitching can be a marked, unmarked, or exploratory choice at 
the feria del ganado and at the home. The sisters switch between Quechua and Spanish “to 
minimize cost and maximizes rewards for the speakers” (Myers Scotton 1993:101). At home, 
Quechua can take on different roles in private and public spaces, and the topic of the 
conversation is important in the “closed-door space”. What does this situation say about the 
vitality of Quechua in Andean cities? In the earlier examples, the sisters suggested that Lima is a 
space in which Quechua will not survive, because it seems to be identified with the Andean 
countryside. The sisters clearly connect Quechua use, or perhaps, a more “pure” knowledge of 
Quechua to rural areas. In excerpt (32), I asked Anita if she thought Quechua would disappear 
soon in Peru. Anita responded with the following: 
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(32) Anita on the vitality of Quechua in Ayacucho (00:08:21) (REC15) 
1 Anita:  No creo.  Anita:  I don’t think so.  
2  Porque la mayor parte que 
hablan quechua son los del 
campo. 
 Because most people that 
speak Quechua are people 
from the countryside.  
3  hay momentos algunas de mis 
vecinas empiezan a hablar 
quechua y nosotros igual le 
seguimos en quechua. 
 There are times in which my 
female neighbors begin to 
speak in Quechua and in the 
same way, we continue 
speaking in Quechua. 
4 Investigadora: Uh huh.  Researcher:  Uh huh.  
5  Pero al menos cuando estabas 
en tu casa 
 But at least when you were 
at home  
6 Anita:  porque si tú también eres 
contadora o alguna profesión 
Anita:  Because if you are also an 
accountant or some other 
professional. 
7  Siempre va a haber personas 
que hablan en quechua 
 There will always be people 
who speak Quechua  
 
The sisters do not think Quechua will disappear in Ayacucho, and they also see a need for 
Quechua to be studied and learned well in order to use it in professional careers. The sisters 
believe that Quechua has symbolic and cultural capital (Bourdieu 1994), however it is not clear 
if the sisters will ever have the opportunity or desire to study Quechua or use it in a professional 
career. Although they have this perception of their use of Quechua, they do not believe that 
combinado will disappear. The sisters reported that they plan to use this variety with their 
children. However, an understanding of the sisters’ language use on the chakra would assist in 
understanding the full range of language options, seeing that Quechua is the main language used 
on the chakra. Therefore, the lack of information on Quechua language use for the Hernández 
sisters in this more rural area is a limitation of this study on urban Andean identity.  
It is important to note that the sisters self-reported to me that they speak combinado. 
Although this Spanish and Quechua mixed variety seems to be rather common in Ayacucho, the 
Hernández sisters realize that it may not be the correct way of speaking Quechua, as expressed in 
the following example.  
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(33) Susana about Gabriela’s use of combinado (00:38:02) (REC 29)  
1 Susana:  Ella le dice en quechua y en el español. Susana:  She tells her in Quechua 
and in Spanish. 
2  le  dice alcanza-mu-y. 
             reach-CIS-IMP 
 She tells her ‘pass it this 
way’. 
3  Alcanza-mu-y 
reach-CI-IMP 
 Pass it this way. 
4 Gabriela: Jajaja. Gabriela: Ahahah. 
5 Investigadora: Combina. Researcher:  She combines it. 
6 Susana:  Uh huh. Susana: Uh huh.  
7  No está bien hablado ¿sí?  It’s not well spoken, 
right? 
8 Gabriela:  Jaja. Gabriela:  Haha. 
 
As observed in example (33), Susana says that all of her sisters speak Quechua well, 
except her youngest sister, Gabriela. However, this may be a verbal act of teasing her, since I 
observed Gabriela speaking in combinado (or Quechua) on many occasions, and especially 
during emotional events. Later on in the conversation, Susana told me about when her mother 
and uncle recognized her combined way of talking.  
(33) Susana on combinado (00:38:16) (REC 29) 
                   
1 Investigadora: Pero tú ya sabes mucho 
quechua ¿no? 
Researcher:  But you know a lot of 
Quechua right?  
2 Susana:  Sí. Susana:  Yes.  
3  Justo no sé.  Well, I don’t know.  
4  de nantes estaba hablando con 
mi mamá.  
 Earlier on, I was talking 
with my mom.  
5 Investigadora: Uh huh. Researcher:  Uh huh.  
6 Susana:  Por el cellular. Susana:  On the cell phone.  
7  Y mi tío me dice tú combinas 
bien el quechua me dice.  
 And my uncle tells me that 
my mother says I combine 
Quechua well.  
   
In the passage above, Susana suggests that her Quechua-dominant family members 
realize that her way of speaking is different from the parent’s generation. However, the tone of 
the passage suggests that it is not viewed in a negative way, but rather positively. The sisters can 
speak both languages and combine them, a skill that the parent’s generation may not have.  
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4.11 Summary of findings  
This chapter shows how combinado, a new variety of Quechua, is a strong part of the 
sisters’ identity, and the rural/urban continuum is important for this family that maintains both 
rural and urban economic practices. The sisters are maintaining, and thus revitalizing their 
family’s language and culture at home and in other spaces, especially when their parents, the 
first-language Quechua speakers, are absent. As we can see, rural and urban lives are often 
blurred for first-generation youth, as the countryside is present in conversation in urban spaces, 
and urban youth also spend a lot of time in the countryside.  
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CHAPTER 5 
TWO OTHER CASES OF QUECHUA: AYACUCHO AND AREQUIPA 
Carmen Alto (2005 population: 16,000 inhabitants; INEI 2007) is one of Huamanga’s 
eleven districts located on the Acuchimay hill that sits above the center of the city. In Carmen 
Alto, weekends are very quiet as many families leave town to work on their chakra located 
several hours away from the city. The families that stay in town work and hang out at Carmen 
Alto’s mirador ‘overlook’, the main tourist attraction in Huamanga. Some families set up tents at 
the mirador to sell puca picante (‘a traditional spicy potato dish’) and chicharrones (‘fried pork 
nuggets’), while others sell packaged snacks on carts. Children walk around the mirador selling 
bags of cancha (‘popcorn’) to tourists and neighbors alike.  
The Martínez family does all of the above. Gloria, a mother of seven children, maintains 
the family store located in the main entrance of the house in Carmen Alto, and sells snacks on 
her cart at the mirador on the weekends. Roberto, the father, helps run the store, but also travels 
back and forth between the city and his family’s chakra, located six hours away. All of their 
children help run the family store, and the younger brothers (5, 6, 10, and 14 years old), spend 
weekends walking around the mirador selling cancha. Before heading to work at the mirador on 
Sundays, the family regularly attends the church sermon at Carmen Alto’s Evangelical Church, 
the most “festive” sermon of the week conducted in Quechua and Spanish.  
One early Sunday morning in March 2010, I arrived at the Martínez house after a short 
ten-minute bus ride from downtown Huamanga. When I arrived at their house, I found Gloria 
and Roberto behind the home store door engaged in a deep conversation about family matters in 
Quechua. Behind the same door, I saw several cuy (‘Andean guinea pigs’), chicken, and sheep 
running around. The oldest sister, Jenny (18 years old) was in her room getting dressed, and her 
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older brother, Raúl (19 years old), was at an internet café.145 Gloria saw me inside the store and 
came out to greet me. She then screamed back at Jenny telling her in Spanish that I had arrived. 
Jenny took a while to get ready, so her mother yelled back at her in Spanish and Quechua telling 
her to hurry up, so we would not be late for church. Jenny screamed back in Spanish saying that 
she was almost ready. Jenny finally came out of her room, and Gloria wrapped her two-year-old 
daughter on her back in a qipi (‘cloth blanket used to carry babies’) and put her sombrero 
(‘country hat’) on. Everyone was ready to go. Gloria, Jenny, and several of her younger siblings, 
and I walked with several Quechua and Spanish bibles in our hands to the Carmen Alto 
Evangelical Church. We entered the church through an underground staircase, and Gloria, Jenny, 
and I sat down on the left-hand side of the altar where the other women were siting, while the 
younger brothers sat alone on the right side of the altar with the other men. When we arrived, we 
saw several elderly women dressed in polleras and shawls sitting in the front row in front of the 
altar. They had already started to sing bible chants in Quechua and Spanish and were shaking 
their tambourines. Gloria, Jenny, and I opened our bibles and followed along. The entire 
congregation shook their tambourines for over two hours, singing and praising God in both 
Quechua and Spanish.  
During my research period in Ayacucho, Peru, I often heard families listen to music in 
Quechua at church and at home. I observed a similar music preference in the city of Arequipa, 
the second site of my study. Six months later on a Saturday evening in Arequipa, Walter Mamani 
(25 years old) was looking on his computer for a few of his favorite songs, most of which 
happened to be Quechua huaynos. Walter and his wife, Sandra (21 years old, who was eight 
months pregnant at the time), their two-year-old daughter, Walter’s three younger sisters, his 
                                               
145 The majority of families in Ayacucho do not own their own computer. There are more than dozen of internet cafes present in 
every neighborhood in Huamanga.  
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aunts and uncles, and grandparents were all gathered at his house in the Miguel Grau 
asentamiento humano in the Paucarpata district of Arequipa to celebrate his wife’s 21st birthday 
party. Walter’s parents were absent from the party as they live in the United States, but called 
Walter many times during the party. Walter wanted to start the party with music and dancing, so 
he found some of his favorite music on his computer. As the party continued, everyone danced in 
circles to huayno and chicha music in Quechua and Spanish. Walter and his uncles kept bringing 
in more cases of beer, and Sandra served the guests conejo ‘rabbit’. Everyone danced and drank 
the night away. Walter’s aunts and uncles and grandparents often sat down in between songs to 
rest and converse with each other in Quechua and Spanish. Around midnight, Walter asked his 
grandparents in Spanish if they wanted to go home early, since it was getting late, and he could 
drive them back in his taxi. His grandparents decided to stay longer, so Walter left in his taxi to 
replenish the beer supply.  
The above narratives portray two distinct daily realities for first-generation youth in the 
cities of Ayacucho and Arequipa, respectively. These urban families have different economies, 
which influence the social networks they maintain and the spaces in which they move. In 
Carmen Alto, the Martínez family raises cuy, sheep, and chicken for their consumption, and the 
children must sell cancha on the weekends. Their father also works on the family’s chakra 
harvesting quinoa and potatoes as a way to support his family. Their family life and economic 
situation limits most of their social and family activities to their urban neighborhood. On the 
other hand, youth in the Mamani family of Arequipa have greater access to a wider range of 
urban spaces. Walter acquired a taxi for work and transportation purposes, and he and his 
siblings spend most of the day studying and working in different parts of the city. The siblings 
are busy studying and learning English with the objective to have better opportunities to join 
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their parents in the U.S. in the near future. However, youth in both families do not visit rural 
areas and do not have any direct contact with rural spaces. The youth in these families have 
never traveled to their parents’ villages; in fact, their parents’ villages are distant places that they 
have only seen in pictures and videos. 
Although the Martínez and Mamani children have different family economies, they share 
a common linguistic and cultural heritage. They are the first-generation born in the city, while 
their parents were born in rural Andean highland communities, speak Quechua, and have 
different levels of Spanish. In both cases, the parents and grandparents speak to each other in 
Quechua and Spanish during most daily activities, and many times, also speak to their children 
and grandchildren in Quechua.  
In the case studies in this chapter, first-generation youth find themselves in a very 
different linguistic situation than their parents and elders. They speak an Andean dialect of 
Spanish and report to have different degrees of comprehension of Quechua. However, in both 
cases, they hear Quechua on a daily basis, and many times are spoken to in Quechua. The 
question then is, how is Quechua a part of their daily lives? Following, I present each family and 
situation separately with reference to spaces, social networks, and daily activities to present two 
other cases of the formation of an urban Andean identity. 
 
5.1 Carmen Alto, Ayacucho: Martínez family 
The Martínez family has seven children ranging from two years old to nineteen years old. 
The children identify themselves as “huamanguinos” ‘Huamanga city people’ and native 
speakers of Spanish. The family is extremely close-knit, and everyone stays at home for most of 
the day when not at school. The oldest brother, Raúl, is more independent and spends time at 
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internet cafes and working side jobs, while Jenny spends time at home helping her younger 
siblings. Jenny and Raúl aspire to study at the local university, but they must spend several 
months preparing for the university entrance exam at a pre-university institute.  
In this chapter, I focus on linguistic practices for the two eldest children, Jenny (18 years 
old) and Raúl (19 years old). Jenny and Raúl speak a dialect of Andean Spanish, and report that 
they understand Quechua, but only speak a few words of it. However, they have daily direct 
contact with the Quechua language at home, in the neighborhood, at the market, and at church.  
In this chapter, I analyze examples of their contact with Quechua from ethnographic 
fieldnotes and audio recordings according to the daily spaces in which they spend most of their 
time. Their daily spaces are in the chart below and can also be found in Appendix G. (see chapter 
3 Map 3.2). I have organized the spaces from the chakra (a place they do not spend time, but is 
part of their daily conversations), to their home, the neighborhood, the church (5 minutes away), 
downtown, Huamanga (10 minutes away), and Ica, Peru (six hours away by bus) (see Table 5.1 
and Figure 5.1).  
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   Table 5.1 Martínez family daily spaces 
Spaces  Family members 
present 
Frequency 
of visits 
Length of 
time spent  
Distance 
from home 
Regular 
transportation 
to place 
Chakra Mother (Gloria) 1-2 times a 
year 
----- 4-5 hours  ----- 
Father (Roberto) Harvest 
season 
4-5 days a 
week  
More than 6 
hours 
By public bus, 
then walking 
Home /store All  ----- ----- ----- ----- 
Neighborhood 
 
 Carmen 
Alto  
 Market 
 Mirador 
All  Every day Until dark  
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5.1.1 The chakra 
The Martínez siblings have never traveled to their parents’ rural communities or to many 
places outside of the city of Huamanga. Despite their lack of direct contact with rural areas, the 
chakra is part of daily conversation for the family. Roberto, the father, spends four days of the 
week on his family’s chakra during the rainy season (October-April) and harvests different 
cereals and potatoes. He brings back to the city some of the harvest including potatoes, cheese, 
and quinoa for his family to consume and also to sell at the family store. Gloria, on the other 
hand, has not visited her community in many years. She receives visits from her family members 
who also travel back and forth between rural areas and the city.  When her family members visit 
from the chakra, they always speak to her in Quechua. Many of these family conversations in 
Quechua take place with young and elderly relatives in what I call the “closed-door space” of the 
house (see section 5.1.2). The chakra is part of the Martínez children’s life, however, it does not 
define the siblings in this family.146 The siblings never publically express an interest in visiting 
the farm or working on the farm. For the children, the chakra only exists in pictures, videos, and 
stories. Daily activities and socialization for this family take place in their neighborhood and at 
home, where the family’s store is located.  
 
5.1.2 The home/store in Carmen Alto   
The Martínez family home is located on the main street of Carmen Alto, a few blocks 
downhill from the mirador. The main entrance of the house contains the family store that is 
opened every day from 8 a.m. until 9 p.m. All members of the Martínez family help run the store 
where they sell household products, snacks, and produce. This space also has a television with a 
DVD player so the family can watch movies during down time. The store space also serves as a 
                                               
146 In excerpt 2 in this chapter, the children watch a video of their parents’ hometown and call it “their town” in Quechua. 
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socializing space where customers, friends, neighbors, and family members enter to hang out. I 
visited the family at least three times a week and spent one to three hours there each time. I spent 
all of my time in the store space and was never invited behind the closed door in the store space 
that led to the rest of the house. I observed that this “closed-door space” included the kitchen, the 
bathroom, a corral of small animals, and the bedrooms. In the following section, I will discuss 
the role of language in the “open-door space,” which includes the store space and sidewalk in 
front of the house and the “closed-door space,” which includes all of the other rooms (see Table 
5.2 and Figure 5.2).  
Table 5.2 Martínez family home language use  
Home spaces Social activity  Interlocutors Language/s 
a) “Open-door” 
space 
 
 Family store and 
hanging out 
space  
Service 
encounters and  
socializing  
Parents to customers/neighbors and to 
their children  
 
Spanish and 
Quechua 
 
Youth to customers/neighbors  Spanish  
Socializing 
(down time) 
(with Researcher 
present) 
Mother and father  Quechua 
Parents to children  
Parents to Researcher  
 
Quechua and 
Spanish  
Youth  Spanish  
b) “Closed-door” 
space 
Private family 
conversations  
Siblings to siblings Spanish? Some 
Quechua?  
Kitchen, other 
rooms 
Parents to children 
 
Quechua and 
Spanish?  
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Figure 5.2 Martínez family home language use 
 
 
The “open-door space” includes the main entrance of the house where the store and the 
socializing area are located. This space is open most of the day and neighbors, customers, and 
friends are free to drop by and enter this space almost all day long.147 I would take a bus or a taxi 
to their house, and almost always, the door was opened and the family was inside tending to 
customers. Friends, customers, and neighbors were always welcomed inside to sit on the bench 
                                               
147 The family keeps the main door opened from early morning until 8 p.m. or 9 p.m.  
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in the store. Visitors often also sit outside of the house on a bench or on the stairs on the street 
sidewalk. When I arrived, I usually greeted everyone in the store and sat down on the bench. 
During my visits, Gloria was usually inside the store watching her two-year-old daughter, and 
Roberto was out of town working on the chakra. Jenny and Raúl went would move back and 
forth between the store and the “closed-door space.” The other siblings spent time in all of the 
spaces, and many went outside to play on the sidewalk.  
In the “open-door space,” the children always spoke in Spanish. Their parents speak to 
each other mostly in Quechua, but interchangeably speak to their children in Spanish and 
Quechua. I observed that the children have a strong passive knowledge of Quechua, as they can 
follow commands and directions in Quechua. The children’s response in this space, however, is 
always in Spanish.  
One example comes from one evening when we were hanging out inside the store space. 
We were talking about traditions in the mother’s hometown, and the mother told me they had a 
video that a friend made of their hometown. In excerpt 1, the mother is calling Jenny to come out 
of her room and find the video for us to watch.  
(1) Gloria (mother) to Jenny, Quechua (January 10, 2010) (Fieldnotes) 
1 Madre:  [Digiriéndose a Jenny] 
¡Hamu-y!                ¡apa-mu-y! 
 Come-2sg.IMP!          bring-CIS-2sg.IMP! 
Mother: [Addressing Jenny] 
Come, bring it!  
 
In excerpt 1, Gloria is calling Jenny in Quechua. She uses two commands in Quechua, 
“hamu-y” ‘come’ and “apa-mu-y” ‘bring it’.  Jenny followed her mother’s orders and brought the 
video to the store space for everyone to watch. Jenny and her siblings do not have any trouble 
following commands and directions in Quechua.  
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As we were watching the short video, I asked the family some questions in Spanish about 
the festival. During this point, everyone was speaking in Spanish, but suddenly, Jenny’s eight-
year-old brother, Marco, said one word to everyone in Quechua.  
(2) Marco to all, Quechua (January 10, 2010) (Fieldnotes) 
1 Marco: ¡llaqta-yku!  
 town-POS.3pl 
Marco: Our town! 
2 Jenny: Sí.  Jenny: Yes.  
 
It is interesting to examine Marco’s sporadic use of the Quechua word. While Marco only 
says one word, it is evident that he can distinguish between the inclusive and exclusive forms of 
possession in Quechua. He refers to “our town” using the -yku ‘our-exclusive’ Quechua suffix. If 
Marco would have said “llaqta-nchik” ‘town-our inclusive’, using the –nchik ‘our inclusive’ 
suffix, he would have indicated that everyone in the room, including myself, was from that town.  
Another interesting observation on youth language use in the store comes from a 
neighbor’s visit. While we were watching the mother’s video, a male neighbor in his 20s came 
by and looked inside the store. He did not say anything, but was just standing and watching the 
video. Then, Gloria told him in Quechua that we were watching a video from her hometown. The 
young man responded to her in Spanish. This situation presents another example of typical 
language dynamics between youth and adults in public spaces in Carmen Alto, and the 
knowledge (perhaps only passive) of the other language. 
In the next example, Roberto, the father, is at home helping his children count 
merchandise in the store. This is when there were no customers in the store, and the parents were 
organizing the merchandise. The younger children were playing, and Jenny and Roberto were 
hanging out behind the “closed-door space”. In excerpt 3, Roberto asks Jenny to come outside of 
the “closed-door space” to help him with something in the store.  
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(3) Father to Jenny, Quechua and Spanish (00:18:19) (REC1010)  
 
1 Padre: ¿[Jenny]? Father:  [Jenny]?  
2 Jenny: ¿Qué? Jenny:  What?  
3 Padre:  ¡Bin       mamá    hamu-y! 
  come     miss        come-2sg.IMP 
Father:  Come miss come! 
4  Hamu-y       ratu-lla. 
Come-IMP    short time-DEL 
 Come, just for a bit. 
 
 In excerpt 3, Roberto calls Jenny in Quechua and Spanish. In line 1, he calls Jenny with 
her name, and she answers in Spanish saying “qué” ‘what’. In line 3, he calls Jenny over again in 
Spanish, saying “bin” for “ven” ‘come’.148 In the same line, he calls Jenny “mamá” ‘miss,’ 
which is a term of endearment in Quechua used with family members and friends (see chapter 4). 
In the same line, he repeats, “come” in Quechua ‘hamu-y’, and then repeats it again in line 4 
followed by another mixed Quechua word, “ratu-lla” ‘short time’. Eventually, Jenny came out of 
the “closed-door space” to talk to her father. This excerpt provides a typical example of father-
daughter speech for this family.  
The store space of the house also consists of the outdoor sidewalk where one can find a 
small cart filled with snacks to purchase and a bench. Inside the house, the store has many 
shelves filled with food and household products, a desk where the family keeps track of the 
inventory, and also, there are several benches where visitors, customers, and family members sit. 
There is also a curtain that separates this space from a small corner that contains a bed where 
different siblings occasionally take naps. The family benefits from their location close to the 
mirador as many people pass by their house for a snack or a drink. Customers are neighbors and 
friends of all ages, and there are many frequent customers. The store is usually busy around noon 
and in the evening when people are home from work. I also observed that elderly Quechua-
speaking neighbors occasionally pass by the store to beg for food or money from the family.  
                                               
148 “Bin” is an example of L2 Spanish, where /e/ is replaced for /i/ (Cerrón-Palomino 2003). 
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All of the children (except for the two-year-old daughter) help customers at the store. 
Children initiate all service encounters in Spanish. On rare occasions, I observed that some 
customers ask for items in Quechua no matter if the parents are present or not. These customers 
are usually older women. In these cases, either Gloria or Roberto help the customer, or Jenny and 
Roberto answer the customer in Spanish. The parents speak to most adult customers in Quechua, 
and almost always to youth and children customers in Spanish. However, it is not rare for the 
Martínez parents to speak to their children in Quechua during service encounters with other 
customers, and then to turn to customers and speak to them in Spanish. In excerpt 4, Raúl and his 
father are organizing store merchandise while there are customers inside and outside of the store.   
(4) Father to Raúl, Quechua and Spanish (00:11:33) (REC1010) 
1 Raúl:  No hay papá. Raúl:  There isn’t any dad.  
2 Padre: ¿Es mi culpa no hay? Father:  Is it my fault that there isn’t any 
left? 
3  ¿Cuántos hay hija?  How many are there [son]? 
4 Raúl: Esto pes papá.  Raúl:  Well this one dad.  
5 Padre: Kay    simi      kuru. 
This    mouth    worm 
Father:  This worm mouth. 
6  No hay acá hija.  There aren’t any here [son]. 
7  Chay-manta-ña    apa-yku-y 
That-from-SEQ       bring-CUR-2sg.IMP   
 
 yapa-yku-y                     hija149 
 count-CUR-2sg.IMP         daughter 
 Fill it up from there already, count it 
please son.  
8 Raúl:  Tres sublimes. Raúl: Three sublimes [Peruvian chocolate 
brand] 
9  Tres cincuenta.  Three fifty.    
 
In this conversation, Raúl speaks in Spanish, and his father switches between Quechua 
and Spanish. Raúl starts the conversation in Spanish and his father follows him in Spanish in line 
3, asking his son, “how many are there, son?” When Raúl answers in line 4 in Spanish, saying 
that ‘this is what there is’, the father seems to get angry and responds in Quechua. In line 5, he 
insults his son in Quechua, by telling him that that he is “a worm mouth,” and then follows up in 
                                               
149 This is an example of L2 Spanish for Quechua speakers with the assimilation of the final “o” to an “a” for “hija,” ‘daughter’.  
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Spanish telling him that there is no candy left. The father then tells Raúl to fill up the supply with 
candy and count it again (line 7). In lines 8 and 9, Raúl counts out loud how many sublime 
candies there are in Spanish. Raúl understands his father’s directions and counts the candies, 
however his response is always in Spanish. Jenny and Raúl can participate in conversations in 
which they are spoken to in Quechua, however it is ambiguous if they respond in Spanish 
because they prefer Spanish, or if they really do not know how to speak in Quechua.  
In addition to running the family store, the Martínez family also opens their store as a 
restaurant during the Semana Santa (‘Holy week’) fair that takes place every April during 
carnavales at the mirador.150 During this day, many farmers travel to Huamanga from far away 
villages, and huamanguinos take the bus or walk up to Carmen Alto’s mirador. The streets fill up 
with ambulatory vendors, fairgoers, and animals (e.g. llamas and chickens). The mirador turns 
into a huge fair with food stands, carnival games, and other activities.  
 
 
 
Photograph 5.1. Llamas and cotton candy at the Carmen Alto fair (2010, Author: Firestone A.) 
 
                                               
150 The family does not believe in carnavales and does not participate in any other carnavales-related activity, since they say it is 
against their Evangelical faith. 
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The fair takes place on Carmen Alto’s main street and mirador park space. Therefore, 
there are hundreds of people that pass by the Martínez house all day long. The family uses this 
opportunity and converts their store into a small restaurant with several small tables with 
tablecloths and benches. Everyone in the family helps out by cooking different traditional 
Ayacucho dishes such as puca picante (‘a traditional spicy potato dish’), mondongo (‘tripe and 
mote stew’) and choclo con queso (‘corn with cheese’). The family sells these dishes for five 
soles (‘local currency’).151  
On the fair day, I went to the Martínez house to hang out and eat at their restaurant. When 
I arrived, Jenny was making large posters to advertise the food. Jenny and Raúl helped their 
parents prepare and serve the food and welcomed customers to sit down in Spanish. While Jenny 
and Raúl were inviting the customers inside, the parents continued to cook behind the “closed-
door space.” Roberto opened the door halfway to request the orders from Jenny in Quechua. 
Many of the customers spoke in Quechua with the family; however, the response from the 
children was always in Spanish. I was only able to spend a half hour there since the store was 
extremely crowded with customers 
During my visits to the Martínez house, I always sat down on the wood bench in the 
store. I observed that the family went back and forth to the parts of the house that were located 
behind a closed door in the store. I call this space the “closed-door space,” which includes the 
kitchen, animal corral, bathroom, and entrance to the bedrooms. I observed that only the 
immediate family and extended family members went through this door. Neighbors, customers, 
and friends never passed through this space and only socialized in the “open-door space” of the 
house. The “closed-door space” is also the space in which relatives visit the family and discuss 
                                               
151 In April 2010, five soles was equivalent to $1.76 (2.84 soles to one U.S. dollar).  
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private family matters. During many visits, I observed that Gloria and Roberto received visits 
from relatives of different ages (from young adults to elderly relatives). They always conversed 
with relatives in Quechua in the “closed-door space” with the door ajar. However, I also noticed 
that all private conversations took place in the “closed-door space” only if there were visitors or 
customers in the “open-door space.” For example, during one visit, I found the father in a private 
conversation with his relative in Quechua in the store space. When I entered the store to greet the 
family, the father and his relative moved to the “closed-door space” to continue their 
conversation in Quechua. It is apparent that while the store part of the house is an open space and 
can serve as a socializing space and a store space, the “closed-door space” is reserved for private 
family matters. Private family matters also include using the Quechua language. Therefore, it is 
possible that researchers, even close friend researchers, will have difficulty gaining access to this 
space, in which Quechua language may be stronger for the entire family.152 I hypothesize that the 
children in the Martínez family may speak more phrases in Quechua in this space. Gugenberger 
(2005) observes that many migrant families in Arequipa speak Quechua in enclosed spaces 
where others cannot hear them. She attributes this very private use of Quechua to discrimination 
against Quechua in public spheres in Arequipa. In the case of Carmen Alto, however, it does not 
appear that there is discrimination against Quechua, a neighborhood where most adults and 
elders speak in Quechua in public spaces. However, the situation may be changing for the new 
generation in Carmen Alto.  
 
 
 
                                               
152 The “closed-door space” also served as a space for Quechua language for the Hernández sisters in chapter 4.  
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5.1.3 Carmen Alto neighborhood  
Carmen Alto is one of Huamanga’s oldest neighborhoods that was recognized as a 
district in the 1920s when it was home to mestizo artisans (Béjar et al. 2005). Carmen Alto is 
located very close to downtown Huamanga (10 minutes by bus), and one can walk from the 
plaza uphill to the mirador. Carmen Alto consists of the alameda (‘boulevard’) region, which is 
located five blocks from Huamanga’s plaza and central market, and the neighborhood continues 
uphill to where the mirador is located. Carmen Alto is surrounded by asentamientos humanos 
built in the past several decades. 
 
 
 
                                    Photograph 5.2 Main street of Carmen Alto neighborhood (2010, Author: Firestone, A.) 
 
Today, many residents of Carmen Alto are campesinos from the Chiara province of 
Huamanga who maintain a city home in Carmen Alto and travel back and forth to their chakra. 
Chirinos (2001) reports that in Carmen Alto, 63% people speak Quechua as their first language 
(71, 74). It is very common to hear adults and elderly people speak among themselves in 
Quechua in the neighborhood. Occasionally, I heard adults speaking to their children in Quechua 
in the neighborhood, but the children always responded in Spanish. I never observed any 
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children or young adults speak to each other in Quechua. There is also a generational gap in 
dress code. Older women in the neighborhood wear polleras, while children and young adults 
wear jeans, skirts, and sport pants. Aside from dress, other farm traditions are strong in Carmen 
Alto. It is common for families to raise farm animals inside and outside of their homes, and 
many women and children pastor their sheep in the neighborhood streets.  
Carmen Alto has undergone many changes since the ending of Shining Path period in the 
early 1990s. The neighborhood is now a calm area, but in early 2000, there was reported youth 
gang activity initiated by children of rural farmers (Strocka 2008). In the past several years, there 
has been a growth in small businesses, recreos (‘recreation centers’), internet cafes, and small 
pollerías (‘roasted chicken restaurants’). Carmen Alto is also home to two well-known foreign 
non-profit organizations that provide assistance to small children.153 These organizations invite 
foreign volunteers to help the children, and therefore, it is common to see Europeans walking 
around Carmen Alto. Many Carmen Alto children participate in these programs, and most of the 
Martínez siblings attend their American neighbor’s afterschool program. 
The Carmen Alto neighborhood is the main social space outside of their house for all of 
the young people in the Martínez family. Jenny and Raúl hang out in the internet cafes during the 
day and also make short trips to the Carmen Alto market that is a few blocks from their house. 
While I did not have the opportunity to accompany Jenny and Raúl to the local market, a space 
where I observed that Quechua is strong in Carmen Alto, I hypothesize that Jenny and Raúl 
speak to market vendors in Spanish. This hypothesis comes from observations in the family 
                                               
153 Los Gorriones (‘The Sparrows’) is a French-run orphanage dedicated to helping disabled children in Carmen Alto. European 
volunteers have been coming to Carmen Alto for decades to work at the orphanage.  Virginia Coleman created Los Niños de 
Acuchimay, a children’s afterschool education program in 2007 for Carmen Alto kids to practice basic skills, homework, and 
learn new computational skills (see http://kids-at-the-crossroads.org/index.html). She employs teenagers and adults from Carmen 
Alto to assist in running the program.  
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store, where customers sometimes speak to them in Quechua, but they always respond in 
Spanish.  
The Martínez family knows that many of their neighbors only speak Quechua. For 
example, there is a woman in her 90s that sits outside across the street from the family’s house 
and sells cancha. She wears the same clothes everyday, a long pink pollera and a large 
sombrero. I often visited her and spoke to her in Quechua, as she does not speak any Spanish. I 
asked the Martínez family about the woman, and they told me that she is a “paisana” (‘fellow 
country woman’), indicating that she is of a similar rural background.  
Another important neighborhood space is the mirador area, which includes a small park, 
the Carmen Alto museum, and a large overlook with religious statues. The Martínez family often 
walks up to this space to play, socialize, hang out, and on Sundays, to work. On Sundays, the 
mother and children move their cart to the top of the mirador, where they sell fruit, candy, and 
cancha. I visited the family three times when they were selling snacks at the mirador. Once, I 
was joking with the family and we were pointing to all of the fruits and different vegetables they 
were selling on the cart. I pointed to something, and the whole family told me what it meant in 
Quechua. At the mirador, adults speak in Quechua and Spanish, but children and young people 
only speak in Spanish.   
 
5.1.4 Carmen Alto alameda area 
The Carmen Alto alameda is located about five minutes downhill from the Martínez 
house. The alameda consists of a long walkway and a park with benches. Along the alameda 
there are many churches, homes, and corner stores. The alameda is located very close to 
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Huamanga’s central market and main plaza. The Martínez family spends little time in this area, 
but usually walks through the park to get to plaza de armas area.  
In November 2009, I attended a large event with the Martínez family that took place at 
the alameda. Gloria invited me to a promotional event sponsored by FINCA Peru, 154  the 
organization that provides her family financial credit to run the home store. FINCA Peru 
sponsored a large event with clowns, games, and other activities to promote their financial credit 
program. At the entrance of the fair, there was a large sign that announced the event with a 
message in Quechua: “Fincawan negociuyki wiñanqa” ‘With FINCA your business will grow’   
(see Photograph 5.3 below).  FINCA Peru conducts their meetings in Spanish and Quechua, 
since most of their clients are Quechua speakers. The FINCA event hoped to attract more clients.  
 
 
 
Photograph 5.3 FINCA PERU poster (2009, Author: Firestone, A.) 
 
The FINCA event started at 11 a.m. and continued throughout the afternoon. There were 
many food stands and information stands. I met the Martínez family at the fair and stayed for 
several hours. The entire Martínez family attended the fair, except for Roberto, who was away at 
his family’s chakra. Gloria’s job at the fair was to run the pollo a la brasa (‘roasted chicken’) 
stand and sell chicken meal tickets to fair goers. I waited on the grass with all of the Martínez 
                                               
154  See FINCA Peru’s website for more information on their programming and activities 
http://www.fincaperu.net/cms/index.php/en/. 
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children while the mother set up the food stand. The children and I watched the clowns perform 
and other musical acts. Gloria’s extended family members also came to enjoy the fair. I met 
Gloria’s 18-year-old niece and her two small children who live in a nearby asentamiento 
humano. Gloria’s niece was dressed in a pollera and a sombrero, country clothes, which starkly 
contrasted with Jenny and Raúl, who usually wear jeans, sport pants, and t-shirts.  In this space, I 
observed that all conversations between all relatives and the mother and customers at the chicken 
event took place in Spanish.  Following other observations, I would have assumed that Gloria 
would have spoken to her niece in Quechua, since she is a family member, lives closer to a rural 
area, and wears a pollera ‘country skirt’; however, all conversations in this space were in 
Spanish. The alameda is located very closed to the urban center, and therefore, maybe it is 
considered a space for Spanish language. Despite the location of the event, FINCA Peru 
promoted the event with Quechua/Spanish language signs around the alameda.  
 
5.1.5 Carmen Alto Evangelical Church 
In the Carmen Alto neighborhood, there are several small catholic churches and only one 
small Evangelical church located underground in a residential zone of Carmen Alto. In the 
province of Huamanga, Evangelicalism is the second most popular religious group with a total of 
23,454 members, after Catholicism with 132,406 members (with 161,394 total surveyed 
individuals) (INEI 2007).  
Gloria has been a member of the Evangelical church for 20 years, and for the Martínez 
family, their Evangelical faith is an important part of their daily life. The family attends the 
neighborhood Evangelical church every Sunday, and sometimes attends shorter services during 
the week. The church is a very important space for the family to read and sing in Quechua. 
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During my visits to the family’s house, the mother and father showed me their different 
songbooks in Quechua. The family also regularly listens to religious music in Quechua at home.   
After several months of visiting the family and learning more about their strong 
Evangelical faith, I told the mother that I was interested in learning more about Quechua at their 
church. Gloria was very excited to show me her Quechua bibles and religious music, and invited 
me to join her and her children at the next church service. I accompanied Jenny and her mom and 
siblings to church on two occasions for over three hours each time. I first accompanied the 
family to a short Wednesday evening sermon.  
I arrived to the Martínez house an hour before the Wednesday evening sermon was 
supposed to start. When I arrived, the church pastor was visiting the family and speaking in 
Quechua to the parents about church matters. The parents explained to him that I wanted to come 
to the service, and that I was learning Quechua. I conversed with the pastor who told me more 
about the church. He was proud to admit that he conducts sermons in both Quechua and Spanish 
so that all 40 members could fully participate. The pastor uses separate Quechua and Spanish 
bibles, because he finds that that older women can sometimes read in Spanish, but not in 
Quechua. After our conversation, the pastor invited me to join his church congregation for that 
evening. I accompanied Gloria, Jenny, two younger brothers, and the baby sister to the church at 
7 p.m. We walked downhill for a few blocks using flashlights to see the path, since there were no 
streetlights outside. We found the church and walked downstairs into a basement in which we 
found the small congregation singing.  
We sat down on the left-hand side of the church, where all of the female church members 
were seated. Most of the church members were women, and in two of the rows, there were 
several elderly women dressed in “ropa del campo” ‘country clothing’. The rest of the 
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congregation was made up of younger mothers with their small children. There were no 
teenagers there except for Jenny. Everyone brought his or her own bibles and songbooks. I sat 
down next to Jenny and we shared her bible. We began by reading and repeating versus from the 
New Testament in Spanish with the congregation. Then, the pastor read other verses in Quechua. 
I observed that Jenny understood everything in Quechua as she nodded during certain parts of 
the Quechua sermon. Toward the end of the sermon, the pastor initiated the silent prayer time. 
During this time, only the mothers and elderly women prayed silently and whispered different 
things to themselves in Quechua. The women started to cry loudly during this part. Jenny and 
other small children were silent. Also, during this service a guest pastor came and also read 
letters to the congregation in Quechua about issues in the United States, the hurricane in Haiti, 
and the criticisms of Huamanga’s on-going carnavales celebrations. This service lasted until 9 
p.m., and at the end of the service, everyone got up and shook hands.  
The second time I visited the church was on a Sunday morning, during the normal long 
service, which I was told was the “most festive” sermon of the week. This time, three of the little 
brothers joined their mother, Jenny, and their two-year-old sister. We all met at their house and 
walked down to the church at 10 a.m. When we arrived, we sat on our respective sides of the 
church. This time, a small boy handed us photocopies of songs in Spanish. After the opening of 
the service, the mother announced to the congregation that I was a visitor. Then, the pastor 
requested that I got up in front of everyone to introduce myself in Quechua. The sermon lasted 
for two hours, and included chanting and readings from the bible. Jenny and her family 
participated in the entire sermon singing and chanting in Spanish and Quechua.  
At the end of the sermon, everyone went outside of the church, and one of the church 
members made avocado sandwiches to sell to the other church members. The church member 
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was a Quechua-dominant elderly woman who wore a pollera. Everyone conversed to the woman 
selling sandwiches. We all bought sandwiches from her, and I bought extra sandwiches for 
Gloria and her children. Gloria spoke to the church members in Quechua and to her children in 
Spanish. While the Martínez siblings spoke to each other and to their mother in Spanish, 
suddenly, Raúl looked at the woman’s basket of sandwiches and spoke to his mother in Quechua:  
(5) Raúl to mother in Quechua (April 4, 2010) (fieldnotes) 
1 Raúl:  ñuqa-wan  
I-with 
Raúl: With me.  
 
 In excerpt (5), it appears that Raúl wanted to grab his mother’s attention by asking if he 
could have another sandwich in Quechua. While this is the only example of Raúl speaking in 
Quechua to his mother at church, it is possible that he uses Quechua with his mother during 
certain occasions. However, Raúl’s knowledge and use of Quechua may be limited to single 
words and short expressions as shown in this excerpt.  
The Evangelical church is an interesting space for youth Quechua language use. Jenny 
attends church regularly, and the church serves as an important space for community. What is 
interesting is that Jenny was never taught how to read the bible in Quechua, but it appears that she is 
able to read and sing in Quechua. She does not know how to read Quechua outside of the church 
either. In the Peruvian highland village of Umaca, Andahuaylas, Zavala (2002) examined literacy 
practices at home and at church for Evangelical families. She found that Quechua-speaking families 
preferred to read the bible in Spanish as a way to practice Spanish at home, but consulted the 
Quechua version to look up words they did not know (183). Zavala also mentions that Quechua 
speakers may think reading Bible is a performance, as it is done out loud in the sermon (184), and 
therefore, they may be able to read in Quechua in sermons, but not in other contexts. I argue that the 
church serves as a community of practice, or “an aggregate of people coming together around a 
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particular enterprise” (Eckert 2000:35) for Quechua language use.155  While Jenny and Raúl do not 
read or chant in Quechua in any other space or during any other activity, Quechua is a very 
important part of their church life.  
 
5.1.6 Outside Carmen Alto  
While Roberto travels back and forth to his family’s chakra, the rest of the Martínez 
family spends most of their time in Carmen Alto. Family members also occasionally go to 
downtown Huamanga to the main market or to take care of chores. Jenny and Raúl’s first trip 
outside Huamanga was in 2010, when they had the opportunity to travel to Ica, Peru. I describe 
these two spaces below.  
During my research period in Huamanga, I bumped into the Gloria and her children 
walking near Huamanga’s central market or downtown running some errands. Jenny and Raúl 
rarely accompany their mother downtown, as they usually have to stay home to run the store.  
An exception was one Friday night when I invited Jenny to hang out with me downtown 
to catch up. I was interested to hear about Jenny’s first trip outside of Huamanga to Ica, Peru, 
since she had called me many times on her cell phone while she was away. Jenny was also very 
excited to hang out with me and tell me about her trip. I picked Jenny up from her house at 4 
p.m., and we took the local bus to downtown. When I arrived at her house, she was wearing her 
hair in two long braids and wore sweat pants. She quickly changed into jeans and put her hair up 
                                               
155 One example of indigenous language use in a specific speech community and community of practice is from Zavala and 
Bariola’s (2008) study on bilingual (Spanish/Shipibo) Shipibo (indigenous Amazonians of Peru) migrants in Lima, Peru. They 
note that in Lima, Shipibo women have gained an active role in the community through participation in Shipibo communal 
meetings. During these meetings, women display discourse strategies in which they show a high use of the Shipibo language 
accompanied by certain discourse strategies and lexical borrowings from Shipibo.  
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in a ponytail.156 We took a bus to the main plaza area and found a café to have a snack and tea 
where we conversed for several hours about her trip to Ica.  Jenny told me it was the first time 
she had entered a plaza restaurant or café. After we finished our tea and snacks, we walked up 
and down the main streets of the plaza de armas to chat and relax. We walked further toward the 
Carmen Alto alameda area, and then we decided to enter Huamanga’s central market. When we 
entered the market, we heard many young people and market vendors speaking in Quechua. 
When we were walking through the market, we passed by two teenage girls speaking in 
Quechua. In excerpt (6), I present an example of what Jenny randomly repeated to me out loud 
after passing the teenagers.  
(6) Jenny Quechua repetition in market (May 4, 2010) (Fieldnotes) 
1 Jenny:  “¿maypi    ka-chka-n?” 
  “Where      be-PROG-3sg.?” 
Jenny: Where is it?  
 
Quechua is often heard in Andean markets in Peru, and it is known to be a space for the Quechua 
language (Weismantel 2001; Seligmann 2004). Therefore, it is very common to hear Quechua at 
the market. Jenny is part of the Quechua and Spanish world at the market, but she only 
participates as a listener. She reports to never use Quechua in the marketplace, because she does 
not know how to speak it. The example above shows that she can repeat phrases she hears in 
Quechua, as she does at church, however, perhaps she could not produce the sentences on her 
own. While there are no other examples of her repeating Quechua, I will refer to one example of 
her speaking Quechua to me on the phone in section 5.1.7. 
The Huamanga market has a wide variety of food, artesanía ‘handicraft’ stands, 
electronics, household products, and clothing stands. On our way out of the market, we passed a 
                                               
156 I observed Jenny’s change in hairstyle only during this one visit, and it seemed interesting that she purposefully unbraided 
her hair to go to the plaza de armas. Wearing one’s hair in braids seems to be associated with non-urban traditions. I observed 
that few young people in Ayacucho wear their hair in long braids.   
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pollera ‘country skirt’ stand. I asked Jenny if she likes the polleras, since I never saw her wear 
one, and her mother wears one on a daily basis. Jenny emphatically replied “no way” in Spanish. 
While Jenny’s mother wears a pollera on a daily basis, again, we observe that there is a change 
in dress across generations, and in this case, Jenny has a negative attitude toward this way of 
dressing. This is similar to the Hernández sisters’ comment on their mother’s use of the pollera, 
which is considered as a country way of dressing (see chapter 4). Various studies comment on 
the changes in dress codes across generations, especially in urban Andean centers (Reynaga 
1996; Guaygua et al. 2000; Ødegaard 2010).  
In April 2010, Jenny and Raúl traveled for the first time outside of Huamanga to the 
coastal city of Ica, Peru (six hours away by bus) to visit some of their cousins. Their father saved 
money for them to take a bus ride, and was looking forward for his children to see the Pacific 
Ocean for the first time. The father would not let Jenny go alone, so Raúl joined his sister. 
During this trip, Jenny called me many times to tell me about her first impressions of Ica. She 
told me that she wanted to stay longer and that she was already thinking about their next trip 
away from home, which would definitely be to Lima. While Jenny and Raúl were excited to 
make small trips, they were quite anxious to visit big cities such as the capital, Lima. Jenny’s 
mother will only let her go to Lima when she is older and if she goes with some of the hermanas 
‘sisters’ from the church. However, Jenny and Raul’s socio-economic reality limits their daily 
activities to their home and neighborhood.  
 
5.1.7 Cell phone conversations 
The cell phone is an important mode of communication for families in Ayacucho. The 
Martínez parents, Jenny, and Raúl all have their own cell phones. I did not overhear many cell 
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phone conversations, as the family is usually close together and does not call each other 
frequently. However, during the few occasions that the cell phone rang, Jenny and Raúl always 
spoke in Spanish, while the parents switched between Spanish and Quechua with family and 
friends.  
While most of the spaces and linguistic practices show that Jenny and Raúl speak Spanish 
only, and always answer in Spanish when spoken to in Quechua; again, I hypothesize that they 
may know and speak more Quechua than what they admit. My hypothesis comes from a cell 
phone call I received from Jenny when I left Ayacucho for Arequipa in July 2010. Jenny called 
me one evening me to send her family’s greetings. She first greeted me in Spanish, but then 
started to speak to me in Quechua, using long sentences to beg me to come back and visit her 
(fieldnotes, July 5, 2010). It is unclear whether or not her parents told her what to say, but 
Jenny’s use of Quechua suggests that she may know how to speak more Quechua than what she 
reports.  
 
5.1.8 Conclusions 
Jenny and Raúl live in a close-knit community of Carmen Alto and have infrequent 
opportunities to leave their city. As the eldest siblings, they have a lot of responsibility in taking 
care of their younger siblings and helping their parents manage the store. While the Martínez 
father is still connected to the chakra, the children’s daily activities are only centered around 
urban spaces. Youth’s access to spaces and time spent in urban spaces more closely related to 
Spanish seem to be the largest factor in language use. We find another linguistic situation in 
Arequipa, the second largest city in Peru.  
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5.2 Arequipa: Mamani Family  
The Mamani family lives in Miguel Grau, an asentamiento humano located in the 
Paucarpata district in Arequipa. Paucarpata is one of 28 districts in Arequipa, and Miguel Grau is 
one of the dozen neighborhoods located in this district (see Photograph 5.4).  Paucarpata (2005 
population: 125,255; INEI 2005) is home to many asentamiento humanos where many residents 
are originally from the highland department of Puno. Miguel Grau has all basic services 
(electricity, water, and plumbing) and all streets are paved. The city buses run through the entire 
neighborhood until late at night. There are many large two-story and three-story houses in the 
neighborhood, and many families use the first floor entrance of their house as a store (the closest 
super market is about 15 minutes away by bus).  
Walter (25 years old), the only brother in the family, lives with his wife, his daughter 
(two years old), his sisters (14, 18, and 23 years old), and his sister’s four-year old daughter and 
husband in a two-story house their family has built over the past several years. Walter’s parents 
have been living in New York City, U.S.A., for the past four years where his mother works at a 
restaurant and his father works in construction. Walter has six aunts and uncles, cousins, and two 
sets of grandparents that live in a different part of Paucarpata. His grandparents and closest aunt 
live together a few blocks away from his house, which is located in another district of Paucarpata 
called Ciudad Blanca. Walter’s parents, close aunts and uncles, and grandparents are originally 
from different villages in Puno (five hours away by bus), but they have all moved to 
Paucarpata.157  
                                               
157 Walter explained to me that maybe people from Puno have moved to Paucarpata, as it is close to the highway route that leads 
to Puno.  
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Photograph 5.4 Paucarpata, Arequipa (2010, Author: Firestone, A.) 
 
The Mamani siblings used to live with their parents in a one-room house, but now they 
live in a two-story house they have built with the support from their parents who regularly send 
money and other gifts to their children from the USA. Walter lives in the house with his sisters, 
his wife and daughter, and his sisters’ husband and their daughter.  
Walter got married several years ago to Sandra, a former radio announcer from 
Moquegua, Peru,158 and they have a two-year-old daughter. When I met Sandra she was eight 
months pregnant with her second child. Walter spends most of the day at work in a welding 
workshop and also attending vocational classes and English classes. His wife and daughter stay 
home most of the day and take care of chores. 
Walter’s three younger sisters all live with him. His older sister, Linda, is married with a 
four-year-old daughter, and works as a preschool teacher. His two younger sisters are still 
finishing high school, and their future dream is to become lawyers.  
Luisa is one of Walter’s close aunts that lives in Ciudad Blanca, Paucarpata, (five 
minutes from Miguel Grau, Paucarpata). She spends the morning and part of the afternoons and 
evening at Walter’s house and helps him and his sisters cook and clean. Walter’s grandmother 
frequently accompanies Luisa. This family does not have any connections to rural areas 
                                               
158 Moquegua is a small department located in southern Peru. It is located in the highlands and coast between the departments of 
Arequipa and Tacna.  
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anymore, and their grandparents gladly discuss that they have no desire to ever return to Puno as 
I discuss in this chapter.159 The Mamani siblings have all been to Lima with their parents, and 
have traveled around Arequipa and Moquegua. Their next destination is the United States.  
Walter’s grandparents were farmers in Puno and their Quechua is the native language of 
Walter’s grandparents. They only learned Spanish as young adults. While Walter’s grandfather 
reports to speak a lot of Spanish, his grandmother only understands Spanish, but cannot speak it 
at all. Walter’s parents and aunts and uncles speak both languages. There is a gap in Quechua 
language knowledge between the parent’s generation and the generation born in the city of 
Arequipa. In the Mamani family, youth only speak a few words of Quechua and know a few 
expressions. Unlike the Martínez children, Walter and his siblings rarely understand their 
parents, aunts and uncles and grandparents when they speak in Quechua. Family members only 
speak to Walter and his siblings in Spanish.  
In this section, I present examples of Quechua comprehension as recorded in dialogues 
with first-generation youth and their grandparents and in questions with the researcher. Despite 
the fact that the youth have limited production skills in Quechua, they hear Quechua on a daily 
basis. In fact, during certain family events at the home space, Walter and his siblings are 
excluded from many conversations in which the majority of people present speak in Quechua.  
Figure 5.3 below shows the Mamani Family spaces that start from the home in Paucarpata, and 
move to Lima, the capital of Peru.  
 
 
 
                                               
159 Walter has a few distant relatives in Puno, but they do not maintain close connections with these family members.  
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Figure 5.3 Mamani Family spaces and language use 
 
 
 
 
5.2.1 Language use in the home space 
 The majority of my observations of the Mamani family took place at their home or their 
aunt’s home, both in Paucarpata. I took a taxi or a bus to their house from my neighborhood 
located 15 minutes away. On other occasions, Walter would pick me up in his taxi to take me to 
his house. The house is a large space with many rooms that are used for different family events. 
While much of the house is unfurnished, Walter and his wife’s bedroom serves as a living room 
with a large TV and entertainment center. I spent most of my time in the house sitting on 
Walter’s bed with his wife and daughter watching TV, eating snacks, and talking. Most family 
members also hang out in this room to watch TV.  I describe the different social activities I 
observed in the house space below in Table 5.3.  
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Table 5.3 Social activities at home 
Home activities Interlocutors  Language/s 
a) Hanging out  
 
Youth  
 
 
 Spanish and a few 
Quechua words 
 Quechua and Spanish 
 Quechua  
b) Family celebrations/ events 
 Wake for baby 
 Birthday party  
 Researcher’s party 
Youth   Spanish and a few 
Quechua words 
Aunts and uncles   Quechua and Spanish 
Grandparents  Quechua (and some 
Spanish) 
 
Walter’s aunts and uncles and grandparents spend most of the afternoons and mornings at 
Walter’s house. Consequently, one often hears Quechua at their house. While I never observed 
Walter and his siblings use Quechua words and phrases with his aunts and uncles, there were 
several instances in which he spoke to his grandmother in Quechua using a couple of isolated 
words. I present several examples in this section. In excerpt 6, Walter is driving his grandmother 
back to her house in his taxi, and tells her that they have arrived to her house. 
(6) Walter to grandmother, Quechua (01:28:17) (REC 34)  
 
1 Walter:  [digiriéndose a su abuela] 
¡Hamu-y!  
 Come-2sg.IMP! 
Walter:  [addressing his grandmother] 
Come! 
 
Walter occasionally uses one-word expressions such as “hamu-y” ‘come’ with his 
grandparents. In excerpt (6), Walter’s grandmother was in the backseat of the car fast asleep and 
it was very late at night. Walter wanted to wake her up to get out of the car, so he used his 
limited knowledge of Quechua to better grab her attention.  
Walter has very limited comprehension of Quechua, and he does not understand his 
grandparents when they speak in Quechua. In the next example, I was at Walter’s house sitting 
on the bed hanging out with his siblings and grandparents. Walter’s grandfather was telling me 
about his life in Puno in Quechua.  Walter walks into the room and sits down to listen.  
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(7) Researcher to Walter, Quechua (00:27:13) (REC 37) 
 
1 Investigadora: ¿Entendi-nki-chu         icha     mana-chu? 
  Understand-2sg.-Q        or           no-Q? 
Researcher:  Do you 
understand?  
2 Walter:  Mana. 
No.  
Walter:  No.  
 
In excerpt (7), we can see that Walter understands my question in Quechua.160 Walter’s 
response is in Quechua, and he says “mana” no.”  
I continued speaking with Walter’s grandfather for at least an hour about his childhood in 
Puno. Walter came in and out of the bedroom to listen and to serve food. In excerpt (8), I ask 
Walter again in Quechua if he understood our conversation.  
(8) Researcher to Walter, Quechua (00:31:40) (REC 37) 
 
1 Investigadora:  ¿Entendi-nki-chu? 
  Understand-2sg.-Q? 
Researcher:  Do you understand?  
2 Walter:  Mana-m   entendi-nki-chu 
No-AF       understand-2sg.-NEG 
Walter:  You don’t understand. 
3 Investigadora:  Rima-n 
Speak-3sg. 
Researcher: He speaks it. 
 
In excerpt (8), I ask Walter if he understands our conversation by repeating the same 
question, “do you understand?” Again, Walter replies by saying he does not understand, but this 
time he uses “mana-m” ‘no-AF’ instead of mana ‘no.” He follows this by repeating the question 
I asked him, “do you understand” in Quechua. Instead of saying, “no, I do not understand,” he 
repeats the same question. It is interesting that Walter distinguishes “mana-m” and “mana” in his 
speech. Also, when he says “mana-m”, he adds the negative Quechua suffix, -chu to “entendi-
niki-chu”, which indicates a question or a negative verb. It seems that Walter has picked up some 
grammatical information on Quechua just by listening to his family, but has not acquired 
grammatical accuracy in his speech.  
                                               
160 The word “entendi-nki-chu” ‘understand-2sg.Q” is a Spanish borrowing from “entender” ‘to understand”. In one Quechua 
dictionary, we find the entry, “intindy” for ‘to understand’ in Puno (see Cusihuaman 2001:165). 
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After several months of hanging out with Walter and his family, I understood that there 
was a large linguistic gap between his generation and his parents’. I asked him some questions 
about his interest in Quechua and what it was like growing up hearing Quechua.  
(9) Walter and researcher, Spanish (00:5:10) (REC 46) 
1 Walter:  Ellos estaban conversando algo 
en quechua. 
Walter:  They were talking about 
something in Quechua  
2  No le entendíamos.  We didn’t understand 
them.  
3  Se reían.  They laughed.  
4  Renegaban.   They got angry. 
5  Lloraban.   They cried.  
6 Investigadora:  ¿Y después a ustedes…?  Researcher:  And then to you all…?  
7  ¿Cambian?   Did they switch? 
8 Walter:  En castellano. Walter:  In Spanish.  
9 Investigadora:  A ya.  Researcher:   Oh really.  
10  ¿No querían enseñarles quechua?    They didn’t want to teach 
you Quechua?  
11 Walter:  No querían o de repente porque la 
gente acá… 
Walter:  I didn’t want to, maybe 
because the people here.  
12  Ya que…  Well that...  
13  Sí yo siempre quería aprender.   I always wanted to learn.  
14 Investigadora: Sí.  Researcher: Yes.  
15 Walter:  Una porque a mí como le digo me 
gustaba la música ayacuchana. 
Walter:  One, because how do I tell 
you but I really like 
Ayacucho music.  
16 Investigadora:  Sí sí sí me dijiste. Researcher:  Yeah yeah yeah you told 
me.  
17 Walter:  Más antes la música ayacuchana 
cantaban en quechua.  
Walter:  Before, they used to sing 
Ayacucho music in 
Quechua.  
18  No sabía claro.   Of course I didn’t know. 
19  No sé grabarlas.   I don’t know how to tape 
the songs.  
20  Pero no sabía que decían.   But I didn’t know what 
they were saying.  
 
Walter is aware of the fact that his parents never spoke to him in Quechua, and he admits 
that he always wanted to learn how to speak the language. However in line 11, it appears that he 
is beginning to say something about not learning Quechua due to the people in Arequipa, 
“porque la gente de acá” ‘because the people from here’. Walter quickly changes the 
conversation to talk about his favorite music in Quechua in line 15. Gugenberger (2005) finds a 
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similar reaction from Quechua-speaking migrants in Arequipa: ‘the individual denies the 
existence of the conflict and tries to dodge it, avoiding any antagonistic situation and affirming 
their vague but loyal affiliation to both conflicting cultural or social groups’ (195).161 Walter 
shows these conflicting opinions by hinting that Arequipa society is to blame for his parents not 
speaking to him in Quechua, but he quickly avoids the topic by discussing how he has always 
wanted to learn Quechua, since he really enjoys traditional Quechua music.  
Several studies acknowledge that there is a growing population of youth who only know 
a few words of Quechua, while their parents speak Quechua at home or are Quechua speakers. 
Sánchez (2003) presents information collected in surveys on language use in San Juan de 
Miraflores, Lima where Quechua is found to be very stigmatized in public domains. Children in 
San Juan de Miraflores only know a few isolated words and expressions of Quechua, while many 
of them have parents or caretakers that speak both Spanish and Quechua. This seems to be a 
general tendency for youth in Lima, but Arequipa presents a more complicated case, as youth 
taken an active role in listening to music in Quechua and learning Quechua as well as initiating 
family traditions from Puno. I next examine the parents’ and grandparent’s perspective on 
language.  
 
5.2.2 Parents’ and grandparents’ perspectives 
Walter’s parents regularly call Peru from the USA and have long conversations for 
several hours on speakerphone. All conversations take place in Spanish with Walter and his 
siblings, but if the aunts, uncles, or grandparents are present, the parents switch between 
Quechua and Spanish on the phone. I was at Walter’s house many times when their parents 
                                               
161  “El individuo niega la existencia del conflicto o intento esquivarlo, eludiendo cualquier situación que comporte el 
antagonismo y afirmando su afiliación indistinta, pero incondicional, a los dos grupos culturales o sociales antagónicos” 
(Gugenberger 2005:195). 
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called, and I was able to regularly talk to Walter’s father in the evening. During one of my visits, 
I had arranged a short phone interview with Walter’s father.  In our conversation, I asked him 
more about his language background and why his children do not speak Quechua.  
(10) Researcher to Walter’s father on the telephone, Spanish (00:03:20) (REC 33)  
 
1 Padre: Cuando llamo al Perú con mis 
tías con mi mamá quechua y con 
mis hijos en español. 
Father:  When I call Peru with my 
aunts and with my mom, 
and with my children in 
Spanish. 
2  Pero con mis hijos en castellano 
porque no comprenden.  
 I speak Spanish with my 
children because they don’t 
understand.  
3 Investigadora: ¿Por qué no les enseñaste a tus 
hijos a hablar en quechua? 
Researcher:  Why did you not teach your 
children to speak Quechua?  
4  ¿Por qué nunca les enseñaste?   Why did you not teach 
them?  
5 Padre: O sí, yo no tuve esa oportunidad.  Father:  Well, I did not have that 
opportunity.  
6  Lo había descuidado no… lo 
arrepiento, pero una de mis hijas 
habla quechua está estudiando 
quechua en la universidad de 
San Agustín. 
 I wasn’t attentive to it no... 
Well I regret it, but one of 
my daughters speaks 
Quechua, she’s studying 
Quechua at San Agustín 
University.  
 
Walter’s father admits that he does not speak to his children in Quechua, because they do 
not understand it. However, he does not address the fact that he never taught them Quechua until 
line 8 in the conversation. It is ironic that he says that he did not have the opportunity to speak 
Quechua, but he is happy that one of his daughters is studying Quechua at the university. 
Studying Quechua at the university is considered prestigious, and an asset for future jobs, while 
speaking Quechua at home may not have any immediate reward for the family. Similar to 
Gugenberger (2005), Howard (2007) also finds in interviews many contradictions regarding 
Quechua in the Andes.162  She argues that interviews can be “sitios de lucha” ‘sites of struggle’ 
in which ‘the interviewee participates with alternative points of view that form part of the same 
                                               
162 Howard (2007) discusses the many contradictions in discourses, suggesting ‘such an ambivalence can be a sign of the 
presence of hybrid identities, a symptom of their turn of social change in process’ “tal ambivalencia puede ser un indicio de la 
presencia de identidades híbridas, síntoma a su torno del cambio social en marcha” (78).  
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argument, for that reason they are apparently contradictory’ (78). 163   In conversations with 
Walter’s grandparents below, we understand more about language use and urban orientation for 
the family.   
During several conversations with Walter’s grandparents, I learned more about their 
connection with their hometown, and more about their preference for living in a big city such as 
Arequipa. In excerpt (11), Walter’s grandmother tells me that she does not return anymore to her 
hometown because she has no reason to return there.  
(11) Grandmother to researcher, Quechua (00:16:54) (REC 34) 
 
1 Abuelita:   Mana-raq  mana-ña    Puno-manta 
No-yet         no-SEQ        Puno-from  
Grandmother:   Not 
anymore 
from Puno. 
2  Mana  ri-ni-ña-chu. 
No       go-1sg.-SEQ-NEG 
 I don’t go 
anymore.  
3 Investigadora: Ima-rayku            mana-m? 
What-reason           no-AF? 
Researcher:  Why not?  
4 Abuelita:  Mana   wasi-y-pas                 ka-pu-n-chu  
No         house-1sg.POS-ADD   be-BEN-3sg.-NEG 
 
hina-pti-n        ima-ta-m          ri-saq  
like-SUB-3sg.   what-AC-AF      go-1sg.FUT 
 
kay-pi        ka-pu-n. 
here-LO     be-BEN-3sg.  
Grandmother:  I don’t have 
a house, so 
why would I 
go, I have 
one here.  
 
Walter’s grandmother associates her current life with Arequipa and with living and 
owning a stand at a market. She has no intention of returning to Puno, where she does not have a 
house and cannot work at her own market stand.  
 
 
 
 
                                               
163  “el entrevistado participial con puntos de vista alternativos que forman parte de un mismo argumento, por lo tanto 
aparentemente contradictorio” (Howard 2007:78). 
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(12) Grandmother to researcher, Quechua (00:16:60) (REC 34)   
 
1 Investigadora:  Mana  chay-rayku      ima-ta-pas   
No       that-reason         what-AC-ADD  
 
ah  Puno-pi     ka-n-chu 
ah   Puno-LO     be-3sg.-NEG 
Researcher:  So there is 
nothing left in 
Puno? 
2 Abuelita:  Kay-lla-pi        ka-ku-ni 
This-DEL-LO    be-REF-1sg.  
Grandmother: I am just here.  
3 Investigadora:  ¿Arequipa      gusta-sunki-chu? 
  Arequipa        like-DIR.2sg.-Q? 
Researcher:  Do you like 
Arequipa?  
4 Abuelita:  Arequipa-pi    tiya-ku-ni. 
Arequipa-LO    live-REF-1sg.  
Grandmother:  I live in 
Arequipa.  
5  Puest-itu-y                ka-n       
Stand-DIM-1sg.POS    be-3sg.    
 
kay-pi      ranti-ni 
this-LO     sell-1sg.  
 I have a stand, 
I sell here.  
6  Antes     hamu-rqa-ra-ni            chakra-lla-pi  
Before     come-PER-PER-1sg.       farm-DEL-LO 
 
trabaja-rqa-ni      kay-pi         ranti-ni. 
work-PER.1sg.        this-LO        sell-1sg.  
 Before coming 
here, I just 
used to work 
on the chakra 
[farm],  but 
now I sell.  
7  Puest-itu-y                kunan-qa      qampiq  
stand-DIM-1sg. POS    now-TO         doctor      
 
hospital. 
Hospital 
 I now have a 
stand [near 
the] hospital.   
  
Walter’s grandmother has an ambivalent relationship with her hometown in Puno, where 
she used to work on a farm. She happily discusses her urban life in Arequipa, whereas Puno 
represents a distant past. Walter’s grandfather has more negative attitudes about Puno. In excerpt 
(12), the grandfather speaks in both Quechua and Spanish.  
(12) Researcher to grandfather, Quechua and Spanish (00:51:50) (REC 37) 
 
1 Investigadora: ¿Puno-pi       yacha-y-ta              muna-nki-chu? 
  Puno-LO       live-INF.-AC             want-2sg.Q? 
Researcher: Would you 
like to live 
in Puno?  
2  Kay-pi. 
Here-LO 
 Here 
3  ¿Tiya-y-ta            muna-nki-man-chu? 
  Live-INF-AC       want-2sg.POT-Q?  
 Would you 
like to live? 
4 Abuelo: ¿May-pi? 
Where-LO? 
Grandfather: Where?  
5 Investigadora:  Puno-pi. 
Puno-LO. 
Researcher:  In Puno.  
6 Abuelo ¡Mana-m! 
No-AF. 
Grandfather:  No! 
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7 Investigadora: Mana-m. 
No-AF. 
Researcher:  No.  
8 Abuelo: Llaqta-y           kay-pi           parlta-n-chu164           
Town-1sg.pos     here-LO         talk-3sg.-NEG                
 
kay-pi-s 
here-LO-ADD  
Grandfather:  My town is 
here 
speaking 
and here.  
9  Puri-ku-ni         ima-taq             ni-nki-man. 
Walk-REF-1sg.   what-CON           say-2sg.POT 
 I am 
walking 
and what 
would you 
say.  
10  Señora      castellano   ni-sqa-yki. 
Misses        Spanish        say-PER-I to you 
 Mrs. What 
does that 
mean in 
Spanish?  
11 Investigadora:  Uh huh.  Researcher: Uh huh.  
12 Abuelo: pero  xx.  Grandfather: But xx.  
13  A veces hago cualquier que me acabo eh 
cualquier tiene ya .  
 Sometimes 
I do 
whatever I 
can finish, 
whatever it 
has 
already.  
14  Y mañana más tengo  And 
tomorrow I 
have  
15  dos días tengo trabajo el sábado y el domingo  I have 
work for 
two days, 
Saturday 
and 
Sunday.  
16  En el mercado Marina ¿de repente usted conoce 
o no conoce por allá?  
 In the 
Marina 
market, 
maybe you 
have been 
there or 
have been 
nearby?  
17 Investigadora:  No hmm    mana-m    riqsi-ni-chu 
No hmmm   no-AF        know-1sg.NEG 
Researcher:  No, I don’t 
know the 
place.  
18 Abuelo:  Es el centro no es acá otro mercado hay. Grandfather:  It’s 
downtown, 
not here, 
there is 
another 
market.  
19  allí agarro cualquier cosita allí me regalan.  There I 
                                               
164 Parlta-n-chu seems to be a mixture of Quechua and Aymara. The verb “to speak” in Quechua is “parlay” and in Aymara 
“parlaña,” with the first person singular form, “parlta” ‘I speak’.  
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grab 
whatever 
little thing, 
there they 
give me 
things.  
20  canchita  papita-cha             choclito. 
               small potato-DIM 
 Canchita 
[Peruvian 
popcorn], 
little 
potatoes, 
little corn.  
21  Todo era.   It was all.  
22  Allá en mi tierra pues Puno ¿ima-ta? 
                                              what-AC 
 In my land, 
Puno what 
[is there]? 
23  Chakra-s    uywa-ta-s    wañu-su-n  
Farm-PL.      animal-AC    die-AUM-3sg.       
 
llaqta-y-pi. 
town-1sg.POS-LO 
 In my 
village on 
the chakras 
[farms] the 
animals 
die.  
   
Walter’s grandfather’s use of Quechua and Spanish shows many contact features in both 
Spanish and Quechua. While it is beyond the scope of this study to analyze the grandparent’s 
speech, we can see that Walter’s grandfather speaks more Spanish. What is evident from these 
narratives is that starting from the grandparent’s generation, there is little desire to go back to 
Puno. In fact, Walter’s grandfather has a negative impression of Puno, and associates it with 
farms and animals that eventually die. Despite their lack of direct contact with Puno, the 
grandparents continue to maintain many traditions from their hometown. Many of these 
traditions have been carried onto Walter’s generation, as I will discuss in the next section. In 
excerpt 13, Walter’s grandmother talks about Quechua and her grandchildren’s lack of interest in 
Quechua.  
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(13) Researcher to grandmother on Quechua, Quechua (00:17:48) (REC 34)  
 
1 Investigadora:  ¿Hayka        umm       wata-yuq           um     
How many   umm          years-POS           um    
 
ka-rqa-nki      uh   castellanu-ta   uh     yach 
be-PER-2sg.    uh    Spanish-AC       uh     know     
 
yacha-rqa-nki? 
know-PER-2sg.  
Researcher:  How old were 
you when you 
learned to speak 
Spanish.  
2 Abuelita: mana    castellanu-ta     allin-ta  
no          Spanish-AC         well-AC 
 
an       ya       ati-ni-chu 
umm   ya       can-1sg.-NEG 
Grandmother: I can’t speak 
Spanish well.  
3 Investigadora: Ah mana-m. 
      no-AF. 
Researcher: Oh no.  
4 Abuelita:  Uh huh.  Uh huh.  
5  Quechua nomá.   Just Quechua.  
6 Las dos:  Ajaja Both:  Hahah. 
7 Investigadora:  Alli-n        ñuqa-paq      practi-na-y-paq 
Good-3sg.   I-for               practice-CON-1sg.-for 
Researcher:  That’s good for 
me to practice.  
8  Jaja.  Haha.  
9 Abuelita: Entendi-ni          pero       mana-m  
Understand-1sg.    but           no-AF 
 
constesta-ku-y-ta         may-ni-n-ta  
answer-REF-INF-AC      where-POS-3sg.AC 
 
ati-ni-chu 
can-1sg.-NEG 
Grandmother: I understand it, 
but I can’t 
answer 
anything.  
 
10 Investigadora:  Kay    nieto-kuna-q          ¿mana-n  
This    grandson-pl.TO           no-AF 
 
quechua-ta      parla-n-chu? 
Quechua-AC     speak-3sg.-NEG 
 
Researcher:  And your 
grandchildren 
don’t speak 
Quechua?  
11 Abuelita: Mana-m   mana-m 
No-AF       no-AF 
Grandmother: No no.  
16  Mana-m   muna-nku-chu  
No-AF       want-3pl.-NEG 
 
quechua   parla-y-ta 
Quechua   speak-INF-AC 
 They don’t 
want to speak 
Quechua.  
17 Investigadora:  ¿Ima-rayku         mana-m     
  What-reason        no-AF         
 
muna-nku-chu? 
want-3sg.-NEG 
Researcher:  Why don’t they 
want to? 
18 Abuelita: Pinqa-ku-nku             quechua-manta 
Ashamed-REF-3pl.       Quechua-from 
Grandmother:  They are 
ashamed of 
Quechua.  
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The conversations with Walter’s grandmother present many diverging opinions on 
Quechua language use from those of her grandchildren. The grandmother believes that her 
grandchildren do not want to learn her language, whereas her grandchildren are actively learning 
Quechua and interested in learning it. However, their interest in Quechua is not related to their 
family, but rather to outside opportunities they can gain. This seems to be a common for other 
first-generation youth.165  
While Quechua is not passed on from parents to children in this family in Arequipa, we 
still find that family cultural events from Puno are very important. In fact, Walter’s generation 
initiates many cultural traditions during from Puno for family events. I describe two family 
social events I attended below.  
 
5.2.3 Walter’s wife’s birthday party  
After several months of hanging out with Walter and his family at his house and in 
different urban spaces in Arequipa, Walter invited my Peruvian friend and I to different family 
events held at his house. In November 2010, Walter mentioned that his wife was soon turning 21 
years old.  His family had planned a small birthday gathering at their house and he invited me to 
join them. I bought a small gift for Sandra and arrived at Walter’s aunt’s house at 6 p.m. so we 
could walk up to Walter’s house together. When we arrived, Sandra and Walter’s siblings had 
left to pick up a package that her mother sent her from her hometown in Moquegua. We waited 
for an hour in Walter’s study room, and Walter started looking through his music files on his 
                                               
165 Another example comes from participant 5 in Arequipa (see Appendix E). Participant 5 is a 28-year-old young woman who 
was born in the city of Arequipa. Her parents were born in Cusco and Puno and are native speakers of Quechua. The young 
woman’s parents never spoke to her in Quechua, because they believed it was not necessary or useful for Arequipa. However, 
participant 5 is now studying tourism at a local institute and she finds that both Quechua and English studies are necessary for her 
career.  
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computer to choose some music for the party. He found some of his favorite huyanos, Ayacucho 
Quechua music, and electronic huaynos in Spanish, which I was told is a very popular new music 
genre among youth in Puno. While we were waiting, Walter also got out his English textbook to 
ask me a few questions.  
After waiting for two hours, the rest of the family came back with the food that was 
shipped from Moquegua. We first ate the special food from the highlands of Moquegua, which 
consisted of what Sandra calls conejo ‘rabbit’ but is typically considered to be cuy served with 
Andean corn ‘choclo’ and potatoes. Walter commented that for special occasions, they eat 
typical Andean food.  
 
 
 
Photograph 5.5 Birthday food in Arequipa (2010, Author: Firestone, A.) 
 
After the food was served, everyone came upstairs to the computer room to dance to 
traditional huaynos in Quechua and popular Peruvian cumbia music in Quechua and Spanish. 
Everyone danced together in circles, switching partners. I danced with Walter’s grandparents and 
aunts and uncles for several hours. Walter bought several cases of beer, and Sandra also had 
bottles of wine from her hometown. We all shared a glass or two around. The party slowed down 
and the grandparents and aunts and uncles sat down often to converse in Quechua. Sandra was 
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not feeling well so she decided to quit the party early and take a nap. Before Sandra went to bed, 
we sang happy birthday and ate the torta helada (‘Peruvian jello cake’). Walter wanted to 
continue the party and drink more beer, but I decided to leave early, so Walter drove me home 
with everyone else in the car.  
At this birthday party, Walter and his siblings initiated all cultural traditions that are 
associated with Quechua language and cultural traditions from Puno. For example, we only 
listened to huayno in Quechua and cumbia music in Spanish. The siblings also emphasized that 
birthday food would be traditional Andean highland food. Again, in this scene, Walter’s 
grandparents spoke in Quechua and Spanish with Walter’s aunts and uncles, while the youth 
generation only speaks in Spanish. Youth also initiate other cultural traditions from Puno for 
more somber family events as I describe below.   
 
5.2.4 The wake 
When I first met Walter and his family, Sandra, Walter’s wife, was eight months 
pregnant. Sandra had told me that she knew that her baby was sick and would probably not 
survive.  Walter called me on a Monday in October (2010) to tell me that their baby passed away 
immediately after it was born. The news was very sad for the whole family, but everyone had 
been preparing for the worse case scenario. Walter and his siblings made all of the arrangements 
for the wake including decorating their family room and buying coca leaves, alcohol, and other 
non-alcoholic drinks.166 Walter called me and invited my Peruvian friend and I to his house 
where there would be a small informal family gathering and wake starting in the evening and 
lasting until the next day. We arrived around 9 p.m. after taking the bus uphill for 20 minutes to 
Walter’s house. When we arrived, all of Walter’s immediate and extended family were there 
                                               
166 Allen (2002) discusses the ritual use of coca leaves in rural highland communities in Peru.  
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including around ten friends and neighbors. All of the elders, adults, and teenagers were sitting 
on the benches in the family room, while the small children that were invited were upstairs. 
Sandra was upstairs in her room resting. The main foyer of the house was usually empty, but 
Walter added benches, altars, and tables for the wake. When we walked in the house, we noticed 
that everyone remained in silence, except for four elderly relatives that were heavily intoxicated 
and screaming at each other in Quechua.  
One part of the wake tradition is to stay awake the whole night. Walter told me that the 
elders drank alcohol and smoked cigarettes all night in order to stay awake to protect the baby’s 
spirit. Walter’s younger sisters helped pass out calentito (‘warm alcoholic drinks’), coca leaves, 
and cigarettes during the wake. Walter’s sister explained to me that it was a tradition to smoke 
and chew coca leaves to release the bad air the whole night. The elders spent hours screaming at 
each other in Quechua, and the rest of the guests pardoned them for their behavior, as they knew 
they were involved in an important duty. Later on, an older man who was very intoxicated and 
said he was the padrino ‘godfather’ there, stood up in front of everyone to say prayer for the 
baby in Spanish.  
Sandra was resting upstairs during most of the wake. I went upstairs to visit her and 
express my condolences. Meanwhile, Walter’s siblings told more about the traditions for the 
wake that come from Puno. In the early morning, everyone eats caldo blanco (‘white potato 
stew’). Another tradition that is not from Puno, but a Catholic tradition, is to baptize the baby 
with holy water at a mass ceremony at their house before the burial. We stayed until after 11 
p.m., while the neighbors and family members were able to stay there the whole night.167 
Walter’s sister’s partner drove us home with his sister. The wake was a very somber event for 
                                               
167 After 11 p.m. the neighborhood is very dangerous, and I would not have been able to go home. All of the other guests were 
family members and neighbors and would stay at the wake and go back to their house during different parts of the night.  
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Walter’s family, but also helped the family plan new goals. Walter was now determined to study 
harder and focus on traveling to the U.S. instead of trying to raise another child. Sandra also saw 
this as an opportunity to have more time to study and eventually go back to work again.  
 
5.2.5 Outside the house  
I met with Walter and his family members outside of the house only two to three times. 
On several occasions we met for a few hours near his English institute and at my house both 
located in the José Bustamante y Rivero district in Arequipa (fifteen minutes from Walter’s 
house). I also visited his aunt and grandparents at their market stand located 10 minutes from the 
English institute one time for an hour. The market stand is in a chatarra market (‘used goods 
market’) located in between downtown Arequipa and the Bustamante y Rivera district (see 
chapter 3, Map 3.3). Walter’s aunts and uncles and grandparents sell used gas balloons and other 
used plastic items at their market stand. I observed that at the fair, they continue to speak in 
Quechua among themselves, but not with other friends at the market. For example, María, 
Walter’s aunt’s comadre, owns a few stands in the same market and lives close to Walter’s 
house. She’s a good family friend, but never sees Walter or his siblings at the market. I spoke 
with her about her family, and found out that she was born in Cusco, and migrated to Arequipa 
as a young child. Her native language is Quechua, but she has completely forgotten it. She told 
me in an interview that Quechua was never useful in Arequipa.   
I understood that Walter rarely visited his family at the market stand, and spends most of 
his time away from home driving passengers in his taxi, going to vocational school, working in 
various temporary welding jobs, and studying English. His sisters spend their time at school, and 
his older sister attends classes at the local university. The family is very focused on studying and 
learning English to work and live in the United States.  
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Quechua language is an asset for future work in Arequipa. Walter’s older sister is 
studying Quechua at the university so she can advance her career as a primary school teacher. 
She mentioned that she would be more competitive for jobs if she studied Quechua and could 
work in a small village in Arequipa’s highlands. Quechua has gained a value of prestige for 
university studies, and as an asset to furthering one’s professional career. Despite this, she never 
practices at home with her family. Again, Quechua is considered to be an asset used to further 
one’s career and is a part of different cultural home traditions.  
Walter and I had long conversations about this dream to follow his parents to the U.S.A. 
Walter is studying welding and English, and would like to work in the U.S.A. as a welder. Niño-
Murcia (2003) also finds that many Peruvians believe that studying English will help people, 
especially including Andean highlanders, obtain a visa to travel to the United States. Walter 
discussed his plan to first travel alone to the U.S. and then have his wife and daughter follow 
him.  If that plan does not work out, Walter also aspires to work in local politics in Arequipa. He 
told me that he would have to learn Quechua to become an effective politician to reach out to 
many communities in Arequipa.  
In another conversation, Walter mentioned that his family’s identity would be an asset to 
them when applying for a visa to travel to the U.S. In conversations with his parents and other 
friends, Walter has learned that there are opportunities to travel to the U.S. when one identifies 
as a Quechua-speaker and claims to be an indigenous person of Peru. While Walter did not 
reveal any specifics of this process, he explained to me that his parents spoke in Quechua to U.S. 
immigration officials and wore Peruvian highland countryside clothes when they traveled to the 
U.S. This is ironic since Walter and his family never use the word “indigenous” or “Quechua 
speaker” to describe themselves. Walter and his siblings are aware of the cultural capital that 
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Quechua and indigenous culture may have abroad and in Arequipa. This seems to be a new 
ideology in Arequipa. Niño-Murica (2003:126) suggests that Quechua has very low prestige in 
Peru, stating that Quechua is to Spanish as Spanish is to English. However, we can see that 
globalization and migration are changing the linguistic market (see Heller 2010), and in the 
Peruvian Andes, Quechua is acquiring a new prestige outside of the family and home space.  
 
5.3 Conclusions of Quechua in Arequipa 
In the 1980s, Adams (1976, 1980) found that the large rural to urban migration of 
Quechua speakers from Puno and Cusco was leading to the emergence of Quechua sub-culture in 
the pueblos jóvenes in the city of Arequipa. However, it appears that this “sub-culture” has 
undergone many transformations, and Quechua has only stayed with this generation. However, 
Adams predicted one important characteristic of Quechua-speaking populations born in 
Arequipa: “the birth of a new generation within the city whose racial and cultural background is 
indigenous, but who will be unacquainted with rural existence which their parents experienced” 
(3). He further argues that this generation is “truly urban and Indian” (3). All arequipeños in this 
study would agree to being urban, but very few would agree to the term Indian. This term was 
never used among research participants, and does not seem to be relevant to this population. The 
construction of this new urban identity in Arequipa includes the maintenance of different family 
traditions from Puno, and an attempt to preserve their cultural and linguistic heritage during 
family social events. 
This is not to say that there are not young people in Arequipa who speak Quechua. As 
mentioned before, Arequipa is considered the second center for migration in Peru, and a place 
for obtaining a higher education and furthering one’s career opportunities. Consequently, there is 
a large population of young people from Cusco and Puno who temporarily work and live in 
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Arequipa. What is interesting about this group of young people is that many of them have lived 
most of their life alone or with relatives in Arequipa, but often travel back to their rural 
hometown to visit their families. I conducted sociolinguistic interviews with over 10 individuals 
ranging from 20-28 years old that I met in different public urban spaces. In Appendix E, I 
present information on the participant’s background and the audio recordings taped with them. 
While it is beyond the scope of this study to analyze interview material from each individual, I 
present some information from these interviews that complements the analysis of language use in 
this chapter. I met with the three following individuals at least five times: 1) Participant 3: a 28-
year-old puneña who is a maid and university student, 2) Participant 1: a 21-year-old cusqueño 
who studies and works at the Arequipa plaza grocery store, 3) Participant 2: a 22-year-old 
puneña culinary arts student who works at a bakery in Arequipa.  
All of the young people have lived in Arequipa for many years, and in the case of 
participant 2, he has lived in Arequipa since he was six years old. They all report that they do not 
speak Quechua in Arequipa, because it is not necessary. On one occasion, I went with participant 
1 to Arequipa’s main market. He told me that everyone in the market had to be a Quechua 
speaker by their physical appearance. When he approached a fruit stand and asked for the price 
of bananas in Quechua, the seller ignored him. He found that no one wanted to speak Quechua 
with him in the marketplace.  
These participants stress that they only speak Quechua when they go home to visit their 
families and work on the chakra. Again, the chakra is the most important space for Quechua 
language. When Participant 1 returns home to Cusco, he immediately puts on his ojotas (‘rubber 
sandals’) and once again participates in Quechua and Spanish linguistic and cultural practices.  
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5.4 Summary of findings  
The case studies presented in this chapter further demonstrate how first-generation 
youth’s spaces of daily interaction and membership in social networks play a crucial role in 
Quechua language maintenance. When youth do not spend time on the chakra, Quechua is not 
reinforced in the city. Nonetheless, while youth may not spend time on the chakra or have a 
rural-based family economy, they are proactively finding ways to revitalize their language and 
aspects of their family culture.  Thus the symbolic value of their language and culture is 
reinforced in urban areas and forms a part of their urban identity.  
This comparison of the families in this chapter brings me to the discussion of the Chakra 
Model for language use among youth in the Peruvian Andes, as I will discuss in the final chapter.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
This dissertation research analyzes how first-generation youth in Ayacucho and Arequipa 
are constructing a new urban Andean identity in which Quechua and Spanish play a role in their 
daily life. In both cities, youth share a similar linguistic and cultural heritage, as their parents are 
native Quechua speakers born in highland farming communities; however, youth find themselves 
in a different situation. First-generation youth self-identify as urban people, “ayacuchanos” and 
“arequipeños” respectively, they speak Spanish as a native language, and have different levels of 
Quechua.  
Previous research in Andean studies indicates that due to massive rural to urban 
migration, cultural practices in the urban Peruvian Andes are greatly “intertwined” with the rural 
(Paerregaard 1997, 2003), and that we can no longer distinguish discretely between rural and 
urban spaces (cf. de la Cadena 1988; Sørensen 2002). This doctoral research suggests a similar 
situation for language and linguistic practices for first-generation youth that occur on a 
rural/urban continuum. This research finds that families in Ayacucho and Arequipa participate in 
different economies that are located in rural, urban, and international places, and these ties 
influence both the daily spaces in which youth move and their membership in different social 
networks. Quechua and Spanish language practices are influenced by the type and degree of 
contact that speakers have with spaces connected to what traditionally has been identified as 
rural, and their contact with bilingual speakers. This study’s analysis is centered on youth’s 
voices, contributing to a new understanding of the vitality of the Quechua language and Andean 
identity from the “bottom-up”.  
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6.1 Quechua language maintenance and revitalization in urban centers 
While many historical and societal factors influence the vitality of languages, many 
studies cite intergenerational transmission as an important factor in language maintenance (cf. 
Fishman 1991; Nettle 2002; Grenoble and Whaley 2006). Fishman (1991:57) argues that 
intergenerational transmission of languages becomes particularly “problematic” in situations of 
migration to urban centers. This has also been argued for the case of Quechua in urban areas. 
Hornberger and King explain, “there is no longer a ‘safe’ space, for instance, in the home, in the 
community, or among family, for Quechua to be used exclusively and therefore ensured 
transmission to younger generations” (2001:168). This study revisits the question of inter-
generational transmission of Quechua in urban spaces with an analysis of language use across the 
rural/urban continuum in the Andes.  
This research shows that first-generation youth maintain different degrees of Quechua 
and other family heritage customs that they initiate and on a daily basis without their parents 
present at home. This study focuses on how families’ economic activities influence youth’s 
spaces of daily interaction in which Quechua and/or Spanish are possible language choices. For 
example, in chapter 4, I describe the case of the Hernández sisters who spend most of their time 
at their city home, while their parents travel back and forth to the chakra, where they work as 
farmers. Despite their parents’ absence, the sisters speak a mixed variety of Spanish and 
Quechua that they call, “combinado” ‘combined’ on a daily basis. The sisters choose Spanish 
and combinado according to different factors such as space of the interaction, social activities in 
the space, interlocutors present, and topic of the conversation. Quechua, or combinado gains a 
higher value in the linguistic market throughout interactions in different social activities. In 
Arequipa, we find another extreme with the case of the Mamani siblings (chapter 5) whose 
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parents live in the United States. While the siblings speak only a few words of Quechua, they 
initiate family cultural traditions from their parents’ hometown, Puno, and prefer to listen to 
music in Quechua.  
Therefore, this dissertation argues that the vitality of Quechua language in urban spaces is 
closely related to youth’s and their families’ socio-economic activities, with a positive 
correlation for Quechua language maintenance and families involved in agricultural economic 
activities. I explain this degree of ruralness that describes more clearly the rural/urban 
continuum and Quechua language use, under what I call the [± chakra] model.  
 
6.2 The Chakra Model for analysis of the Quechua language  
To understand Quechua language use and the new Andean urban identity, I propose the 
Chakra Model, which divides urban first-generation youth into two extreme categories, 1) [+ 
chakra] urban youth whose parents are both farmers; youth spend some time on the chakra and 
have direct daily contact with people on the chakra and 2) [– chakra] urban youth that do not 
spend time on the chakra and have little to no contact with rural areas; parents typically work in 
urban or international places, but one parent may also be a farmer. Within each category, there 
are other more complex factors that distinguish [± chakra] urban youth in Ayacucho and 
Arequipa. In this case, the relevant social factors include youth’s membership in certain 
Quechua-speaking social networks (Milroy 2002), the socio-cultural practices that influence their 
daily contact with Quechua, and their language competence.   
Although this model emerges from a detailed ethnographic study on three families, I 
propose here that this model can have significant implications for first-generation urban youth 
across the Andes.  The Chakra Model can help us understand the degree of vitality of Quechua 
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language use in urban areas and the importance of agricultural practices for urban families in 
Ayacucho. This study has revealed that the concept of the ‘chakra’ is central to the vitality of 
Quechua. In Table 6.1 below, I present different types of family economies we can find in the 
urban Andes.  
Table 6.1 Family economies in the urban Andes 
Parent’s residence Location of family economy Example 
Dual residence in chakra Mainly rural Hernández sisters 
One parent in chakra Semi rural Martínez family 
Two parents in town Local economy .... 
One or two parents in city (Lima) Connected to Lima economy .... 
One or two parents abroad Connected to an international economy Family in Arequipa 
 
In this study, I present examples of youth whose parents have a dual residence in the 
chakra, one parent in the chakra, and one or two parents abroad. The chakra is defined as the 
family farm, and many times youth refer to it as their parents’ and family’s hometown.168 The 
relationship with [+ chakra] is determined by: Parents’ contact and affiliation (see Appendix I) 
and the time that the youth spent on their parents/relative’s farm (see Appendices J, K, L).   
The ethnographic study also suggests that one’s relationship with the ‘chakra’ is 
intimately connected to the occupation of their parents and close relatives (farmers or not) and to 
the degree of contact that they have with them.  [+ chakra] means both parents’ main economic 
activities are on their chakra and their main occupation is farmers. Parents speak Quechua as a 
first language and may have limited knowledge of Spanish, and youth travel to the chakra 
regularly or occasionally to help out on the family farm.  
 In Ayacucho and Arequipa, we can distinguish between two situations for [-chakra] 
youth (see Appendices K and L). In Ayacucho, [- chakra] suggests that youth have no direct 
                                               
168 However, youth sometimes refer to the chakra as the small corral in their urban home where they raise small animals. 
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contact with the chakra, but one parent is involved in chakra, and the other parent works in the 
city.  
In Ayacucho, [- chakra] (see Appendix K) youth never visit the chakra and have only 
seen pictures or videos of their parents’ villages. They have a strong urban neighborhood 
orientation, and their main family’s economic practices take place in the family store or outside 
where they sell snacks on a cart. They understand Quechua almost perfectly, but claim that they 
do not speak it. This group also identifies themselves as huamanguino/a.  
 Similar to [- chakra] youth in Ayacucho, [- chakra] youth in Arequipa never visited rural 
areas, and only know about their parents and grandparents’ hometown from pictures and hearing 
family stories (see Appendix L). While Quechua surrounds them on a daily basis due to the 
presence of their aunts and uncles and grandparents who speak Quechua at home and other 
spaces, they have a very limited comprehension of the language. They view Quechua as a 
language they will learn at the university to help give them access to professional jobs. Despite 
the lack of Quechua, other family and rural traditions from Puno stand out. Youth take the 
initiative to include traditions their parents and grandparents have passed onto them. Examples 
are their preference for music in Quechua at family events and during personal time, chewing 
coca leaves and smoking cigarettes at wakes, and eating traditional highland food such as cuy 
‘guinea pig’ and choclo (‘Andean corn’) at birthday parties. [- chakra] youth in Arequipa 
identify themselves as arequipeños.   
In this model, once the parents’ affiliations and work are established, one can examine 
first-generation youth’s networks and associations. [+ chakra] youth in Ayacucho spent 1-2 
times per month from days to a week farming on the chakra, social networks are made up of 
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relatives and friends on the chakra, neighborhood friends, customers at the store, and relatives in 
Lima (see Appendix J).  
 
6.3 [+ chakra] language model  
 Once the spaces related to [+ chakra] in which the youth move are established, there are 
five additional factors that determine language use and different styles of Quechua / Spanish 
combinado language use. I propose the following levels to understand language use for youth 
whose parents maintain a dual residence: The first level is determining whether the parents and 
youth are [± chakra]. The second level is the space of the interaction and level (3) is the social 
activities that take place in that space. However, interaction spaces are many times dependent on 
the social activities, interlocutors present, and the topic of the conversation. Therefore, level 4 
concerns the interlocutor/s present, and level 5 refers to the topic of the conversation. Level 5 is 
only significant in the “closed-door space,” in which emotional conversations are held in 
Quechua.  In the [+ chakra] model, there are then five social factors, in hierarchical relationship, 
that influence the variety of the language used.   
Level (2) The space of the interaction:  it constitutes a rural to urban continuum of language 
spaces, with Quechua and combinado language use more frequent in spaces closer to rural areas, 
and with Spanish more frequent in spaces closer to downtown and Lima. The value of the 
Quechua is observed in different interactions according to space. 
Level (3) Social activities in that space: Certain spaces give way to specific social activities. 
The cases in this study show that the feria del ganado, closer to the rural end, can be a 
multifunctional space in which three different social and work activities take place. Spanish and 
combinado are possible language choices in each activity (see chapter 4, Figure 4.1).   
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 The home also serves as a multifunctional space in which Quechua and Spanish can be 
divided into the two spaces of the house. Different interlocutors can be present in the two spaces 
where different social activities such as hanging out and service encounters take place. The 
“open-door” part of the house contains the family store, where friends and family hang out and 
socialize, and it is also where service encounters take place. Inside the “open-door space,” there 
are two closed doors, where we find more intimate conversations take place. Spanish and 
combinado take on different roles in social activities that occur in these spaces, with a preference 
for combinado in hanging out activities, but the interlocutor becomes important during certain 
service encounters (see chapter 4, Figure 4.2).   
Spaces located closer to urban areas may be sites for Spanish. The last space on the 
Spanish/combinado continuum is the Mother’s market store (see chapter 4, Figure 4.3). The 
mother’s store is located approximately 10 minutes from downtown Huamanga. In this space, 
languages are differentiated by two social activities: (a) hanging out and (b) service encounters. 
Spanish is only used in service encounters. However, to find the language used in the above 
social activities, one must examine the interlocutors present (level 4). 
Beyond this space is the plaza de armas, where only Spanish was observed for this case 
study, however in Firestone (2006), I present examples of Quechua language use in this space. 
Little is known on Quechua language use in Lima, as there is no sociolinguistic study, however 
Escobar (2011b) mentions that Quechua has been reported to be used in downtown church mass, 
sport clubs, local radio stations, and in certain restaurants.  
Level (4) Interlocutors present: Within the continuum and social spaces, interlocutors that 
speak more Quechua are usually present in areas that are closer to rural spaces. This also 
includes the neighborhood. Within the spaces on the continuum in which youth prefer combined 
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language, interlocutors play an important role. Combinado or Spanish can be used with anyone 
in those spaces, except for unknown (not friends) young people or neighbors. Age is not a factor 
with family members or friends.  
 At the home, we find that different social activities lead to different interlocutors and 
situations present. In the “open-door space,” during service encounters, Spanish is used with 
young neighbors that are not friends. Spanish and combinado are used with customers/neighbors 
who are friends. Thus the relationship with the interlocutor is very important here. In the hanging 
out situation (see chapter 4, Figure 4.2), Spanish and combinado are used, but this depends if the 
interlocutors present are friends and family members. In the “closed-door space,” we find private 
activities, and a space for private conversations. The social factor topic of the conversation (level 
5, see below) becomes important. Speakers that have an intimate relationship with one another 
move to this space to have private conversations that other family members and visitors cannot 
hear.  
At the mother’s store, we observe that language practices change in situations (a) hanging 
out and (b) service encounters. In the service encounter situation, Quechua was never used in 
interactions. This is also observed with female customers who were wearing a pollera, a symbol 
that seems to indicate rural origin (see chapter 4). Combinado and Spanish are used when the 
parents and relatives who are Quechua-dominant are visiting and hanging out at the store, which 
happens infrequently. Thus the presence of these interlocutors as family members indicates 
combinado language use, in what seems to be a more Spanish-oriented center.  
Level (5) Topic of the conversation: In the “closed-door” house space, youth prefer to speak in 
combinado with their parejas ‘partners’ and with each other. In this scene, crying was observed 
on several occasions. It appears that in level (5), topic of the conversation, the space of the social 
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interaction, and the interlocutors present play an important role. In other studies on bilingualism, 
when one language is reserved for private domains, the language is said to have less vitality 
(Grenoble and Whaley 2006:7). However, it appears that the topic of the conversation is more 
important in this situation. This is evidenced by the function of the “closed-door” space that the 
Martínez parents also use for intimate conversations in Quechua (see chapter 5). We can see that 
the Quechua language has a stronger symbolic value for youth with certain topics. We return to 
understand that speakers will assess the value of Quechua in different interactions in different 
spaces.  
In the next section, I review the linguistic characteristics of combinado in order to 
understand what linguistic features this contact variety of Quechua and Spanish contains.  
 
6.4 Urban Quechua among [+ chakra] youth   
What characteristics does this urban Quechua have? The dissertation finds that several 
varieties of Quechua seem to be at the disposal of the speakers, depending on whether they are in 
a more chakra or less chakra context. 
When [+ chakra] youth talk about speaking Quechua, they refer to combinado. The 
analysis of combinado in chapter 4 reveals that this variety contains many lexical borrowings 
from Spanish, varied degrees of phonological adaptation of borrowings, and instances of inter-
sentential and intra-sentential codeswitching. Urban Quechua use has been referred in the 
literature as quechuañol, interlingüismo, and tacutacu lingüístico (cf. Carranza 2003; Sichra 
2003; Godenzzi 2005; see chapter 1). However, as mentioned in chapter 1, these studies do not 
present a detailed linguistic analysis of the Quechua varieties they are referring to, nor do they 
discuss the social circumstances and types of interactions in which these mixed varieties are 
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used. Adams (1980) argues that in the city of Arequipa, recent migrants speak a mixed 
Spanish/Quechua that most likely reflects linguistic changes happening in rural Quechua. 
However there are no previous studies for Peru that analyze Quechua language use along the 
rural/urban continuum that is present.  
When analyzing the variety of Quechua used in these situations, the highest amount of 
borrowings occurs with Spanish nouns, which is a common finding in all the literature on 
Quechua (cf. Mamani and Chávez 2001; Muysken 2001), and is common in contexts with even 
relatively minimal contact with Spanish (Thomason and Kaufman 1988; Winford 2003). These 
Spanish borrowings in Quechua are frequently used at the feria del ganado, as mentioned earlier. 
There, the Hernández sisters are in contact with many Quechua speakers who are farmers from 
rural communities, and with people who also have a dual rural/urban residence. Spanish 
borrowings are adapted to Quechua phonology in some examples while in others not. More data 
and further study might uncover a pattern for phonological adaptation.  
 In addition to borrowings, we find that combinado can include codeswitching depending 
on the space they are in and the interlocutor/s present in the conversation. We find a few 
examples of intra-sentential codeswitching and more examples of inter-sentential codeswitching 
in which speakers make marked, unmarked, and exploratory choices (Myers-Scotton 1988, 
1993). When youth switch from Quechua to Spanish or from Spanish to Quechua in a single 
interaction, they are “minimize[ing] costs and maximizing rewards” (Myers Scotton 1998:100). 
Therefore, when speaking in Spanish with a Quechua-dominant speaker in an interaction, they 
may be “negotiating a change in the expected social distance holding between participants, either 
increasing or decreasing it” (1998:132) (see chapter 4, excerpt 8). However, in most cases, the 
unmarked choice happens in service encounters in which the customer is Quechua-dominant and 
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the switch “show[s] dual membership” (see chapter 4, excerpts 13, 14, 15). Exploratory choices 
are rare in the data, and only occur in the feria del ganado when the Hernández sisters are not 
sure of the language of the potential customer (see chapter 4, excerpt 16). This is a context that 
merits more research, since it is a junction between the urban and the rural. 
 
6.5 Urban Quechua among [- chakra] youth in Ayacucho 
[-chakra] youth in Ayacucho refers to the example of the Martínez siblings. In this 
family, only one parent works on the chakra, and the other parent runs a store at home. The 
children have never visited the chakra or worked in agriculture. Moreover, different from the 
case of the Hernández sisters ([+ chakra]), the chakra is a minimal part of the family’s income, 
and the family is focused on more urban economic and social activities (i.e. home store, food cart 
at mirador ‘overlook’, Carmen Alto Evangelical Church, neighborhood events).  
Examples of Quechua use among [- chakra] youth are represented in four excerpts in 
which parents speak in Quechua to their children and they respond in Spanish (see chapter 5, 
excerpts 1, 2, 3, and 4). Children are spoken to in Quechua and hear Quechua at the home/store, 
and less frequently in the neighborhood. Quechua is also heard in the central Huamanga 
marketplace. One observation is when Jenny understood and repeated a Quechua utterance she 
heard in the marketplace (chapter 5, excerpt 6), but more observations are needed in this space. 
Outside of these spaces, we understand that children only hear Spanish. Youth in this category, 
however, do not speak Quechua on a regular basis, and I never observed them speaking Quechua 
at all. Nonetheless, they have a functional knowledge of Quechua, which they use when 
attending church services conducted entirely in Quechua. We can say that the church serves as a 
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type of community of practice (Eckert 2000). For these youth, Quechua does not have a value for 
work or school, rather English is highly valued to obtain a future job.  
 
6.6 [- chakra] youth in Arequipa 
In Arequipa, the second largest city in the country and the largest Andean city in Peru, 
my research finds that urban life does not include raising small animals in the family house, 
wearing babies on the back, or spending most of the day at home. The Mamani siblings case 
shows an example of youth whose family economy is driven by their parents who live and work 
in the United States. The economic support allows them to drive around town in their taxi, and 
also have the opportunity to hang out and socialize in discotheques and eat out at pollerías 
‘chicken restaurants’. Family time is spent at home and at the aunt’s house that are far from the 
city center, but very close to Arequipa’s other shopping and commercial districts. The family has 
a strong orientation toward the United States, which is the farthest point, and speak to their 
parents everyday on the phone from New York City. This contact reinforces the Mamani 
siblings’ interest in the United States and their motivation to keep learning English to travel to 
the United States. Also, when youth speak to their parents on the phone, aunts and uncles, and 
grandparents are usually present and conversations take place on speakerphone. They speak to 
Walter’s parents mostly in Quechua.  
The situation in Arequipa is very different from that in Ayacucho, even among [- chakra] 
Ayacucho youth. In Arequipa, we find that urban lives are not at all connected to agricultural 
economic activities. Many families, like the Mamani’s, never maintained contact with their 
villages in Puno. This is due to several factors. First, many families migrated from Puno to work 
in the growing service industry in Arequipa, permanently leaving behind agriculture. Second, we 
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consider the great distance and poor roads between Puno and Arequipa before the 1990s an 
obstacle for maintaining a dual residence.  
Nonetheless, Quechua is a very important heritage language for youth in Arequipa. 
Grandparents are bilingual and sometimes, trilingual (Quechua, Spanish, and Aymara), while the 
parents and aunts and uncles are fluent in both Quechua and Spanish. The aunts and uncles speak 
to each other and to their parents in Quechua for 80% of the time when at home. However, the 
youth have very limited comprehension and even less production skills in Quechua (or Aymara). 
Walter and his siblings may use isolated words in Quechua to talk to their grandparents. They 
admit that they do not understand most of what they hear, but it appears that they have picked up 
some words along the way. An example from chapter 5 is when Walter is driving his 
grandmother to his aunt’s house in his taxi (5 minutes or less). The grandmother had fallen 
asleep in the car, and he tells her in Quechua, that they have arrived and to come out of the car 
(see chapter 5, excerpt 6).  
Romaine (2006) suggests that speakers who have passive competence and “shared norms 
of understanding” can be a part of bilingual communities (387). This seems to be relevant for the 
[- chakra] youth in Ayacucho, but not for those in Arequipa.  If youth cannot understand these 
exchanges, it is difficult to say, as Romaine suggests, that they are part of this bilingual 
community.   
In spite of this situation, I find that the Mamani siblings are, nonetheless, the key 
organizers of family events in which parents, relatives, and other adults speak only in Quechua. 
The Mamani siblings choose music in Quechua over music in Spanish for parties at home, and 
are proud to incorporate Puno traditions at family events. They have pride in their heritage. 
Regardless of their lack of knowledge of Quechua among youth in Arequipa, Quechua has a 
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symbolic capital (Bourdieu 1994) for them. Quechua also has higher prestige at the university or 
institute and serves as a skill that will help them obtain professional careers as nurses, teachers, 
and doctors. However, at the same time, these careers are linked to the promise of jobs in the 
countryside, placing Quechua again as a rural language.  English also carries prestige, and the 
Mamani siblings are studying English at the many institutes in Arequipa with the goal to follow 
their parents in the U.S. In interviews conducted with other youth in Arequipa, I also learned that 
English and Quechua are both important skills to have to work in the tourism industry in 
Arequipa (see Appendix E).  
 
6.7 Migration and Quechua language in Ayacucho and Arequipa  
The first research question in this study is: 1) How does massive rural to urban migration 
impact Quechua language use in two different Peruvian Andean cities of Arequipa and 
Ayacucho that differ in terms of size and urbanization? What factors related to migration are 
relevant in differentiating Quechua use in these two urban spaces? 
In Ayacucho and Arequipa, first-generation youth and their families maintain different 
relationships with their rural village, the city, and other national and international spaces. In 
many cases, migration to urban centers does not equal the abandonment of native language and 
cultural practices (Paerregaard 1997; 2003). In order to understand how massive migration 
impacts language and social practices, we must differentiate migration patterns and economic 
practices in each city. In this study, we find that families whose main economic practices are tied 
to rural areas, also have higher contact with Quechua, due to time spent on the chakra, and 
contact with Quechua-dominant speakers who either live on the chakra or travel frequently to the 
chakra. Population movements in which people “maintain a double residence” can positively 
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impact the maintenance of Quechua language in urban spaces in Ayacucho. Arequipa is the 
second largest city in Peru (one million one thousand inhabitants) and the second center for 
migration in Peru after Lima. We find different migration patterns and economic activities for 
families in Arequipa, in which many farmers never maintained a relationship with the agriculture. 
Families in Arequipa are more likely to be oriented toward urban, Spanish-speaking domains.  
 
6.8 Indigenous language maintenance in urban spaces  
The second research questions refers to the maintenance of Quechua in urban spaces, and 
the roles of Quechua speakers’ social networks, and the characteristics of urban Quechua: 2) 
When Quechua is maintained in urban environments, what factors contribute to its maintenance?  
What role do Quechua speakers’ social networks (bottom-up factors) play for urban Quechua 
use?  (cf. Milroy 1987, 2002; Grenoble and Whaley 2006; Mufwene 2008), What characteristics 
does this urban Quechua have? (cf. Adams 1980; Winford 2003; Mufwene 2008). 
Following Howard (2007), we understand that indigenous languages in the Andes may 
have different periods of vitality, rebirth, and due migratory movements, and overall changing 
needs for language. For first-generation youth, language use is understood through the different 
spaces that youth have access to and move throughout on a daily basis. Connecting language 
vitality and migration does not provide an accurate picture of the situations studied in Ayacucho 
and Arequipa. However the first important factor is youth’s knowledge of the Quechua language. 
Then, we move to urban life, urban identity, and urban language. However, the reality of urban 
life and urban language is that urban life also includes taking care of farm animals at home, 
working on the chakra, eating “rural foods”, or listening to music in Quechua.  In this study, we 
find that Quechua is maintained among youth whose parents who have strong connections to 
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rural areas, and has a higher value in spaces that are closer to rural areas, including their home, 
and with members of social networks that speak Quechua.  
 
6.9 Urban identity construction for first-generation youth  
The third research question relates to identity construction: 3) What factors contribute to 
the formation of an urban Andean identity? (cf. Paerregaard 1997, 2003, Smith 1999; Sørensen 
2002).  
First-generation youth in Ayacucho and Arequipa have complex relationships with 
different rural, urban, and international spaces. In the case of migrants in Arequipa, Paerregaard 
(1998) argues that “neither the lives of migrants nor those of their villagers back in the village 
can be fully understood unless all ties of interdependence between the two worlds are included in 
the analysis” (398). This study has also suggested that this “interdependence” is key to the 
formation of an urban Andean identity. Quechua speakers in Peru have witnessed centuries of 
linguistic, cultural, and socio-economic domination, and migration has provided families with an 
opportunity to begin a new life, escaping violence in some cases, and obtaining access to 
educational and work opportunities not available in rural areas. In this new setting, families may 
still face economic hardships and linguistic and cultural discrimination. However, this study 
suggests how first-generation youth decide how their heritage language and culture bring them 
different opportunities across their social and work activities and during interactions in different 
spaces (Mufwene 2008). Therefore, their urban ayacuchano or arequipeño identity is fluid and 
open to change on a day-to-day basis (Bucholtz and Hall 2005). In this urban environment, we 
must “consider people’s own understanding of place and use of culture as a means to achieve 
political ends and redefine their position in the national or international world” (Paerregaard 
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1998:405). Therefore, identity is not based on a combination of labels used in ethnographic 
accounts in Andean studies such as mestizo, indigenous mestizos (de la Cadena 2000) or 
indigenous migrants (Altamirano and Hirabayashi 1997). When I asked the Hernández sisters 
(chapter 4) about the term “mestizo” in an interview, they were confused and told me they had 
no idea what a mestizo person was. Rather than reuse and reconstruct terminology and labels that 
are frequently used in Andean studies, this study shows how identity is constructed through 
urban spaces, and youth’s access to rural, urban, and international spaces, where different factors 
regarding Quechua and Spanish and other social practices become important and “useful” during 
different interactions (Mufwene 2008). In urban spaces, “the center” of life for youth keeps 
changing, and first-generation youth are becoming agents to recreate new spaces of “resistance 
and hope” (Smith 1999:4) as they see fit.  
 
6.10 Limitations to this study 
The main limitation to this study was not studying youth’s language practices in rural 
spaces. I did not have the opportunity to travel with the Hernández sisters to their chakra, which 
they infrequently traveled to during the research period. While they invited me to accompany 
them to the chakra, the sisters were always very busy at home taking care of children, and at the 
time, Anita, the eldest sister, was expecting her first child. Researching language practices on the 
chakra would provide an additional analysis of the difference between rural and urban dialects of 
Quechua, and find new spaces for Quechua.  
 Research on Quechua language in Ayacucho was only carried out with women. As 
mentioned in chapter 3, relationships were difficult to maintain with men. Therefore, an 
understanding of combinado language is from the young woman’s perspective.  
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6.11 Future research 
 Future research on youth in their movement within the rural/urban continuum is 
important to fully understand identity construction. As Paerregaard (1998) finds in urban 
Arequipa, “there is always a dark side of the moon, in other words, a life lived elsewhere but 
nevertheless a part of people’s existence” (405). The goal of future research is to accompany 
youth and their families on different trips to different spaces to observe how language and other 
cultural practices change. In addition, a future study could include additional case studies that 
represent other types of family economies in which parents work in the capital, Lima, other Latin 
American countries, or Europe. In order to understand if there is a new urban dialect of Quechua 
for youth, future research must include an analysis of parents’ and children’s speech in both rural 
and urban spaces to examine the differences in frequency of Spanish lexical borrowings, the type 
of borrowing, and codeswitching patterns. Also, a longitudinal study on [+ chakra] youth will be 
important to understand the linguistic practices for their children in relationship to their parents’ 
socio-economic practices that may change over time. In future research, a community-based 
action project may be possible in collaboration with youth and families, but this will depend on 
the motivation of participants and their initiatives to identify the concerns they have regarding 
their language (Smith 1999; Hale 2008).  
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APPENDIX A: ABBREVIATIONS USED IN GLOSSES 
 
(Based on Muysken 2001; Soto Ruíz 2006) 
 
 
1sg.: first person singular 
2sg.: second person singular 
3sg.: third person singular 
3pl.: third person plural 
AC: Accusative 
ADD: Additive (also) 
AF: Affirmative 
AUM: Augmentative 
BEN: Beneficiary 
CIS: Cislocative (toward the speaker) 
CON: Conjunction  
CON: Concretive  
COR: Corroborative 
CUR: Courtesy marker 
DEL: Delimitative 
DIM: Diminutive 
DIR: Directional (away from the speaker) 
DUB: Dubative 
EMP: Emphatic 
FUT: Future 
FUTdir: Future directional  
IMP: Imperative 
INF: Infinitive 
LO: Locative 
NEG: Negation 
PER: Perfective 
PL: Plural 
POS: Possessive 
POT: Potential marker 
PROG: Progressive 
Q: Question marker 
REF: Reflexive 
REP: Reportative 
SEQ: Sequence 
SUB: Subordinate 
TO: Topic marker 
V: Vowel
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APPENDIX B: TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 
 
(Based on Du Bois 1991) 
 
Symbols Comment  
[to speaker] Addressing or pointing at another speaker  
(laughing) Contextual comment  
[name] Personal name used to preserve anonymity 
xx Unintelligible speech  
(2) Pause in seconds  
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
(Based on Hornberger 1988; Howard 2007) 
 
Quechua translations written in collaboration with university students at the Universidad 
Nacional de San Cristóbal de Huamanga in Ayacucho, Peru and Universidad Nacional de 
San Agustín, Arequipa, Peru. Note: some translations are identified as acceptable in both 
dialects.  
 
I. Información general: procedencia 
 
1) ¿De dónde viene ud. originalmente?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Maymantataq qam hamurqanki?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Maypitaq naciranki? Maymantataq qan kanki? 
 
2) ¿Desde cuándo ha estado viviendo aquí?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Qam haykapimantataq kaypi yachachkanki?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Hayk’aqmantataq qan kaypi tiyashanki?  
 
3) ¿Dónde está viviendo ud. ahora?  
Ayacucho Quechua:  ¿Qam maypitaq yachachkanki? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Qan maypi tiyashanki kunan?  
 
4) ¿Con quién está viviendo ud?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Qam piwantaq yachachkanki? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Piwantaq qan tiyashanki? 
 
5) ¿De dónde son sus abuelos y familiares?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Aylluyki taytaku taytalla ima llaqtamantataq?  ¿Ima llaqtamantataq 
aylluyki? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Maymantataq papayki mamayki familiaryki kanku? ¿Maypitaq 
familiarykuna tiyashan?  
 
6) ¿Ud. viaja mucho? ¿A dónde? ¿Con la familia? ¿Por cuánto tiempo? 
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Kunan qam viajankichu? ¿Maytataq rinki? ¿Aylluykiwanchu rinki? 
¿Hayka punchawtaq wak llaqtapi? ¿Hayka kutitataq qam viajanki. maykunatataq rinki?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Sapa kutinchu viajanki? ¿Familiaykiwanchu viajnki? ¿Unachu 
viajanchu  
 
II. Información de conocimiento de lenguas 
 
1) ¿Cuáles idiomas habla usted? ¿Cuál idioma empezó a hablar primero?  
Ayacucho and Cusco Quechua: ¿Hayka simitataq rimayta yachanki?  ¿Runasimillatachu 
rimanki? Castellanoatachu rimanki? ¿Maqin idiomataq puntata rimarqanki?   
 
2) ¿Con que frecuencia habla ud. su segunda lengua y dónde? (si habla otras.) 
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Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Sapa punchawchu rimanki? Maypitaq? ¿Maykunapitaq/?  
Cusco Quechua: Sapa ratuchu rimanki quechuata, castellanota?  
 
3) ¿Con quién habla más quechua y dónde? ¿Con quién habla más castellano y dónde?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Pikunawantaq qam runasimita rimanki? ¿Maykunapitaq?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Piwantaq masta rimanki quechuata y maypitaq? 
 
4) ¿En el trabajo/escuela en qué lengua habla ud?   
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Ima simitataq rimanki qam llamkasqaykipi/yachasqaykipi?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Llank’aynaykipiri rimanki castellanota quechuatachu? 
 
5) En caso de que tenga hijos, ¿Qué lengua habla con ellos? 
Ayacucho and Cusco Quechua: ¿Wawaykikunawan ima simitataq rimanki?   
 
6) En caso de que no les habla en quechua, ¿Cuál es la razón?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Sichus manam quechuata wawaykikunawan rimankichu, imarayku?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Imaraykutaq mana quechuatachu wawaykikunawan rimanki?  
 
7) ¿Sabe ud. escribir y leer en quechua?  
Ayacucho Quechua:  ¿Qhichwa simi leeyta qillqayta yachankichu?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Atinkinchu quechuata leeyta y ruwayta? 
 
 III. En el trabajo 
 
1) ¿Dónde trabaja ud? ¿Cuántas horas al día?  ¿Con quienes trabaja ud?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Maypitaq qam llamkanki/trabajanki? ¿Hayka urataq 
llamkanki/trabajanki?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Pikunawantaq llank’anki? 
 
2) ¿Cómo es su rutina diaria?  
Ayacucho Quechua:  ¿Tardiykuqta imataq ruwanki? ¿Imapitaq llamkanki? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Imatataq sapa punchaw ruwanki?  
 
3) ¿También a veces trabaja en la chakra?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Qam llankankichu chakrapipas ruwanki? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Mayninpi chakrapichu llank’anki?  
 
IV. En casa 
 
1) ¿Cuáles son sus actividades favoritas en casa o fuera de trabajo?   
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Ima ruwayta masta gustasunki wasiykipi?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Imatataq ruwanki llaqtapiri wasiykipiri?  
 
2) ¿Pasa más tiempo en la calle o en casa? ¿Con quienes pasa más tiempo?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Punchaw punchaw maypitaq kanki? ¿Pikunawantaq? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Llaqtapichu wasiykipichu pasanki mas tiempo?  
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3) ¿Qué actividades hace con tu familia cuando no está trabajando?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Imatataq qam aylluykikuna ruwanki manam llamkaspayki?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Imatataq ruwanki familiaykiwan mana imatapas ruwaspa?  
 
4) ¿Cuál es su comida favorita? ¿Qué sabe cocinar?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Ima mikuytaq anchata gustasunki? ¿Ima yanuykutaqam yachanki?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Ima mikunataq gustasunki masta? ¿Imatataq waykuyta yachanki?  
 
V. Educación 
 
1) ¿A cuál escuela asistió ud. y hasta que grado estudió ud.? ¿Está estudiando todavía 
ahora? ¿Tiene planes de estudiar en el futuro?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Haykapitaqkama escuelpa rirqanki?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Ima escuelamantaq qan haykuranki? ¿Ima gradokamataq estudiaranki?  
 
VI. Familia 
 
1) ¿Tiene usted una familia grande?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Hatunchu aylluyki?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿Ashkachu familiaykikuna?  
 
2) ¿Con cuántas personas vive?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Wasiykipi pikunawantaq yachanki? ¿Haykataq qamkuna 
kankichik? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Hayka ruwantaq qanri tiyanki?  
 
3) ¿Le trae ventajas en su vida el saber hablar quechua?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Sirvicisunkichu quechua rimay ñawpaq punchawman? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Sirvicisunkichu quechua rimay ñawpaq p’unchayman? 
   
VII. El mantenimiento y la pérdida de la lengua quechua  
 
1) ¿Por qué hay que mantener el quechua? 
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Imanaqtin waqaychaswan quechua rimayta?  
 
2) ¿Le dio vergüenza hablar quechua una vez?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Pinqankichu rimayta runasimita?  
Cusco Quechua: ¿P’inqankichu rimayta runasimita?  
 
3) ¿Se va a perder el quechua algún día?  
Ayacucho Quechua: ¿Huk punchaw chinkanmanchu runasimi? 
Cusco Quechua: ¿Uk p’unchay, chinkanmanchu runasimi? 
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VIII. Identidad cultural  
1) ¿Una persona quechuahablante tiene ciertos rasgos culturales particulares? ¿Cuáles 
son?   
 
2) ¿Qué es la cultura mestiza para usted? ¿Cómo es la gente que no habla quechua? 
  
 
(Questions asked in Spanish for this section; Quechua speakers were consulted for assistance with translation, 
but they were unable to provide a direct translation that captured the same idea).  
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APPENDIX D: SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES, AYACUCHO AND 
AREQUIPA, 2009-2010 
1) Hernández family (Chapter 4)  
 
Space of participant 
observation sessions 
Number of sessions in 
space 
Total length of sessions  Total recordings in 
space  
Feria del Ganado 5  12 hours 6 hours 53 mins 
Mother’s store  8  7.5 hours 1 hour 17 mins 13 
secs 
Sisters’ house 6  11.5 hours 3 hours 22 mins 
Plaza area 2  5 hours 2 hours 14 mins 38 
secs 
Neighborhood 5  7 hours 30 mins 0 
 
2) Martínez family (Chapter 5)  
 
Space of participant 
observation sessions 
Number of sessions in 
space 
Total length of sessions  Total recordings in 
space  
House/store  19  22 hours 45 mins 3 hours 4 mins 15 
secs 
Neighborhood 2 (exclusively) Same as above 0 
Evangelical church  2  7 hours 1 hour 20 minutes 
35 secs 
Plaza (downtown 
Huamanga) 
2 visits  2 hours 0 
 
3) Mamani family (Chapter 5)  
 
Space of participant 
observation sessions 
Number of sessions in 
space 
Total length of sessions  Total recordings in 
space  
Walter’s house 
(Family/home) 
6 20 hours 30 mins 2 hours 36 mins 
Aunt’s house  7  14 hours (3.5 hours 
exclusively) 
15 mins 
Family’s market stand (La 
Cachina chatarra fair) 
2 2 hours 17 mins 33 secs 
English Institute (José 
Bustamante y Rivera 
district) 
2 2 hours 0 
Phone 1 18 mins 52 sec 18 mins 52 secs 
 
(Data from a third family in Ayacucho was eliminated due to poor recording quality) 
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APPENDIX E: SUMMARY OF RESEARCH WITH OTHER 
YOUTH AND PROFESSIONALS 
 
1) Ayacucho, Peru  
 
Type of 
recording  
Duration  Description of participant Language 
spoken in 
interview 
Sociolinguistic 
interviews 
   
Participant 1: 
26-year-old 
male 
00:30:44  Born in small Quechua-speaking town in 
Ayacucho, first language is Quechua, is an 
electrician and lived in Argentina.  
Spanish and 
Quechua  
Participant 2:   
22-year-old 
male 
00:57:25  Pharmacy student at local university, born in 
Huanta, Ayacucho.  
Spanish (some 
Quechua)  
Participant 3: 
28-year-old 
female 
02:00:00   
 
High school teacher from San Juan Bautista, 
family from Huamanga.   
Note: This recording was lost with the robbery on April 
30, 2010. 
(Spanish with 
some Quechua). 
Participant 4: 
20-year-old 
female 
01:00:20  First-generation born in Huamanga; works in a 
popcorn factory.   
Spanish  
Participant 5: 
22-year-old 
female 
00:48:54 University student; sells ceviche ‘raw fish dish’ at 
the Sunday Huamanga market.  
Spanish 
Participant 6: 
23-year-old 
male 
01:09:18  Student at a computer science institute, works as a 
waiter at tourist restaurant. First language 
Quechua, born in Chiara, Ayacucho.  
Spanish  
Participant 7: 
26-year-old 
male 
00:49:20  University student, first language Quechua, born 
in Victor Fajardo, Ayacucho.  
Spanish  
    
Interviews 
with local 
professionals 
   
 
Participant 1:  
Aquiles Lanao 
00:30:09 Founder of FINCA, Peru  Spanish  
Participant 2:  
Indigenous 
Broadcaster  
00:11:46 s Quechua radio broadcaster for Chirapaq 
organization in Ayacucho. Local broadcaster for 
Sapinchikmanta radio program 
Quechua  
 
Other recordings consist of approximately 5 hours of recordings in meetings and different city events (e.g. 
carnavales dance competition) with university students at Universidad Nacional de San Cristóbal de 
Huamanga and 30 minutes of recordings from the Bajada de Reyes festival in Ayacucho.  
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APPENDIX E (CONT.) 
 
2) Arequipa  
 
Type of 
recording 
 Description of participant Language 
spoken in 
interview 
Sociolinguistic 
interview 
   
Participant 1: 
21-year-old male 
 
 From Urubamba, Cusco came to Arequipa as 
a child to study; Quechua first language; 
works at the grocery store full time 
Spanish  
Participant 2:  
20-year-old 
female 
00:42:51 From small town in southeast Puno; Her 
parents taught her Quechua growing up. Can 
read and write in Quechua.  
She’s studying to be a chef, and works at a 
bakery. 
Spanish  
Participant 3: 
30-year-old 
female 
01:24:00 Born in a small town 30 mins away from city 
of Puno; migrated to the city of Puno at age 
18, came to Arequipa three years ago; First 
language is Quechua, learned Spanish in the 
high school  
Works as an in-house maid in Arequipa to 
support her university studies. 
Spanish  
Participant 4: 
19-year-old male 
00:19:38  From rural Cusco town, 4 hours from city of 
Cusco; came to Arequipa two years ago; first 
language is Quechua 
Knows how to read and write in Quechua, and 
Quechua grammar due to bilingual education 
program in his hometown; works as a waiter 
at a Chinese restaurant.  
Spanish  
Participant 5: 
28-year-old 
female 
00:33:33 
 
Born in Arequipa, parents were from Puno 
and Cusco and speak Quechua as a native 
language.  
the adult children 
Spanish and 
Quechua 
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APPENDIX F: HERNÁNDEZ SISTERS’ SPACES OF SOCIAL INTERACTION 
Place Family members 
present  
Frequency 
of visits  
Length of 
time 
spent 
Distance 
from 
family 
home 
Regular 
transportation 
to place 
The chakra 
Chiara, 
Ayacucho 
Sisters and their 
children  
A few 
times a 
year  
 
 
One day 
to several 
weeks 
In father’s 
car (4 
hours) 
Father’s car 
Parents Back and 
forth 
during the 
year, 
during 
harvest 
season, 
90% of 
time 
A day to 
several 
months  
------- 
Feria del 
ganado 
(cattle fair)  
Susana and Sofia  Every 
Sunday 
morning 
4 hours   By car, 
bus, or 
walking  
(10 
minutes) 
Bus or car 
House/store Four sisters 
Sister’s children 
(one new born 
baby and three-
year-old son) 
Two of sister’s 
partners 
------- ------- ------- ------- 
Friends/neighbors Daily or 
every other 
day 
Store customers 
 
Daily or 
every other 
day 
(fluctuates)  
Mother, father Fluctuates, 
during 
harvest 
season, 
back and 
forth  
Neighborhood 
Outside 
 Daily  Infinite Walking  Walking 
 
Soccer 
field/community 
area 
Sofia’s 
partner’s house  
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APPENDIX F (CONT.) 
Mother’s 
market store 
(closed in 
March 2010) 
All sisters, 
parents, 
extended 
family, and 
friends  
Daily   1-5 hours (10-15 
minutes 
from home) 
By bus 
Plaza de armas 
(downtown 
area) 
All sisters Once a week  ------- 20 minutes Taxi, bus 
Lima Father with 
Sofia or 
Susana 
Once a year or 
less 
  
------- 9 hours  Father’s car 
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APPENDIX G: MARTÍNEZ FAMILY SPACES OF SOCIAL INTERACTION 
Place  Family members 
present 
Frequency 
of visits 
Length of 
time spent  
Distance 
from Family 
2 home 
Regular 
transportation 
to place 
Chakra Mother, Gloria Never  ------- 4-5 hours  ------- 
Father, Roberto Harvest 
season 
4-5 days a 
week  
More than 6 
hours 
By public bus, 
then walking 
Home /store All  ------- ------- ------- ------- 
Neighborhood 
 
 Carmen 
Alto  
 Market 
 Mirador 
All  Every day Until dark  
 
 
A mile 
radius 
around house 
Walking 
Carmen Alto 
Evangelical 
Church 
Jenny, mother, 
younger brothers, 
and baby sister 
1-3 times a 
week  
2-3 hours  5 minutes Walking  
Downtown 
Huamanga   
Entire family  Several times 
a week  
A couple 
hours 
10 minutes  By bus and 
walking 
Ica, Peru  Jenny and Raúl One visit One week  6 hours By bus 
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APPENDIX H: MAMANI FAMILY SPACES OF SOCIAL INTERACTION  
Place  Family members 
present 
Frequency 
of visits 
Length of 
time spent  
Distance 
from home 
Regular 
transportation 
to place 
Home /store All but parents  ------- ------- ------- ------- 
Neighborhood 
 
 
All but parents Every day Until dark  
 
 
A mile 
radius 
around 
house 
Walking 
Aunt’s house 
(Ciudad 
Blanca, 
Paucarpata) 
All but parents  Every few 
days  
Until dark  10 minute 
walk 
Walking or 
driving taxi  
English 
Institute 
Walter  1-3 times a 
week  
2-3 hours  5 minutes Driving taxi  
Family’s 
market stand 
(chatarra 
stand) 
Luisa (aunt) and 
grandparents  
Everyday  5 hours or 
less 
15 minutes  By bus and 
driving taxi  
Downtown 
Arequipa    
All but parents Several 
times a week  
A couple 
hours 
10 minutes  By bus driving 
taxi  
Lima, Peru  Entire family 
except for 
grandparents 
Once in 
lifetime 
A week  15 hours  By large 
omnibus 
New York 
City, United 
States  
Parents One visit One week  6 hours By plane 
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APPENDIX I: PARENTS’ CONTACT and AFFILIATION 
 
 Parents’ and immediate 
relatives’ time spent on 
chakra  
Parents’ and immediate 
relatives’ occupation  
Parents’ reported 
language use  
[+ chakra]  Almost every day Farmers   Mother: Quechua-
dominant, passive 
Spanish 
comprehension 
Father: Quechua and 
Spanish  
    
[- chakra]  
(Ayacucho) 
One parent, 3-5 days per week  One parent farmer and other 
parent runs family store in 
city home, street vendor 
Mother and Father: 
Quechua-dominant, L2 
Spanish skills  
[- chakra]  
(Arequipa) 
Never  Manual labor, own and run 
stand at city market  
Mother and Father: 
Quechua and Spanish 
(equal) 
Grandmother: 
Quechua-dominant, 
passive Spanish 
comprehension skills 
Grandfather: Quechua-
dominant, Spanish 
(some Aymara) 
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APPENDIX J: YOUTH [+ chakra] RELATIONSHIP AYACUCHO 
 
 Urban 
youth’s 
time 
spent on 
chakra 
Youth’s social 
networks  
Urban 
youth’s 
occupation
/studies  
Youth 
reported 
language 
use  
Youth 
reported 
identity  
Social 
factors  
[+ chakra]  
 
(Ayacucho) 
1-2 times 
or more 
per month 
from days 
to weeks 
Chakra; feria 
del ganado; 
Huamanga 
neighborhood; 
Lima  
Run family 
store; work 
on farm; 
chores, sell 
food at 
feria del 
ganado; 
university 
preparation 
classes  
Combinado
/(Quechua 
and 
Spanish) 
huamanguino/
a 
-farm 
animals at 
home; 
walk 
sheep 
outside; 
eat rural 
foods; 
music in 
Quechua  
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APPENDIX K: YOUTH [– chakra] RELATIONSHIP AYACUCHO 
 
 Urban 
youth’s 
time spent 
on chakra 
Youth’s 
social 
networks  
Urban 
youth’s 
occupation/st
udies  
Youth 
reported 
language 
use  
Youth 
reported 
identity  
Social 
factors  
[- chakra]  
 
(Ayacucho) 
1-2 times 
in life or 
less 
Huamanga 
neighborhood 
(family, 
friends, and 
customers),  
parent’s 
family in 
chakra and 
other urban 
areas 
Pre-university 
preparation 
classes 
(occasionally) 
Understand 
Quechua, 
but speak 
little 
huamanguino/a -Use qipi 
to carry 
babies; 
farm 
animals at 
home; 
walk 
sheep 
outside; 
eat rural 
foods 
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APPENDIX L:  YOUTH [- chakra] RELATIONSHIP AREQUIPA 
 
 Urban 
youth’s 
time 
spent 
on 
chakra 
Youth’s social 
networks  
Urban 
youth’s 
occupation
/studies  
Youth 
reported 
language use  
Youth 
reported 
identity  
Social 
factors  
[- chakra]  
 
(Arequipa) 
Never Arequipa 
neighborhood; 
school 
classmates, 
work 
colleagues, 
USA (parents) 
Vocational 
classes and 
university 
classes. 
Understand 
very little 
Quechua, speak 
a few words 
Spanish  
arequipeño/a music in 
Quechua; 
maintain 
traditions 
from 
parent’s 
hometown 
;study 
Quechua 
at the 
university 
 
 
 
 
